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Explorations in discourse topicality 

Robert A. Dooley 

ABSTRACT: 
Discourse topicality (and thematicity) is fundamentally a conceptual phenomenon, and this 
treatment attempts to bring insights from cognitive/conceptual linguistics to bear upon it, joining 
them with previous insights from functional approaches and field analysis. It addresses the 
question: How do addressees recognize the speaker’s intended conceptual organization of his 
discourse? The basic answer presented here is that the thematic organization of discourse 
involves both content structure (in knowledge management) and construals of that content (in 
attention management), and uses both formal and conceptual signals. Many common genres come 
with the expectation of coherence. A discourse unit’s coherence means that the addressee can 
construct a unitary mental representation (space) for it; this appears to require a discourse schema 
with a head. The head of a discourse schema—what the speaker is principally aiming to establish 
in that discourse unit—is a theme which is structurally construed; the unit may have other themes 
as well. Although a theme (or topic) may provide initial access to a discourse space, its principal 
function is to conceptually integrate the space, which it does in a particular way: each step in the 
discourse unit’s schema relates to the theme in a way that expresses the speaker’s intrinsic 
interest in the theme, during that discourse unit. Thus themes involve both conceptual 
organization (the schema) and intrinsic interest. Themes can be referential (discourse topics), 
goals, situations, propositions, or perhaps other types as well. Sentence (utterance) topics are best 
seen as discourse topics in particular conceptual functions. The establishment and maintenance of 
discourse topics generally depends on their hierarchical level: topics of paragraphs (minimal 
complete discourse units) are maintained by continual activation as well as conceptual structure, 
whereas higher-level topics may be maintained by conceptual structure alone. The association of 
themes with discourse units is a functional ideal to which discourse tends, reflecting production 
processes and guiding comprehension processes; this ideal is often not attained in casual 
conversation and other unplanned discourse, as well as in avant-garde literary techniques in 
which other goals prevail. Imaginative participation interacts with discourse topicality when there 
is a “subjective character,” through whose perceptions material is presented. A subjective 
character is often a discourse topic for the higher of two superimposed spaces—an accessor 
space, the lower one being the accessed space. In fact, the speaker can be discourse topic in the 
same way. A key issue in translation is what should be preserved of the source text thematic 
structure. Answers commonly depend on hierarchical level: source-text thematicity is often 
preserved on macro-levels, but micro-level structure often follows target language norms. 
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1 Introduction 1 
Discourse thematicity (including discourse topics as referential themes) is fundamentally a conceptual 

phenomenon, dealing with mental representation, and this article attempts to bring insights from cognitive 
and conceptual linguistics to bear upon it, combining them with other insights from functional approaches 
and field analysis. In investigating topicality, it also addresses the general question: “How do speakers 
signal and addressees process the conceptual organization of discourse (or of any other kind of 
communication)?”2 The answer involves both FORMAL EVIDENCE and CONCEPTUAL EVIDENCE. While 
formal evidence often points to a concept in an explicit way, conceptual evidence may not involve a direct 
correspondence between a concept and a particular formal signal. It is implied in more subtle ways, often 
involving inference with textual or extra-textual knowledge, genre recognition, conventional 
scripts/schemas, and conventional conceptual strategies of other kinds. Conceptual evidence is in 
principle harder to validate than formal evidence; often, it is not even clear what conceptual evidence 
consists of. 

The formal/conceptual distinction is described by Chafe (2001:673) as follows in relation to oral 
discourse:  

There are, in fact, two streams, one a stream of thoughts, the other of sounds. The two have very 
different qualities. It is instructive to compare the experience of listening to a familiar language 
with listening to a language one does not know. In the former case it is the thoughts, not the 
sounds, of which one is conscious, but in the latter case only the sounds. Sounds are easier for an 
analyst to deal with, simply because they are publicly observable. Thoughts are experienced 
within the mind, and for that reason are less tractable to objective research. On the other hand 
thoughts enjoy a priority over sounds in the sense that the organization and communication of 
thoughts is what language is all about. The sounds exist in the service of the thoughts, and follow 
wherever the thoughts may take them. It is the thoughts that drive language forward. A basic 
challenge for discourse analysis is to identify the forces that give direction to the flow of 
thoughts. 

In discourse, Chafe’s “direction to the flow of thoughts” is nowhere more evident than in thematicity and 
discourse topicality.  

One kind of evidence that thematicity is fundamentally a conceptual phenomenon is the empirical fact 
of implicit themes: “many themes in literature are not explicitly stated” but yet are inferred by readers in 
the process of comprehension (Zhang and Hoosain 2005). In German, even expository texts tend to leave 
thematic structure much more implicit than in English: “The German reader is expected to make the 
connections” (Connor 1996:46). The fact that addressees infer implicit themes means that theme needs to 

                                                      
1 This material was first developed for the Advanced Language Analysis course of the European Training 
Programme—UK, held at the Wycliffe Centre, Horsleys Green, England, 10 July–22 September 2006. My thanks to 
David Morgan, Ivan Lowe, Stuart McGill, and Yuko Higashiizumi for their encouragement and course participants 
for their comments and patience. My thanks also to Stephen Levinsohn, Eugene Loos, Betty Loos, Ann White, and 
Paula Bostrom for helpful comments on earlier versions. 
2 In this treatment, I use “speaker” for a text producer, with masculine pronouns, and “addressee” for a text 
processor, with feminine pronouns, following Lambrecht (1994) for the nouns and Tomlin et al. (1997) for the 
pronouns. “Speaker” and “addressee” are intended to include written as well as spoken material. I use “text” and 
“discourse” as approximate synonyms, as Chafe (2003:439f.) also does. To the extent that the distinction seems 
useful, I use the term “conceptual” for aspects of mental representation and “cognitive” for general mental abilities. 
“Semantic” deals with aspects of conventional meaning that are more or less closely tied to particular linguistic 
expressions, a usage that follows Langacker (1987:47). I assume that speakers usually have some organizational 
scheme in mind in producing a given discourse unit, if not always pre-planned, then at least in an emergent sense. I 
also assume that addressees, in processing the unit and constructing their own mental representations, try to 
understand the conceptual organization that the speaker intends to communicate, assisting the addressees in this by 
means of formal and conceptual cues or signals (Tomlin et al. 1997:72, Bublitz and Lenk 1999:154). 
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be defined on a conceptual level rather than on the level of form. For similar reasons, formal evidence of 
thematicity can be expected often to be unsystematic; more consistent evidence should be found on the 
conceptual level. 

In a recent treatment of text comprehension using both bottom-up and top-down processing (see 
§2.2.5 for these terms), Kintsch (2005:127) makes clear that top-down processing is the use of conceptual 
evidence: “once established, a schema [a broad conceptual structure which need not have existed prior to 
the text; RAD] is a powerful determinant of how additional sentences are interpreted … What we see is in 
part determined by what we expect to see.” Formal evidence certainly is used in establishing and 
modifying the schema, but this is done in a bottom-up fashion. 

Conceptual organization involves semantic or propositional content, which I call KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT, and also particular construals of that content—“management of expectations of 
relevance” (Unger 2001:2)—which I call ATTENTION MANAGEMENT. Knowledge management itself 
often brings with it certain expectations in regard to discourse themes and topics, while attention 
management confirms or redirects those expectations, construing a discourse, or some part of it, as being 
about a certain theme. The centrality of the notion of “aboutness” for themes and topics, attested 
throughout the literature, is another indicator of the conceptual nature of such phenomena.3 

Yet in this area of discourse, investigation often remains firmly anchored to small bits of formal 
evidence and to the level of the sentence. Many treatments of topicality never go beyond sentence topics. 
Lambrecht, for example, chooses to limit himself both to the sentence level and to formal evidence: “I 
will restrict my attention to sentence topics or clause topics. I will have little to say about the notion of 
discourse topic, which has more to do with discourse understanding and text cohesion than with the 
grammatical form of sentences. … Even though information structure is concerned with such 
psychological phenomena as the speaker’s hypotheses about the hearer’s mental states, such phenomena 
are relevant to the linguist only inasmuch as they are reflected in grammatical structure (morphosyntax, 
prosody). … information structure is not concerned with psychological phenomena which do not have 
correlates in sentence form” (Lambrecht 1994:3, 17). Other linguists, who do contemplate analyzing 
discourse topics, think of going about it by beginning with sentence topics. As Stede (2004:241) asks, “If 
we don’t know very well how things work in the sentence, how do we dare [think] about discourse?” I 
believe using sentence topicality as a preliminary step for analyzing discourse topics goes in the wrong 
direction, basically because “Sentences … do not have topics in isolation” (Schank 1977:425). That is, 
any analysis of sentence topic, if it goes beyond the syntax of a specific construction, must involve what 
Lambrecht calls “discourse understanding.” Accordingly, the present treatment goes from discourse 
topics to sentence topics (§3.3)—and has little to say about sentence topics! 

Even though discourse thematicity is fundamentally a conceptual phenomenon, it should not be 
surprising when the scope of a discourse theme turns out to be a DISCOURSE UNIT, that is, a unit of 
discourse form that can be identified on other grounds (see §2.6 and Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 7). 
A major task, of course, is to come to grips with what it could mean for a discourse unit to be “about” a 
particular theme or topic. In the present treatment, this requires each component part of a discourse unit’s 
conceptual SCHEMA to be related to the theme in a way that reflects an intrinsic interest in that theme on 
the part of the speaker. Thematicity is thus seen as a type of construed relevance that utilizes the 
structural organization of discourse.  

This means that discourse themes and topics are typically structural as well as conceptual 
phenomena—“typically,” because the texual material that they integrate may occasionally fail to coincide 
with a discourse unit, but ideally and typically it does so coincide. For example, a topic might integrate 
some but not all of the steps in a discourse unit’s schema, or the speaker’s interest in it may be more 
instrumental than intrinsic. Such a topic could be said to be less than prototypical. That is, structural 
conditions for thematicity can be considered a norm to which discourse tends. When met, they can be 

                                                      
3 For example, this notion is implicit or explicit in all four of the theories of discourse topic surveyed by Unger 
2001, ch. 3, van Dijk 1977, Giora 1985, von Stutterheim 1997, van Kuppevelt 1995.  
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expected to contribute towards ease of comprehension. Hierarchical organization in discourse is discussed 
in §2.6. However, it should be pointed out that, in the present treatment, discourse themes and topics are 
not defined in terms of linguistic structures (discourse units), but rather in terms of conceptual structures 
in mental representation. 

This treatment makes considerable use of already-published material from a variety of descriptive and 
theoretical approaches. Some representative sources include:  
(a) field analysis of discourse in a variety of the world’s languages (40 or more years of work: Grimes, 

Longacre, Levinsohn, and others; see Grimes 1978 for descriptions of discourse topics in a variety of 
languages); 

(b) theoretical work in functional approaches (30 or more years; Chafe, Givón, Lambrecht, Tomlin, and 
others); 

(c) theoretical work in conceptual-based approaches, especially artificial intelligence, cognitive 
linguistics, mental spaces and relevance (30 or more years; Fauconnier, Langacker, Schank, Sperber 
and Wilson, van Dijk, and others; see Graesser et al. 1997 for a summary).  
Little that is said here is actually new. I have attempted to synthesize approaches that appear to be 

productive, combining them in complementary fashion. The complexity of discourse argues for this: in 
discourse, as in translation, many aspects of language come together. In the analogy of blind men 
touching the elephant, any given theory-based approach is likely to touch the elephant in only a very 
limited area. Field analysis and description often touches the elephant at various points, but its 
observations require comparison and interpretation. Complementary approaches find a prototype in 
Hankamer’s (1977:583) view of “multiple analyses”: “any one of two or more distinct analyses might be 
proposed, but each of them leaves some subpart of the facts unexplained which another analysis does 
explain.”  

In interdisciplinary research such as is attempted here, one needs to be prepared for disappointments 
of theoretical entrenchment: all too often, practitioners of diverse theories refuse to “come outside and 
play” with one another in a cooperative effort to understand language better. According to Croft 
(2001:6329), “A significant split in functionalism is between those who are more cognitively oriented, 
focusing their attention on cognitive explanations, and those who are more discourse oriented. These two 
functionalist approaches have largely gone their own ways, developing models of language meaning 
(cognitive linguistics) and language in use (the discourse functionalists). … Some functionalists have 
argued for a rapprochement between the two approaches, since they are compatible.” Croft himself is an 
exception to this theoretical entrenchment, as is Langacker 2001a, but cognitive linguistics has only made 
a beginning in discourse analysis. For example, it has not, to my knowledge, taken account of activation 
states nor of structural hierarchy in discourse. Mental space theory has historically been largely concerned 
with “logically puzzling properties” such as reference, presupposition and modality (Fauconnier 
1985[1994]:12), so features a “fine-grained partitioning” of cognitive processes (Fauconnier 1997:11) that 
limit their usefulness for discourse. The spaces in Langacker 2001a, whether “viewing frames” or 
“attention frames” (pp. 151, 154), could be considered medium-grained. In relevance theory, also, the 
amount of work on topicality and thematicity seems to be growing, but it is often limited to sequential as 
opposed to global processing, tending to downplay structural aspects of discourse topicality (see 
discussion in §2.6.6).  

Possibly because functionalism has generally been more theoretically eclectic, developments from 
that direction have often been encouraging. Lambrecht makes consistent use of certain cognitive notions 
such as activation status, but has “little to say about the notion of discourse topic” (Lambrecht 1994:117), 
restricting himself to “information structure and sentence form.” Emmott 1995 makes important progress 
in integrating approaches, but makes little use of hierarchical levels or activation states. Tomlin et al. 
1997 is a helpful integrative survey, but curiously does not make use of such sources as Langacker, 
Fauconnier, or Sperber and Wilson. Linguists such as Chafe, Gernsbacher, Givón, Graesser, Grimes, and 
Van Dijk (see References) have all made substantial contributions in integrative approaches, yet much 
remains to be done. Chafe’s position is exemplary: “All I want to say about my own work is that I have 
been constantly looking for a better understanding of language. I have been trying to pick up whatever is 
valuable from other sources, but at the same time to put together ideas of my own” (quoted in Parret 
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1974:1). “Understanding is in the end an ability to place one’s inevitably limited observations within a 
larger and more encompassing vision. … Confining that larger vision to some rigidly articulated theory 
locks us into an understanding that is inevitably deficient, simply because the forces confronting us are far 
too complex to be accommodated in that way. … There is no reason to suppose that a particular choice 
among the various competing grammars will prove to be correct” (Chafe 2002). Articles such as those in 
Duchan et al. 1995 provide perspectives from artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology, but often 
stop short of the complexity that one finds in data from the field. In the last decade especially, as 
exemplified in the journal Discourse Processes, “the study of discourse processes has moved from the 
complementary efforts characteristic of multidisciplinary research to the explicitly integrative focus of 
interdisciplinary research” (Louwerse and Kuiken 2004:169). So although this treatment arrives at a 
synthesis that is novel in some respects, it has important precedents. 

Van Dijk 2000 is a brief introduction to “cognitive discourse analysis,” which appears to be similar to 
the present treatment. In contrast with form-based analysis, which van Dijk also utilizes, cognitive or 
conceptual discourse analysis “does not deal with abstract categories and rules purported to describe 
[formal] ‘structures’ of discourse, but with the actual mental representations and processes of language 
users.” It deals with “properties of discourse” which “are usually defined in cognitive terms, such as 
metaphors, overall topics or themes, coherence, presupposition, relevance, and so on.” Van Dijk notes 
that “cognitive analysis is not a well-known, standard way of looking at text or talk.” In fact, at this point 
“it is something we have to invent ourselves. And we must show why it is relevant for our understanding 
of discourse.” Those kinds of goals apply to the present treatment as well.  

My use of previously published material is two-fold: for data and for specific analyses. I will consider 
natural text examples from a variety of genres, registers, and languages. (I will also discuss a few 
contrived text fragments that have been used to make points in other published treatments.) I have tried to 
minimize a priori assumptions about what themes are and when they occur, since assumption of these 
kinds have regularly hobbled attempts to investigate thematicity. One common assumption is that there is 
a single kind of discourse theme (or topic)—usually this is a proposition (Keenan and Schlieffelin 1976, 
van Dijk 1980:41).4 Another is that each discourse unit has a theme (or topic), and only one (van 
Kuppevelt 1995, Asher 2004). I have tried to avoid these kinds of assumptions and let data shape the 
analysis. This has led to a recognition that various kinds of themes exist, of which discourse topics are 
one, and that there is no single kind of theme which all discourse units have. Even though there are 
multiple kinds of themes, the definition of theme adopted here is a relatively restrictive one which 
excludes certain phenomena that have sometimes been called themes (§2.2.5). As a result, the particular 
view of discourse theme and topic which comes out here may not correspond with any previous 
conceptions. For example, it is distinct from all of the four theories of discourse topic surveyed in Unger 
2001, but includes certain elements from each one (see footnote 3). 

A necessary limitation of the present treatment is that it does not attempt a systematic survey of the 
world’s languages in regard to its subject. This is partly by design—at this point I am able to invest 
possibly years but not decades—and partly because of dearth of materials: “Existing reference grammars 
of less-known languages generally have very little in the way of discourse analysis, and what limited 
analyses they do have are not written in a way to allow for cross-linguistic comparison by someone who 
does not know the language very well” (Myhill 2001:162f.). In fact, a systematic survey of this type is 
almost certainly not possible for a single person: “Rather, in order to achieve an extensive genetic spread, 
it is necessary for a variety of discourse analysts, each working in a number of languages, to develop a 
uniform means of systematically comparing their results from these different languages” (loc. cit.). We 
are nowhere close to seeing such an ambitious project under way, and a precondition for getting it under 
way would be the elaboration of several preliminary explorations of conceptual frameworks, one or more 
of which could serve to orient research. If the present treatment has some value, it would be as this kind 
of preliminary exploration or, on a less ambitious scale, as a stimulus to thinking on how discourse 

                                                      
4 See Brown and Yule 1983, §3.8 and Goutsos 1997:17–22 for critiques of propositional topics. 
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topicality and thematicity work in specific languages. Being exploratory, it will likely need development 
for some time to come. 

After this introductory section, §2 deals with general concepts, some of them at considerable length. 
The other major section, §3, deals with specific issues in discourse topicality and thematicity. Section 4 
briefly considers related translation issues, especially the question of translating topical or thematic 
structure. In §5 there are brief summary lists of major claims and hypotheses, as well as other areas 
needing investigation. 

2 General concepts 

2.1 Knowledge management and attention management 
In this treatment the analysis of these linguistic DISCOURSE UNITS is largely presupposed, but follows 

Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, especially ch. 7. I consider that such linguistic structures of discourse are in 
a general—but not always exact—correspondence with structures of conceptual organization (§2.6). 
Conceptual organization appears to have two major dimensions: knowledge management and attention 
management.5 The distinction is largely between the message, what the the speaker wants to say, and the 
way he construes that message in relation to different objects of interest and attention. 

Both knowledge management and attention management have two distinct levels of realization: a 
global or unit-based structural level and a local “atomic” or sequential level. 
• The KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT of a discourse unit deals with its semantic or propositional content. 

On the unit-based level it is largely represented by the discourse schema, in which each step has a 
particular role or function (§2.2.4). Lower-level unit-based schemas are embedded in higher-level 
schemas, or seen from the other direction, steps in higher-level schemas are elaborated in lower-level 
schemas. All of this is unit-based knowledge management. On its lowest, “atomic” level, knowledge 
management has to do with whether particular concepts exist in one’s mental representation. It 
involves cognitive statuses such as referentiality, specificity, and identification (“definiteness”). At a 
slightly higher but still sequential level, knowledge management involves semantic relations which 
hold between adjacent propositions (Mann and Thompson 1988). Low-level knowledge management 
thus involves sequential operations and statuses that change from one utterance to the next. 

• ATTENTION MANAGEMENT has to do with expressing the speaker’s current interest in, and directing 
the addressees’ attention to, particular concepts as a strategy for construing their comprehension in a 
particular way. Attention can be directed both locally/ sequentially, from one concept to a following 
one, and globally, being sustained for an entire discourse unit. The local, sequential aspect of attention 
management has largely to do with what is commonly called “information structure” (Lambrecht 
1994).6 Globally, over an entire discourse unit, attention can be sustained on discourse themes (and 
topics). Managing attention on this global level is therefore equivalent to thematic (and topical) 
construal. 
Discourse thematicity, though, makes use of both knowledge management and attention management. 

Knowledge management results in schemas which create expectations that certain concepts will be 
thematic, and attention management often confirms or redirects that kind of expectation; in the latter case, 
attention management is employed somewhat independently of knowledge management (see especially 
§§3.4.2, 3.4.3, and 3.5.3).  

For knowledge management, the principal manifestation is the discourse schema, which is more 
adequately introduced in §2.2.4. In attention management, important cognitive phenomena include 
consciousness, attention, and interest; these are introduced here. 

                                                      
5 Langacker (2001a:145, 154) and Tomlin et al. (1997:65) propose a similar, but more limited, distinctions.  
6 Information structure can also provide valuable clues to global structures, such as thematicity (Floor 2004, 
especially ch. 7 “From information structure to discourse theme”). Its most characteristic functions, though, seem to 
be internal to micro-levels (§2.6.2). 
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2.1.1 Consciousness 
According to Chafe (1994:38, 27), consciousness is “the crucial interface between the conscious 

organism and its environment,” “what we experience constantly while we are awake and often while we 
are asleep. It is at the very core of our existence, but its exact nature continues to elude us. … The 
elusiveness of consciousness stems above all from the fact that it is an internal phenomenon, directly 
observable only to the experiencer. But…how is it possible for us to have a conscious experience and at 
the same time be conscious that we are having it?” This question will be considered later (§3.6.4), in 
terms of an accessor who is part of the accessed space.  

According to Chafe (op. cit., pp. 28–35), manifestations of consciousness have certain constant 
properties (possessing a focus, having a periphery, shifting in a dynamic way, manifesting a point of 
view, and needing orientation) as well as properties that vary from one circumstance to another (having 
different sources from which they arise, being immediate or displaced, being factual or fictional, being 
verbal or nonverbal, and having various degrees of interest). Consciousness is often a very transitory 
state, with “continual shifting from one focus to the next,” whose linguistic realization is the “intonation 
unit” (op. cit., p. 53 and ch. 5).  

2.1.2 Attention 
Consciousness is not completely random; it can be intentionally directed to certain objects. 

ATTENTION, the direction of consciousness towards certain objects or concepts, is a basic cognitive tool 
which is not limited to discourse or even to humans. Not only can we direct our attention to entities in our 
immediate environment, but also to entities that only exist only in our minds. This “displaced 
consciousness” is seen in remembering and imagination (Chafe 1994:32 and ch. 15). In language, 
attention is evidenced in two major ways with regard to referents:  
• Attention is selectively directed towards individual concepts and propositions in ways that reflect 

their states of activation (§2.4.1): new or important items are highlighted; the others are downplayed. 
This is attention management on a local level and in a sequential mode which is sensitive to very 
transitory levels of consciousness. It mostly operates below the level of macro-level discourse units, 
being commonly manifested by “information structure and sentence form” (Lambrecht 1994). 

• In discourse topicality and thematicity, attention is directed towards a particular entity in a sustained 
way (Tomlin et al. 1997:86). This kind of attention management operates on the level of discourse 
units as a whole and has to do with their holistic structures rather than simple sequences of 
expressions or utterances. In the present treatment, this higher level of attention management is a 
form of relevance construal that is commonly carried out by means of knowledge management, by the 
manipulation of knowledge structures, specifically schemas of discourse spaces, but can also be 
employed in a way that is not determined by such knowledge structures. In both cases, sustained 
attention is directed to particular concepts (§§2.3.2, 3.4.2).  
The fact that attention is required on two levels of discourse processing (local and unit-based), and in 

two modes of processing (sequential and holistic) raises fundamental questions. The linguistic form of 
these questions involves the fact that a language’s minimal referential coding (pronouns for English, zero 
for many languages) is used on both of these levels, as we shall see in §2.4.2 and §3.3.5.  

2.1.3 Interest 
INTEREST is closely related to attention: what is interesting attracts our attention, usually for a 

sustained period. There are natural kinds or sources of interest. Several of these are discussed in the 
literature:  
• According to Chafe (1994), “interestingness seems above all to reside in conflict with mundane 

expectations. There is a general tendency to talk or write about the unexpected” (p. 34). In particular, 
interest resides in sociological contrasts and outcomes that run counter to “scripts or frames” (p. 
122)—the “cultural schemas” of §2.2.4. Cultures generally have folk tales based on an “underdog”—
a less prestigious character—who comes out ahead of a more character with more natural prestige. An 
example of this type is a folktale in Ekoti (Bantu, Mozambique) entitled “The story of Lion, his 
daughter, and Hare” (Appendix H), with the hare as hero. Among the Mbyá Guarani (Brazil), the 
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monkey as hero often seems to embody the people group as social underdogs who can nevertheless 
come out on top.  

• Egocentrism and anthrocentrism have commonly been seen as sources of intrinsic interest and, 
because of this, as being intrinsically “topic-worthy” (Givón 1976, van Oosten 1985:23, Dahl and 
Fraurud 1996:63, Croft 2003:137). We are interested in ourselves and entities that are portrayed as 
being similar to ourselves, such as personified animals in folktales. It is not accidental that in 
children’s books, animals are commonly drawn as looking like humans, talking like humans, feeling 
like humans, and engaging in human activities. Further, when speakers and addressees adopt a text-
internal participant’s point of view (§3.6), it is usually because they are aware of certain things about 
that participant that remind them of themselves or of their experience. 

• Uncertainty also tends to generate interest, especially if it involves what happens to a human-like 
entity. “Discourse irrealis (which Grimes calls ‘collateral information’) mentions what does not 
happen, or what could possibly happen, as a means of highlighting what actually does happen. 
Common forms of irrealis are negation (such-and-such did not happen) and possible outcomes. The 
latter category includes questions (could she escape?), desires/plans (he wanted to escape), and 
conflict/obstacles (the rope wouldn’t let him escape). Possible outcomes provide strong cohesive ties 
pointing forward in the text: the hearer’s interest is aroused to find out which actually happens and 
how” (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:82).7 Danger, including portrayed danger, is a form of 
uncertainty, the possibility of harm, that almost always concerns humans.  
Although certain kinds of concepts can be expected to have intrinsic interest, speakers can build 

interest in another kind of concept in different ways. One way is simply by talking about it, thus 
encouraging addressees to link a lot of material to that entity in their mental representation. This is 
construal of interest and of relevance. A possible result is for the concept to become a point of thematic 
integration for a certain discourse space (§2.2.3).  

Managing the addressee’s interest presents the speaker with more problems than managing low-level, 
sequential cognitive states such as identifiability or activation (§§2.4.1, 2.4.2). For one thing, it is hard for 
speakers to assess or predict the addressee’s level of interest; it is not a simple matter of calculating 
cognitive effects from what addressees know and or are told. Perhaps because of this uncertainty, 
speakers often put extensive effort into passing on their interest to addressees. One way is by means of 
stylistic devices “(e.g., metaphors, alliteration) capture attention, unsettle conventional meanings, and 
evoke feeling”; these can “foster appreciation of the aesthetic quality of the narrative … [which] may 
motivate continued or repeated consideration of the narrative (e.g., rereading a text)” (Louwerse and 
Kuiken 2004:170). Another way that speakers attempt to pass on interest to addressees is by means of 
EVALUATIVE COMMENTS which indicate why the speaker finds something interesting (Labov 1972:366, 
discussed in Chafe 1994:121). One evaluative comment is found in line (15) of Labov and Waletsky’s 
Oral narrative 4 (Appendix E): one man killed another Just over two dollars that he was sent for peaches 
with. The incident was interesting because it violated a cultural norm—there was little provocation for 
violence. Even with stylistic devices and evaluative comments, however, there is no guarantee that the 
addressee will share the speaker’s interest; that would be a perlocutionary effect, over which speakers 
exert little control (Searle 1969:23f.). However, it is important that addressees are able to recognize 
expressions of the speaker’s interest (an illocutionary act; loc. cit.), because these often signal construal of 
a discourse theme. The speaker’s intrinsic interest is a necessary condition for discourse topics and all 
other kinds of discourse themes (§2.2.5; also van Oosten 1984:372, van Oosten 1985:29). 

Thematic structure results from interest management, that is, from attention management which is 
sustained over a significant stretch of discourse, generally a discourse unit. Local attention management, 
which is basically a sequential phenomenon, seems not to involve interest in any systematic way.  

                                                      
7 An event which raises a speculative question is called a “feeder” (van Kuppevelt 1995:119). 
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2.2 Conceptual structures in discourse processing 

2.2.1 Mental representations and base spaces 
“Discourse processing is…an active process of constructing a representation of the speaker’s intended 

meaning, through language the speaker uses as well as the exploitation of pre-existing knowledge 
structures the hearer possesses” (Rubba 1996:227). Thus, as addressees process a text, they attempt to 
construct, in dynamic trial-and-error fashion, a MENTAL REPRESENTATION of the speaker’s message 
(Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 5; Brown and Yule 1983:111f; Werth 1995:53; Tomlin et al. 1997:72; 
Gernsbacher et al. 2004:146, Sanders and Gernsbacher 2004:80). “The speaker holds a conceptual 
representation of events or ideas which he intends should be replicated in the mind of the listener. …his 
linguistic output, the text, can be viewed less as a fully fleshed out semantic construct than as a blueprint 
to aid the listener during the construction of a conceptual representation” (Tomlin et al. 1997:64). 
Between dynamic processing and final consolidation of the mental representation, “various parts of a 
story or conversation are forgotten. Other parts are remembered even though they were not explicitly 
mentioned…. To illustrate, if told There was a terrible squeal of brakes. They saw the girl lying in the 
road, it is necessary to infer that a vehicle struck the girl. That inference serves to tie together the distinct 
premises.” That is, “empirical evidence indicates that when readers comprehend a narrative text, they 
attempt to build a mental representation by making inferences to cohere with the explicit contents in the 
text” (Zhang and Hoosain 2005:58). While all sorts of “incidental inferences” may be made, of particular 
importance are structural inferences which are “essential to the coherence” of the text (Hildyard and 
Olson 1982:19, 21).  

The addressee’s mental representation, how she sees the TEXT WORLD, is what Fillmore (1981:149) 
describes as her “INTERNAL CONTEXTUALIZATION” of what she hears, in contrast with her EXTERNAL 
CONTEXTUALIZATION: how she sees the text fitting into the situation in which it was produced, including 
some notion of the speaker’s purpose in giving it.  

In this treatment I often follow the practice of using the shorter term SPACE for “mental 
representation” and DISCOURSE SPACE for a text-internal mental representation. These terms are used in a 
general pretheoretical sense, as in Lambrecht (1994), Dooley and Levinsohn (2001), and even at times in 
Johnson-Laird (1996) and Fauconnier (1985[1994]:15 and 170, fn. 9). However, there are differences 
between these spaces and the mental spaces in Fauconnier’s work. Fauconnier’s MENTAL SPACES 
formalize and focus on “logically puzzling properties” of language such as reference, presupposition and 
modality rather than discourse organization (Fauconnier 1997:12). To deal with discourse notions such as 
topic, theme, etc., other kinds of information need to be referenced as well. In the present treatment, I 
assume that discourse spaces minimally have the following kinds of information:8 
• referents, or nodes (Givón 1992:41), and propositional relations between them (i.e., relations which 

connect nodes or connect to nodes); 
• states of activation for different elements (§2.4.1); 
• orientation dimensions whose values, within a paragraph, are stable or which only change in small, 

predictable ways, and of how concepts in the space are situated with respect to these values (§2.3.1); 
• an indication of where the deictic center is located inside the space or external to it, or whether it is 

divided (§3.6.2), as it relates to different concepts or orientation dimensions;9 
• an overall structure, that is, a discourse schema (§2.2.4), whose steps (component parts) may be 

embedded spaces (subspaces); 

                                                      
8 Cf. Givón 1995:63: “text is represented at least in part as a network of connected nodes.” In general, however, 
“researchers have not agreed on a single representation format” for mental representations (Zwaan and Singer 
2003:91). 
9 Cf. Rubba 1996:231, “according to the cognitive-grammar view of deictic semantics, in order to interpret deictics 
in discourse we must have in our representation of the import of the discourse a conception of the ground, as well as 
entities, one or more of which is a reference point for assessing the others; and relations between the entities and the 
reference point within the ground.” 
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• themes, including topics. 
In addition to referents (nodes) and (propositional) relations between them, discourse spaces can include 
visual, auditory or other perceptual images (Johnson-Laird 1983, 1996).  

The text world is generally embedded in a BASE SPACE, which provides needed context (Fauconnier 
1997:73). There can be more than one kind of base space (cf. Talmy 2000b, ch. 8 and Givón 1987, 
§2.3.3).  
• In Fauconnier 1985[1994] and 1997, the base space most commonly cited is the ENCODING 

SITUATION, involving speaker, addressee, time and place of speech, and what the addressee believes 
could be the speaker’s purpose(s) for the text in that situation (this space is called the “ground” in 
Langacker 2001a:144). The text world is embedded in the encoding situation in an obvious way. 

• Another kind of base space is WORLD VIEW, the body of cultural knowledge that speaker and 
addressee share. Certain parts of the text world need not be asserted because they are part of the world 
view (Grimes 1975:136). 

• Other aspects of text worlds that are commonly borrowed from base spaces are time (recent/proximal 
time, remote time) and place (local and other geography), especially as these serve as orientation 
dimensions for discourse units (§2.3.1). 

• Each discourse space is a base space for its subspaces. 
The addressee’s text world does often contain subspaces, and these can have subspaces, and so forth 

down to lower levels. Just as coherent texts have global schemas and themes (as will be shown), in this 
treatment a working hypothesis is that a similar thing is true for discourse units of whatever size and level 
(cf. van Dijk 1980:105, Chafe 1994:90, Tomlin 1987:458–460). Initially we will think of discourse units 
as corresponding to discourse spaces in a one-to-one fashion; special situations will require us to modify 
that, as will be seen later on (§3.6.4). We will make use of the following kinds of hierarchical units. The 
lowest-level complete discourse unit is the PARAGRAPH (Hinds 1979); between paragraphs and the entire 
text can occur EPISODES and other units (Givón 1984:243). Paragraphs, episodes, and the text itself will 
be spoken of as MACRO-LEVEL UNITS. Building blocks of paragraphs (steps in paragraph schemas) are 
partially-formed discourse units that are here referred to as MICRO-LEVEL UNITS. Discourse hierarchy 
involves important issues, some of which will be discussed in §2.6. 

An addressee processing a discourse unit will, for that unit, construct what Langacker (2001a:144) 
calls the CURRENT DISCOURSE SPACE (see also Fauconnier 1997:72). Each base space embeds some part 
of the current discourse space: the time of the current discourse space is embedded in the temporal base 
space, place is embedded in a locational base space, and so forth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Common base spaces for a text world or current discourse space 
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It is useful to distinguish between base spaces and PRIMARY DISCOURSE SPACES. In Figure 1, there is 
only one primary discourse space for each discourse unit represented. Even the embedded discourse unit, 
represented by the subspace, has only one primary discourse space, that subspace, although it is 
embedded in another discourse space. I will normally dispense with the use of the word “primary” in 
referring to primary discourse spaces.  

Each base space is continually accessible to speaker and addressee in the sense that “we can easily 
come back to it” (Fauconnier 1997:38f., 49, 73) when we are in a space that is embedded within it—in 
fact, via embedding we are still in it. As a general property, when a space is active, its base spaces are at 
least semiactive and their component elements are identifiable (see §§2.4.1, 2.4.2; cf. Fauconnier loc. 
cit.). As the addressee processes a discourse unit, spaces on several levels could be considered to be 
“current discourse spaces”: the primary discourse space, all of its base spaces, all of their base spaces, etc. 
The notion of current discourse space is relevant at different points in this treatment. 

The fact that every text is processed in relation to at least one base space is an instance of the more 
general cognitive principle that every figure is processed in relation to some ground and that “cognitive 
operations are always formulated in relation to a specific context” and processed in relation to that 
context (van Dijk 2000; see also Croft and Cruse 2004, §3.3.3; Talmy 2000a, ch. 5; Taylor 2002:10f.).  

2.2.2 Coherence and other unities 
“A text is said to be COHERENT if, for a certain addressee on a certain hearing/reading, s/he is able to 

fit its different elements into a single overall mental representation” (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:10). 
“The goal of comprehension is to build up a coherent mental representation or ‘structure’” (Gernsbacher 
1985:344; see also Sanders and Gernsbacher 2004:80). That is, coherence has to do with whether the 
addressee, on a particular reading of the text, is able to establish a conceptual unity by constructing a 
unitary mental representation for it.10 COHESION, on the other hand, refers to linguistic signals which are 
cues of conceptual unity (coherence) or of other kinds of unity (see below; see also references in Dooley 
and Levinsohn 2001:27). 

This conceptual view of coherence does not mean that text interpretation is a simple matter.  
• Some texts, upon examination, turn out to have conceptual aspects that are conflicting, irrational, or 

otherwise difficult to comprehend. Literary texts often consciously incorporate indeterminacies and 
even noncoherence for “literary effect,” giving readers play in interpretation (Du Plooy 2002, Miall 
2003; see §2.6.6). A somewhat similar thing happens on a popular level: in mystery stories and much 
other narrative, the author inhibits the addressee’s construction of a definitive mental representation 
in order to build suspense. Literary products which utilize ambiguity or indeterminacy encourage the 
construction of alternative or provisional mental representations.  

• Even in everyday speech, speakers do not intend for all expressions to yield a single specific 
interpretation or that all aspects of a text be rigidly consistent. A degree of indeterminacy is a 
common and perhaps necessary part of language use: “In many—perhaps most—cases of human 
communication, what the communicator intends to make manifest is partly precise and partly 
vague…. When the communicator’s intention is to increase simultaneously the manifestness of a 
wide range of assumptions…, then each of them is weakly communicated. … Often, in human 
interaction, weak communication is found sufficient or even preferable to the stronger forms” 
(Sperber and Wilson 1995:59f.). 
Where, then, does this leave the notion of coherence?  

• When a speaker deliberately uses ambiguity or indeterminacy, addressees are supposed to understand 
what he is doing and “play along,” either holding alternative mental representations in abeyance via 

                                                      
10 “Coherence is often spoken of as if it were a property of a text; more precisely, though, it concerns what a certain 
hearer is able to do with the text at a certain time” (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:10). “Coherence is fundamentally 
not an objective property of the produced text. Rather, that text is a by-product of the mental processes of discourse 
production and discourse comprehension, which are the real loci of coherence” (Givón 1995:60). See Unger 2001 
for a relevance-theoretical view of coherence. 
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DEFERRED PROCESSING,11 or else feeling at liberty to construct representations that could be loosely 
based on the text but would otherwise be free of textual constraints. Coherence could thus either be 
deferred or relatively unconstrained. 

• Addressees do not pay attention to a text to the same degree at all times; not all aspects are closely 
scrutinized for consistency. They tend only to process to a depth in which the payoff they are 
interested in is worth the processing cost (Sperber and Wilson 1995:260). Therefore, the assumption 
of textual coherence should probably only be applied down to the DEPTH OF PROCESSING (Bobrow 
and Norman 1975:144f., Sanford and Sturt 2002, Sanford et al. 2006, Sanford and Graesser 2006) 
that the speaker intends. For addressees who process beyond that intended depth, processing costs 
will not justify the payoff the speaker has in mind; their costs could only be justified by pursuing 
unintended payoffs. For example, in the story of Little Red Riding Hood, deeper-than-intended 
processing could inquire why she had a riding hood (a riding cape with a hood?).12 Since there is no 
indication that she rode a horse or anything else, deep processing may bring no payoff that would be 
relevant in the view of the speaker. When addressees fail to process to the indended depth—for some 
reason they may only be prepared to process down to a relatively shallow level—they will probably 
miss something that the speaker intends to communicate; their understanding will only be “‘good 
enough’ to satisfy the comprehender that an appropriate interpretation has been obtained” for more 
limited goals (Christianson et al. 2001:368; see also Ferreira et al. 2002, Sanford and Graesser 2006). 
Intended depth of processing tends to depend on factors such as the genre and the situation at hand. 
Some genres are less demanding, with a relatively shallow intended depth of processing, while others, 
such as technical or legal communication, require deep processing. But speakers also can, and do, 
attempt to control the processing level of their addressees. In human language this must be done 
selectively, in some way highlighting what needs careful processing (Sanford et al 2006:110), while 
using reduced resources for other material, thus suggesting that a lower processing level is adequate. 
“Attention-capturing devices” can include marked information structure, non-basic lexical choices, 
nonstandard typography/punctuation/ sentence breaks/paragraphing/layout, prosody, sound 
patterning, explicit text/discourse cues, etc. (op. cit., 111). In level-of-processing instructions, 
attention management is used for the end of knowledge management (§2.1.2). 
According to Grice’s (1975:45) “cooperative principle,” “our talk exchanges … are characteristically, 

to some degree at least, cooperative efforts; and each participant recognizes in them, to some extent, a 
common purpose or set of purposes, or at least a mutually accepted direction. … Make your 
conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or 
direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged.” Sperber and Wilson (1986:161f.), in addition to 
generalizing Grice’s remarks from a “talk exchange” to communication of any kind, rightfully point out 
that communication does not always have a “mutually accepted direction.” (Grice’s cooperative principle 
is further discussed in §2.7.) For example, there are conversations that go in different directions and even 
involve different interlocutors. Consider the following: 

Example text 1: Conversational fragment: “Tomatoes and Tony” (Blass 1990:75) 
 

(1) He: Tomatoes have been cheap this year, haven’t they? 
(2) She: Look who’s coming! 
(3) He: Tony! Well I never. 

 
Blass (loc. cit.) considers this conversation, though noncoherent, as neither uncooperative nor defective. It 
follows different “mutually accepted directions” (to use Grice’s term), which correspond to turns in the 
                                                      
11 Deferred processing is described by Unger (2001:138): “When the addressee encounters an utterance which does 
not immediately confirm the presumption of relevance, he should not abandon the interpretation process, but retain 
the utterance in memory with the expectation that the effort spent on it will be rewarded at a later stage in the 
discourse.” 
12 In the version told by the Grimm brothers, she apparently didn’t have a riding hood at all, but rather a small velvet 
cap. See <http://mld.ursinus.edu/Maerchen/grimmred.html> (08 July 2006). 
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conversation: (1) from He to She about tomatoes, (2) from She to He about Tony’s arrival, (3) from He to 
Tony in greeting. Even though a single “mutually accepted direction” is not required for communication 
in the most general case, following a conversation often requires recognizing what the current direction is 
and when it changes. In a noncoherent conversation, each subpart may in fact pursue a “mutually 
accepted direction,” hence evidence coherence that is based on that direction. Therefore, direction in 
communication—both when it changes and when it remains constant—cannot be lightly dismissed in 
determining relevance. 

If, as Blass says, a conversation can be a unit of communication even though it lacks conceptual unity 
(coherence), this suggests that there are other kinds of unity in communication, based on other 
macrofunctions of language (Halliday 1973). The following unities are commonly observed:  
• conceptual unity (coherence), based on the pursuit of one overall conceptual goal, a single “mutually 

accepted direction” in the representation of conceptual “reality.” Example text 1 does not have this 
kind of conceptual unity, but its subparts do. This unity is in relation to Halliday’s “ideational” 
macrofunction. 

• interactional/social unity, based on the pursuit of an interactional or social goal (Halliday’s 
“interpersonal” macrofunction). Examples would include greeting exchanges like A: “How ya 
doin’?” B: “How ya doin’?,” which can hardly be said to show coherence. They are sometimes 
described in terms of PHATIC COMMUNION, “a type of speech in which ties of union are created by a 
mere exchange of words” (Malinowski 1923:315). To achieve their interactional goal, coherence is 
not always necessary. When they show cohesive ties, these may contribute less to conceptual unity 
than to interactional unity or to some another kind. 

• formal unity, the perceived adherence to a particular formal pattern, which is a formal expression of 
Halliday’s “textual” macrofunction, or cohesion. “Nonsense” material, like the fa-la-la-la-la, la-la la 
la of a Christmas carol, can have formal unity which is independent of conceptual considerations. The 
formal unity of poetry, ritual speech, and other highly structured forms of communication can 
contribute to conceptual unity or exist largely independent of it.  

• orientational unity, that is, a unified orientation as to time, place, and interlocutors, which can be 
thought of as an expression of Halliday’s “textual” macrofunction in a conceptual sense, a kind of 
conceptual cohesion. Example text 1 above has a high degree of orientational unity (although turn (3) 
brings in a new interlocutor). To the degree that this is so, it is perceived as a single conversation, a 
single unit of communication. Orientation is further discussed in §2.3.1. 
The main point being made here is that the perception of a communication unit does not always 

depend on conceptual unity (coherence) on either the global or the local level, but can be due to other 
kinds of unity instead.13 A newscast on radio or television is generally a noncoherent communication unit 
having orientational unity, social unity (in that it pursues a social goal), and perhaps a degree of formal 
unity. (I use the term “noncoherent” rather than “incoherent,” which often implies “unintelligible.”) 
“Newsy” letters and conversation often have kinds of unity that stop short of coherence.14 These are 
genres which do not come with the EXPECTATION OF COHERENCE, although specific texts within those 
genres may be coherent. Other genres—narrative, exposition, argumentation, hortatory, etc.—do come 
with the expectation of coherence (down to some intended depth of processing, see above). For such 
genres, “the normal expectation is that the discourse will be coherent” (Brown and Yule 1983:66), 
although specific texts within those genres may be noncoherent, such as an incoherent explanation by a 
suspect under police interrogation.  

Each genre has its own kinds of expectation, and these shape the way that addressees process texts 
(Unger 2001). For example, a sportscaster who fails to talk about the game at hand could be said to have 

                                                      
13 According to Wilson (1998:60), the statement “a discourse may be optimally relevant to an individual, but 
nonetheless judged incoherent” “is nothing…that Sperber and Wilson would disagree with.”  
14 Chafe (2001:685) presents an noncoherent conversation of which “someone might say, ‘That was a good 
conversation’,” hence perceiving it to be a unit.  
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failed in his communication: even though what he says may be coherent, he doesn’t meet the expectations 
of the genre he is ostensibly using. The expectation of coherence is especially important because it is 
common to a broad range of genres and shapes discourse interpretation in a radical way: in a genre which 
comes with the expectation of coherence, addressees can be expected to orient their text processing 
around a search for coherence. If they fail, the communication itself is perceived as having failed. For a 
text belonging to a genre that lacks the expectation of coherence, it would generally be fruitless for 
addressees to orient their text processing around a search for coherence: their failure to find coherence 
would not imply failed communication. Thus, the expectation of coherence appears to be a key parameter 
in genre and also in the notion of “successful communication.” The present treatment deals specifically 
with genres which come with the expectation of coherence, and has relatively little to say about 
conversation or other genres which lack that expectation. 

There is nothing in the present treatment which requires each subpart of a coherent text to be 
coherent. A coherent narrative, for example, may contain a noncoherent newsy letter or a rambling 
conversation (both belonging to genres which do not come with the expectation of coherence), or it may 
contain an incoherent explanation when a suspect is interrogated (although explanation does come with 
the expectation of coherence). Not only each text as a whole, but each subpart will be processed against 
those expectations which it is expected to have. Consider the following contrived text with two subparts: 

Example text 2: Contrived text: “John Fox’s dreams” (Unger 2001:41) 
 

(a) The heads of the city’s uniformed services polished their contingency plans for a strike.  
Queen Wilhelmina finalized her own plans for the evening.  
In a nearby Danish town, two fishmongers exchanged blows.  
Anders, by far the stronger, had a cousin in prison.  
Many criminals are in prison; one might say that a good number of those individuals who have 
violated the penal code are incarcerated…. 

(b) That was what John Fox remembered from his dreams when he woke up from a healthy sleep. 
The last two days had been filled with unusual events and strange news. He tried to understand 
what was going on and wondered what would happen next. 

 
This text, consisting of the two discourse units (a) and (b), is coherent in a global sense, as a narration of 
John Fox’s recollection of his dreams. Discourse unit (a), however, would not (in typical processing) be 
coherent as the addressee gets to the end of that unit, nor would its external function be clear. Its external 
function does becomes clear later on, when (b) identifies (a) as a list of John Fox’s dreams on the given 
occasion; its (internal) coherence, however, is never established.  

Discourse unit (a) is organized as a list, and it appears that lists as such do not come with the 
expectation of coherence, although if a specific communication unit containing a list can inherit that 
expectation from a broader context. We see this in the following contrived example: 

Example text 3: Contrived text: “Three activities” (van Dijk 1980:46)  
(1) John was playing with his top, 
(2) Mary was building a sand castle,  
(3) and Sue was blowing soap bubbles. 

 
Van Dijk (loc. cit.) interprets Example text 3 as having an implicit theme: what three children (apparently 
in some cohesive grouping) were doing at a given time (for implicit themes, see §2.2.5). The cohesive 
grouping of the children (suggested by the coordinate construction) appears to be the key factor in 
coherence here: they could be the three children of one of the interlocutors, three children who were 
playing at a particular time (the time frame is suggested by the uniform past tense in the imperfective), or 
any other three children who are here identifiable and grouped together. Their grouping, as well as the 
time of their activities, could only come from some broader context of which this sentence is a part. 
Presumably for van Dijk, the broader context gives to Example text 3 an expectation of coherence and its 
implicit theme. Discourse unit (a) of Example text 2, on the other hand, has no broader context to give it 
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coherence: even when one processes discourse unit (b), there is nothing which gives internal coherence to 
(a).  

2.2.3 Points of conceptual integration and intrinsic interest 
A fundamental conceptual configuration for understanding discourse topics and themes is a POINT OF 

CONCEPTUAL INTEGRATION for a conceptual region or space. If a space has a conceptual point of 
integration (which I will often simply call a “point of integration”)—that is, if the space is conceptually 
INTEGRATED around that element—that is a property of the space’s global structure: all other component 
elements of the space are in some relation to the point of integration, based on their role within that 
structure. This is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: A space with a point of integration  
One example of a space with a point of integration would be a basketball team with its coach: the role of 
each player in the team structure involves a coach-player relation with the coach. A space may have more 
than one point of integration: for a basketball team itself, without the coach, each player could be said to 
be a point of integration if the structural relation is that of teammate. That would be a trivial type of 
integration, based simply on the relation of co-belonging to the space. A basketball team could have a 
different point of integration—the tallest player—if the relation is “shorter than,” but if two players are 
equally tall, there would be no point of integration at all: in such a space, the notion “point of integration” 
would not be well defined. In Figure 2, the dotted-line integration arrows pointing to E0 can be taken as 
suggestive of the fact that a particular relation can focus attention on the point of integration and make it 
in some sense special, regardless of what other construals might be possible.  

A further example of a space with a point of integration is what Langacker (2000:173f., 194) calls the 
DOMINION of a referent or a nominal expression: a “conceptual region (or the set of entities) to which [the 
expression] affords direct access,” that is, a range of concepts that the referent can evoke.15 The dominion 
of a nominal “type” is a conventional “frame”—a structured chunk of encyclopedic knowledge about the 
concept which is commonly triggered by a lexical expression of the concept (Croft and Cruse 2004:7–
16).16 For example, the expression poor man and its accompanying ungrounded concept POOR MAN, as 
in Aesop’s story “Stone soup” (Appendix D), can be expected to evoke or give access to other concepts:  

                                                      
15 Langacker uses the notion of dominion primarily to talk about “reference point phenomena” (Langacker 1998, 
2000 ch. 6, 2001b): possessor is a reference point for its possessed referent, subject is a reference point for its 
predicate, and topic is a reference point for its comment (or the discourse unit which it integrates). In general, a 
reference point provides conceptual access to elements in its dominion. 
16 According to Wierzbicka (1986:362), a fundamental way that nouns differ from modifiers is that, whereas 
modifiers designate one specific property, nominals evoke a rich array of properties and conventional knowledge 
about the referent. One can say that nouns come with ready-made dominions for their referents. 
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 Figure 3: The dominion of POOR MAN 
 

Clearly, the dominion of a referent is very much a product of culture and world view. A more abstract 
dominion is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: The dominion of a referent  
In Figure 4, the dashed centrifugal arrows from the referent to the concepts indicate the relation 
“accesses,” in accordance with Langacker’s interest in “reference point phenomena” (loc. cit.). The 
opposite relation, “accessed by,” symbolized by reversing the arrows, would portray POOR MAN as a 
point of integration in Figure 3 and R as a point of integration in Figure 4. 17 The point of integration for a 
space is one of possibly many ways of construing a structure for the space.  

In the dominion of POOR MAN in Figure 3, the access relation derives from general conceptual and 
not from the story “Stone soup” (Appendix D). Even if we were to consider the specific poor man in that 
story and consider the fact that he is a participant in all of the different events in that story, the relation 
“referent in” would still be a mere semantic fact about the participant in that story. For that same story we 
could consider a different referent, the house, and note that the house also has a constant role as the 
location of the various events. If we were to think of a conceptual space for the story with its events, we 
could construe either the poor man or the house as a point of integration for that space. The relation of the 
events of the story with either of those two points of integration would, however, be merely semantic: 
either the poor man or the house could give SEMANTIC INTEGRATION to the story. More than that is 
involved in discourse topicality and thematicity, because there appears to be a sense in which the poor 
man is a topic of “Stone soup” but the house is not. The difference seems to have to do with the fact that 
the speaker expresses interest in the poor man for his own sake, that is, in the text the speaker has an 
INTRINSIC or focal INTEREST in the poor man, whereas his interest in the house is only an 
INSTRUMENTAL or peripheral INTEREST: it is a mere location where something more interesting happens. 
It appears to be the notion of intrinsic interest to which Strawson (1964:97) appeals when he describes 
topical aboutness as involving “what is a matter of standing current interest or concern.” Lambrecht 
discusses this notion and subsequently incorporates it in his definition of sentence topic (1994:119, 127). 
In the present treatment I will try to give substance to the idea that in a discourse space, a discourse topic 
or theme is a point of integration, of a particular kind, for its component elements: the way each one is 
related to the theme expresses the speaker’s intrinsic interest in the theme. I call this THEMATIC 
INTEGRATION, which includes semantic integration but goes beyond it in requiring that the integrating 
relation express the speaker’s intrinsic interest. According to Murray (n. d.), cited in Giora 1997:21f., 
something that the interlocutors “care about deeply and intensely, even though its cognitive consequences 

                                                      
17 Fauconnier and Sweetser (1996:2) speak of R as a “trigger” and C as a “target.” 
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are small … is almost what every line of their argument is relevant to, it is what the whole discourse is 
about.” 18 It is commonly recognized that certain conceptual properties—such as humanness—tend to 
attract intrinsic interest; this will be discussed further in §3.5.1. 

Sperber and Wilson (1986:216) recognize that discourse topicality involves semantic integration: “To 
the extent that an utterance is relevant (in our sense) in a homogeneous context derivable from a single 
encyclopaedic entry, it will be topic relevant (in a derivative sense), the topic being simply the conceptual 
address associated with that encyclopaedic entry.” However, in speaking of topic relevance as a derivative 
subtype of relevance, they do not acknowledge that it also requires intrinsic or focal interest on the part of 
the speaker. Discourse topicality and thematicity may be a relevance relation, but it is one of a 
qualitatively distinct kind. 

I close this section with two examples which illustrate intrinsic interest. The first one is the poem 
“Trees”: 

Example text 4: “Trees” (Kilmer 1914) 
 

I think that I shall never see  
A poem as lovely as a tree. 
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest  
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast; 
A tree that looks at God all day 
And lifts her leafy arms to pray; 
A tree that may in Summer wear 
A nest of robins in her hair; 
Upon whose bosom snow has lain; 
Who intimately lives with rain. 
Poems are made by fools like me, 
But only God can make a tree. 

 
A discourse space for this poem, with its different descriptive parts as components of the space, would be 
integrated around the generic concept TREES; references to that concept are highlighted in the display 
above. TREES is an object of the speaker’s intrinsic interest, since the poem, beginning with the title, is 
structured as a description of that concept. On that account, the discourse space would be thematically 
integrated by TREES as a global discourse topic.  

This text can be compared with the folowing narration of a hockey game: 

Example text 5: Narration of hockey game, excerpt (Tomlin 1997:166)  
Puck knocked away by Dale McCourt,  
Ø picked up again by Steve Shutt. 
Now Shutt coming out, 
into the Detroit zone. 
He played it out in front….  

Example text 5 narrates the initial part of a “play,” that is, an attempt on the part of one team to score a 
goal. In the “play,” different players on that team manipulate the puck, references to which are 
highlighted in the example. The turns of different players in handling the puck can, in fact, be analyzed as 
component steps in the “play,” A discourse space of the narration of the “play” would thus be populated 
by these turns with the puck and would be integrated by the concept THE PUCK. But this is mere 
semantic integration unless it could be shown that the speaker has intrinsic interest in the puck. That, 
however, does not seem to be expressed. The speaker is indeed interested in the puck, but it is an 

                                                      
18 The topic analysis found in de Beaugrande 1980 and de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981, in which “node-sharing is 
a graphical correlate of Topic” (de Beaugrande 1980:94), does not include intrinsic interest. 
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instrumental interest in expressing the possibility that the team will score a goal. The high referential 
frequency of the puck in this narration (§3.5.3) is not a reflection of intrinsic interest (as was the case of 
TREES in the descriptive text of Example text 4), but rather it is a consequence of the fact that goals a 
scored by manipulating the puck in certain ways. It is a simple reflection of the content being narrated and 
the true interest of the speaker in the possibility of the team scoring a goal. For that reason, THE PUCK in 
Example text 5 is not analyzed as a discourse topic.  

In ordinary language, it would be natural to say that the poem of Example text 4 is about trees but that 
the narration of the hockey game in Example text 5 is not about the puck. That difference appears to 
captured by the distinction between thematic integration and semantic integration, in which the 
differentiating factor is intrinsic interest. 

2.2.4 Schemas 
Given the prominent role of knowledge management in discourse organization, we need to consider 

schemas for discourse units. To begin with, we note that schemas are more general than language use per 
se and deal with general perception, and in particular with the content organization of a conceptual region. 
Basic questions include: What is it about a conceptual region that leads one to perceive it as being 
organized in one way or another, or indeed as having some kind of organization? And why should a 
conceptual region be perceived as a unit? An initial answer lies in GLOBAL PATTERNS (de Beaugrande 
and Dressler 1981:88), “knowledge structures” (van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:46–49), “expectation 
structures” (Chafe 1990:82), or “clusters of interrelated expectations” (Chafe 1987:29). “Basic to all these 
notions is the intuition that knowledge must be organized in packets, that it cannot be represented simply 
as one huge interrelated network of noedes, but that there must be subsets of that network that can 
function as wholes” (van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:47). When such patterns or structures are recognized in 
discourse, they “allow us to make sense of” what we take in and manipulate it in memory as a “chunk,” 
that is, as a gestalt or integrated whole (Chafe 1994:35). If a conceptual region can be perceived as 
instantiating an expectation structure or any kind of knowledge structure, it can be construed and 
perceived as a unit. One rationale for why “global patterns” exist is the limitation of working memory 
(active storage): 

When expressions are used in communication, the corresponding concepts and relations are 
activated in a mental workspace we can hence term active storage…. George Armitage Miller 
(1956) reported that this workspace seems limited to only about seven items at a time. It follows, 
he observed, that efficiency would be promoted if the items were large, well-integrated chunks of 
knowledge rather than single, unrelated elements. Consequently, the knowledge that underlies 
textual activities would normally figure as global patterns…. The difficulty in processing non-
expected or discrepant occurrences…presumably arises because they cannot be handled as parts 
of well-integrated stored patterns and must be held separately in active storage until they can be 
fitted in and accomodated. (De Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:88) 

The notion of “well-integrated chunks of knowledge” is crucial. Consciousness needs “chunks” to focus 
on (Chafe 1994:29) rather than concepts with a high degree of internal complexity, and concepts with 
internal complexity can only be perceived and remembered as chunks through some kind of integration; 
“we tend to remember important structural information and forget irrelevant detail” (Hildyard and Olson 
1982:19). Non-integrated vocal material can be referred to in the trivial sense of being speech output 
(What was that yelling all about?), but it appears that only coherent material can be referred to by 
referring by means of an integrated structuring of its meaningful content (I’d never thought of that 
before).19  

There are different kinds of “global patterns.” De Beaugrande and Dressler (op. cit., p. 90f.) mention 
several: 

Frames are global patterns that contain commonsense knowledge about some central concept, 
e.g. ‘piggy banks’, ‘birthday parties’, etc.… Frames state what things belong together in 

                                                      
19 In §2.3.3, this kind of conceptual chunking is called “consolidation.” 
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principle, but not in what order things will be done or mentioned. Schemas are global patterns of 
events and states in ordered sequences linked by time proximity and causality…. Unlike frames, 
schemas are always arrayed in a progression, so that hypotheses can be set up about what will be 
done or mentioned next in a textual world. Plans are global patterns of events and states leading 
up to an intended GOAL…. Plans differ from schemas in that the planner (e.g. a speaker) 
evaluates all elements in terms of how they advance toward the planner’s goal. Scripts are 
stabilized plans called up very frequently to specify the roles of participants and their expected 
actions…. Scripts thus differ from plans by having a pre-established routine. The importance of 
these types of global patterns has become recognized in the procedural attachment of producing 
and receiving texts: how a topic might be developed (frames), how an event sequence will 
progress (schemas), how text users or characters in textual worlds will pursue their goals (plans), 
and how situations are set up so that certain texts can be presented at the opportune moment 
(scripts). 

The term SCHEMA is used in the literature of linguistics in a variety of ways. In the present treatment, it is 
used as a cover term for various kinds of global patterns, including those mentioned above. Formal 
definitions of schema tend not to be too enlightening (“a schema is a description of a particular class of 
concepts and is composed of a hierarchy of schemata embedded within schemata,” Adams and Collins 
1979:3f.); this is due to the extreme generality of the notion. “The power of this structure derives from the 
fact that the top level representation of any schema simultaneously provides an abstraction of and a 
conceptual frame for all of the particular events that fall within its domain” (loc. cit.). In place of 
“schemata,” this treatment uses the anglicized plural “schemas.” 

Among schemas are cultural schemas and discourse schemas. Both can be observed in Appendix A, 
Churchill’s speech to Parliament at the beginning of World War II. In this speech, he tells how he is 
forming a new government and appeals for support. The formation of a British government generally 
follows a CULTURAL SCHEMA (Malcolm and Sharifian 2002) that involves such STEPS (component parts) 
as the fall of the former government, a mandate from the monarch to form a new one, the acceptance of 
the mandate by the new prime minister, his appointment of ministers, and the new government’s 
ratification by Parliament. The process is more intricate when, as in Churchill’s case, the new government 
is to be a coalition of different parties. It is that kind of information which forms the cultural schema for 
the speech.  

The DISCOURSE SCHEMA for the speech is based on the cultural schema and the particular historical 
situation, but it differs from it as well.20 Whereas a cultural schema is a conceptual way to organize how 
the world works, a discourse schema is a conceptual way to organize what the speaker is trying to say, it 
is a perception of the conceptual organization of what the speaker is saying. Churchill selects only three 
steps from the cultural schema for his speech: his mandate from the King, his appointment of ministers, 
and his appeal for ratification. Certain steps in the cultural schema—the fall of the previous government 
and his acceptance of the mandate—are not mentioned. (The speech was delivered in the presence of the 
former prime minister, who in fact received much greater applause than Churchill when they were 
presented.) A fuller accounting of the conceptual structure of Churchill’s speech is given later, as Figure 
19. The speech itself can be thought of as one step in the real-world, instantiated cultural schema in which 
Churchill was engaged: the goal of the speech was largely to enlist essential support for the new 
government.21 

Cultural schemas, then, exist independently of any linguistic expression. The one mentioned above, 
dealing with the formation of a new British government, can be used conceptually by people who may 
                                                      
20 The two types of schemas are discussed by Clark and van der Wege (2001:781). Discourse schemas appear to be 
quite similar to “thematic abstract units” (TAUs), “configurations of primitive plot units with dynamic goals and 
plans” which are used in thematic computational analysis (Zhang and Hoosain 2005:58). 
21 Goals are often highly significant in schemas (Tomlin et al. 1997:76), and real-world situations can often be seen 
in the same way as discourse. Pike (1967:121,133) unified both in his concept of a structured “behavioreme”; a 
discourse, in his system, is a potentially complex “verbal behavioreme.” 
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never verbalize it. A discourse schema, on the other hand, is associated with a specific stretch of 
discourse, and in most cases a stretch of discourse with a discourse schema turns out to be a discourse unit 
which is identifiable on other grounds as well, conceptual or formal. Intuitively, one can think of a 
discourse schema as a type of outline for, or abstraction of, the conceptual structure of the discourse unit. 
It can be thought of as “a plan for a speaker to follow,” as Chafe (2001:375) describes it, but it need not 
be thought out completely ahead of time (Grosz and Sidner 1986:201). The notion of component parts 
(steps) is important: a schema is composed of steps, even if it has only a single step. Beyond their steps, 
schemas can also have a head (§2.2.5). 

Discourse schemas are a common-sensical notion, with respect to both speakers and addressees. 
Speakers can usually be expected to express themselves with some conceptual goal in mind, some 
direction where they want to go, and they can usually be expected to have some way in mind of getting 
there, even though it may only evolve with the telling. Addressees, in comprehending a text, can also be 
expected to try to understand what the speaker is trying to do. An easy kind of discourse schema to 
recognize is a conventional, shared schema. Chafe (2001:677) describes “a ubiquitous schema for 
narrative” whose “maximum components” are the following: summary, initial state, complication, climax, 
denouement, final state, coda. Conventional schemas may be highly universal, cultural, subcultural or 
restricted to a small private group (Chafe 1990:81, Malcolm and Sharifian 2002:170), as would be the 
case with recurring private jokes. Much work has been done in this area; useful summaries of typical 
schemas for broad genre categories are provided in Longacre 1996:34 and Connor 1996:87f. 22 Other 
schemas are highly creative and may be unique to a particular text, for presenting the specific content and 
achieving the particular effects that the speaker has in mind (Grosz and Sidner 1986:190).23 The subtleties 
of the mind are such that possibly very few schemas are so simplistic as to be completely amenable to 
computational representation, and the variety of schemas, like the variety of genres, may be very difficult 
to classify in a satisfying way. 

The hypothesis being proposed here is that the coherence of a discourse unit depends on the 
perception of a discourse schema for the unit. This does not claim that all discourse units, even all 
comprehensible ones, are coherent (see §2.2.2), only that coherence depends on a schema.24 This seems 
to be implied by Grice’s (1975:45) “cooperative principle,” which according to successful communication 
generally requires “a common purpose … a mutually accepted direction” (see discussion in §2.2.2). 

                                                      
22 The concept of text schemas goes back to Aristotle’s Rhetoric, but in the last 30 years many studies have been 
done for specific genres in particular languages. Jones (1977:123, 145) proposes that for expository discourse “there 
is a finite set of expository scripts for each language,” which for English includes “informal proof,” comparison, 
contrast, description, paraphrase, evaluation, explanation and list. Dixon (1987:69) argues that procedural texts have 
a plan schema. Hortatory in Biblical languages has been studied by Kompaoré (2004, Old Testament law) and 
Breeze (1992, Ephesians). Considerable work has been done on narrative schemas as well; see references in Dooley 
and Levinsohn 2001:15, van Dijk 1980:112ff. and Chafe 1994:128ff. Van Dijk (1980, ch. 3) analyzes global themes 
for narrative, argumentation, scholarly papers and newspaper articles under the term “superstructures.” Linde 1981 
studies jokes, narratives of personal experience and apartment descriptions. Connor 1996 compares schemas from 
different languages. 
23 This creativity, which becomes apparent in the study of literary products, presents problems for automated models 
of text comprehension, such as those commonly found in artificial intelligence (Clark 1989:92f., Miall 1989). It 
apparently presents less of a problem for human comprehension. Clark (loc. cit.) reports research in parallel 
distributed processing which does not treat schemas as stereotypical conceptual objects at all; rather, schemas 
“emerge” from text through the interaction of multivalued expectations and evidence as it is presented or inferred. In 
the present treatment, schemas are typically partly stereotypical and partly emergent. 
24 The coherence of a discourse unit in terms of its schema is easily to miss in a framework that focuses on 
sequential processes (see Blass 1990:78), although of course addressees perceive all conceptual organization in a 
progressive and sequential manner. Blass (p. 79) mentions the possibility of a text being “planned,” but doesn’t 
explain what that would mean in terms of the theory, nor what “extraneous material” would be extraneous to, nor 
how “a satisfactory contribution to relevance” could be distinguished from an unsatisfactory contribution to 
relevance. In the present treatment, these issues could be addressed by means of a discourse schema. 
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Success in a conceptual sense means coherence, and the “mutually accepted direction” involves a schema 
(although the schema need not be explicit or fully specific; see in §2.7). More precisely, the direction or 
goal of the discourse unit is the head of the schema (§2.2.5), and its path in reaching that goal is the 
schema itself.  

Discourse schemas depend not just on content, cultural schemas, and genre, but also on how language 
functions in the culture. Depending on the language, the schema for an argumentation text, for example, 
may put its conclusion (head) in initial, final or medial position with respect to supporting material, or 
else in both initial and final position, or the conclusion can be left implicit. According to Enkvist 
(1995:51), “in Finnish school compositions, newspaper editorials, scholarly and scientific papers and the 
like, Finns are in the habit of putting their main claims towards the end, not into the beginning, of the 
discourse. In American schools pupils are often taught to have a clear thematic statement in their 
compositions and to begin paragraphs with a so-called topic sentence summarizing the main point of the 
paragraph.” Connor (1996:42) summarizes Hinds 1990 as follows: “Showing examples from each of the 
four languages [Japanese, Korean, Chinese and Thai], Hinds argues that there is an Oriental writing style, 
though not the only style in those languages, which cannot be classified as either deductive or inductive. 
Instead, the thesis statement is often buried in the passage. … writing that is too explicit is not valued.” 
These are conventional schemas for given genres, particular arrangements of knowledge management, the 
propositional content of texts.  

Just as discourse schemas that are based on familiar cultural schemas can be expected to be partly 
creative, it is also true that even the most creative discourse schemas make some use of shared 
expectations. Generally, discourse schemas are partly creative and partly conventional. In Churchill’s 
speech, for example, he uses the conventional cultural schema of the formation of a British government, 
but adapts it to the situation by explaining why the government was being set up in a less deliberate way 
than a rigid application of the cultural schema would indicate. In Matthew 5:21–48 of the New Testament, 
six times Jesus invoked a schema of the form, ‘You have heard that it was said to the ancients X, but I say 
to you Y’. That schema may have had rabbinical precedents for some of its original addressees (Keener 
1993 on Matthew 5:21), but even for modern readers without that background, the schema is useful for 
recognizing a conceptual organization in what Jesus said. That is, for addressees to be able to use a 
schema conceptually, they need not recognize it as even a modified conventional type; they simply need 
to recognize it by the time they need to consolidate the material in mental representation (§2.3.3; see the 
notion of “just-in-time” coherence in §3.5.4). Schema recognition can therefore use deferred processing 
(§2.2.1).25 Predictably though, it cannot be deferred indefinitely or involve great complexity without 
causing serious difficulties for coherence.  

When speakers develop a discourse schema by modifying a familiar or conventional one, reasons for 
the modification are often recognizable to the addressees, perhaps because the encoding situation makes 
modification necessary (as in Churchill’s speech) or because the speaker is attempting to achieve some 
“additional contextual effect” as per relevance theory (Sperber and Wilson 1995). Schema modification 
can be expected to be purposeful behavior on the part of the speaker, hence addressees use what they 
know of the speaker’s purpose in recognizing his schema. 

The steps in a discourse schema may be due to what Chafe (1994:202) describes as the “islandlike 
quality” of verbalized experience in contrast with the “continuous, uninterrupted flow” of one’s 
perception of the experience itself. On the most general cognitive level, schemas organize their steps in 
certain universal structures, such as radial structures, temporal ordering, or trees. Further, since discourse 
units are linear presentations of mental representations and contain “helps” for addressees as they 
construct their own mental representations, discourse schemas often have some kind of introduction, main 
body and conclusion (cf. van Dijk 1980:110f.; see conceptual functions in §2.3).  

                                                      
25 That is, it could be similar to how Lambrecht (1994:203) describes right-detached “antitopics”: that construction, 
“once conventionalized, can be used as an implicit request from the speaker to the hearer to put the propositional 
information ‘on hold’ until the antitopic is uttered.”  
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A schema can be seen in the paragraph Matthew 27:57–61. The following transcription represents the 
conjunction δε as DM ‘development marker’ (Levinsohn 2000, §5.1; Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, 
§13.3.3): 

Example text 6: Matthew 27:57–61 (literal translation) 
 

(57) ‘DM when it was evening, there came a rich man from Arimathea, named Joseph, who 
himself had also become a disciple of Jesus. 

(58a) This one going to Pilate asked for the body of Jesus. 
(58b) Then Pilate ordered it to be given over. 
(59) And Joseph taking the body wrapped it in clean linen, 
(60a) and placed it in his new tomb which he had cut in the rock. 
(60b) And rolling a large stone over the entrance of the tomb went away. 
(61) DM Mary Magdalene was there, and the other Mary, sitting opposite the grave.’ 

 
Finite verbs in the original Greek are glossed in bold. Since Joseph is formally introduced in line (57), it 
is natural to take him as paragraph topic (§3.5.1) and the independent clauses with him as their subject as 
possible steps in the paragraph schema. There are five such independent clauses: (57) Joseph came 
(possibly to the scene of the crucifixion), (58a) he asked Pilate for the body, (59) he wrapped the body, 
(60a) he placed it in the tomb, (60b) he went away. The interspersed dependent clauses relate conditions 
which render the assertion of the main clause reasonable (they give “enabling conditions”; Shank 1974, 
1975). Of the two other independent clauses, one (line 58b) is Pilate’s agreement to Joseph’s request, 
likely within the same step; the other (line 61) is an ADD-ON which notes the presence of the two women 
at the tomb, signalled as significant (for a future development) by means of the development marker.26 
An add-on is a formal component of a linguistic structure, often found at the end, which does not fit well 
in that unit’s conceptual schema. In later parts of this treatment we will note other kinds of add-ons. The 
resultant paragraph schema is represented in Figure 5: 
 
  Step 1 (introduction):  Joseph is introduced and brought onto the scene (57) 
  Step 2:          Joseph gets permission to bury Jesus’s body (58) 
  Step 3:          Joseph puts the body in the tomb (59–60a) 
  Step 4:          Joseph closes the tomb and goes away (60b) 
  (Add-on:         Two women were there) 

Figure 5: Schema for the paragraph of Matthew 27:57–61 
 
What is of interest for us here is that, although this schema may be unique to the specific situation, it is 
comprehensible as an instance of purposeful behavior. The schema of a disciple burying his leader’s body 
does make cultural sense and is, in fact, already present in the gospel in relation to John the Baptist 
(14:12). But even readers who do not recognize that precedent can recognize the schema and use it to 
construct a conceptual unity for the paragraph. “Real adult narrative is often not … stereotyped, … and 
many assumptions have to be made based on the textual world itself” (Emmott 1997:105f.; also Werth 
1995:69). Other features of this example text will be mentioned later (§§2.3.3, 3.6.2).  

                                                      
26 Add-on segments are a discourse manifestation of a more general linguistic phenomenon. Sentence-level add-ons 
include right detachments (Dik 1978:153; Lambrecht 1994:181) and nonrestrictive relative clauses which, in a 
“continuative” function, “typically describe an event that involves the referent of the relative pronoun and occurs 
subsequent to the previous event or situation in which the referent featured” (Levinsohn 2000, §11.2). In global 
discourse schemas, add-on steps can include evaluations and morals. Add-ons can also be medial instead of final, as 
with parenthetical expressions on the sentence level and larger digressions on the discourse level. Add-ons can be 
distinguished from digressions, at least in principle: Add-ons belong conceptually to the same discourse and 
linguistically to the same discourse unit as adjacent material, whereas digressions are fragments which are 
interjected from another discourse, another text world, although they may have a “digression marker,” as in the 
following example from Giora (1985:704): Mira lives near Rona. Rona, by the way, has a moustache.  
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The area of study called COHERENCE RELATIONS, although often thought of as dealing with how one 
utterance is related to an adjacent one, deals more generally with “relations that hold between parts of the 
text” (Mann and Thompson 1988:243). If we extend that definition slightly and talk about relations that 
hold between some part of a mental representation and the context in which it is interpreted (see, for 
example, Blass 1990), then such relations connect each step in a discourse schema to the schema as a 
whole (and sometimes also to one another). On this view, these relations are a part of knowledge 
management and involve part-whole relations within discourse schemas. These relations can be quite 
complex. Addressees, in interpreting how a given utterance relates to its context, make use of relevance 
considerations rather than, say, simply identifying a coherence relation from a small set (see, for example, 
Green 1989:101–106; Blass 1990:72–74; Unger 2001, §4.2). A schema is not only internally structured 
by such relations, but inasmuch as it can function as a step in a higher-level schema, its external 
connections as well can be described by this kind of relation as well.27  

The definition of discourse schema—“how the speaker’s conceptual organization is perceived”—
implies that it must be reasonably consistent: a unitary text world must be seen to be organized in some 
reasonable way, that is, in a way that is recognizable as organization. If a text has organization that is 
contradictory, unclear, or otherwise inconsistent, then the addressee cannot perceive a schema and is not 
able to make the text cohere. Consider the following example: 

Example text 7: Fragment from a conversational text: “Mary is a smart student” (Giora 1985:711) 
 

A: They say Mary is a smart student. 
B: Yeah, she has a nice handwriting and she lives with her uncle and she dyes her hair every now 

and then.  
On Giora’s reading, this text is noncoherent because the discourse marker yeah promises a supporting 
proposition, but B does not support what A says. (There may be other readings that would make this text 
cohere, but that is not the point here.) On the basis of the discourse marker, there promises to be an 
argumentational schema, but on Giora’s reading the exchange can only make sense as description. 
Therefore, in its coherence relations the text is not reasonably consistent, hence is seen as noncoherent, 
even though it has a discourse topic (Mary). In the remainder of this treatment, we assume that all 
discourse schemas are reasonably consistent in the above sense. 

Schemas account for much of what we perceive as the internal coherence of texts (van Dijk 1980:10). 
In earlier field analyses of discourse, recurring paragraph schemas, called “paragraph types,” were 
identified on the basis of both conceptual and formal criteria (see, for example, Gerdel and Slocum 1976). 
Texts both instantiate conventional schemas and develop innovative ones, filling them out and modifying 
them, as well as possibly embedding or blending them (Fauconnier 1997, ch. 6). The schema of a 
travelogue text (Example text 43), for example, is a blend of narrative and descriptive schemas. Whatever 
mechanisms exist for schema recognition, their existence is indicated by the observation that addressees 
generally do comprehend texts and perceive some kind of structural organization. In this treatment, I 
assume that, with allowances for a tolerable level of indeterminacy, addressees can generally identify 
steps in a schema and also a general role for each step in the schema’s structure. I also assume that in 
regard to semantic or propositional content, the mental representation that addressees construct for a 
discourse unit is largely based on the unit’s schema.  

In §2.2.1 the point was made that not every discourse unit is immediately coherent, but its coherence 
may only become apparent in later processing. In the same way, the schema of a discourse unit need not 
always be immediately apparent. In Example text 2 (“John Fox’s dreams”), neither the coherence nor the 
schema of discourse unit (a) is likely to be immediately apparent, but would only become clear in the 
processing of discourse unit (b). At that point what becomes clear is that what the speaker is doing in (a) 

                                                      
27 Certain “discourse markers” also indicate something of the structure of a text, while others have to do with the 
speaker’s comment on some part of the text or on its situational setting (including interpersonal comments; Traugott 
1989:31, Schiffrin 2001). 
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is to provide a listing of items of a certain type—a listing of John Fox’s dreams on a particular occasion. 
That is a schema—only an IMPLICIT SCHEMA, and one which would probably not be considered strongly 
coherent—but a schema nevertheless, since it represents how addressees, after the necessary processing, 
would likely come to think of how the discourse unit is organized, what the speaker is communicating in 
that unit. A further example of an implicit schema is provided in Example text 3. Implicit schemas are 
also common in non-narrative portions of the New Testament: Romans 5.3–5, 1 Peter 3.18–22, etc. 
(Levinsohn 2005). The line between incoherence and implicit schemas is rather fine: a newsy letter that 
deals with a variety of topics may have unity due to orientational, interactional, and formal unity but still 
lack the conceptual unity which we are calling coherence (§2.2.2). If, however, material shows 
recognizable conceptual organization of any kind, then it has a schema. 

2.2.5 Heads and themes 
There exist texts with no discourse schema in the sense that we have defined (§2.2.4), and such texts 

appear not to be coherent. Consider the following example:  

Example text 8: Contrived text: “Toothache” (Tomlin et al. 1997:90)  
(01) This morning I had a toothache. 
(02) I went to the dentist. 
(03) The dentist has a big car. 
(04) The car was bought in New York. 
(05) New York has had serious financial troubles. 

 
This contrived text has a kind of formal unity (§2.2.2) in a processual sense: each sentence after the first 
takes its subject referent from the previous sentence. However, this unity is not conceptual: the addressee 
cannot see what the speaker is trying to say, only how he is saying it. The discourse unit has no “mutually 
accepted direction” (Grice 1975:45) in a conceptual sense. As Tomlin et al. observe (loc. cit.), “the 
passage as a whole lacks coherence.” It has local, sequential connectivity (argument overlap between 
adjoining sentences) but no overall conceptual unity (Graesser et al. 1997:296; see also §3.5.4). If 
someone were to ask what the speaker is trying to say, it would be hard to find an answer; if someone 
asked what the unit is about, the answer would have to be, “Different (unrelated) things.” That is an 
admission of incoherence; there is no single conceptual space which accounts for the content, no 
conceptual organization that can be seen. 

It appears that, in Grice’s metaphor, discourse units that are perceived as coherent do have “a 
mutually accepted direction”: the path that the unit takes is its schema, and its direction is the SCHEMA 
HEAD. That is, coherence appears to require a schema with a head. The head is not defined as a linguistic 
element nor even as the meaning of linguistic element, because it can be implicit, as we shall see. It is a 
concept28 which a schema “aims to establish,” and its component steps individually “aim to establish” as 
well:  
• for an argumentational schema, the head would be the proposition that the speaker aims to establish;  
• for a descriptive schema, the head might be what is being described;  
• for a narrative schema, the head might could be a complex situation which the speaker is relating or 

instantiating by means of a sequence of events;  
• for a hortatory schema, the head could be what the speaker wants done;  
• for a listing schema, the head could be what the list consists of, what it could be titled. In Example 

text 1, for instance, it would be “what the children were doing.”  
In this way, a schema head integrates (§2.2.3) the space consisting of the schema, in such a way that its 
steps (disregarding “add-on” steps) are related to the head by virtue of their role in the schema. It appears, 

                                                      
28 The term CONCEPT is used here in a very general sense that includes referents, propositions, goals, and situations, 
comparable to Chafe’s (1994, ch. 6) use of the term “idea” and Langacker’s (2000, ch. 1) use of “element,” “entity,” 
and “conception.” 
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then that coherent discourse units have a schema with a head. Possibly, every discourse schema has a 
head. In §3.4.5 I will argue that a discourse schema cannot have two heads. 

If a discourse schema has a head, it follows that, for that discourse unit, the speaker has intrinsic 
interest in the schema’s head, since that is what he aims to establish by means of the discourse unit 
(§2.2.3). If, however, the discourse unit is embedded in a superordinate discourse unit, the schema head of 
the embedded unit may not be of intrinsic interest for the superordinate unit. 

In this treatment, a THEME for a discourse space is defined as a point of thematic integration for the 
space (§2.2.3), that is, each of the component parts of the discourse space is related to the theme in a way 
that expresses the speaker’s intrinsic interest in the theme.29 If the discourse space in question is that of a 
coherent discourse unit, then it will be organized around a discourse schema, whose component parts are 
the steps of the schema (§2.2.4). So a theme for a coherent discourse unit (or a theme for its discourse 
schema) is a point of thematic integration for the discourse schema of the unit, that is, each of the steps of 
the schema (disregarding “add-on” steps) is related to the theme in a way that expresses the speaker’s 
intrinsic interest in the theme. We note the following observations, some of which will only be discussed 
at a later stage: 
• If a discourse schema has a head, that head is a theme. This follows directly from the definition of 

head and theme and the observation that a head has intrinsic interest for that schema. 
• If every coherent text has a theme, that is not a theoretical assumption, but it follows from what 

appears to be a valid empirical observation, that every coherent discourse schema has a head. 30  
• It is possible for noncoherent discourse units to have a theme, as we noted in relation to Example text 

7. That is, a theme does not guarantee coherence. In the present treatment, however, our interest will 
be almost exclusively with coherent texts. 

• Although a discourse schema cannot have more than one head, it can have more than one theme 
(§3.4.5). See §2.2.3 for examples of spaces with multiple points of integration and §3.4 for multiple 
discourse themes. 

• If a discourse schema has more than one theme, there is usually or perhaps always one which includes 
the others. This is an empirical hypothesis which is discussed in §3.4.4. 

• If a coherent discourse unit has a theme, then its schema has a head, and that head is the most 
inclusive of its themes. This is another empirical hypothesis which is discussed in §3.4.4. 
For the head of a discourse schema (a HEAD THEME), the speaker’s intrinsic interest is 

STRUCTURALLY CONSTRUED via the schema, since he is producing the discourse unit precisely to order 
to establish that concept. For a NONHEAD THEME, the speaker’s intrinsic interest may need to be 
construed in ways that are not intrinsic to the schema. In schemas, structural construal is equivalent to 
Zwicky’s (1993:297) notion of “required constituents”: a required element in a construction is “‘required’ 
in the special sense that without [an explicit identification of] this element the construction is elliptical.” 
In principle, then, only head themes can be structurally implied and are recoverable because they are 
required by the schema; nonhead themes must generally be explicitly stated. Both head themes and 
nonhead themes, however, must integrate a discourse schema via intrinsic interest. The connection 
between themes and discourse units is the discourse schema.31 Both types of themes will be further 
discussed in §3.4.2. 

                                                      
29 Cf. Giora 1985:705: “I take a set of propositions to meet the relevance requirement if all the propositions in the 
set can be interpreted as being about a certain discourse topic.” The present treatment is similar, but with steps of a 
schema replacing a set of propositions and the notion of aboutness made more specific.  
30 Kehler (2004:238) suggests that “discourse topics [our themes; RAD] never need to be constructed as a specific 
step in establishing discourse coherence…a discourse topic cannot be constructed without first establishing 
coherence, making the former an epiphenomenal notion.” But coherence is often achieved when addressees discover 
a theme, what it is that the speaker is apparently wanting to talk about, and then construct their mental representation 
around it.  
31 Van Oosten (1984:374), in fact, defines discourse topic as a schema.  
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A referential theme is called a DISCOURSE TOPIC; other types of themes, such as situations, goals, 
and propositions, will be considered in more detail in §3.4.2. For whatever reason, Asher (2004a:200) 
seems to be one of the few linguists who recognizes different kinds of themes: “There seem to be several 
sorts of topics or topic like objects [these are our themes; RAD] that are relevant to discourse structure.” 

Several of these notions are illustrated in the narrative of Matthew 27:57–61 (Example text 6 of 
§2.2.4), whose schema was presented in Figure 5. This particular discourse unit and its schema aim to 
establish the proposition that Joseph of Arimathea buried the body of Jesus. (The role of this paragraph in 
the larger discourse context is not here in view.) That proposition is established by the narrative schema 
as a whole and by each of its steps in different ways (disregarding the add-on step involving the two 
women), as they relate different aspects of the burial. That proposition is therefore the head of the schema 
and, as observed above, a theme as well, the head theme, in which the speaker’s intrinsic interest is 
structurally construed. This paragraph has an additional, nonhead theme, Joseph, who is a referential 
theme, a discourse topic. The speaker’s intrinsic interest in Joseph is formally construed by means of his 
formal introduction (§3.5.1) which includes nonrequired personal information (line 57), and also by his 
continual activation throughout the schema. This evidence is not required by the content of the schema, 
hence lends itself to the construal of Joseph as a theme. (We will survey different kinds of evidence for 
the construal of discourse topicality in §3.5.1.) Other possible nonhead themes that might be considered 
are the body of Jesus and the burial of the body of Jesus by Joseph. However, there is no construal of 
intrinsic interest in the body of Jesus that goes beyond the content requirements of the schema, and the 
burial of the body of Jesus by Joseph is simply a nominalization of the propositional theme.  

Schank (1975:240) says that “humans have little trouble picking out the main ‘theme’ of the 
paragraph,” but he doesn’t identify what he means by “main theme.” One might think that since a head 
theme is structurally construed (as well as possibly having other kinds of construal), it should be most 
easily recognized. However, an implicit head—one that is not explicitly represented in the discourse 
unit—may be less easy to recognize than a nonhead theme that has clear, explicit construal. Evidence for 
themes is further discussed in §3.4.3. 

A quite different, nonnarrative kind of example would be that of an encyclopedia article about 
England. The schema would be familiar to encyclopedia users: it would deal in an orderly way with the 
population, history, geography, etc. of the country. (Figure 16 presents those steps in a schema of 
“England,” Microsoft® Encarta® 98 Encyclopedia. © 1993–1997 Microsoft Corporation. All rights 
reserved. That level of detail, however, is not relevant at present.) For each of these steps, their role in the 
schema is to describe some aspect of the country. The country itself is the schema’s head and likely its 
only theme, a discourse topic. The author’s intrinsic interest in it, for the purposes of the article, is 
structurally construed. 

The head of a discourse schema, which is the discourse unit’s most inclusive theme, satisfies the 
description of “what the overall discourse [or discourse unit; RAD] is about” (Tomlin et al. 1997:90; van 
Dijk 1980:41; Giora 1985:712). In perhaps a more restricted sense this is also true of less inclusive 
themes: the paragraph of Matthew 27:57–61, for example, is about the fact that Joseph buried the body of 
Jesus, and in a more restricted sense it is about Joseph—more restricted, simply because Joseph is 
included in a fuller answer to the question of aboutness. If a given discourse unit can be seen to be about a 
certain concept, there are two important consequences. First, that concept contributes strongly to the 
unit’s coherence. Second, “work in the field of psycholinguistics has demonstrated that a well defined 
global theme facilitates text comprehension” (Tomlin et al. loc. cit.); a survey of such work is provided in 
Giora 1997:24f. In the current treatment, the close relation between theme and comprehension is reflected 
in the requirement that a theme be a point of integration for the steps in the discourse schema with 
intrinsic interest at each step. The lack of a clear theme can be expected to make coherence and 
comprehension difficult, and in fact it is common to find texts that are lacking in these respects; we 
examine this further in §§2.6.6 and 3.5.4. 

The recognition of schemas and themes proceeds dynamically as addressees process a text in real 
time. We can begin to see this in the story “Stone soup” (Appendix D). Line (01) is A poor man came to 
a large house during a storm to beg for food. As the concept of POOR MAN is instantiated, its dominion 
(Figure 3) is made accessible and becomes available as a possible initial form for the discourse space. 
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poor man 

food (something 
he needs) 

rejection /angry 
words (cruel to 
him)

storm (makes 
him suffer) large house 

(place for him 
to get help) 

maid (has power 
to keep him out 
or let him in)

being wet (a 
privation for 
him) 

Beginning with this line of text, not only the man himself but specific concepts from his dominion, such 
as hunger and humility, are instantiated and take on concrete, GROUNDED form in the emerging discourse 
space.32 (Certain other elements of the POOR MAN dominion, such as unkempt appearance, are not 
specifically instantiated.) So the early insertion of this dominion into the the discourse space makes it a 
candidate as a basis for that developing space. The fact that the dominion in its grounded form has the 
poor man as a point of integration means that he is likewise a prime candidate for discourse topicality.  

As the text proceeds, the discourse space is augmented and ceases to be conventional. Almost 
inevitably, it acquires concepts which were not in the original POOR MAN dominion—concepts such as 
the large house, the storm, the maid, and, after the man’s rejection, the fact that he returned to the house 
with another request. This last fact not only is unforeseen in the conventional dominion of POOR MAN, 
but runs counter to the norm of humble behavior. (This is one way to create interest; §2.1.3.) But all of 
these additional concepts are easily related to the poor man, so that it remains possible for him to continue 
as a point of integration for the discourse space. Not only this, but the longer this is possible, the more it 
appears to represent intentional construal on the part of the speaker and the speaker’s intrinsic interest in 
him. In this way, as the discourse unit is processed, in place of the access arrows in the POOR MAN 
dominion (Figure 3), there appear integration arrows pointing from the space’s concepts towards the poor 
man, identifying him as a point of integration (Figure 6), as happens in the first paragraph of “Stone 
soup”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Integration in the first paragraph of “Stone soup” 
 
Some of these concepts, such as suffering because of the storm and wetness, fulfill expectations that are 
evoked in the conventional dominion of POOR MAN (Figure 3). Others, such as the large house, are not 
in that dominion. But the role of all of these elements in the emerging discourse schema is now being seen 
in relation to the poor man. If that is the kind of process that the speaker intends and is guiding, then in 
producing the text he is construing interest in the poor man and CONSTRUING THE RELEVANCE of the 
parts of the text in a specific way. The first paragraph of “Stone soup” appears to have a narrative schema 
with steps such as shown in Figure 7: 
 
  Step 1 (introduction):  (01) the poor man came to house to beg for food 
  Step 2:          (02) he was sent away with angry words 
  Step 3:          (03) he returned and asked to be let in to dry his clothes 
  Step 4:          (04) the maid let him in 

Figure 7: Steps in schema of first paragraph of “Stone soup” 
 
The head of this schema could be something like the proposition that the poor man gained entrance into 
the large house by persistence. Each of the event-steps has a role in the schema which supports this 
propositional theme. But also, each of these event-steps bears a close relation to the poor man himself. 

                                                      
32 A space can be thought of as grounded if it has been given values for relevant orientation dimensions (§2.3.1), 
and a concept is grounded as it is inserted in a grounded space. Grounding of concepts, which may be implicit, is 
one aspect of instantiation. Cf. Langacker (2001:22): “there is some specification of its relationship to the ground 
(i.e., the speech events and its participants).” It appears that grounding spaces must be at least semiactive. 
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A theme is not completely determined by the discourse unit’s propositional content, but represents a 
CONSTRUAL of that content, a particular way of selecting, viewing, and presenting it (Langacker 
2000:206ff., Croft and Cruse 2004 ch. 3). The same content can often yield alternative construals. For 
example, the content of the Book of the Acts of the Apostles could be construed temporally, along a time 
axis; geographically, in regard to the spread of the gospel; referentially, in regard to the acts of particular 
apostles; theologically, in regard to emerging ideas in “salvation history”; relationally, in regard to how 
Christians related to governments or among themselves; or in other ways. In fact, we learn about all of 
these things in this book. However, in a text of this scope the author often selects one primary way, or at 
most a very small number of ways, to construe his material. According to one commonly-held 
interpretation (Longenecker, Richard N. 1981. The Acts of the Apostles. The Expositor’s Bible 
Commentary, vol. 9. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, pp. 233f.), “In his presentation of the advance of the 
Christian mission, Luke follows an essentially geographic outline that moves from Jerusalem (2:42–6:7), 
through Judea and Samaria (6:8–9:31), on to Palestine-Syria (9:32–12:24), then to the Gentiles in the 
eastern part of the Roman Empire (12:25–19:20), and finally culminates in Paul’s defenses and the 
entrance of the gospel into Rome (19:21–28:31).” There is a secondary, closely related construal which is 
referential: “the ministry of Peter in chapters 1–12 and that of Paul in chapters 13–28” (loc. cit.). 
Although not all interpreters agree in detail, there seems to be a general consensus on the thematic 
importance of geography and reference. The point here is that a text producer makes choices in how he 
construes similar propositional content. That construal begins with the selection and sequencing of 
material to be presented. That is, thematic management (a high-level form of attention management) 
construes knowledge management. “All aspects of conceptual structure are subject to construal” (Croft 
and Cruse 2004:3).  

Construal and intrinsic interest differentiate what might be called SEMANTIC ABOUTNESS from 
“THEMATIC ABOUTNESS.” Consider a certain proposition and a certain referent. What is meant by 
semantic aboutness is simply that by comprehending the proposition we increase our knowledge of the 
referent. Thematic aboutness is a stronger notion, and depends on a construal of a discourse space to 
which the proposition and the referent belong: to say that the proposition is thematically about the referent 
in that discourse space means not only that the proposition increases our knowledge of the referent, but 
also that the space is perceived as integrated around the referent by means of a relation that involves 
intrinsic interest in the referent (§2.2.3). Whereas semantic aboutness has to do with knowledge, thematic 
aboutness has to do both with knowledge and with an attention management construal of that knowledge 
involving intrinsic interest in the referent; the referent is a theme (topic) of the discourse space in which 
the proposition occurs. 

Although coherence is a property of discourse units, schemas and themes are properties of discourse 
spaces. This distinction does not appear to be important at this point because each discourse unit we have 
thus far considered has a single primary discourse space. Later, however, especially in §3.6.4, we will 
meet with discourse units that have two primary discourse spaces, each of which has its own schema and 
themes, and the discourse unit will linguistically realize both structures.  

Three observations unite the ideas of construal (as discussed in cognitive linguistics) and relevance 
(as per relevance theory): 
• Thematicity in discourse reflects the speaker’s construal of a particular type of relevance within a 

discourse unit, in which knowledge structures and other signals, both conceptual and formal, are used 
for thematic purposes. Relevance of the thematic kind is never wholly a matter of propositional 
semantics in knowledge management, but always involves intrinsic interest in attention management 
as well.  

• This kind of construal, like every other kind, must be ostensive in order to “work,” in the sense of 
Sperber and Wilson (1995:49): “behaviour which makes manifest an intention to make something 
manifest.” That is, the addressee must be able to recognize the speaker’s intention to construe 
thematicity. The payoff for the addressee in this construal is in finding a way to make the discourse 
space coherent. Construed thematicity is an “authorized” way of doing this, a way that comes from 
the speaker himself.  
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• Since construal and the recognition of construal are matters of degree, the boundary between themes 
and nonthemes is often a fuzzy one in practice. Because of that, it is often useful to speak of concepts 
as being themes to varying degrees, or stronger or weaker themes, according to available evidence.  
One further consideration is mentioned here briefly, the difference between oral and written 

processing in regard to comprehension and memory. While all that is said in this treatment applies to both 
listeners and readers, from experimental evidence “it appears that readers and listeners do adopt 
somewhat different strategies in comprehending narrative discourse. The listeners pay primary attention 
to the theme of the story, building a coherent representation of what was meant. The readers, on the other 
hand, are able to pay closer attention to the meaning of the sentences per se, recalling more incidental but 
mentioned details and being more accurate in their judgments of what was in fact stated in the text” 
(Hildyard and Olson 1982:31f.). I mention two observations: 
• Whereas readers and listeners alike can be expected to use both BOTTOM-UP and TOP-DOWN 

PROCESSING,33 the fact that reading gives more time for careful bottom-up processing could account 
for some of the difference noted. 

• The subjects for these experiments were from a society with a long tradition of written materials, 
hence were accustomed to using primarily written materials for detailed comprehension and recall. It 
would be interesting to perform the experiment in a society without a long tradition of literacy or in 
which people were more accustomed to using oral materials for detailed comprehension and recall.  

2.2.6 Macropredications 
If it is possible to make a brief propositional summary of what a particular discourse unit says or 

seeks to establish, that summary can be called its MACROPREDICATION. According to Tomlin et al. 
(1997:89), “we must distinguish between the centrality or significance of a referent globally [a discourse 
topic; RAD] and the aggregate propositional goal of a discourse or some major component of a discourse 
[its macropredication; RAD].” One could make that kind of distinction by saying that, if a theme is 
something the discourse unit is about, a macropredication is what the unit says about the theme. A 
macropredication about a discourse topic may be a description of it, a statement of what happened to it or 
what it did, etc. The macropredication about a situational theme could be that the situation is true or not, 
or good or bad. The macropredication about a goal theme might tell how that goal is (or is not) met, and 
so forth. In each of these cases, the macropredication is what the discourse unit states about a theme. A 
macropredication may only be implicit in a discourse unit, hence is a conceptual property of the unit 
which is not necessarily derivable from its sentences.34 

A macropredication satisfies the definition of theme, a propositional theme. It is more inclusive than 
the theme about which it makes a statement. In fact, it appears that whenever a discourse unit has a 
macropredication, it is the most inclusive theme, hence the head of the discourse unit’s schema (see 
§§2.2.5, 3.4.5). In §2.2.4 we saw one example of this in Matthew 27:57–61 (Example text 6, with schema 
presented as Figure 5). This is a narrative paragraph that has both a discourse topic, Joseph of Arimathea, 
and a macropredication “Joseph buried the body of Jesus.” The macropredication is about the topic 
Joseph and also functions as the head of the narrative schema. 

                                                      
33 Adams and Collins (1979:5) describe “two basic modes of information processing. The first mode, bottom-up 
processing, is evoked by the incoming data. The features of the data enter the system through the best-fitting, 
bottom-level schemata. As these schemata converge into higher-level schemata, they too are activated. In this way, 
the information is propagated upward through the hierarchy, through increasing comprehensive levels of 
interpretation. The other mode, top-down processing, works in the opposite direction. Top-down processing occurs 
as the system searches for information to fit into partially satisfied, higher-order schemata. …top-down and bottom-
up processing should be occurring at all levels of analysis simultaneously…. The data that are needed to instantiate 
or fill out the schemata become available through bottom-up processing; top-down processing facilitates their 
assimilation if they are anticipated or are consistent with the reader’s conceptual set.” See also Kintsch 2005. 
34 A macropredication is thus different from van Dijk’s macroproposition, which is “a proposition that is derived 
from the sententially expressed propositions of a discourse” (van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:190).  
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A similar example, but of the argumentational rather than the narrative genre, is an excerpt from an 
interview with a barber (Appendix F) about his profession. He had been talking about experiences he had 
had in cutting women’s hair in decades past. Line (01) Most of your new barbers today, actually there 
isn’t too many taking it up, introduces a contrastive referent, “most of your new barbers today.” As the 
first thing mentioned, this referent can be taken as a potential paragraph topic, as for the poor man in 
“Stone soup” (see discussion in §2.2.5). However, here the speaker does not pursue what he was going to 
say about most of these new barbers; his comment about them is actually there isn’t too many taking it 
up, which makes no use of the quantifier most of. Nevertheless, NEW BARBERS TODAY remains as a 
potential discourse topic, and his comment is a potential macropredication, which can be paraphrased as 
TODAY NEW BARBERS ARE FEWER. Both the topic NEW BARBERS TODAY and this 
macropredication remain valid throughout the example passage. Line (02), Take these barber colleges, 
however, presents the potential for a complete change of structure, but addressees soon hear that the 
barber colleges have many fewer students (lines 03–05) and much higher tuition (lines 06–08) than they 
did before. These two facts, connected by the simple additive expression Not only that, can be seen as 
furnishing support for the macropredication: one gives grounds for believing it, the other a reason why it 
is true. So in the schema, the steps about barber colleges are seen as supporting the macropredication. The 
subsequent material, lines (09–13), contains a complication in regard to hierarachical structure (see 
discussion in §2.6.1), but in the global schema it simply furnishes additional reasons in support of the 
macropredication. The schema can be illustrated as shown in Figure 8: 

¶ head (macropredication):   (01) Today new barbers are fewer 
   Step 1: grounds:      (02–05) Barber colleges have fewer students 
   Step 2: reason:      (06–08) Barber colleges have higher tuition (possible subpoint to 

                   Step 1) 
  ¶  Step 3: reason:      (09) Barbers today don’t get enough pay 
   Step 4: reason:      (10–13) Apprentices give up because of long period and low pay 

Figure 8: Schema for the interview with the barber (excerpt) (Appendix F) 
In summary, we note that: 
• The macropredication TODAY NEW BARBERS ARE FEWER makes a statement about the topic 

NEW BARBERS TODAY. 
• This macropredication also heads the schema: it is what the speaker aims to establish and the concept 

for which the steps of the schema furnish support. 
• The macropredication is also a theme: it is a point of integration for the schema having intrinsic 

interest for the speaker. It is a propositional theme, whereas NEW BARBERS TODAY is a discourse 
topic. 

• This proposition, as a theme, includes the topic. It is, in fact, the most inclusive theme. 
The new paragraph at line (09) is discussed in §2.6.5, and the internal structure of the steps in §2.6.2. 

Since a macropredication is a theme, it can be cited in answer to the question, “What is the discourse 
unit about?” (van Dijk 1997:10). The excerpt from the barber interview could be said to be about both its 
topic NEW BARBERS TODAY and its propositional theme that TODAY NEW BARBERS ARE 
FEWER.  

There seems to be no reason to assume that all discourse units, even common and coherent ones, have 
a macropredication. Churchill’s speech (Appendix A), for example, does not seem to have simple overall 
macropredication. It could be analyzed as being about a referential topic (“the new government I have 
been asked to form”), with two main points in its schema, of two distinct genres: declarative (“I have been 
forming it,” lines 03–13) and hortatory (“Support it!,” lines 14–35). Since declarative and hortatory 
expressions are not easy to combine into a single statement, this text does not have an obvious overall 
macropredication. A paragraph that gives description of a participant, such as Luke 2:36–37 (see Example 
text 11), may also not have an overall macropredication. The encyclopedia article about England 
mentioned above does not have a global macropredication. In general, narrative schemas that lack a goal 
theme (§3.4.2) commonly appear to lack a macropredication as well. For such reasons, a text’s coherence 
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does not seem to depend on its having a macropredication any more than it depends on its having any 
other particular kind of theme. Its coherence depends on having some theme and a head for its schema, 
whether it be propositional (a macropredication), referential (a topic), a situation, or a goal. 

2.2.7 Provisional schemas, heads, and themes 
In real-time text processing, addressees begin with initial notions of discourse organization and 

modify them as the discourse proceeds, gradually building up their mental representation for the text. In 
comparison with the final, consolidated discourse organization, what the addressee “sees” at intermediate 
stages is only partial and tentative. Coherence itself can only be partial until the entire text is assimilated. 
This is also true in regard to what addressees “see” of the discourse schema at a given point, hence of 
what they “see” as the head of the schema and as nonhead themes. In the discussion in previous sections, 
we have generally considered only discourse structures that are final for a discourse unit; the schemas, 
heads, and themes have been FINAL SCHEMAS, HEADS, and THEMES. But these may be quite different 
from PROVISIONAL SCHEMAS, HEADS, and THEMES that the addressee “sees” at earlier stages. These 
intermediate structural elements are necessary to give the discourse unit provisional coherence and 
organization.  

Some kinds of themes are generally established early on; topics especially are of this type. Other 
themes, such as situations and goals, often seem to be longer in developing. In genres such as mystery 
stories and even traditional narratives, the resolving macropredication, as a propositional theme, is only 
manifest late in the text, hence can have little effect in integrating the discourse space in earlier stages, 
unless as one possible outcome that addressees could be considering. Although certain aspects of 
coherence can be deferred for long periods, addressees do not wait for everything to be complete in order 
to work on coherence, but utilize intermediate forms of coherence, intermediate heads of incomplete 
schemas, and intermediate themes.  

As we shall see, some intermediate themes are subsumed into more inclusive final themes and do not 
persist as final themes themselves. Other intermediate themes do become final themes. Since that is so, 
when we talk about the themes of a particular text, it is pertinent to know whether we mean intermediate 
or final themes and for which parts of the text they function as themes. A theme which functions as such 
for the major part of a text may not turn out to be a final theme at all, and a final theme may only be 
available as the text approaches closure. It would be linguistically satisfying to assume that the part of the 
text for which a particular theme functions will always be a recognizable discourse unit, and that there are 
no switches of theme within discourse units. However, as we shall soon see, that is not always the case: 
even the head of the global schema can be switched in the middle of a discourse unit. Not only that, but 
such switches are extremely common, even though they generate linguistic upheaval. Before we examine 
that, we consider an illustrative text.  

“Stone soup” (Appendix D) has two themes which are established quite early: the poor man as topic 
and the goal of his obtaining food. That goal is the topic’s goal, so it is the more inclusive of these two 
themes. They serve well as provisional themes for most of the story. The text has two paragraphs, each of 
which has its own specific goal theme: for the poor man to get inside the house (lines 01–04) and for the 
poor man, once inside the house, to obtain food (lines 05–10). Each of these two goal themes is a 
provisional theme for its paragraph; the final theme for each paragraph is a propositional theme indicating 
the fact that the goal is achieved and how it is done: the poor man gains entrance into the house (lines 01–
04) and he obtains food by using his wits (lines 05–10). For the major part of the text, the poor man does 
not achieve his goal of obtaining food; the macropredication that he succeeds in obtaining food using his 
wits is not available until the story approaches closure. Therefore, for most of the story, the emerging but 
incomplete global schema has as a provisional goal head. It is only when the story is “resolved” that the 
final macropredication becomes available. It then becomes the final head of the global schema. 

What happens to the provisional themes when the text is finalized? Since in “Stone soup” the goal 
theme of the poor man obtaining food does not turn out to be the final head of the global schema, its 
persistence as a final theme would need to have clear construal. While arguably this goal is a point of 
integration for both steps in the global schema—those which correspond to the two paragraphs—after it is 
“resolved” it does not seem to have intrinsic interest as a final theme. That is, this goal is neither final 
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head of the global schema nor is there any apparent construal of it as a final nonhead theme. In contrast, 
the poor man seems to be just as much of a final topic as he was a provisional topic; final intrinsic interest 
in him can perhaps be inferred by the fact that he is the subject/agent of the macropredication which is the 
final global head and certainly from the cook’s evaluative comment about him (line 10). Whereas the 
poor man seems to retain the speaker’s intrinsic interest until the end, interest in his goal seems naturally 
to fade after it is achieved. In this sense, it appears likely that certain provisional themes are 
DISCARDABLE while others are PERMANENT.  

Once a text is finalized and consolidated, permanent themes can be expected to be more accessible 
than discardable themes. Although the version of “Stone soup” cited in Appendix D has no moral, it 
seems likely that a narratively faithful moral would encourage listeners to emulate the poor man’s 
resourcefulness; that is, the poor man would be accessed in the moral.35 His situation of need or the goal 
he once had would seem to be less likely to be accessed in a moral. A moral, then, would show a greater 
accessibility of the permanent theme. In §3.5.1 we will consider reasons why narrative participants are not 
only easy to establish early as topics and to serve as provisional themes, but also to persist as final 
themes. 

The linguistic reality of provisional and final heads is seen in the Mankanya (Bak, Senegal) text “Two 
wives” (Appendix G). The sentence-initial connective kë hënk di ‘so then’ apparently indicates the head 
of an episode: at the end of the orientation episode (lines 01–10) it occurs with a final situational head, as 
a summary (line 10), and in each of the two narrative episodes (lines 11–20, 21–30) it occurs at the onset 
of a provisional goal head which the episode’s main participant begins at that time to pursue (lines 13, 
24).  

The switch between the provisional and final head of the global schema can be especially significant 
in discourse structure. The PEAK or climax in a narrative, and in some other genres as well, has been 
defined as “any episodelike unit set apart by special surface structure features and corresponding to the 
climax or denoument in the notional structure” (Longacre 1996:37). In terms of the present discussion, 
peak is a discourse unit in which the global schema switches heads, trading a provisional head for a final 
head. In “Stone soup,” the second paragraph (lines 05–10) is apparently the peak; in that paragraph, the 
global schema begins with a provisional head, the goal of the theme of the man obtaining food, and ends 
with the newly manifested final head, the macropredication that the poor man obtained food by using his 
wits.  

At a peak, then, a discourse “changes horses in midstream.” It is therefore not suprising if it results in 
conceptual and formal upheaval. According to Longacre (loc. cit.), “Peak…essentially is a zone of 
turbulence in regard to the flow of the discourse…. Routine features of the storyline may be distorted or 
phased out at peak.” “One of the simplest and most universal devices” found with peak is “rhetorical 
underlining,” in which the speaker “may employ parallelism, paraphrase, and tautologies of various sorts 
to be sure that you don’t miss…the important point of the story” (op. cit., p. 39). This “most important 
point” is apparently the final head of the global schema as it displaces a provisional head. For other 
examples, the reader is referred to Longacre 1996, ch. 2. 

In subsequent sections we will entertain the possibility that lower levels of structure in discourse, 
particularly the internal structure of “micro-levels” (steps in paragraph schemas), do not persist into the 
final, consolidated mental representation. Even if that is true, internal micro-level structure, which 
generally comprises sentences, can still be considered as provisional conceptual structure in discourse 
spaces. 

2.3 Conceptual functions in discourse processing 
Constructing and using discourse spaces involves certain CONCEPTUAL FUNCTIONS (tasks, 

processes) (Graesser et al. 1997:293). There appear to be at least three basic functions, as well as 
subsidiary ones:  
                                                      
35 Common versions of this story do not have a narratively faithful moral, but one such as “By sharing, we can 
achieve a greater good” which ignores the man’s cleverness and the cook’s being deceived. 
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• INITIALIZATION: In order for a space to be used, it must first be initialized, set up. The initialization 
function commonly involves the following three aspects, which are often combined and are here 
treated as subsidiary functions:  
◊ SIGNALLING THE BEGINNING: Notice is served that a new space is being set up. 
◊ ACCESS: The new space must be accessed (identified, demarcated, conceptually entered). 
◊ ORIENTATION: For a space to be used, it must be oriented (contextualized, grounded) with respect 

to its conceptual context.  
• DEVELOPMENT: The content of the space is developed (filled out, built up) in a way that expresses 

the speaker’s communicative intent. This involves selecting, arranging and otherwise construing the 
content, hence managing both knowledge and attention. Each of these has unit-based (global) and 
sequential (local) aspects (§2.1).  
◊ KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: For an entire discourse unit, propositional content is organized 

using a schema. Sequentially, semantic relations hold between neighboring propositions (Mann 
and Thompson 1988) and referents are accessed according to their current knowledge statuses 
(referentiality, indentifiability). 

◊ ATTENTION MANAGEMENT: Globally, a discourse unit can be integrated around a theme, which 
might be a topic. Locally, the speaker assists the addressee in her step-by-step construction of a 
mental representation, generally through information structure, assessing what concepts are then 
available to the addressee and guiding her as to how she can fit new ones into her mental 
representation.  

• CLOSURE: The space is closed (stored) so as to be easily usable in other communication tasks. Two 
subfunctions are involved, which are often combined: 
◊ SIGNALLING THE END: Notice is served that the space is coming to an end. 
◊ CONSOLIDATION: The discourse unit “is abstracted from the specifics of its linguistic 

presentation” (Langacker 2001a:180) and its associated space is stored as a unit, a “chunk” 
(§2.2.1) for further utilization. 

These conceptual functions apply to various levels of discourse. For discourse units to be externally 
coherent, they need to fill a recognizable role in a higher-level schema. For them to be internally coherent, 
they need to have a recognizable internal schema, generally one with a head. 

Discourse can become difficult to process or even noncoherent if there is failure in one or more of 
these conceptual functions. The following speaker failures are common:  
• Access:  

failure to identify or orient the new space—what situation the speaker is talking about, or where or 
when  

• Knowledge management (unit-based aspects):  
failure to be clear as to what kind of schema is in use—for example, if he is supplying anecdotal 
information and his addressees are expecting a logical proof 

• Knowledge management (sequential aspects):  
failure to include a step in reasoning or to indicate its relation to previous steps 
failure to correctly assess the addressees’ (non)identifiability of a referent 

• Attention management (unit-based aspects):  
failure to indicate intrinsic interest in a particular theme 

• Attention management (sequential aspects):  
failure to correctly assess the addressees’ activation state of a certain concept 
failure to use information structure in a way that is appropriate for certain activation states 

• Consolidation:  
failure to close the discourse unit in a recognizable way 

Non-native speakers and cultural outsiders are highly susceptible to failures of these types, both as 
speakers and as addressees. 

The two functions of initialization and closure sometimes comprise distinct steps in the schema of a 
discourse unit, being elaborated as discourse units in their own right. The higher the level of the unit, the 
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more likely this is to happen. Thus, on the global level, texts often have introductory sections and closing 
sections. In other cases, one or the other of these functions is structurally included in the development part 
of the schema, which corresponds with what is sometimes spoken of as the “body” of the discourse unit. 
When initialization or closure is realized as a discourse unit, it is of course subject to high-level 
constraints of knowledge management and attention management, as well as low-level constraints, to 
which all material is subject. 

2.3.1 Initialization 
In written material, graphical signals such as paragraph indentation are used for SIGNALLING THE 

BEGINNING of spaces. “There are also more powerful discourse cues, such as chapter breaks and blank 
lines, that serve the same purpose” (Segal 1995a:76), generally in an iconic way: more prominent 
graphical breaks signal higher level conceptual breaks. There can also be morphemic signals that signal 
that a new space is being set up: sentence-initial connectives are generally longer at paragraph breaks, and 
some morphemes may only occur there. In Mbyá Guarani, with the connectives ha’e (rami) ramo, ha’e 
(rami) vy, and ha’e (rami) rire, the element rami ‘similar to’ tends to occur only at the beginning of 
paragraphs and other macro-level units (Dooley 1986:59). In Mundurukú (Tupi, Brazil), “a particle 
announcing that the theme is to be changed introduces the first sentence of a new paragraph,” signalling 
the new space’s beginning (Grimes 1975:335; see Sheffler 1978:140). In English nonnarrative, the word 
Now commonly signals a new discourse unit when it occurs in left-detached position or as a complete 
utterance, as in the following from a classroom teacher: Now. Let’s just have a look at these things here 
(Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:96). Further, for oral texts “there is experimental evidence that people are 
able to recognize paragraph boundaries (that is, major changes in orientation) from prosodic information 
alone” (Chafe 1990:96). And for written texts, there is evidence that writers pause longer before sentences 
that occur early in discourse units than before those that occur later. This apparently reflects more time 
that is needed to get a discourse unit under way (Sanders and Gernsbacher 2004:85, citing Schilperoord 
1996).  

In the teacher example, the sentence Let’s just have a look at these things here gives ACCESS to, 
identifies, the new discourse space whose onset was announced by Now. Access can be given in different 
ways, which often depend on discourse level.  
• For texts as a whole, the discourse space is sometimes systematically accessed by means of an initial 

section of the discourse. In narrative, this is often called a “setting” section (Rumelhart 1975:213f.) or 
an “orientation section” which has a situational or referential theme and serves “to orient the listener 
in respect to person, place, time, and behavioral situation,” including preliminary events (Labov and 
Waletsky 1967:32). In some narrative genres such as news reporting, the orientation section may also 
contain a summary (the “lead”; Sanders and Redeker 1996:307). Orientation sections are commonly 
“lacking in narratives of children and less verbal adults” (Labov and Waletsky, loc. cit.) as well as in 
modern literary products. However, when orientation sections are furnished, they make for “easy 
comprehension” (§2.6.6). 

• For discourse units on the scale of paragraphs or episodes, it is common for the initial sentence to 
contain at least a brief description that gives access to the new subspace. This is a common function 
of “points of departure” (§3.3.4). The type of information that is given in these elements is generally 
influenced by the genre. In narrative, for example, such elements commonly specify time: ‘once upon 
a time’, ‘one day’, ‘then’, etc. They may not give much specific orientation information, but they do 
signal a new space. 

• For steps of a paragraph schema and for individual sentences, access-giving elements are sometimes 
called SPACE BUILDERS (Fauconnier 1985[1994] and 1997, ch. 3; Werth 1995:71f.; Croft and Cruse 
2004:33f.). In argumentation or hortatory discourse, common space builders are conditionals (‘if that 
happens’, etc.) and causal expressions (‘this is because’, ‘as a result’, etc.).  
An obvious way for providing access to a new space is by mentioning something which is prominent 

in its conceptual structure, especially a theme (§2.2.5). In the classroom sentence Let’s just have a look at 
these things here, the things to which the teacher drew the students’ attention were apparently to serve as 
a topic for the next teaching segment. In line (03) of Churchill’s speech (Appendix A): I have already 
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completed the most important part of this task, the topic the most important part of this task accesses 
certain ministerial positions that are discussed in the new discourse space.  

The following Example text 9 illustrates several of these ways of accessing the new discourse space. 
It is the initial paragraph from a text in Mbyá Guarani (Tupi-Guarani, SVO, Brazil) which I elicited by 
asking ‘How do you make a bow/bows?’. The answer—the macropredication of this paragraph ‘I bring 
raw materials from the woods’—is elaborated in the focus of each sentence. In line (01), for example, this 
macropredication is initial argument focus position, as an answer to my question: 

Example text 9: Bow text (Mbyá Guarani), initial paragraph with steps (Dooley 1982:324) 
 

(01) Step 1 (macroprop):  ‘From (materials from) the woods I make a bow/bows. 
(02)               I bring from the woods, wood which I will fix up. 
(03) Step 2:         For its decoration, I bring “guembe” plant and a type of bamboo. 
(04) Step 3:         For its string, I cut down a palm tree also. 
(05)               Its crown I strip for fibers. 
(06) Step 4 (summary):   I bring it to my house from the woods. 
(07) Step 5 (add-on):    For its arrows, I also find fine bamboo.’ 

 
Line (01), in fact, accesses the new space by means of a topic (GUARANI BOWS) and a 
macropredication (I MAKE BOWS FROM MATERIAL FROM THE WOODS). The schema is not 
procedural in the sense of being a sequence of ordered steps, but rather partitive, based on different parts 
of Guarani bows, which come directly from the dominion of GUARANI BOWS. Three main parts are 
mentioned: the arc or bow proper (as in English, ‘bow’ refers both to the entire product and the wooden 
arc), which is especially relevant in (02). Other parts are ‘its decoration’ (line 03, step 2) and ‘its string’ 
(line 04, step 3). In line (07), ‘its arrows’ appears to be an add-on step, since it is mentioned after the 
summary of line (06) which would ordinarily close off the paragraph. ‘Its crown’ in line (05) refers to the 
crown of the palm tree, so is an elaboration in step 3 about ‘its string’. In lines (03), (04), (05), and (07), 
there is a marked topic expression (§3.3.1) in left-detached position which accesses the topic of the step 
or of the utterance. At step boundaries, discontinuities in orientation are not indicated. Although the basic 
schema is partitive, it shows blending with another kind of schema: introduction (step 1)—body (steps 2 
and 3)—closing summary (step 4). After this initial paragraph, the text goes on to talk about the fact that 
very few Guarani still make bows. The overall text thus turns out to have two subdivisions—HOW I 
MAKE A BOW and OTHER GUARANI WHO MAKE BOWS. Its global theme is possibly something 
like GUARANI BOW-MAKING. Since the global schema is not manifest until after the initial paragraph, 
this is a case of “just-in-time” coherence (§3.5.4). 

In Munduruku, access to an episode is provided in its initial sentence, by reference both to the episode 
topic and to its schema, which is construed as having a goal: “each episode centers around one 
participant, … who in turn has one overall objective…another participant, a location, or an inanimate 
object; or it may be the episode actor’s doing or performing an action itself, such as ‘running away’…” 
(Sheffler 1978:140).  

In Bantu languages of Mozambique, a new paragraph can be accessed by means of its topic by means 
of a referential (nominal) point of departure: ‘Now the old men, when they met together to deal with the 
subject and reach an agreement, said…’ (from a text in Makonde). 

We see a similar thing in the Greek of 1 Corinthians 7:25: ‘Now about the virgins I have no 
command of the Lord, but I give an opinion….’  

Sometimes the space that the speaker is wanting to talk about is accessed in successive steps: A 
accesses B, B accesses C, and C finally accesses D, which is what the speaker wants to talk about. We can 
see this in Lincoln’s Gettysburg address, of which the first four sentences are given below (see Grimes 
1982 for detailed analysis): 
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nation 

civil war
battlefield

cemetery

dedication

of selves
of cemetery

Example text 10: “Gettysburg Address,” initial sentences (Lincoln 1863) 
 
(01) Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth 

on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and 
dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. 

the NATION (the USA), seen in its 
historical founding and values 

(02) Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether 
that nation, or any nation, so conceived and so dedicated 
can long endure. 

the CIVIL WAR as part of that 
nation’s experience 

(03) We are met on a great battle-field of that war. one battle of that war and the 
BATTLEFIELD where it was 
fought 

(04) We have come to dedicate a portion of that field, as a final 
resting-place for those who here gave their lives that that 
nation might live. 

as part of that battlefield a 
CEMETERY is being dedicated in a 
DEDICATION CEREMONY 

 
In line (01), along with expressions of temporal orientation (four score and seven years ago) and 
locational orientation (on this continent), Lincoln mentions our fathers (accessed through the first person 
plural our), by which he accesses the NATION, going on to cite certain elements that are part of its 
dominion: its founding and two of its original ideals, liberty and equality. In (02), with new temporal 
orientation (now), he cites the NATION in the form of the pronoun we to access the CIVIL WAR in 
which we is engaged, as a test of the nation and its ideals. Then, as part of the dominion of the CIVIL 
WAR, in (03) Lincoln accesses one particular BATTLEFIELD, and in (04) he accesses one part that 
BATTLEFIELD, which was to become a CEMETERY. Then he uses CEMETERY to access the concept 
of DEDICATION, which is the key concept in his speech and which he uses thematically in a schema 
with two points: we are dedicating a cemetery, let us dedicate ourselves. In the four initial sentences of 
the speech, then, Lincoln accesses a succession of concepts, none of which he actually uses as a discourse 
topic, but rather as a way to access, historically and geographically, what he will eventually say. He uses a 
successive embedding of dominions, with the referent that heads each dominion giving access to the next 
entity with its dominion, until he reaches the space of his principal discourse schema. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9: Access via successive embedding of dominions 
 
Note, in Figure 9, the difference between the dashed-line access arrows from the accessing referents and 
the dotted-line integration arrows to the accessed concept of dedication (as in Figure 4 and Figure 2).  

As mentioned in the initial discussion of §2.3, the task of accessing a discourse topic or theme—more 
generally, the task of initializing a discourse space—often comprises an introductory step in a discourse 
schema. This function is illustrated in Giora 1997:24 by means of a personal experience: 
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At one point, it was obvious to my students and to me that I would start my lecture stating that I 
was leaving the university soon, and hence would propose a makeup-lecture timetable. However, 
even though I knew they knew I was going to discuss this topic upon the beginning of the lecture, 
that is, even though this topic was highly accessible to them, I could not…start in medias res. I 
had to start by stating my discourse-topic, marking it as old information…: “As you well know, I 
am leaving soon, etc.” Only then could I discuss the details that ensue. 

What Giora describes here is a felt need to begin a discourse unit by formally accessing its space by 
means of an assertion which, although not adding to the knowledge of the addressees, yet needed to be 
made, possibly to confirm their expectations (Wilson 1998:69). Possibly it was more necessary for 
attention management than for knowledge management. Regardless of why it was done, the formal 
activation of her upcoming departure from the university served as an initial step giving access to 
(introducing) the upcoming discourse unit, leading to a further discussion of the makeup-lecture 
timetable, which was apparently the theme of her class-initial discourse. A further real example of 
accessing a discourse space in successive steps is discussed in Example text 44. 

For a non-initial subspace of a discourse, access needs to take into account the “processing shift” 
effect that occurs at the end of a discourse unit: “once a processing shift has occurred, information 
represented in the previous substructure becomes less available” (Gernsbacher 1985:344) or at least less 
certain at that point: active elements tend to become semiactive and semiactive elements tend to become 
inactive (§2.4.1). In many and perhaps all languages, as part of the accessing of new paragraphs, referents 
tend to be updated by means of NPs, although this does not always happen in the case of higher-level 
topics (§2.6.3; Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:40, Fox 1987:168, Tomlin 1987:457, Tomlin et al. 
1997:82).36 

The third initiation subfunction—ORIENTATION—has to do with contextualizing the space, 
grounding it with respect to its situation or circumstances. The need for orientation and grounding is more 
general than language. Chafe (1994:30, 128f.) explains: 

No self is an an island, and it is necessary for peripheral consciousness, at least, to include 
information regarding the self’s location in several domains, the most important of which appear 
to be space, time, society, and ongoing activity. …consciousness depends for its well-being on 
information regarding several aspects of the environment in which a person is located. Without 
such an orientation, consciousness simply cannot function coherently.… There appears to be an 
especially important need for orientation in space and time—a solid basis, for example, for the 
folk belief that someone who has accidentally become unconscious says first, on regaining 
consciousness, ‘Where am I?’ In such a situation the mind can accomplish nothing without first 
having information about its spatial location.… The fact that consciousness cannot function 
without being oriented in space, time, society, and ongoing background events explains the 
characteristic provision of what is usually called a setting as a narrative begins. 

Besides “Where am I?,” other common first-consciousness questions are “What time/day is it?,” “Who 
are these people?,” and “What happened?” Particulars (I, now, etc.) need to be grounded, oriented within 
a larger framework.37 

In mentioning “space, time, society, and ongoing background events,” Chafe indicates what are here 
called ORIENTATION DIMENSIONS for narrative (somewhat misleadingly called “thematic dimensions” in 
                                                      
36 Although the middle and the end of paragraphs may have characteristic signals (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:40), 
initial position is strategic: “initial stimuli play such a fundamental role in organizing mental structures that when 
asked to recall the main idea of a paragraph, subjects were most likely to select the initial sentence even when the 
actual theme was a sentence occurring later” (Gernsbacher 1985:346).  
37 The term “orientation” is from Chafe (1994). “Grounding” is from Langacker (2000:219s), referring to “the locus 
of conception and viewing platform” on the basis of which the hearer is directed to process what is being said, 
dealing with “certain fundamental parameters (e.g. time reality, identification).” In discourse, “grounding is the 
primary means of specifying how the content of an expression is to be integrated in the CDS [current discourse 
space] and connected to the conceptual structure already in place” (Langacker 2001a:167). 
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Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 7). The same four orientation dimensions are identified by Labov and 
Waletsky (1967:32) and Givón (1984:245), with “referents” more generally representing Chafe’s 
“society.”38 “Ongoing background events,” or PRELIMINARY EVENTS, orient the main narrative within a 
process that has already begun, generally one that instantiates a cultural schema. In line (09) of 
Churchill’s speech (Appendix 1), The appointment of other ministers usually takes a little longer, the 
expression other ministers not only gives referential orientation but situates the new paragraph within the 
context of the larger process of ministerial appointments for the new government. Orientation in time, 
place, and referents can be seen in the introductory sentence of a narrative in Tamang (Kathmandu; 
Taylor 1978): “Long ago in childhood about the season of Bhatau and Asoj, Syipatanga and I stayed in 
the Bhorlo cattleshed.” The function of orientation, along with access, often complicates the syntax and 
balloons the information load of a discourse unit’s initial sentence. According to Longacre (1979:118), 
“There is a certain reluctance on the part of the speaker to plunge immediately into a topic. He wants to 
spend a sentence orienting himself and the audience to what he is going to talk about…something that 
indicates time, place, or circumstances and gives a broad hint as to what is to come in the body of the 
paragraph.” See §2.6.6 for an interpretation of orientation dimensions in terms of relevance theory.  

Orientation corresponds to Langacker’s notion of “setting”: “a global, inclusive region within which 
an event unfolds or a situation obtains” (1991:553). More significantly, it corresponds to what Langacker 
calls “grounding” for nominal and verbal concepts (1990:12, 2000:22f.): just as the grounding of concepts 
attaches them to concrete situations, producing concrete instantiations of them, so also discourse 
orientation attaches entire discourse units to concrete situations (see footnote 32). In terms of gestalt 
psychology, orientation supplies a GROUND for a FIGURE. Base spaces in general are grounding spaces; 
see Figure 1.  

Orientation is often implicit along certain dimensions. In narrative, while temporal orientation is often 
updated explicitly by means of a sentence-initial expression, place remains implicit or is indicated 
elsewhere in the sentence. In a travel narrative, such as “Somewhere over the rainbow” (see Example text 
43), the reverse may be true. In Mbyá Guarani (Tupi-Guarani, Brazil), explicit time expressions in 
narrative tend to be used for introducing paragraphs, while within paragraphs there are causal links, and 
temporal succession is left implicit (Dooley 1986:45).  

The dimensions of referents and action commonly give access to ongoing schemas and themes: 
reference (“participant orientation”) often involves topic access, while action “orientation,” as mentioned 
above, often accesses a schema.39 Thus, a participant which is cited prominently at the beginning of a 
discourse unit is likely to be interpreted as the space’s topic, although a non-topic participant that 
provides easier access to the space may be cited before the topic is introduced (§3.1). Hence, the two 
dimensions of referents and action often go beyond mere orientation; they link to broader thematic and 
knowledge structures in discourse. 

In fact, it is not simple and may not always be possible to separate the two functions of access and 
orientation. Just as access can serve the orientation function, as in the opening sentences of the Gettysburg 
Address (Example text 10), orientation can provide access to a space. For example, the temporal 
orientation of 11 September 2001 provides access to the entire space of the terrorist attacks that took 
place in the United States at that time. Or when, in a narrative, a new discourse unit begins with an 
orientation expression that indicates a time or place that is distinct from the preceding one, that can also 
effectively identify the new space, serving the access function as well as the orientation function. When 
the two functions are served by the same expression, we can speak of DEMARCATION or SCOPE-SETTING 

                                                      
38 Orientation dimensions in discourse are similar to adverbial “setting” information in utterances. As Van Valin 
states, “All events take place in space and time, and therefore it is always possible to specify the time and place of 
an event. Hence the elements expressing the spatio-temporal coordinates of an event are never semantic arguments 
of the verb…” (2001:95). 
39 Causality and motivation are cited by Zwaan and Singer (2003:93) as further orientation dimensions but, like 
action, they may best be seen as aspects of schema structure. 
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expression: the discourse space is being demarcated and indicated as the scope of the expression in 
question. The particle wa in Japanese seems to serve this demarcation function (§3.5.1). 

Orientation information, once presented, appears to remain active throughout the discourse unit. As 
with ground on lower linguistic levels, orientation “remains implicit and non-salient, serving only as an 
‘off-stage’ reference point” (Langacker 2002). Its active status is shown, for example, in the fact that it is 
possible to refer to the value of a discourse unit’s temporal orientation by means of deictic expressions 
such as then or at that time and to its locational value by means of there or at that place which are parallel 
with personal pronouns, whose referents are also active (§2.4.2). Below the paragraph level, micro-level 
spaces do not have independent orientation, but use the orientation (grounding) of the macro-level unit in 
which they occur (§§2.2.1, 2.2.4, and 2.6.1). Other values in the orientation dimensions, such as two days 
later and ten meters overhead, are identifiable because they are grounded on the current orientation 
dimensions, much as his mother is also identifiable in reference. 

There do exist discourse spaces with incomplete (relatively nonspecific) grounding, such as those 
which relate only descriptive or habitual information (Emmott 1997, ch. 8; see also Sweetser and 
Fauconnier 1996). An initial orientation section in narrative, for example, can be primarily descriptive or 
habitual and will therefore lack specific temporal grounding. This is true of much non-narrative material 
as well, such as a text which gives a procedure in the abstract or argues for a general point of view. In the 
Greek account of Anna the prophetess, for example, we see both an incompletely grounded description 
and a grounded action (Levinsohn 2000:12f., 174f.): 

Example text 11: Luke 2:36–38 (literal translation) 
 

(36a) ‘¶And there was a prophetess, Anna the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Asher. 
(36b–
37a) 

This [woman] was advanced in years, having lived with a husband seven years after her 
marriage, and as a widow to the age of eighty-four, 

(37b) who never leaving the temple, was serving night and day with fastings and prayers. 
(38a) ¶And at that very moment she standing there was/began giving thanks to God, 
(38b) and was/continued speaking about Him to all those who were looking for the redemption 

of Jerusalem.’ 
 
Verses (36–37) constitute a descriptive paragraph about Anna with nonspecific temporal or locational 
grounding (although highly specific referential grounding), whereas the brief action paragraph of verse 
(38), especially (38a), has specific grounding (orientation) along both dimensions. 

2.3.2 Development 
Although, logically speaking, orientation dimensions such as time and place could not only initialize 

a discourse unit but could also serve as “tracks” on which it runs during its internal development phase, 
DEVELOPMENT has more specific “tracks”: in KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT, it has the unit’s schema; in 
ATTENTION MANAGEMENT, it has thematic organization. The fact that themes integrate the schema 
means that these two tracks are really one; they cannot take off in different directions, or else the text 
would run into serious comprehension difficulties. We can say that what is principally developed in text is 
the schema in high-level knowledge management, if we remember that high-level attention 
management—thematic organization—lies behind fundamental choices in knowledge management, such 
as the selection and sequencing of material. As Tomlin (1987:458, 460) states, “Episodes are defined 
ultimately by the sustaining of attention on a particular paragraph level theme…. Episode boundaries 
represent major breaks, or attention shifts, in the flow of information.”  

In developing a schema, the speaker may mark particular steps as highly significant. This is the 
function of DEVELOPMENT MARKERS, which many and perhaps all languages have. These are often 
connectives or clitics (see examples in Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:93f.), but can include nominal 
overcoding of participants as well, as in Biblical Hebrew and certain African languages (Levinsohn 
2006). In narratives in Mbyá Guarani, a high index of prenuclear adverbial clauses functions as a 
development marker. Development markers appear to relate to unit-based aspects of discourse 
organization rather than to sequential aspects, in the sense of highlighting something that is important 
with respect to a schema, on that or a higher level, including external conceptualization. This is perhaps 
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the main way in which development markers differ from markers of relations between propositions, 
which are primarily sequential. Development marking is a kind of evaluative expression, in which the 
speaker indicates something in which he is particularly interested (§2.1.3). Development has conceptual 
as well as linguistic signals—the ancient art of rhetoric dealt with them—but I am not aware of any 
studies of conceptual signals of development marking, nor of any typology of conceptual reasons for 
development marking. 

Since this is a treatment of thematicity, it naturally focuses on the high-level operations of knowledge 
management and especially of attention management. A few words can be said here about the sequential 
(local) aspects of attention management, in which the speaker assists addressees by giving them step-by-
step “instructions” for their construction of a mental representation (Langacker 2001a:151). On can draw 
a parallel with the assembly instructions that come with an unassembled piece of furniture, which are 
discardable once the piece is fully assembled (Dooley 2005). Specifically, for each concept, the speaker 
indicates whether he expects the addressee to be currently consciousness of it or not (§2.4.1), what its 
information structure role is, and where in the addressee’s current mental representation it is intended to 
connect. Attention management relates primarily to paragraph-internal micro-levels (§2.6.2). 

The linguistic expression of this kind of instruction is called INFORMATION STRUCTURE (Lambrecht 
1994). Its formal signals are conditioned by cognitive statuses for individual concepts, such as activation 
and identification (§2.4.1). This can be seen in line (06) of Churchill’s speech: Other key positions were 
filled yesterday. The sentence topic other key positions is in partitive contrast with its conceptual “sister” 
a war cabinet of line (04), and the comment were filled yesterday contrasts with in one single day of line 
(05), the day before ‘yesterday’.40 Line (06), then, is a double-contrast sentence (Dooley and Levinsohn 
2001:72), in which both topic and comment contrast with corresponding elements that are active. 
Languages differ greatly in the frequency with which a particular marked information structure is used—
that is, in the discourse conditions of its use. Koiné Greek, for example, typically has a high index for 
argument focus. When Greek is translated into a language such as English with a very low index for this 
kind of markedness, and if the translation comes out sounding like natural English, there will be many 
places where the English will leave implicit certain discourse functions that are signalled explicitly in the 
Greek (Dooley 2005). A similar situation holds between marked topics and points of departure in German 
as compared with English: the index for German is significantly higher (Doherty 2005). We look at this 
situation again in §4.1. 

2.3.3 Closure 
Of the two closure functions, SIGNALLING THE END of a discourse unit in oral texts usually involves 

intonational cues, such as “a falling intonation and slowing of the speech tempo finally lapsing into 
silence” (Wald 1983:108). There are graphic signals as well, such a line of text which goes only part of 
the way across the page. Formal linguistic signals might include a summary or other element that 
typically occurs in final position in a unit. Signals of the end are often inferred from signals of 
consolidation, hence become general signals of closure.  

As a rule, the CONSOLIDATION of the content of a discourse unit takes place after its development is 
complete, although add-ons can prolong a unit after a potential close. As already noted, this happens in 
Matthew 27:61 of Example text 6: “Mary Magdalene was there, and the other Mary, sitting opposite the 
grave.”  

Consolidation can have different formal signals. A common one, nominalizing a discourse unit, is 
direct evidence of the conceptual operation of REIFICATION, which refers to “chunking” the unit as a 
referent as a step in its storage and its possible use as a component in other structures (§2.2.1). In 

                                                      
40 The chronology that this speech refers to is evidently: 
line 01: on Friday evening:  Friday, 10 May 1940  
line 05: in one single day:   Saturday, 11 May 1940  
line 06: yesterday:       Sunday, 12 May 1940  
line 12: today:        Monday, 13 May 1940. 
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Churchill’s speech (Appendix A), the nominal expression the steps taken in line (14) reifies the entire first 
part of the speech and signals its consolidation. The speech as a whole is consolidated in the short final 
section, lines (33–35), using the reifying mention of my task (line 33). Line (52) of “The train ride” 
(Appendix C) uses reification to close the episode of the journey to Omaha: it was an experience that we 
will not soon forget. The following examples of reification are from Mozambican Bantu languages:  
• This is how the story of Mister Lion with his daughter and Hare ended (Ekoti);  
• Then this story runs out here. I don’t take it any further. I end it here (Lolo);  
• Here it’s the end of our story (Makonde);  
• The story ended. It was short (Makua);  
• Because of this, this happening teaches us that when we want to get anything we have to begin by 

asking questions. This happened in the Village of Mahari, District of Namuno in this Province of 
Cabo Delgado (Meeto);  

• His story ends there (Sena).  
These are all summary comments at the end of discourse units (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:19).  

The expression my task from Churchill’s speech illustrates another consolidation mechanism: the 
REPETITION of elements at the end that were mentioned in the beginning. The expression my task (line 
33) harks back to the mission to form a new administration that Churchill received from his sovereign 
(line 01). Similarly, his appeal Come then, let us go forward together (line 35) corresponds to the 
initially-mentioned requirement that this [new government; RAD] should be conceived on the broadest 
possible basis and that it should include all parties (line 02).  

Lincoln uses repetition in the closure of the Gettysburg Address (Example text 10). In his last 
sentence, cited here, he returned to several concepts that he mentioned in the beginning: It is rather for us 
to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us—that from these honored dead we take 
increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion—that we here 
highly resolve that these dead have not have died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall have a new 
birth of freedom—and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from 
the earth. The repetition of initial elements at the end of the text can generally be taken simply as a 
closure mechanism; probably less often do they specifically reflect chiasmus as a literary device.41 

Narratives of Bantu languages of Mozambique give us a fuller list of formal signals of consolidation:  
• reification of large sections of preceding text 
• a summary of preceding text 
• repetition of elements that occurred near the beginning of the text 
• words which anounce the end: ‘finish’, ‘end’, ‘all’ 
• a comment whose topic was the entire text: ‘this teaches us’, ‘this happened’ 
• a conclusion, moral, or appeal which is based on the text as a whole 
• the removal of a topic participant from the scene 
• a return to the encoding situation: ‘I don’t tell any more’, ‘this was told by Y’ 
The removal of a topic participant from the scene is illustrated in line (60b) of Example text 6, where it is 
said that Joseph of Arimathea “went away” after closing the tomb. By means of this, Matthew apparently 
closes the schema, then gives an add-on about the women (line 61). Other illustrations of consolidation 
and closure are discussed in relation to Example text 10. 

Consolidation is a discourse-level realization of pragmatic PRESUPPOSING: the speaker assumes that 
the addressee will accept certain information without challenge, without a specific assertion, since it is 
already stored in her mental representation (Givón 1984:256; 1989:135). Consolidated or presupposed 

                                                      
41 Cf. Deibler’s (1998:35) comment on the structure of Romans: “Although many have said, or assumed, that 
coherence within the epistle is mainly shown by the concept of righteousness by faith, this is hardly true. This topic 
occurs only in certain places in the expository section. Rather, it is the overall chiastic structure that best 
demonstrates coherence.”  
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material is thus what is already in conceptual storage, rather than being under conceptual development 
(Lambrecht 1994:52, 77). Material can generally be taken as consolidated and presupposed when its 
development is complete for current purposes. Reifying a discourse unit is a limiting case of 
consolidation, in the sense that definite reference is a limiting case of presupposing (cf. Lambrecht 
1994:77f., Givón 1989:206). Subordination is another common signal of presupposing, so that tail-head 
linkage in discourse (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:7) is a signal that the content of the previous micro-
level step has been presupposed and consolidated and is now available as supporting the assertion of 
something else.42 Similarly, once a discourse unit has been consolidated, it is then available for use in a 
presuppositional role in subsequent discourse, such as topic, point of departure, or discourse theme (‘this 
happening teaches us that when we want to get anything we have to begin by asking questions’, from a 
text in Meeto, Bantu, Mozambique). Consolidation is thus linked to topicality: via consolidation the 
discourse unit becomes available for subsequent use as a higher-level topic.  

Commonly, an apparently complete text turns out to function as a step in the production of a higher-
level unit. This happens in fables when a moral is “tacked on” at the end of a narrative. If the moral is not 
elaborated as a further structure, it can simply be an add-on to the schema of the narrative (§2.2.4). But if 
it is elaborated structurally, then the narrative space (the story) is recast, via consolidation, as a step in an 
argumentational or hortatory space whose head is the moral. Diagrammatically, as shown in Figure 10, 
we have: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10: Recasting a space, via consolidation, as a step in a higher-level schema 
A nonfictional example is “The train ride” (Appendix C): the major part of the text has a provisional goal 
theme (for the family to reach Omaha by train); its final macropredication is that the goal was reached but 
unexpectedly difficult. The narrative space, once consolidated as pragmatically presupposed, is then used 
as a reason to support a further proposition: railway travel is unacceptable for me (line 65). Consolidating 
and recasting the space of a “whole” text as a step in a subsequently manifest schema appears to be quite 
common in actual language use. In the two examples just cited, a narrative space is embedded in a 
subsequent hortatory space (fable with a moral) and argumentational space (the narrator’s decision not to 
ride a train in the US again). Fables with a “tacked-on” moral and “The train ride” are examples of what 
will be called “just-in-time” coherence in §3.5.4. 

2.4 Cognitive statuses and coding of referents 
A concept’s COGNITIVE STATUS can have to do with low-level knowledge management or low-level 

attention management. In knowledge management, cognitive statuses have to do with whether a particular 
concept is already stored in mental representation: referentiality means a nominal referent is in the 
speaker’s mental representation, identifiability (“definiteness”) means that it is assumed to be in the 
addressee’s mental representation, and presupposition means that a proposition is already stored in one or 
more of those mental representations (cf. Lambrecht 1994:77f.). In attention management, cognitive 

                                                      
42 “Tail-head linkage” can be considered as indicating an enabling condition, generally for a micro-level unit, that is, 
signalling causality within a paragraph schema (Thompson and Longacre 1985:209–213). It is found especially in 
oral narrative genres, and is commonly edited out of written material. Since it indicates continuity within the 
schema, it is the opposite of expressions of orientation, which signal discontinuities between paragraphs.  
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statuses are generally more transient, and have to do with whether or not a concept is in active 
consciousness. These concepts are further discussed in the following sections. 

2.4.1 Activation states; reference points 
At any given time in the comprehension of a discourse, concepts are in one of three states of 

activation in relation to the addressee: active, semiactive or inactive (see Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 
10 and references there; Chafe 1987, 1996 and 1994, ch. 6 and 8; Lambrecht 1994, §3.3). 
• An ACTIVE or GIVEN CONCEPT is one which is in the addressee’s consciousness, hence also in her 

current mental representation. It is like a light which is turned on or what we see in the active focus of 
vision (“foveal vision,” Chafe 1990:89). Commonly, a speaker activates a concept by what he says, so 
that subsequent references use minimal coding (§2.4.3): This is a carburetor. It mixes fuel with air. 
Concepts can be activated in dialog: A: What does a carburetor do? B: It mixes fuel with air. 
Concepts can also be activated extralinguistically, as when one points ostensively to something or 
notices that the addressee is already conscious of something. Thus, a car salesman may come up to 
customer and point to a car or simply notice that the customer is looking at a car: It’s a beauty, isn’t 
it? This shows that activation states are part of general cognition and broader than language per se.  

• A SEMIACTIVE CONCEPT is one that is in the addressee’s current mental representation, at least as a 
plausible role or slot, but is only partially than fully active. It is like a dim light or like something in 
peripheral vision. A concept can be semiactive by fading from active status through lack of recent 
mention or it can be an essential but not yet activated element in an active frame (an INFERRABLE 
CONCEPT concept; Prince 1981:236, Chafe 1996). Chafe also uses the term ACCESSIBLE for 
semiactive concepts, but others use this term in the sense of “identifiable.” Semiactive concepts seem 
to always be in a space that is current to the addressee, either the current discourse space or a base 
space. 

• An INACTIVE or NEW CONCEPT is one which is not present in a current space but which is to be set 
up as a result of the utterance (or of some other act of ostensive communication); it might also be a 
nonessential part of an open space (Chafe 1996:46). It is like a light that might or might not be 
installed but in any case is not turned on, or like something may or may not be there but which is 
completely outside of our vision.  
Activation status, like consciousness itself, is a matter of degree. Concepts that have been activated 

but are not further mentioned will fade from consciousness and lapse into semiactive status in around two 
to four utterances. For the speaker to maintain them in active status, he generally needs to refer to them 
within this interval. This requires only minimum coding for the language, or even less if certain 
conceptual conditions are met: paragraph topic (§3.5.2), text-internal point of view (§3.6.4). In general, as 
concepts become more active or have one of these other sustained conceptual statuses, their mention 
requires less coding weight; coding weight increases with effort expended in activation. In particular, 
expressions that have no sentence accent of any kind can generally be taken as designating active 
concepts (Chafe 1994:75, Lambrecht 1994:95).43 The converse does not hold: contrastive elements, for 
example, have at least a secondary sentence accent even when active: It’s all right with me if you go, but 
I’m not going.  

It is evidently possible for articles to signal activation status in attention management instead of 
identifiability in knowledge management. Levinsohn’s (2000, ch. 9) discussion of the definite article in 
Koiné Greek indicates that, as one dimension of its use and as a general rule with motivated exceptions, 
the article occurs with active and semiactive referents and is absent with inactive referents.44 Thus, in 
James 1:3b–4a, ‘endurance’ is without the article when it is first introduced but takes the article once it is 
activated: ‘the testing of your faith produces Ø endurance. And let the endurance have its perfect 

                                                      
43 Cases of pragmatic accommodation (§2.4.2), as in a story-initial sentence such as The old woman died (discussed 
in Lambrecht 1994:197), can be taken as active in the sense that they are being treated as active (and identifiable). 
44 Thus the fact that nonidentifiable referents do normally not have the article is a result of their being inactive 
(§2.4.2). Identifiable referents sometimes occur with the article and sometimes do not. 
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result…’ (NASB). Both the rule and its exceptions provide valuable evidence in regard to discourse 
topicality on different levels (§3.5.2).  

Even though semiactivation relates to consciousness or attention and identifiability relates to 
knowledge, the two are often hard to distinguish and have large areas of conceptual overlap (Chafe 1996, 
Mithun 1996). Semiactive concepts are generally identifiable and many identifiable concepts are also 
semiactive, but certain ones are not, such as (probably, before it is mentioned) the roof of the building you 
are currently in. As will be seen later on, both kinds of concepts are useful for topicality: all topics must 
be identifiable (§3.1), paragraph topics remain active throughout their textual span, while remote topics 
are semiactive (or active) throughout their textual span (§3.5.2). As noted earlier (§2.3.1), the value for 
any relevant orientation dimension for a discourse unit appears always to be at least semiactive. 

A concept’s identifiability means that it is in some space that is current for the addressee, either in the 
space of the current discourse unit or in one of its base spaces such as world view (§2.2.1). Much of world 
view takes the form of “frames,” which are schemas of conventional situations within the culture (Croft 
and Cruse 2004:7ff.). When a frame such as RESTAURANT is active and instantiated, individual 
elements within the frame (such as WAITER) are identifiable.45 Also, activating a referent appears to 
make other elements within its dominion identifiable, semiactivating many of them.46 When one concept 
is used to make another one identifiable, it serves as a REFERENCE POINT in relation to the second 
concept (Langacker 1998 and 2000, ch. 6). It is important to note that, in general, it is the activation of a 
reference point that makes concepts in its dominion identifiable.47 Thus activation of one concept begets 
identifiability of related concepts, but activation does not in general beget activation nor does 
identifiability beget identifiability, except perhaps for very short “identifiability chains” in which there is 
an “essential and immediate kind of association” between the concepts (Chafe 1996:46). If it were 
otherwise, activating just about anything would wind up activating everything else, and similarly with 
identifiability. To see limitations in identifiability chains, consider the decreasing identifiability of the 
underlined concepts in the following example, in which the slashes indicate alternative main clauses: As I 
was driving to work the other day, the car stopped working / the battery came loose / the positive cable 
came loose / the bolt came apart. The car is identifiable from the “driving to work” frame, the battery 
would possibly also be identifiable, but not the positive cable or the bolt. To identify the bolt, it would be 
necessary to say something like the bolt on the positive cable of the car battery or the car battery positive 
cable bolt, that is, by grounding each successive referent by referring to some other identifiable referent: 
car → battery → positive cable → bolt. Activating an element makes elements in its dominion 
identifiable, and when those elements in turn are activated, elements in their respective dominions 
become identifiable as well, and so on recursively (Langacker 1998). 

What kinds of concepts can be activated? Besides referents, it appears that predicators and 
propositions can be activated—more precisely, the conceptual events and states that lie behind predicators 
and propositions (Chafe 1994:120). When active, all three can be referred to by minimal reference (in 
English, pro-forms or, exceptionally, Ø):  

Referents:   I know her; I know her but Ø don’t like her. 
Predicators:  I know her and you do too; I like her, and you Ø her sister. 
Propositions:  I know it; I know Ø. 

                                                      
45 Frames set up expectations as well as making referents identifiable. The following example, cited by Croft and 
Cruse (2004:14) is due to Fillmore: I had trouble with the car yesterday. The ashtray was dirty. Activating the car as 
a frame does make the ashtray identifiable, but the car trouble frame also makes this text noncoherent because it sets 
up limited expectations for things that make for “car trouble,” and dirty ashtrays are not included. 
46 This is Fauconnier’s (1997:41) Access Principle, earlier called the called the Identification (ID) Principle 
(1985[1994]:3): “an expression that names or describes an element in one mental space can be used to access a 
counterpart in another mental space.” Similar terms are “inferrable” concepts, “evoking,” “bridging,” and 
“accessing”; see Brown and Yule 1983:79, Croft and Cruse 2004:13f., and papers in Fretheim and Gundel 1996. 
47 Cf. Givón (1992:41): “A file can only be reached and opened by activating its label.” 
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 that N  the N, proper noun  indef. this N  a N 

 

For all three kinds of concepts, active status is implied by the absence of sentence accent, although, 
according to Lambrecht (1994:112), with predicators the correlation is not as strong as with referents, or 
possibly with propositions.  

A proposition is treated as pragmatically presupposed if the speaker assumes it is already stored in the 
addressee’s mental representation (§2.3.3), hence can be cited and used without challenge, without being 
further asserted. Assertion is an instruction for the addressee to process and store the proposition (Givón 
1989:135). In other words, a presupposition is already stored in mental representation, while an asserted 
proposition is not (Lambrecht 1994:52). The distinction between assertion and presupposition for 
propositions is a state of knowledge that corresponds exactly identifiability for referential enties: both 
presupposition and identifiability assume that the concept has been stored. Presupposition has been 
widely discussed in the literature. The activation state of propositions, however, has been relatively 
neglected in the literature. For example, it has only recently been recognized that in a so-called focus-
presupposition sentence such as MARY kissed John, the presupposed component “X kissed John” needs to 
be active as well as presupposed (Dryer 1996:476). In English, active propositions appear to be spoken 
without sentence accent, as in MARY kissed John, I KNOW it, I KNOW Ø, or in an utterance such as I 
KNOW she left you, where she left you has no sentence accent. If she left you were to have an accent, it 
could be an inactive proposition, in an exchange such as the following: A: Mary’s just away for a few 
days visiting her mother; B: Don’t try to fool me, I know she LEFT you (with sentence stress on left). 

Presupposition, in this treatment as in Lambrecht (1994:52), has to do with the addressee’s 
knowledge of a proposition rather than her belief in or acceptance of it. Addressee’s belief seems to have 
no counterpart in the case of referents, and belief seems to be independent of activation. Consider the 
following conversation: A: What do you know about physics? B: I believe that E = mc2, just like you do. 
In this example, E = mc2 is cited as an inactive proposition, with primary sentence accent, yet it is 
believed. In another conversation, this same proposition could be active but not believed: A: You don’t 
really think that E = mc2, do you? B: I don’t believe it any more than you do. So the fact that a certain 
proposition is active for the addressee is independent of her belief in that proposition, but either active 
status or belief appears to imply that the addressee knows about the proposition (presupposition). 

2.4.2 The Givenness hierarchy 
Gundel et al. (1993:275) “propose that there are six cognitive statuses relevant to the form of referring 

expressions in natural language discourse.” Their treatment seems to exclude generics. While most of 
their examples are in English, their general claim is universal, though not all six statuses are coded 
distinctly in every language (p. 284). These statuses are arranged in the “Givenness hierarchy,” as shown 
in Figure 11, in such a way that “each status entails all lower statuses” to its right, making it different 
from Chafe’s scale of activation:  
 
 
 
 

Figure 11: The Givenness hierarchy (Gundel et al. 1993) 
 
Gundel et al. (op. cit.) describe these six statuses as follows: 
• Type identifiable: “The addressee is able to access a representation of the type of object described by 

the expression” (p. 276). This category appears to be what Langacker (2002) calls a “type”: “by itself, 
a noun like dog fails even to evoke a specific number of instances. For example, the compound dog 
hater does not specifically indicate whether one or multiple dogs are involved, let alone refer to any 
particular instance of the dog category.” Perhaps car thief would be an even better example, since it 
could allude to a single event as well as a single car. Nonreferentials occur within the scope of irrealis 
(Givón 1984:393f.), and subsequent “references” to them are also nonreferential, even though they 
may use a pronoun such as it. Thus, in Churchill’s speech (Appendix A), the expression a new 
administration in line (01) designates a nonreferential concept within irrealis: On Friday evening last 
I received from His Majesty the mission to form a new administration, as is a subsequent “reference” 
to it in line (2): It was the evident will of Parliament and the nation that … it should include all 
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parties. Consider two examples: 
  (a) John wanted to buy a dog, but couldn’t find one he liked.  
  (b) John wanted to buy a dog, but someone else bought it first.  
In (a) the two “references” to a dog are type identifiable, nonreferential, and within the scope of 
irrealis. In (b), both expressions are referential, although the first one occurs within irrealis. 

• Referential: “The speaker intends to refer to a particular object or objects” (loc. cit.). A referent is an 
entity which is established in the speaker’s (but not necessarily in the addressee’s) mental 
representation, which he can then refer to in the strict sense of “refer.” Example (b) above is 
referential, but indefinite: John wanted to buy a dog, but someone else bought it first. Number may be 
specified; in fact, in many language numbers commonly indicate this status: I heard one dog/two 
dogs. As Gundel et al. (1993) note, I heard this dog can be used in this status (as well as I heard a 
dog). “Expressions which are referential but not uniquely identifiable require the addressee to 
construct a new representation” (p. 277), that is, to insert a new node in their mental representation. 

• Uniquely identifiable: “The addressee can identify the speaker’s intended referent on the basis of the 
nominal alone” (loc. cit.) or, as Chafe (1996:38) puts it, “speakers treat a referent as identifiable if 
they judge that the words they use to express it will enable the listener to identify it”; it is understood 
that “the nominal alone” and “the words they use to express it” will be interpreted in a specific 
context.48 An identifiable referent is one which (the speaker assumes) is stored in the addressee’s 
mental representation. It may already be there before the utterance or it may be “forced into” that 
representation via PRAGMATIC ACCOMODATION (Lambrecht 1994, §§2.4, 4.6; Lowe 2005, §4.7.3.2). 
Two readings of the following example illustrate these possibilities: I couldn’t sleep last night. The 
dog next door kept me awake (Gundel et al. 1993:277). The addressee might already know of the dog 
next door, or she might not but is willing to treat it as if it already belonged in her mental 
representation. Pragmatic accomodation often appears to result from implicit orientation 
(ANCHORING, grounding; §2.3.1). Lowe (2005) gives the example Ivan, how did your opponent get 
on?, the context being that Ivan shows up unannounced at the speaker’s house with a black eye and a 
cut face. The expression your opponent designates a contrastive topic; it is uniquely identifiable in the 
sense that the speaker treats the fight as being activated by Ivan’s ostensively showing up as he did, 
and the frame of fighting requires an opponent. Thus, the definite referent your opponent is implicitly 
grounded in the fight frame. Pragmatic accomodation can also be “associated with literary effects. In 
the text world of a novel, for example, the reader is often pitched headlong in media res, the implicit 
suggestion being that this is an existing world which the reader is being shown around in. 
Accordingly, first mentions are very often definite NPs, as though their presence in this text world is 
taken for granted” and even “for first mention to be a personal pronoun” (Werth 1995:67). In this 
literary usage the frame is not immediately recognizable, but rather emerges along with the schema as 
the discourse unit is processed. Some pragmatic accomodation is due to text-internal point of view 
(§3.6.2).  

• Familiar: “The addressee is able to uniquely identify the intended referent because he already has a 
representation of it in memory” (op. cit., p. 278). This is simply unique identifiability without 
pragmatic accomodation (the addressee already knows about the dog next door). In English, the 
demonstrative determiner that can be used: I couldn’t sleep last night. That dog next door kept me 
awake. Some familiar referents are semiactive, and in fact, all semiactive referents appear to be 
familiar. In a text in Aboriginal English (Australia), a snake is coded as familiar (she nearly killed dat 
snake) because the story is based on a frame, known to the addressee, which requires a snake: “the 
speaker is making a reference to a snake in her activated schema rather than her previous discourse or 
her immediate evironment” (Malcolm and Sharifian 2002:177). The snake in the frame is expected to 
put in its appearance in the story, hence is semiactive. Other familiar referents can be inactive, which 
Lambrecht (1994:166) calls “unused”: in the sentence Mortimer, there’s something on the roof!, 

                                                      
48 Chafe’s “identifiable” appears to correspond to Gundel et al.’s “uniquely identifiable,” not with their “type 
identifiable.” 
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when spoken “out of the blue,” with no previous activation of the roof, that referent is familiar-
inactive. Thus, all activation states can be familiar, present in the addressee’s mental representation 
(Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:201). 

• Active: “The referent is represented in current short-term memory” (p. 278), that is, the addressee is 
conscious of the referent. For example, if a dog is activated by its barking being heard in the encoding 
situation, one could say I couldn’t sleep last night. That kept me awake (loc. cit.). Or the speaker 
could point to a picture of a barking dog and say I couldn’t sleep last night. This/That kept me awake. 
Finally, if he has the dog with him, he could gesture to him and say I couldn’t sleep last night. This 
dog kept me awake. In Churchill’s speech in Appendix A, the pronoun this in line (02) indicates that 
the referent, the formation of a new government mentioned in line (01), is active: It was the evident 
will of Parliament and the nation that this should be conceived on the broadest possible basis…. 

• Center of attention:49 “The referent is not only in short-term memory [active], but is also at the 
current center of attention” (op. cit., p. 279). Commonly, this applies when the referent is a current 
discourse topic that has been established and is currently active (op. cit., p. 279; cf. Givón 1983:18; 
§3.5). In English, a personal pronoun is used in the following:  

Example text 12: Ghost story, excerpt (Straub 1979:38, cited in Emmott 1997:219)  
(01) Ricky turned dismissively away from the cinema and faced a prospect far more pleasing. 
(02) The original high frame houses of Milburn had endured, even if nearly all of them were now 

office buildings; even the trees were younger than the buildings. 
(03) He walked, his polished black shoes kicking through crisp leaves… 

 
Here, Ricky is an obvious discourse topic; not only is sentence (1) from his point of view 

(§3.6.2), but (2) is as well, since it describes what he saw and why the prospect pleased him, even 
though he is not referred to there. The pronoun he in (3) is possible because of Ricky’s topic 
status, his being a center of attention. However, personal pronouns, as minimal coding in English, 
are not used for discourse topics alone, but also for referents which have just been mentioned. 
This is the case in line (29) of “Winds of terror” (Appendix B): Belly-crawling clear of the 
garage before it disintegrated, Jim had hooked his muscular arms around the base of a pine tree; 
here, ‘the garage’ is referred to by the pronoun it, not because it is a discourse topic—it was last 
mentioned several paragraphs back and is not mentioned again—but because it is a RECENT-
REFERENCE CENTER OF ATTENTION.50 Discourse topics and recent-reference centers of 
attention are, therefore, two kinds of referents that can be center of attention. Discourse topics are 
unit-base phenemoma whereas recent-reference centers of attention are sequential phenemoma; 
both can use the same linguistic resources. Recent-reference centers of attention do not generally 
retain that status across the boundary of micro-level units, which are steps in a paragraph schema 
(§2.6.2). Certain referents which Lambrecht (1996:147) considers secondary sentence topics are 
simply recent-reference centers of attention (§3.3.5). From the Givenness hierarchy, we note that 
active status is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a referent to be a center of attention. 
Centers of attention also apparently need to be noncontrastive, completely established (§3.5.1), 
and (in English) anaphorically accessed.  
Chafe (1994:179) criticizes the Givenness hierarchy: “it appears that what is presented as a single 

dimension is actually a conflation” of different cognitive or conceptual dimensions, three of which are 
activation (based on attention or consciousness), identifiability (based on knowledge), and established 
discourse topicality (based on construal via conceptual structure and interest). Ariel, who presents a scale 
of her own which is frankly based on a conflation of dimensions (Ariel 1996:21, 2000:108); what 
                                                      
49 Gundel et al. (1993) actually use the term “in focus” for this status. In order to avoid confusion with focus in 
information structure, I prefer the term “center of attention,” which Gundel et. al also use, along with Tomlin et. al 
(1997:86). 
50 In artificial intelligence, such transitory referents are sometimes said to be “centered” or “focused” (Emmott 
1997:216); Linde (1979) calls them “focus of attention.” 
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underlies the scale is a complex “degree of accessibility of the mental entity for the addressee” as the 
speaker assesses it (Ariel 1996:15). In her Accessibility Theory, degree of accessibility is based on “many 
variables,” prominent among which are discourse topicality, recent mention, and lack of other 
possibilities (Ariel 2004:99).51 Topical and recent (active) concepts with no competitors are easier to 
access than their opposites, though for different reasons. (Sometimes, in place of actual discourse 
topicality status in a given context, Ariel cites semantic properties of prototypical topics, particularly 
humanness.) 

Since, however, there are different dimensions to “givenness”/“accessibility,” it is not surprising if 
they at times make different use of linguistic expressions. At the left end of the scale, as noted above, 
center of attention combines criteria from both discourse topicality and activation, and in English it is 
commonly used both for discourse topics and very recent referents. But under certain conditions, 
languages may have referents that are even more accessible than “center of attention.” Mambila (Northern 
Bantoid, Nigeria) uses zero reference for a special case of discourse topicality: the global VIP (main 
participant) of a narrative, once established, is generally referred to by zero, whereas “participants other 
than the main one are re-identified by a noun every time they are mentioned” (Perrin 1978:110f.; see 
Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:60 for an example). Thus, the Givenness hierarchy could be extended to the 
left and possibly branched to include categories of “ultra high accessibility,” which would have to do with 
discourse topicality for Mambila.52 So although the Givenness hierarchy may be generally correct, it is in 
fact a composite, it requires extensions to cover other statuses, and its details need to be adapted to 
particular languages. 

2.4.3 Coding weight  
CODING WEIGHT is a useful way of describing referential and other expressions. The following 

simplified scale, involving both prosodic and morphosyntactic criteria, is adapted from Givón 1983:18: 
Coding weight of referring expressions: 
 

Heavy: full NPs 
stressed or independent pronouns 
unstressed free pronouns  

  

bound pronouns (including “agreement”) 
Light: zero anaphora53 

 
Besides the form of referring expressions, there are at least two other other dimensions of coding weight: 
• Besides the coding of the referring expressions themselves, it appears that certain syntactic positions 

in the sentence are less prominent, hence less “weighty,” than others. Cross-linguistically, it appears 
that right-detached position is less “weighty” than the left-detached position (Givón 1983:19, 
Lambrecht 1994:203f.; see example from Mithun 1996 at end of this section).54 

• Intonational criteria should be considered. Referring expressions which have a sentence accent or 
which are bounded by pause, or at least by an intonation boundary, are more weighty than those 
which occur in other prosodic contexts (Rauh 1983:37, Mithun 1996, Ariel 2004:100). 

                                                      
51 There are other explanations, such as “degree of awareness” (Emmott 1997:216–221) and Almor’s (1999) 
“information load hypothesis” cited by Zwaan and Singer (2003:100): “anaphoric phenomena are regulated by the 
processing cost of identifying the referent and computing the new information signalled by the anaphor.” Cf. also 
Tomlin 1987:458: “The speaker uses a pronoun to maintain reference as long as attention is sustained on that 
referent. Whenever attention focus is disrupted, the speaker reinstates reference with a full noun….” A similar 
formulation in terms of relevance theory is found in Sperber and Wilson 1986:47 and Wilson 1992. 
52 Mambila also has zero reference for same-subject deletion in third person within sentences (Perrin 1978:105). 
53 In other places in this treatment, as is common, “zero” can also designate an elided argument, with no free 
expression but possibly with verb agreement. 
54 Other “surface level characteristics of discourse” which affect coding weight include order of mention, syntactic 
role, depth of embedding, and competing candidates or referential distance (Maes et al. 2004:118). 
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Coding weight thus has at least three distinct aspects: the form of the referring expression, its position in 
the sentence, and its intonation. 

In general, coding weight increases as accessibility decreases. In the Givenness hierarchy (Figure 
11), both coding weight and processing cost generally increase to the right, due to lower activation, lesser 
identifiability or less probable topicality. Other accessibility factors come to light as we consider basic 
functions of reference in discourse (Lambrecht 1994:183). The following list is adapted from Dooley and 
Levinsohn 2001:55:  
Basic functions of referential expressions in discourse: 
 

Semantic: to identify referents unambiguously, distinguishing them from other possible 
ones that occur in the context or that can be reasonably inferred: cost increases 
with danger of ambiguity and disruption 

Conceptual: to signal the activation, identifiability or discourse topicality status of referents: 
cost decreases towards the left in the Givenness hierarchy  

Contrastive: to signal constrast with another referent: cost increases contrastiveness 
Hierarchical 
processing: 

to signal the onset (and possibly the end) of a discourse unit: cost increases at 
the beginning (and sometimes slightly at the end) of a discourse unit  

 
The composite processing cost of an act of reference therefore depends largely on its basic discourse 
functions.55 Since most or all of these are a matter of degree, accessibility is complex and scalar. 

At different points we have used the notion of MINIMAL CODING for a language. Intuitively, it 
designates the lowest coding weight that the language typically uses for referring expressions for the 
subject of the independent clause in simple sentences.56 Minimal coding in English is a pronoun, whereas 
in “pro-drop” languages it is zero. Non-subject arguments may require more coding: for example, 
standard Portuguese has zero minimal coding (for subjects), but objects must have at least an clitic 
pronoun: não sei explicá-lo (NEG know.1SG explain-3SG.O) ‘I don’t know how to explain it’.  

Adapting terminology from Levy (1982:298–300), we can say that a referent in a particular context 
has MINIMAL IDENTIFICATION if its referring expression has just the coding weight that its accessibility 
requires, thus reflecting the “referential heuristic” of Maes et al. (2004:118): “not to expect to use more 
referential material than necessary to uniquely identify a discourse referent.” The referent is OVERCODED 
if it has more than minimal identification and UNDERCODED if it has less. Minimal identification, which 
is context-sensitive, is not to be confused with typical MINIMAL CODING. The English expressions in the 
Givenness hierarchy (Figure 11) represent minimal identification at each position; only on the left end is 
minimal coding found.  

Undercoded referring expressions are generally “infelicitous,” hence do not generally occur except in 
special morphosyntatic, discourse, or pragmatic conditions, such as zero reference for Mambila global 
VIPs (see above in §2.4.2; Gundel et al. 1993:292).57 
                                                      
55 Some coding choices are made for what might be called secondary discourse functions which have little to do 
with accessibility. For example, the following example is found in Appendix B, lines 07–08: She considered staying 
in the car, but the garage door opened and the husky figure of her husband, Jim, appeared. Jim, who’d been stowing 
away patio furniture, liked to call his slightly built wife Toughie, because of her energy and determination. The NP 
his slightly built wife is overcoded; in this context the pronoun her would be sufficient. As a descriptive NP, it goes 
far beyond reference per se: it provides information about the referent which is relevant to other discourse goals. As 
with nonrestrictive relative clauses such as who’d been stowing away patio furniture and nonrestrictive modifiers 
such as husky in this same material, this kind of reference is “syntactic opportunism”: it goes beyond the 
characteristic function of the element and simply adds new information in an economical way. 
56 Coding can vary with syntactic situation; in English, a subject that is correferential with that of the independent 
clause in the same sentence is commonly zero. In standard Portuguese, minimal coding for subjects is zero but for 
objects is an unstressed pronoun. 
57 Text producers occasionally commit “infelicities”—discourse-pragmatic performance errors, somewhat like 
ungrammaticalities in formal grammar. When text producers becomes aware of these, such as through verbal 
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Since the Givenness hierarchy is cumulative and implicational, however, overcoding is permitted (op. 
cit., p. 290). However, the cognitive principle of relevance (Sperber and Wilson 1995:261) predicts that a 
reference which is overcoded for one function is probably performing another function which 
compensates for the increased coding. In English, for example, “many full NPs which occur in narratives 
where one could have expected pronouns are functioning to signal the hierarchical structure of the text … 
to demarcate new narrative units” (Fox 1987:168). An example is provided in the following excerpt from 
Appendix E:  

Example text 13: Oral text 4, excerpt (Labov and Waletzky 1967:16) 
 

(08) An’ I remember real well what happened. 
(09) Bunch of us kids was out there playin’; an’ no one meanin’ any harm about it. 
(10) But anyway, Mrs. Hatfield came down an’ took away her money from Mr. Hatfield, you know, for 

the peaches, ’cause she know he was gonna buy drinks with it. 
(11) ’Nd Mr. Cassidy was laying out there in the yard. 
(12) ¶And Mr. Cassidy just looked up, and he said to Bill, just—just jokin’, just in a kiddin’ way, he 

said “Uh huh,” he says, “that’s—another dollar bill you won’t get to spend for drink, hunh.” 
 
Lines (08–11) are a paragraph of setting information containing a secondary event (line 10). Line (12) 
begins an action paragraph which turns out to be the story’s peak. (The full form of And as a sentence-
initial conjunction appears to confirm this!) We note that Mr. Cassidy in line (12) is overcoding, since the 
subject is the same as in line (11) and there would have been no ambiguity with the pronoun he. The NP 
appears to be overcoded with respect to the semantic and conceptual functions but not for the hierarchical 
textual function (initiation of a new discourse unit). If overcoding occurs gratuitously, without any 
intention of compensating payoff, then it can result in difficulties and even errors of interpretation: “If a 
character is referred to by a proper name after a run of pronominal references, then the name itself serves 
to indicate that a shift in topic is occurring” (Sanders and Gernsbacher 204:84, citing Vonk et al. 1992). 

An intermediate level of overcoding is found in Central Pomo, an SOV native American language of 
Northern California: active NPs often occur right-detached, with monotone intonation: “Only what you 
can eat, take only that much,” it seems she said, the old lady to her children (Mithun 1996:231). 
According to Mithun, right-detached NPs occur “for several purposes. They most often confirm the 
identity of a given referent when several entities are active at the same time. They may signal discourse 
structure, providing a summary at the end of an episode or scene” (loc. cit.). That is, right-detached NPs 
can occur because of the semantic function (for disambiguation) or the hierarchical function (for 
signalling the closure of a discourse unit). This is an intermediate degree of overcoding because, although 
NPs are used, they have no sentence accent and the right-detached position is not as discourse-prominent 
as the left-detached position (Givón 1983;19, Lambrecht 1994:203f.). Another type of “light” NPs is 
found in Koiné Greek when active nouns occur without articles (§3.5.2).  

2.5 Conceptual and formal evidence of discourse organization  
Just as certain facts of phonology have morphosyntactic conditioning, certain facts of morphosyntax 

have cognitive and conceptual conditioning: determinants such as articles and demonstratives, anaphoric 
reference, ellipsis, sentence-initial connectives, intonation, and so forth. So it should not be surprising that 
addressees make use of conceptual as well as formal evidence in processing discourse.  

According to Tomlin et al. (1997:65), “The social and cognitive dimensions of discourse creation and 
comprehension involve a complex array of both linguistic and non-linguistic processes. …both sorts of 
processes are implicated in our understanding of discourse and text and…the dividing line between 

                                                                                                                                                                           
feedback (questioning) in conversation or in the editing marks on written texts, they are typically corrected. 
However, there can be planned uses of undercoding, as when “a novelist decides to introduce and maintain his 
character by using a pronoun only” (Maes 2004:118f.). 
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linguistics and psychology cannot be neatly drawn.” Conceptual evidence can be inferred both from broad 
discourse structures and from specific formal signals, although those signals are often very diffuse and 
many-to-one. For addressees, there seems no reason to doubt that both conceptual and formal signals are 
valid evidence for discourse organization. In fact, a strong case can be made for the primacy of 
conceptual evidence, given that a major goal of discourse comprehension is the construction of a mental 
representation and that, in this task, top-down processing (§2.2.5) is a valued mode which begins with 
conceptual hypotheses. “Conceptually-driven processing tends to be top-down, driven by motives and 
goals…” (Bobrow and Norman 1975:140); “top-down processes guide comprehension,” while “bottom-
up processes constrain it” (Kintsch 2005:128). It is a truism that formal discourse signals are primarily 
clues to the world of concepts: “the sounds exist in the service of the thoughts” (Chafe 2001:673, cited 
more fully in §1).58 

Conceptual evidence is often what is meant when people mean when they speak of information being 
“implied” in a given context; it is implied because it is required in an underlying structure, in this case a 
conceptual structure. According to Zwicky (1993:297) an element is “required” in a construction “in the 
special sense that without [a formal identification of] this element the construction is elliptical.” Themes 
which are implicit are therefore present in some underlying conceptual structure.  

Of course, the claim of conceptual evidence and the existence of conceptual structures do not make 
life easy for the analyst. Formal signals themselves present formidable challenges. Some of them may be 
systematic and regular, but many are one-to-many or many-to-one, partially grammaticalized, and 
inconsistent in their occurrence. After all, regular, unambiguous, and consistent signals would belong to a 
coding model of discourse, whereas much of discourse processing is inferential (Tomlin et al. 1997:64–
66). But the challenge in analyzing conceptual signals is greater. What kinds of conceptual criteria do 
addressees use in interpreting the speaker’s discourse-organizational intent? What does conceptual 
evidence “look like”? How is it recognized? How is it validated? Conceptual evidence can be argued to 
be partly “nonlinguistic,” but that does not mean that it is not used in processing linguistic units. We note 
the following: 
• The higher the level of discourse organization, the more the addressee can expect to depend on 

conceptual rather than formal signals.  
• The less explicit the signals (whether conceptual or formal), the less categorical one’s perceptions of 

discourse organization can be expected to be. However, even in a fuzzy framework principles can 
apply, and it makes sense to try to understand them. As Searle (1969:8) says, “We would not 
recognize borderline cases of a concept as borderline cases if we did not grasp the concept to begin 
with. It is as much a test of a man’s mastery of the concept green that he has doubts about applying it 
to a glass of chartreuse, as that he has no doubt at all about applying it to a healthy lawn or 
withholding it from fresh snow.” 

2.6 Hierarchical organization  
“Discourse is neither flat nor linear in its organization; it is hierarchical, with clauses forming higher-

order structures, paragraphs, which in turn combine to form larger episodes or sections of discourse” 
(Tomlin et al. 1997:66). Although discourse conceptural structure can be expected to have organization as 
well, the above-mentioned levels (discourse units) describe formal structure, but not necessarily 
grammatical structure. Certain observations are relevant here. 
• There is little reason to believe that speakers produce these structures for their own sake. Rather, their 

communicative intentions form themselves into conceptual schemas which, when verbalized, 
                                                      
58 For Levinsohn (2000, §17.1), thematic groupings are primarily conceptual units that are “characterized by having 
a single theme.” The primary criteria for recognizing such units are conceptual, with formal signals serving as 
“supporting evidence.” Fauconnier says a similar thing: “Language itself does not do the cognitive building—it 
‘just’ gives us minimal, but sufficient, clues appropriate for building in a given situation. Once these clues are 
combined with existing configurations, available cognitive principles, and background framing, the appropriate 
construction can take place, and the result far exceeds any overt explicit information” (1985[1994]:xviii); 
“Grammatical clues, though crucial to the building process, are in themselves insufficient to determine it” (1997:38). 
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typically result in such formal structures, which analysts identify as formal levels. When addressees 
process discourse, they typically utilize both formal and conceptual evidence in an attempt to 
understand what the speaker appears to be trying to say. Their mental representations will therefore 
typically also contain conceptual schemas and structures which, in successful communication, can 
often be expected to correspond closely to the discourse units mentioned by Tomlin et al.  

• The hierarchical organization of discourse is generally clear, but certain indeterminacies can be 
found. Especially where discourse describes immediate perception, as in stream-of-consciousness or 
text-internal point of view, discourse units can be indistinct (Chafe 1994:202; see discussion in 
§3.6.2). It is sometimes not clear if a transition utterance belongs to the preceding or the following 
unit, or whether it matters. And finally, anaphoric expressions and sentence-initial connectives 
sometimes are conditioned by complex factors that have little to do with hierarchical divisions. In 
general, hierarchical discourse structure is less rigid than structures on the sentence level and below. 
Usually, however, evidence for it is much stronger than difficulties that it presents. 

• The claim that discourse has hierarchical organization which is (partially) signalled by linguistic 
means does not imply that this organization is part of grammar (pace Longacre 1979, 1996; see 
critique of Longacre 1979 in Unger 1996:421–424). There may be and commonly are formal signals 
which help the addressee recognize discourse units, but in general discourse structure is not 
susceptible to judgments of “grammatical vs. ungrammatical” in the same way that lower-level 
phenomena are. Judgments of discourse organization as such are more often in such terms as “clear 
vs. unclear or confusing,” “well put vs. clumsily put,” etc.59 If judgments of “grammatical vs. 
ungrammatical” reflect grammatical well-formedness, then in large part discourse organization is not 
a matter of grammar. So the formal signals we commonly observe in discourse must often be seen as 
linguistic correlates of what is fundamentally conceptual, hence extra-grammatical, structure. 
Discourse units also would then be formal units in the linguistic event which we call discourse (to the 
extent to which discourse can thus be segmented—see above), which are formal correlates of 
conceptual structure but generally stop short of constituting units of grammar.  

• By the term “structural hierarchy,” all I mean here is the occurrence of units within units. For Unger 
(1996:425) to admit paragraphs within discourses and not admit hierarchical structure therefore 
appears strange. Hierarchical structure does not mean that discourses and discourse units are 
exhaustively made up of units of the same level, which would be the next lower level; that would be 
“strict decompositionality” of the type that is explicitly rejected by Grosz and Sidner (1986:177) and, 
partially, by Longacre (1979:116, 1996:271). 60  
Returning to the hierarchical scale composed of paragraphs, episodes, and whole discourses, off the 

top end of this scale the discourse is seen as a communicative act along with other acts in which speakers 
and addressees are involved, hence it fits into a larger pattern of social interaction and meaningful 
behavior. That fact is highly significant but, since it has received much attention in the literature (see, for 
example, Pike 1967 and van Dijk 1997), it is not further pursued here.  

The bottom end of the hierarchical scale is more problematic. As we consider successively lower 
formal levels from text to episode to paragraph to sentence to phrase to word to morpheme, if each level 
contains other discourse units, the lower levels would become atomized and little recognizable as 
discourse at all; the conceptual representation would presumably be atomized as well. However, since 
mental representation is not essentially linguistic, there is no requirement that its bottom levels should 
correlate with linguistic units; in particular, they cannot simply correspond to sentences, even though 
sentences might be an obvious watershed between grammar and discourse. Languages often express the 
same conceptual material in different numbers of sentences (compare Bible translations in this regard), 
and even within the same language the different modes of language use, such as speaking and writing, 
characteristically differ in this way as well (Chafe 1982). So a strict association between the sentence and 
                                                      
59 Also, “the well-formedness of discourse…is highly dependent on context, while the grammaticality of sentences 
is not dependent on context at all” (Blass 1990:9). 
60 For Longacre (1996:271), hierarchy obeys further conditions, but these are not used in the present treatment.  
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a conceptual unit cannot be assumed: “the material included in even a well-formed sentence does not 
necessarily represent a unit of perception, storage, or remembering, but results from an on-line, one-time 
decision that something has been completed” (Chafe 1994:143). 

So as addressees process discourse by constructing mental representations, at what level do they stop 
opening new substructures and simply fill out the current discourse space? At what level is it true that 
“each successive utterance updates the current discourse space” (Langacker 2001a:171) without 
subdividing it?61 

If one could discover a particular level of discourse which is qualitatively different from other levels, 
which by its nature could have no embedded discourse units, then that would be a minimal discourse unit, 
regardless of the number of sentences it might have. Although minimal discourse units may not exist in 
this strict sense, it does appears that language processing commonly utilizes a discourse level that can be 
described as a MINIMAL COMPLETE DISCOURSE UNIT, in the sense that if a such unit embeds any other 
discourse units, they will predictably lack some property or properties that are characteristic of complete 
discourse units. The minimal complete discourse unit is what I call the paragraph.62 Reasons for this 
characterization will shortly be presented, along with the related hypothesis that paragraphs are the 
lowest-level discourse units that have subspaces in mental representation. 

2.6.1 Hierarchical levels 
This treatment uses the following hierarchical levels in discourse form: 

• The GLOBAL LEVEL is that of the text as a whole as, for example, the Gospel of Matthew. A text may 
never be completely closed off to the possibility of being embedded in one of a higher level (as 
through “just-in-time coherence,” §3.5.4). The global level is simply that of whole texts as we receive 
them. 

• EPISODIC LEVELS are major subdivisions of the text, smaller than the entire text and made up of 
paragraphs. So as not to multiply terms, we will consider that episodes can be embedded in episodes. 
One recent commentary on Matthew indicates the passion story (26:1–27:66) as a major episode, and 
embedded in that is the episode of the death of Jesus (27:27–66), and embedded within that, the burial 
(27:57–66) (Morris 1992). 

• PARAGRAPHS are minimal complete discourse units, and the basic-level conceptual unit of discourse. 
The paragraph is the lowest MACRO-LEVEL UNIT, other macro-level units being episodes and the text 
itself. The distinctiveness of the paragraph is discussed in §2.6.3. In the Gospel of Matthew, the 
episode of Jesus’s burial contains two paragraphs: the burial itself which was done by Joseph of 
Arimathea (27:57–61) and Pilate’s subsequent making the tomb secure (27:62–66). 

• MICRO-LEVEL UNITS are “building blocks of the paragraph” (Hinds 1979:146), that is, component 
units in a paragraph schema (§2.2.4). They usually consist of one or two utterances, but can have 
more. Steps in the paragraph about Joseph of Arimathea (Example text 6) are displayed in Figure 5. 
Although these are formal units, the perception that discourse is segmented into such levels uses, in 

general, both conceptual and formal evidence. Conceptual evidence has to do with various conceptual 
functions: initialization (continuities and discontinuities along orientation dimensions; see §2.3.1 and 
Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 7), development (such as schemas; see §2.2.4), and closure (§2.3.3). 
• The global organization of the text largely reflects the development function, and knowledge 

management in particular. In the Book of Acts, for example, the development is basically 
geographical and referential, reflecting Luke’s intent as author (§2.2.5). 

                                                      
61 In Gernsbacher’s Structure Building Framework, filling out the current discourse space is called “mapping” and 
opening a new substructure is called “shifting” (Gernsbacher et al. 2004:146). These are described as “two general 
cognitive processes to build mental representations (structures) of texts such as narratives.” 
62 The term “paragraph” referring to discourse units rather than simply to typographical paragraphs, has a long 
history: see, for example, Hinds 1977, 1979; Longacre 1979; Chafe 1994, ch. 23.  
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• A text is often segmented into paragraphs on the basis of genre-related orientation dimensions. In 
Acts, “because the primary genre of the book is narrative, many sections naturally subdivide on the 
ground of changes of temporal setting” (Levinsohn 2000, §17.1).  

• A paragraph’s internal schema generally depends heavily on that paragraph’s genre as it functions 
within the culture (loc. cit. and §2.6.3). 

• Micro-level phenomena are generally internally structured by sequential aspects of knowledge 
management and attention management. In knowledge management, this largely refers to relations 
between propositions; in attention management, it means the kinds of pragmatic relations that are 
seen in information structure.63 
Why does the speaker begin a new paragraph at a particular place? Four possible reasons have been 

proposed, any or all of which might be operative in a given situation: 
• A new paragraph can be begun because a significant DISCONTINUITY is perceived in one or more of 

the orientation dimensions (§2.3.1; Givón 1984:245, Chafe 1987:43). 
• There is an inherent limit as to how much semiactive information can be manipulated at once within a 

paragraph, so when that limit is exceeded a new paragraph is begun (Chafe 1994:137–139). 
• In knowledge management, the speaker can begin a new paragraph “whenever one returns from a 

lower or less inclusive level to a higher or more inclusive level” in the schema (Grimes 1975:106, 
citing Christensen 1965), or when a step cannot be taken as presupposed but needs to be argued.  

• In attention management, “Episodes are defined ultimately by the sustaining of attention on a 
particular paragraph level theme…. Episode boundaries represent major breaks, or attention shifts, in 
the flow of information” (Tomlin 1987:458, 460). Possibly also, one can begin a new paragraph in 
order to return from a subtheme to some higher-level theme; see the discussion of the interview with a 
barber (Appendix F) in §2.6.5. 
In the discourse model of Grosz and Sidner (1986:177), “linguistic structure is not entirely 

DECOMPOSITIONAL. An individual segment [discourse unit; RAD] may include a combination of 
subsegments and utterances only in that segment (and not members of any of its embedded 
subsegments).” Thus, for example, an episode could contain embedded episodes, paragraphs, and 
utterances which do not belong to any other discourse unit. The present treatment is agnostic on the 
question of structural decompositionality.  

One possible type of utterance-constituent in a discourse unit would be represented by introductory or 
closing statements, such as the macropredication labelled “Step 1,” lines (01–02) in the schema of the 
Guarani bow text (Example text 9). This sentence pair corresponds to what is sometimes called a 
“thematic sentence.” The steps in Example text 9 indicate a flat structure, whereas if lines (01–02) were 
not considered a step, the structure would be hierarchical. There is another possibility for hierarchical 
structure, however, suggested by the three conceptual functions in §2.3: there could be a preliminary 
decomposition involving an initialization component, a development component, and a closure 
component, with commonly only the development component having embedded discourse units as 
internal components. On that analysis, Example text 9 would have an initialization component composed 
of lines (01–02) followed by a development component which would be (de)composed of the other steps; 
in that example, there would be no closure component.  

Another possible type of utterance-constituent could be “transition” statements occuring between 
regular subunits of a discourse unit. There might be yet other possibilities, but the question of 
decompositionality does not seem to be crucial to discourse thematicity and topicality, hence is not 
pursued further here. 

                                                      
63 Although information structure can reflect the structure of paragraphs and larger units, its primary scope seems to 
be micro-levels. Thus, in Japanese oral narratives, Clancy and Downing (1987:46f.) found that “the primary function 
of wa is to serve as a local cohesive device,” and that “the association between thematicity and wa-marking of a 
referent is one consequence of the use of wa as a locally motivated marker of discourse cohesion.”  
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2.6.2 Micro-level units as incomplete discourse units; centers of attention 
In the present treatment, MICRO-LEVEL UNITS constitute a particular level in the discourse hierarchy, 

the level of steps in a paragraph schema.64 As mentioned above, a paragraph’s schema, which determines 
the arrangement and roles of its micro-level units, generally depends heavily on genre. Hinds (1979:141f.) 
cites typical paragraph schemas: “in procedural discourse, steps are related to each other as discrete steps 
to be followed”; in expository discourse “the initial segment is always introductory,” and “subsequent 
segments offer a motivation, highlight, or unexpected twist.”  

How much information goes into a single micro-level unit? It may correspond to the information that 
is made available in what Langacker (2001:151) describes as a “viewing frame”: “A discourse comprises 
a succession of frames each representing the scene being ‘viewed’ and acted on by the speaker and hearer 
at a given instant.”  

Micro-level units commonly have internal structure, but there are apparently only a small number of 
quite general structural schemas (Hinds 1979:150). With the possible exception of dialog, no steps in a 
paragraph schema seem to be specific to a genre (and it is possible that dialog is not a true genre). 
Schemas for paragraph steps include the following, several of which are exemplified by Hinds: 
• a tight sequence of statements that make up a composite affirmation;  
• before and after; 
• ENABLING condition and enabled result;65 
• expectation and fulfilment, such as Joseph of Arimathea’s petition and Pilate’s nonverbal fulfillment; 
• an asserted fact and a reason why its state of affairs takes place; 
• an asserted fact and grounds for believing the assertion; 
• an asserted fact and a consequence; 
• two assertions contrasted along a particular dimension: negative-positive, what two participants did, 

etc.; 
• an asserted fact and specifics. 
Hinds (1977:83) claims that, “in the case of monologue, the essential structural feature of the segment is 
that it contains one functionally determined and often syntactically marked sentence termed the peak. 
Often, sentences within a segment are semantically subordinate to the peak.” The above kinds of 
conceptual relations, including the notion of “peak,” are familiar to those who are acquainted with 
Rhetorical Structure Theory or similar treatments of semantic relations between propositions (Mann and 
Thompson 1988; Larson 1984, ch. 24; Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 13). According to Hinds, then, a 
sentence typically realizes at most one step in the schema, so that from the discourse standpoint one might 
be able to define a sentence in many languages as the minimal grammatical realization, in unmarked 
discourse organization, of a step in a paragraph schema; in all languages, the sentence seems more more 
generally to be the the minimal grammatical realization of a discourse unit.66 In the paragraph about the 
                                                      
64 In linguistic literature, the term “micro-level” has different meanings. In van Dijk’s work, “micro-level” is not a 
hierarchical level at all: “the micro level of analysis” has to do with “coherence relations [or perhaps other 
connections; RAD] for sentences that immediately follow each other” independent of hierarchical that they belong 
to (van Dijk 1997:9). His term “microstructure” is similar, referring to “all those structures that are processed, or 
described, at the local or short-term level (viz., words, phrases, sentences, and connections between sentences).… 
We use the term, however, mainly as a practical collective term and not as a theoretical term” (van Dijk 1980:29; 
see also Kintsch and van Dijk 1978). Grosz and associates use the term “discourse segment” in a way that 
sometimes appears to correspond to micro-level (Grosz and Sidner 1986, Grosz et al. 1995, Grosz n.d.). For other 
applications of the micro-/macro- distinction, see Dooley 2005. 
65 Schank (1975:241, 243) defines enablement as a “necessary condition”: “A state allows for an action the potential 
of taking place.” 
66 Longacre (1985:283f.) mentions Australian aboriginal languages in which the sentence could be a minimal 
realization of the paragraph. This appears to be a marked option in languages like English; see Example text 17. 
Thus, it appears that the sentence is a conjunction of conceptual units from Halliday’s (1973) three macrofunctions 
of language: in the ideational or representational function, the sentence is, in traditional terms, “an expression of a 
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burial of Jesus by Joseph of Arimathea (Matthew 27:57–61, Example text 6), step 2 has two sentences: 
“This one going to Pilate asked for the body of Jesus. Then Pilate ordered it to be given over,” which are 
paraphrased as one sentence in Figure 5: “Joseph gets permission to bury Jesus’s body.” Whether a step in 
a paragraph schema is worded as one or more sentences depends in part on how much new information 
the language and the discourse mode (casual conversation, academic prose, etc.) normally package as a 
sentence. Internal micro-level structure, hence sentences, even though they do not persist into 
consolidated mental representation, can still be considered as provisional discourse structure (§2.2.7). 

In the Interview with a barber (Appendix F), the schema of the first paragraph is argumentational and 
has two steps. Both of these have the same topic, announced in line (02): Take these barber colleges. The 
first step (lines 03–05) says that the barber colleges have fewer students than before; the second step 
(lines 06–08) says that they have higher tuition than before. The internal structure of these two steps is the 
same: a comparative generalization with specifics, which is a three-way blend: generalization and 
specifics, contrast of one thing with another, before and after.  
• In lines (03–05), the comparative generalization is that the barber colleges have many fewer students 

than before. This generalization is presented in reduced form in line (04), which occurs between the 
specifics of “before” (in line 03) and “after” (in line 05).  

• For the second step, the comparative generalization is specific, in line (06): the tuition has gone up so 
high. Here the generalization is initial, followed by the specifics of “before” (in line 07) and “after” 
(in line 08).  

• In the following paragraph of this text, there is a further step with the same structure: lines (10–12), 
the comparative generalization being that many apprentices give up because it now takes longer to 
become a barber. In all three steps, the generalization requires two propositions with specifics, in 
consequence of its being a comparison. The last of these three steps actually has an extra step, line 
(13): You work for a lot less—about thirty dollars less a week than a regular barber would get. This 
is a further blend of the schema, using a reason add-on: many apprentices give up because it now 
takes longer to become a barber, because during this time they get less pay.  

The initial discussion of this material is in §2.2.6; the overall structure is illustrated in §2.6.1. 
It appears that micro-level units can be a scope for “recent-reference centers of attention” (§2.4.2), as 

the paragraph is the scope of paragraph topic. In both cases, the referent does not carry its status of center 
of attention across the boundary of the unit which is its scope. If it continues to be referred to in the next 
such unit, its first reference will use an expression that is heavier than the language’s minimal coding, 
such as one that indicates “active but not center of attention” (if the language makes that distinction) or 
“familiar but not center of attention” (see the Givenness hierarchy, Figure 11).67 (There may also be other 
reasons for heavier coding to be used; see Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 16–18.) 

The effect of micro-level boundaries on center of attention is clear in Example text 6 about Joseph of 
Arimathea (Matthew 27:57–61). In Figure 12, which makes use of the paragraph schema from Figure 5, 
the symbol ↓ indicates coreference across a step boundary while → indicates coreference within the same 
step:  
 

                                                                                                                                                                           
complete thought,” that is, the expression of an assertion with its periphery; in the interpersonal function, it is the 
minimal realization of a speech act in relation to the addressee (relating, ordering, asking, etc.); in the textual or 
discourse-forming function, it is the unmarked minimal realization of a discourse schema or a step in a schema. 
67 A paragraph topic in Japanese is not referred to by zero at a paragraph boundary (Hinds 1984:467, 474). 
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Step 1 (introduction):  ‘a disciple of Jesus’ ↓ 
Step 2 (event):      ‘the body of Jesus’ (not ‘his body’) → ‘it’ (not ‘the body’) ↓ 
Step 3 (event):      ‘the body’ → ‘it’, ‘it’ (not ‘the body’) 
                ‘his new tomb’ ↓ 
Step 4 (event):      ‘the entrance of the tomb’ (not ‘its entrance’) ↓ 
Step 5 (add-on):     ‘opposite the tomb’ (not ‘opposite it’) 

Figure 12: Referential expressions in Matthew 27:57–61 
Judging by minimal coding (zero in Greek, pronoun in English), the recent-reference centers of 
attention—Jesus, his body, the tomb—do not retain their status as center of attention across a step 
boundary. But the paragraph topic Joseph, following his introduction in step 1, retains his status as center 
of attention throughout the paragraph: although he is named in step 3 following a switch of subject, in 
step 4, across a step boundary, he is referred to by minimal coding. Similarly, in the Guarani bow text 
(Example text 9), the paragraph topic (bow) retains its status as center of attention across step boundaries, 
having minimal coding: ‘its decoration’, ‘its string’, ‘its arrows’ (in Guarani, minimal coding for 
possessors is a prefix). The referent ‘a palm tree’ is likewise referred to with minimal coding later on in 
the same step in which it is introduced. 

Hinds, from his study of Japanese and English texts, takes the strong position that “optional 
pronominalization at the discourse level does not exist; pronominalization is in fact controlled by 
paragraph level constraints” (1977:78). More generally, this claims that use of minimal coding is 
conditioned by the division of the text into paragraphs and the division of paragraphs into steps. The fact 
that the status of center of attention does not persist across the respective unit boundaries can be seen as a 
reflection of Gernsbacher's (1985:344) analysis of processing shift: “information in a particular 
substructure is most available during the active processing of that substructure. Once a processing shift 
has occurred, information represented in the previous substructure becomes less available.”  

The division of the text into paragraphs and of paragraphs into steps is only partially determined by 
the content. Speakers and writers often use this hierarchical structure to construe texts in particular ways. 
For example, a speaker might divide his text into short paragraphs or use very short sentences, even 
resorting to sentence fragments, in order to convey the impression that what he is saying is quite 
informative. Advertisers often do this, as well as politicians. Conversely, packing extensive content into a 
single linguistic unit, such as a sentence or a paragraph, can achieve the effect of immediate perceptual 
access, which “has the quality of continuous, uninterrupted flow” in contrast to the “islandlike quality” of 
verbalization (Chafe 1994:202). Further, subordination and other kinds of dependency among linguistic 
units are often used to give prominence to the information that is presented in an independent unit. 
Segmentation into linguistic units can thus be used to communicate a particular construal in regard to 
evaluation or prominence, without greatly affecting the content itself (Grimes 1975:334).  

It remains for further research to determine how center of attention and paragraph structure are related 
in different languages. However, if something like the above holds in at least some languages, it provides 
a concrete application of discourse schemas and a direct link between conceptual structure and linguistic 
form (see further in §3.3.5). In particular, it validates three kinds of conceptual objects: paragraph 
schemas with their steps, paragraph topics, and centers of attention. 

2.6.3 Paragraphs as minimal complete discourse units 
The PARAGRAPH is here taken to be a minimal complete discourse unit, and in this sense can be 

thought of as the basic-level conceptual unit of discourse (Chafe 1994, ch. 11). Paragraphs have certain 
distinctives which, taken together, lead to their being taken as the minimal complete discourse unit. 
(“Complete” here does not mean “independent,” as if a paragraph could stand alone as a discourse. 
• Orientation: A paragraph is the maximal scope for values of orientation dimensions. It is construed as 

being continuous in regard to orientation dimensions: within the paragraph, changes in orientation 
are not construed as significant discontinuities (§2.3.1). Thus, Hinds (1979:136) defines the 
paragraph as “a unit of speech or writing that maintains a uniform orientation,” noting that micro-
level units inherit their orientation from their matrix paragraph. Similarly, Givón (1983:7): “The 
thematic paragraph is the most immediately relevant level of discourse within which one can begin to 
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discuss the complex process of continuity in discourse,” continuity with respect to orientation 
dimensions (§2.3.1). It is true that micro-levels can have a point of departure with an access function, 
such as ‘its decoration’ and ‘its string’ in Example text 9 about making bows, but such points of 
departure are referential and have to do with access rather than orientation per se (§2.3.1). Orientation 
information, such as ‘when it was evening’ in the paragraph about the burial of Jesus, remain valid 
throughout the paragraph as a whole. Even when there are apparent changes, such as changes of place 
in the paragraph about the burial—Joseph ‘came’, ‘went to Pilate’, went and took the body down, 
took it to his tomb for burial, then went away—they are presented simply as the outworking of the 
schema, which took place in different locations, not as discontinuities of orientation. Whenever 
significant reorientation is required, a new paragraph is begun (Chafe 1994:138). 

• Schema and genre: A narrative paragraph appears to be the lowest-level discourse unit which can 
have a specifically narrative schema, and in general, a paragraph of a particular genre appears to be 
the lowest hierarchical level which can have a schema that is specific to that genre. That is, the 
paragraph is the lowest level genre-specific discourse unit.68 Using a broad classification of genre, 
we can say that narrative schemas, for example, have contingent temporal succession and agentivity 
(Longacre 1996:8f.), dialog paragraphs have configurations of “repartee” (op. cit., ch. 5), and so 
forth; see footnote 22 for studies of schemas of specific genres. In the paragraph about the burial of 
Jesus (Matthew 27:57–61, Example text 6), the schema (Figure 5) is specifically narrative, having a 
contingent-temporal sequence of acts that are oriented in space and time and purposefully brought 
about by an agent. The claim is not that all paragraph schemas are genre-specific—for example, the 
partitive schema in the Guarani bow text (Example text 9) is not limited to procedural texts. A 
partitive schema of this task (line 03) is also found in a section of Churchill’s speech (Appendix A, 
lines 03–10) that is at least partially narrative: (04) a war cabinet has been formed … in one single 
day, (06) other key positions were filled yesterday, (07) submitting a further list to the king tonight, 
(08) hope to complete the appointment of principal ministers during tomorrow, (09) the 
appointment of other ministers usually takes a little longer, but at any rate (10) I trust that when 
Parliament meets again this part of my task will be completed. The claim is not that all paragraph 
schemas such as these partitive schemas are genre-specific, simply that lower, micro-level schemas 
are not genre-specific. 

• Semiactive concepts: At paragraph boundaries there is a discrete drop in activation status, especially 
from semiactive to inactive (§2.4.1): “once a processing shift has occurred, information represented in 
the previous substructure becomes less available” (Gernsbacher 1985:344). Chafe (1994:138) finds it 
possible that “semiactive consciousness is limited to the amount of information verbalized in a 
narrative schema,” so that “when more information is added it may have to be divided” and given a 
schema of its own. Semiactive status does not typically to follow an concept across paragraph 
boundaries, unless the concept is semiactive by virtue of belonging to a superordinate schema or a 
base space. We can see this in two ways. Nominal elements, such as participants in a narrative, are 
also generally updated by means of a noun phrase at the beginning of a new paragraph, even if recent 
mention in the preceding paragraph would indicate that they are active or semiactive (see examples in 
Fox 1987 and Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:114). A high-level topic whose schema spans the 
paragraph boundary, however, may preserve its semiactive status and therefore require only an 
intermediate kind of reactivation (Hofmann 1989:242f., Ariel 1996:22). A similar thing is true for an 
orientation dimension, such as a place, which remains stable throughout a higher-level unit that spans 
the paragraph boundary: it need not be explicitly updated. For example, in the paragraph about the 
burial of Jesus, the initial temporal phrase ‘when it was evening’ makes use of the temporal 
orientation (the day of the crucifixion) of the episode in which this paragraph is embedded; only the 
part of the day is updated in orienting the paragraph. In this paragraph the place of the crucifixion is 

                                                      
68 For the Greek New Testament, Levinsohn (2000, §17.1) found that “whereas the division of a book into larger 
units is largely determined by the purpose of the book, the primary genre of the book produces many low-level 
divisions.” 
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assumed from the episode as well, with the verb ‘there came a rich man’. At paragraph boundaries 
the status of center of attention, as indicated by minimal coding (§2.4.2), is often not maintained even 
for a referent that is topic for both paragraphs. In English, this is apparently responsible for the fact 
that commonly, “pronominalization does not operate across paragraph boundaries” (Hinds 1977:93). 
Thus, in an obituary consisting of several paragraphs, the deceased (the global topic) is generally 
named at the beginning of each new paragraph, as in the following text-medial but paragraph-initial 
sentence: Born as the son of a printer in Asakunsa, Tokyo, in 1901, Iwata became one of of Japan’s 
most popular illustrators… (Hinds 1977:84). Similary, in the barber text (Appendix F), the second 
paragraph begins with a restatement of the topic of the first paragraph (line 09), even though it is also 
the topic of the second. 

• Structure retained in memory: The paragraph appears to be the lowest-level discourse unit whose 
structure is commonly retained in memory. Below this, apparently primarily on micro-levels, “shortly 
after a passage is comprehended, information about the exact surface form of its sentences (e.g., their 
word order) becomes less available” (Gernsbacher 1985:324); data for “less available” concepts 
include information structure and grammatical structure. The grammatical form of the story of the 
burial of Jesus—for example, the fact that it took two sentences to relate Joseph’s getting permission 
to take his body—is not likely to be retained in memory; the facts of the story as the schema 
organizes them are much more likely to be retained. This is only to be expected, since grammatical 
structure and information structure are largely conditioned by activation states and similar factors that 
are ephemeral. Experiments show that “thematic information” is retained much longer (op. cit., p. 
341). This implies that once a discourse space has been fully consolidated (§2.3.3), paragraphs 
constitute the lowest level of subspaces. Micro-level units are possibly stored as simple content nodes 
in paragraph level schemas. 
It is true that, in discourse production and comprehension, micro-level phenomena can have discourse 

structural aspects such as schemas and themes, but micro-level schemas, being extremely simple and 
general, easily coalesce into steps in the paragraph schema (Hinds 1979:150–155). Thus, for example, in 
Example text 9, what is presented as a two-phase process on the micro-level—(4) ‘For its string, I cut 
down a palm tree also. (5) Its crown I strip for fibers’—could be stored as a single node in the resulting 
mental representation, corresponding to a proposition such as ‘For its string, I cut down a palm tree and 
strip its crown for fibers’, just as Joseph’s getting permission from Pilate to bury Jesus can easily be 
reduced to a single proposition. 

2.6.4 Sequential and unit-based phenomena 
A distinction that shows up repeatedly in discourse analysis is between SEQUENTIAL and UNIT-

BASED (or global) phenomena: sequential phenomena proceed linearly from one clause or sentence to the 
next, while unit-based phenomena hold for an entire discourse unit (paragraph, episode, entire text). 
These two modes of discourse organization can divide up linguistic resources or compete for them. 
• Both knowledge management and attention management have unit-based as well as sequential aspects 

(§2.1). 
• In conversational texts especially, it is common to find a sequential progression of topics, in which 

each speaker continues on with the last thing, or one of the last things, that the previous speaker 
mentioned. But it is also common for a speaker to continue with the previous speaker’s discourse 
topic (footnote 103).  

• Grimes (1978:vii–viii) observes that strategies for discourse reference are either sequential or 
thematic (unit-based) (§3.5.4; cf. Tomlin 1987). In some languages, a sequential strategy may be used 
for micro-levels, while a thematic strategy is used on macro-levels. 

• The level of minimal coding for ordinary referents in language, such as unstressed pronouns in 
English, can apparently be used for both paragraph topics and recent-reference centers of attention, a 
sequential phenomenon (§2.4.2). 

2.6.5 Hierarchical structure and attention management 
The hierarchical structure of language—phrases, clauses, sentences, discourse units—relates 

primarily to knowledge management; on the discourse level, it realizes schemas. But there are times when 
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attention management makes use of hierarchical structure to achieve special effects. Two main ways this 
can happen are hierarchical upgrading and hierarchical downgrading. 

HIERARCHICAL UPGRADING takes place when a normally dependent element is presented as if it 
were in some sense independent. The following example is the initial “sentences” of a poster advertising 
the MA in Language Documentation and Description and Ph.D. in Field Linguistics at SOAS (School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London): 

Example text 14: “What’s on his mind? You may never know,” excerpt (SOAS poster) 
 

(01) ¶This century, half the languages on the face of the planet could die out. 
(02) And with them the unique insights, understandings and cultures of countless civilizations. 
(03) ¶If we let it happen. 

 
Lines (02) and (03) are formally sentence constituents, but in the poster they are presented as full 
sentences—in the case of line (03), as a full graphical paragraph. This seems to be done in the interests of 
attention management, to indicate high interest (importance) of certain expressions while keeping them of 
a pithy length. According to findings by Stark (1988:298), graphical paragraph breaks do not radically 
affect comprehension (knowledge management), but “can call attention to the beginning of a paragraph 
and make it seem more important.”  

A particular type of hierarchical upgrading is found on the discourse level, in thematic organization. It 
is illustrated in the interview with a barber (Appendix F). In line (09), the speaker recovers from a 
thematic interruption by beginning a new paragraph (a new discourse unit), when conceptually he is 
continuing the same one. The discourse topic for the overall paragraph, NEW BARBERS TODAY, has a 
subtopic (BARBER COLLEGES) for several lines (02–08). In order to reestablish the global topic, the 
speaker begins a new paragraph at line (09) with a nominal left-detached point of departure, Young 
barbers today, unless they go in for hair styling, it isn’t enough money in it. (This paragraph division was 
made by the interviewer, Studs Terkel, but his criteria are not known.) The conceptual structure of this 
example was presented in Figure 8 in §2.2.6. This is hierarchical upgrading in the sense that line (09) 
beings what is conceptually only a dependent element (a new step in the schema) as if it were independent 
(as a new paragraph schema). The new paragraph is not occasioned by knowledge management, since the 
second paragraph is logically parallel with steps within the first paragraph in furnishing reasons for the 
first paragraph’s macropredication, that today new barbers are fewer. 

HIERARCHICAL DOWNGRADING is the reverse process, presenting a normally independent element 
as if it were in some sense dependent. This generally seems to be for the purpose of what Chafe (1982:39) 
calls “integration” in written language: “the packing of more information into an idea unit than the rapid 
pace of spoken language would normally allow.” It is illustrated repeatedly in “Winds of terror” 
(Appendix B): 

Example text 15: “Winds of terror,” excerpts (Michelmore 1991) 
 

(02) Black clouds were sweeping in from the northwest, separated from the fields of ripening corn 
and beans by only a pale ribbon of light. 

(05) Hailstones as big as golfballs hammered her car as she pulled into her driveway in the 
Wheatland Plains subdivision, nine miles southeast of Aurora. 

(08) Jim, who’d been stowing away patio furniture, liked to call his slightly built wife Toughie, 
because of her energy and determination.  

These sentences use different syntactic constructions: a nonrestrictive participial phrase, a nonrestrictive 
adjective phrase, a nonrestrictive relative clause, and a because clause which is indicated by the comma as 
being nonrestrictive (see discussion in Higashiizumi 2006, §3.1, as well as references cited there). Each of 
these elements, being nonrestrictive, constitutes an additional assertion. For this reason, it can be 
paraphrased as an independent clause and gives the sentence an additional focus (cf. Lambrecht 
1994:329). This link with information structure associates hierarchical downgrading with attention 
management. 
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Another form of hierarchical downgrading involves several sentences—or better, several 
predications—which are presented as a single “run-on” utterance. The following is a rather dramatic case:  

Example text 16: The right stuff, excerpt (Wolfe 1979:3, formatted in lines by RAD, but with three 
dots and italics as in the original) 
 

(01) When the final news came, there would be a ring at the front door – 
(02) a wife in this situation finds herself staring at the front door as if she no longer owns it or 

controls it – 
(03) and outside the door would be a man… 
(04) come to inform her that unfortunately something has happened out there, 
(05) and her husband’s body now lies incinerated in the swamps or the pine or the palmetto grass, 
(06) “burned beyond recognition,”  
(07) which anyone who has been around an air base for very long 
(08) (fortunately Jane had not) 
(09) realized as quite an artful euphemism to describe a human body that now looked like an 

enormous fowl that has burned up in a stove, 
(10) burned a blackish brown all over, 
(11) greasy and blistered, 
(12) fried, in a word, 
(13) with not only the entire face and all the hair and the ears burned off, 
(14) not to mention all the clothing, 
(15) but also the hands and feet,  
(16) with what remains of the arms and the legs bent at the knees and elbows and burned at 

absolutely rigid angles, 
(17) burned a greasy blackish brown like like the bursting body itself, 
(18) so that this husband, father, officer, gentleman, this ornamentum of some mother’s eye, His 

Majesty the Baby of just twenty-odd years back, 
(19) has been reduced to a charred hulk with wings and shanks sticking out of it. 

 
This kind of “run-on” sentence structure usually has a highlighting function. 

Schemas that we would expect to be realized as a paragraph are sometimes compressed into a single 
sentence. This is hierarchical downgrading of a radical kind. One example is Ephesians 1:3–14, which in 
the original Koiné Greek forms a remarkable single sentence:  

Example text 17: Ephesians 1:3–14 (Young 1862, 1898) 
   

3Blessed is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who did bless us in every spiritual 
blessing in the heavenly places in Christ, 4according as He did choose us in him before the 
foundation of the world, for our being holy and unblemished before Him, in love, 5having 
foreordained us to the adoption of sons through Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the good 
pleasure of His will, 6to the praise of the glory of His grace, in which He did make us accepted in 
the beloved, 7in whom we have the redemption through his blood, the remission of the trespasses, 
according to the riches of His grace, 8in which He did abound toward us in all wisdom and 
prudence,…. 13b in whom ye also, having heard the word of the truth—the good news of your 
salvation—in whom also having believed, ye were sealed with the Holy Spirit of the promise, 
14which is an earnest of our inheritance, to the redemption of the acquired possession, to the 
praise of His glory.  

Although there is no general consensus among commentators as to the structure of this passage, it does 
seem to present a progression in different dimensions. That is, the passage proceeds from what God the 
Father had done for us in Christ to what Christ himself has done for us to the role of the Holy Spirit in our 
salvation; it also proceeds from the ‘we’ of Jewish believers to ‘ye’ of Gentile believers; and finally from 
praise for God’s past choice, to praise for current salvation benefits, to praise for future salvation benefits 
(Bruce 1988). The coherence of the passage seems to depend on a partitive schema, possibly a different 
partitive schema for each dimension of progression: the holy Trinity, the two ethnic halves of the early 
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church, the progression of personal salvation. However that may be, the sentence is a paragraph with 
different conceptual steps. In general, at the boundary between steps we would expect to find sentence 
boundaries as well, but here we do not. Under what conditions does this happen? This is an area for 
further study. 

2.6.6 Relevance theory and hierarchical structure 
“Relevance-based approaches are concerned with processes of discourse understanding rather than 

the structure of discourse” (Blakemore 2001:113), that is, about “tracing the hearer’s route in the 
interpretation of the speaker’s intention” (p. 12). What the theory has had to say about discourse has been 
mainly concerned with such on-line processing issues as “relevance relations” and “discourse markers” 
(Blass 1990, Matsui 1993, Unger 1996, Blakemore 2001). In regard to coherence, the general conclusion 
is of the form “process not structure”: “intuitions about the coherence of texts result from the ways texts 
are processed in the mind, rather than reflecting actual cognitive entities” (Unger 1996:420). The 
conclusion in regard to discourse organization is of the same form: “discourse organisation is best 
explained pragmatically as a by-product of processing texts following the relevance-theoretic 
comprehension procedure.” (Unger 2001:135f.). 

Since relevance theory (RT) focuses on process, its treatment of discourse structure has ranged from 
frankly dismissive to something-we-don’t-talk-about. Blakemore (1988, 2001) mentions discourse 
structure only in relation to surface form, associating it with the code model of communication. She fails 
to discuss the possibility of structure in conceptual organization, upon which discourse topicality and 
thematicity are based in this and certain other treatments. It is common to find an explicit or implicit 
claim that, since relevance relations need to be recognized anyway, there is no need to recognize 
hierarchical discourse organization in addition (Unger 1996:428, 2001:136; Blakemore 1988; Blass 
1990:260). Relevance and analysis of discourse structure are presented as an either/or choice: “discourse 
is best approached in terms of process rather than structure” (Wilson 1998:70). The position of Unger is 
categorical: “there is no evidence for hierarchical organization in discourse. …the notion of hierarchical 
discourse structure was argued to be unwarranted” (1996:403, 426); “there is no evidence that discourse is 
hierarchically structured…discourse is not hierarchically structured” (2001:135, 181).69 

Nevertheless, there is in relevance theory an implicit recognition of hierarchical discourse structure. It 
is common to find a recognition of whole texts as linguistic units; the recognition of structural parts of 
texts is rarer, but also present. Sperber and Wilson (1995:216) mention that “the classic discourse topics 
are titles and picture captions, whose role is precisely to give access to encyclopedic information crucial 
to the comprehension of the accompanying texts and pictures.”70 Gutt goes farther: in his analysis of 
Matthew 2, he states that “the structure of this chapter is rather straightforward. It consists of four 
narrative sections…” (1991:73). In his analysis of Matthew 2 he states that implicit contextual 
information is sometimes needed to rightly understand not only individual utterances, but also paragraphs 
and larger discourse units (pp. 92f.). Unger (2001:9f.) also recognizes that whole texts can have 
characteristic properties: “the interpretation of utterances within a text or discourse may depend not only 
on properties of the particular utterance, but also on properties of the type of text or discourse it occurs in 
…the understanding of texts depends in important ways on genre knowledge.” Hierarchical structure is 
shown in the possibility that “discourse types may be embedded” (Unger 2001:129). Unger himself 
embeds a discourse type in quoting the parable of the persistent widow (Luke 18:1–8; p. 139). In an 
extended discussion of Isaiah 5.1–7 he describes “the connectivity of this text,” treating it as a discourse 
unit. He goes on to speak of such a discourse unit as a “complex ostensive stimulus,” commenting that a 

                                                      
69 Unger’s arguments against hierarchical discourse structure (Unger 1996, summarized in 2001:179–182) deal 
either with occasional indeterminacies and transition phenomena or with theory-internal assumptions. These deserve 
a detailed reply, but that would go beyond the scope of the present treatment. It is worth noting that Unger freely 
makes reference to the hierarchical discourse structure of his own text; see on Example text 44 in §3.6.5. 
70 Similarly, Blakemore (2001:112) states that “consistency with the Principle of Relevance explains disambiguation 
in both isolated utterances and extended texts.” 
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whole text can be “seen as a special case of a complex ostensive stimulus” (p. 168). In these ways, Unger 
implictly utilizes the notion of hierarchical structure in discourse. The most striking thing about his claim 
that discourse is not hierarchically structured is that he makes that claim within two genres—the academic 
dissertation and the academic article—which have an very clear form of hierarchical structure. He himself 
refers to this, citing, for example, “the previous section” and “the new section” of his own composition 
(Unger 1996:427f.). Be that as it may, as relevance theory deals more and more with textual issues, there 
appears to be a growing recognition that both whole texts and structural parts of texts have global 
properties. This admission is made in cautious ways, however, perhaps because since relevance theory 
focuses on sequential processes, it is not well set up to explain how text can have global properties or to 
deal with sequential processes in terms of discourse units, unless hierarchical structure is frankly 
acknowledged.  

I know of no reason why any approach that focuses on process should be dismissive of structure, or 
why the two strategies could not complement each other. Relevance theorists recognize grammatical 
structure on the utterance level, but in discourse find it hard to see anything but process. A focus on 
process can be just as reductionistic as a focus on structure: recognizing one does not diminish the need 
for recognizing the other. Until relevance theory begins to more clearly recognize the place of discourse 
structure, what it has to say about discourse organization must remain quite limited. In particular, this 
means a great loss for the study of discourse thematicity and topicality, since they are commonly realized 
by the construal of relevance—the “management of expectations of relevance” (Unger 2001:2)—over 
stretches involving different individual acts of communication, hence often over discourse units. As 
Unger (2001:178f., 182) explains, “the organisation of discourse is intricately linked to intuitions of 
‘aboutness’, i.e. to intuitions of what the discourse segments and the discourse as a whole are about. 
…this ‘aboutness’ of discourse is a natural consequence of the cognitive and communicative principles of 
relevance.… Indeed, Sperber and Wilson’s (1995) account of topic and focus…can be seen as an 
explication of the pre-theoretic notion of ‘aboutness’ in terms of relevance. In essence, the topic provides 
access to contextual information which allows the addressee to compute the intended cognitive effects of 
the focus, i.e. realise what the focus is ‘about’. …intuitions of ‘aboutness’ underlie the notions of topic 
and focus, and also of discourse organisation.” Discourse topicality and thematicity should therefore be a 
prime area for the application of relevance (on this point, see also Sperber and Wilson 1995:216). 

Relevance theory has asked why, given productive sequential processes of discourse interpretion, 
there is any need to additionally recognize hierarchical discourse structure. But the question could also be 
asked why discourse units should not be expected to occur, given not only the pervasive evidence that we 
find for it, but also the broad universal human tendency to conventionalize functions and realize them as 
formal units. In relevance theory terms, this kind of “structuralizing” makes the scope of themes, topics, 
speaker’s communicative intentions, and other phenomena more readily accessible to addressees. That is, 
structural hierarchy in discourse is predictable not only in terms of how language works on other levels, 
but also in terms of relevance theory itself. Suppose we were to think of discourse units as a means of 
directing addressees “to a particular set of assumptions” (Blakemore 1988:248). 
• There is, for example, Hinds’ (1979:136) notion of paragraphs as “a unit of speech or writing that 

maintains a uniform orientation,” so that in a narrative paragraph, for instance, there would be 
continuity if not actual uniformity along the orientation dimensions of time, place, participant roles, 
and related events (§§2.3.1, 2.6.3).  

• There is also the role of a discourse schema for a particular discourse unit, integrating its separate 
parts in a unified view of what is going on in the text or what the speaker is getting at (§2.2.4). In 
relevance theory terms, the addressees’ emerging perception of the speaker’s current discourse 
schema is part of their “assumptions,” and the particular way that an utterance relates to its schema is 
an important part of the “relevance relation” between the utterance and its context. 

• There is moreover the “processing shift” effect that one finds at the boundaries of discourse units: 
“once a processing shift has occurred, information represented in the previous substructure becomes 
less available” (Gernsbacher 1985:344). In relevance theory terms, at paragraph boundaries the text’s 
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set of assumptions is reset: formal signals “save the addressee wasted effort by alerting him to the fact 
that a switch in contexts is about to take place” (Wilson 1998:71).71 For example, such boundaries 
tend to be relatively opaque to referring expressions (§2.6.3; Unger 1996:425 cites Hofmann 1989 in 
this regard).  

• Finally, there is the notion of a discourse unit as a kind of “homogeneous context” by virtue of its 
being the textual span of a discourse topic. This has to do with the fact that the set of assumptions is 
not reset within a paragraph as it is at boundaries, but is only updated in a nondiscontinuous way. 
Within such a context Sperber and Wilson (1995:216) describe a special type of relevance that 
integrates concepts with the topic, linking them to “the conceptual address associated with that 
encyclopaedic entry” (see discussion in §2.2.3).72 

Given properties such as these, discourse units could easily have an interpretation as bundles of 
assumptions that are used in text processing. The linguistic and conceptual signals of such units both 
reflect the speaker’s processes of production and cue the addressees’ processes of interpretation, helping 
them distinguish between “same bundle of assumptions vs. different bundle of assumptions.” In relevance 
theory terms, “if speakers wish to constrain the interpretation that hearers recover, then they must 
constrain their choice of context by making the necessary assumptions immediately accessible to them 
thus ensuring their selection under the principle of relevance” (Blakemore 1988:248). The bundling of 
assumptions by means of discourse units is one way that this apparently happens. For this reason the 
occurrence of discourse units at various levels—that is, the existence of hierarchical discourse structure—
could be predicted by relevance theory: “in many cases these structures are themselves determined by 
considerations of relevance” (Blass 1990:77); “the reason for discourse structuring is the principle of 
relevance itself” (Unger 1996:426).73 Such remarks nourish a hope that relevance theory, in combination 
with a some conceptual view of discourse structure, would yield insightful analyses.  

For this to happen, from the point of view of the present treatment, two adjustments would be 
required in the way that relevance theory is currently practiced:  
• first, a recognition of qualitative as well as quantitative distinctions in relevance, since the relevance 

of a theme or topic to component parts of a discourse space involves intrinsic interest on the part of 
the speaker, hence attention management as well as knowledge management;74  

• second, a recognition of the conceptual structure of discourse to deal with what the present treatment 
treats in terms of schemas and with what Sperber and Wilson (1995:216) speak of as “homogeneous 
context.”  

Such adjustments would be enrichments to the theory, not revisions of any of its fundamental tenets. 

                                                      
71 In Unger’s (1996:431) framework, “paragraph breaks are not treated as breaks between units, but as transitions 
between utterances where some kind of radical change of context than usual occurs.” He cites several kinds of 
formal phenomena that commonly occur in such a place. One wonders what a discourse unit would have to look like 
to be recognized as such. 
72 Blass (1990:78), echoed by Unger (1996:426), explicates the “homogeneous context” of a paragraph in terms of 
sequential conntectivity: “information made easily accessible by the interpretation of the first utterance is used in 
establishing the relevance of the second; information made easily accessible by the interpretation of the second 
utterance is used in establishing the relevance of the third, and so on indefinitely.” However, this explication would 
just as well fit a text with no paragraphs at all; it makes no reference to the fact that at paragraph boundaries the set 
of assumptions is reset and that within a paragraph it has at most only continuous updating. 
73 Although relevance is involved in this kind of structuring, it should probably not try to take of all the credit for it. 
Chafe (1994:138), for example, suggests that one motivation for paragraph breaks relates to how many semiactive 
concepts can be held in memory at a single time; that is, assuming Chafe’s “semiactive concepts” include processing 
assumptions, memory limitations may need to be calculated into relevance processes. 
74 Categories of attention management which are dealt with in the present treatment—activation, attention, 
interest—do not appear in the index of Sperber and Wilson 1995, nor is there bibliographic reference to recent work 
in such areas. 
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2.7 Easy comprehension practices, literary techniques, and practices of other kinds 
A distinction can be made between EASY COMPREHENSION PRACTICES and certain other practices 

which include LITERARY TECHNIQUES (“Literary technique” 2006). Rules of “good writing” as taught in 
secondary school generally aim at easy comprehension practices, whereas mature authors often have 
complex communicative goals and a distinctive individual style. Easy comprehension practices—here 
identified with a clear and specific identification of the discourse schema—relate to one common goal for 
Bible translation—clarity—while “literary techniques,” though reflecting natural usage, often have other 
goals in view. Easy comprehension practices represent a highly directive communication strategy, in 
which the speaker is quite explicit in regard to the conceptual destination at which he intends addressees 
to arrive; other practices depart from that directive strategy in different ways and to different degrees. 

We note the following: 
• Practices involving difficult comprehension can be found in certain traditional genres such as legal 

texts or ritualistic/liturgical religious texts. In such genres, ornate and complex features make 
comprehension difficult for the uninitiated.  

• Certain genres can have formal features, such as meter and rhyme in poetry, that can complicate easy 
comprehension. 

• Mystery stories, such as Agatha Christie’s Murder on the Orient Express, may be clear and 
comprehensible in certain aspects, but in other aspects stories of this kind depend on not facilitating 
immediate comprehension. In a successful mystery story, readers are kept in suspense—they are 
asked to defer their comprehension—for a considerable part of the text. A certain kind of coherence is 
not facilitated, for terminating the uncertainty would mean loss of interest (§2.1.3). 

• In U.S. culture in the last 50 years, advertising has become much less explicit and direct. One no 
longer hears “Buy X today!,” but is subjected to a broad range of entertaining but indirect messages: 
“Just do it!” This makes clear that genres can change over time in regard to explicitness. 

• Sperber and Wilson (1995:59, 222) define “poetic effect” as a high degree of “weak communication,” 
a type of intentional vagueness which suggests a broad range of possible interpretations. By its 
definition, weak communication does not lead to coherence in the sense of a highly specific mental 
representation. The speaker may indicate a direction for his addressees, but not a specific destination. 

• Modern Western literary technique commonly emphasizes the reader’s role in interpretion, and in fact 
often encourages reader creativity by means of comprehension difficulties. Instead of assisting 
readers toward a predetermined mental representation, an author may build in high degrees of 
complexity and indeterminacy, encouraging readers to make of the text whatever they wish. As a 
result, “polyvalence appears to be a characteristic of literary reading” (Miall 2003:336). “By acting 
the reader changes the play: what the reader reads is, in the final analysis, his or her own 
coproduction along with the author” (Mey 2001:788).  

• In modern Western narrative, there is extensive use of text-internal point of view (§3.6.2). The reader 
is expected to imaginatively project himself onto a character in the story for certain aspects of it, as 
well as retaining the narrator’s point of view for others. This predictably increases processing costs, 
but is intended to be worth the effort because of the interest it generates. That is, heightened 
processing cost is required to achieve this kind of payoff. 

• Literary products are often innovative in shunning established schemas. “The narratives studied by 
schema-based models or story grammars are generally simpler than those found in literary texts, such 
as short stories or novels. Literary narratives are indeterminate, exhibiting conflicts between schemata 
and frequent ambiguities in the status of narrative elements.… It is argued that during comprehension 
response is controlled by affect, which directs the creation of schemata more adequate to the text” 
(Miall 1989:55). Departures from established schemas increase processing costs, requiring non-
routinized processing (Givón 1989:248). 

• In certain cultures the preference for genres with indirect or less specific schemas is stronger than in 
others (Lakoff 1979:481f.). This causes problems when, for example, speakers of certain Asian or 
European countries are taught to write an accepted style of American English, such as for expository 
essays (Connor 1996).  
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One thing the present treatment seeks to do, though it is not done in a systematic way, is to 
distinguish between practices that make for easy comprehension—here identified with a clear and specific 
identification of schemas—and those that involve difficulties in this task. Both kinds are found in natural 
texts, both are practiced by skillful speakers and writers. When a speaker is intentionally being difficult, 
relevance theory predicts that he is trying to achieve additional effects of some kind, such as a sense of 
heightened involvement on the part of the addressee, which can lead to greater interest and greater depth 
of processing (§2.2.1); such effects must be assessed with respect to cultural norms. Ease of 
comprehension by itself can generate tedium, hence can contribute to shallow processing and decreased 
retention (Bobrow and Norman 1975:144f.). Being aware of what makes for easy and difficult 
comprehension is therefore valuable both for analysis and text production. In doing analysis, this 
awareness will help us not to expect that all high-quality texts will serve as good models of easy 
comprehension; literary texts in particular often do not.  

Folktales are often on the other end of the scale, with highly predictable schemas, stereotyped 
expressions and other formal regularities, and often well-known characters. Analysts who base their 
expectations on folktales may be mystified at complexities and seeming irregularities they find in other 
texts. In this sense, folktales are “too easy” to serve as a general model: in addition to aiming at easy 
comprehension, they generally assume large amounts of cultural information. To be maximally useful, a 
model of easy comprehension needs to show strategies for dealing with complex and nonpredictable 
material, and in text production it needs to demonstrate how to use such strategies to advantage.  

Despite striking cultural differences, a claim can be made that easy comprehension practices are 
universally more basic. “Discourse can only follow [more difficult practices] if there is agreement to that 
effect between participants.… There must be, in other words, an assumption of mutual intelligibility, of 
non-ambiguity at some level” (Lakoff 1984:490). It appears to be in this sense of basic communication 
that Grice’s cooperative principle, with its “mutually accepted direction” and clear schema, is most 
clearly relevant. 

In doing text production, including translation, if we are aware of what practices make for easy 
comprehension and which ones involve difficulties, we have choices that depend on the intended 
communicative effects. There will likely be reason to combine easy comprehension practices with other 
kinds, combining clarity with other goals. In recent translation studies, the goal of easy comprehension no 
longer automatically trumps all others. Wilt, in a recent formulation of Bible Society “frames of 
reference” (2003:63f.), says: “There may be conflicts between the goal of producing a translation that is 
‘clear, natural and faithful’…and well representing common literary tactics such as ambiguity, repetition, 
thematic underlining, and allusion.” I would express it like this: In Bible translation, faithfulness to the 
original is a given (Wilt 2002:154), and the need for addressees to be able to comprehend the message, 
somehow, is likewise a given. Non-easy comprehension practices should, therefore, probably always be a 
marked option in the sense that is only employed under special conditions. The point in using such 
practices would not be in order to be vague or obtuse, but to make the translation as faithful as possible to 
the original in representing some particular range of meaning or intended communicative effect (see also 
Gutt 1991, Weber 2003, Wendland 2003). The translator needs to know what constitute easy 
comprehension practices in the target language, not to follow them exclusively any more than a writer of 
mystery stories follows them exclusively, but in order to be able to choose what would be the best 
practice—easiest or not—in each situation. 

One further comment can be made here. Reference has already been made to the fact that speakers 
often choose to be less than explicit (or less than rational) simply to cut processing costs, counting on the 
addressees being able to come up with enough conceptual effects to make the communicative “good 
enough” for its limited purposes. In addition, in probably most of the texts we find to analyze and 
translate, unintended infelicities are in evidence if we process deeply enough. Infelicities mean that a text 
is not as clear as it could be. “False starts, infelicities of style, and topics changed in midstream lead to a 
text with a chaotic appearance. Such texts can nevertheless be subjected to successful analysis” (Hinds 
1984:470), to the extent that we can still discern, with reasonable probability, what the speaker was trying 
to say. Not all data are created equal; many could be improved upon, for a speaker with the opportunity 
and the motivation to do so. For such mundane reasons as cost-cutting and infelicities, as well as literary 
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reasons, we don’t assume that everything we find in natural text can be taken as easy comprehension 
practice.  

3 Specific issues 

3.1 Conceptual functions of discourse topics  
The introduction of a referent into a discourse unit brings into the addressee’s mental representation 

that entity’s dominion, and if the referent is introduced early (as in “Stone soup” and the story of 
Jephthah, Judges 11:1–6) and if it continues to be referred to throughout the first part of the discourse 
unit, then certain concepts in the dominion, including new ones as they are added, tend to be viewed in 
their relation to that referent. In particular, the steps in the emerging discourse schema may be related to 
that referent in some essential sense. In this way, the growing discourse space may come to be integrated 
around the referent, in the sense that its component elements are seen as being relevant in their relation to 
it. This may happen for the entire discourse unit. If it turns out as well that the speaker has an intrinsic 
interest in the referent, and if this interest is part of the relation that holds between the referent and each of 
the steps in the discourse schema, then the discourse unit has a topic and its space is thematically 
integrated around that topic. 

In other texts, it is not obvious at first that any particular entity will thematically integrate a discourse 
unit in this sense. Sometimes there is early cue in that direction (as in the story of Samson, Judges 13:1–
5); at other times, the possibility only becomes apparent later on (as in the story of Ruth, Ruth 1:1–14). In 
one way or another, if it turns out that a discourse unit can be seen as thematically integrated around a 
particular referent, that is a fact that emerges in the course of the unit, as a dynamic process. Figuratively, 
the referent begins to “attract” other concepts in the discourse space somewhat as a magnet attracts iron 
filings, so that they “point in its direction.” When this happens for an entire discourse unit, it is generally 
perceived as a design feature of the unit, a construal on the part of the speaker, a deliberate way to 
organize the unit conceptually. If a discourse unit is construed in such a way that its space is thematically 
integrated around a referent—that is, if the relevance of each of the steps in its schema is perceived as 
depending on its relation to that referent and if that relation manifests as well an intrinsic interest in that 
referent on the part of the speaker—then the referent is called the TOPIC of the discourse unit. 

The definition of topic as a referent means that it is what Langacker (2000:11) calls a “thing” (“a 
unitary entity resulting from conceptual reification”) or what, in ordinary language, is “some individual 
person or single object or particular event or place or process” (Strawson 1950:320)—or, we could add, 
some generic class or situation. A topic is thus distinct from a referring expression or whatever other 
linguistic means might be used in referring to it; that would be a “topic expression.”  

Although discourse topicality generally involves formal signals, it is not primarily a linguistic 
property of the discourse unit, but a conceptual property of the space of that unit. Further, it belongs to “a 
dynamic usage-based model of language” (Langacker 2000, ch. 4) rather than a static formal model. More 
precisely, from the addressee’s point of view, topicality is a perceived construal of a discourse space, so 
that the discourse unit is perceived as being “about” a certain referent, in the above sense of being seen as 
thematically integrated around it. It seems likely that addressees actively search for points of thematic 
integration for their mental representations, since these are powerful aids to arriving at coherence. When a 
possibility presents itself, they will likely try it out. If it works, they continue with it and use it to organize 
their mental representation; if it turns out not to work, they try other possibilities. The choice, construal 
and recognition of a thematic point of integration for a discourse topic is a dynamic process: “in a stretch 
of connected discourse, one referent emerges as central” (Tomlin et al. 1997:89). This process gives 
natural preference to possibilities that are presented first, or at least early, in the discourse unit, but is not 
limited to those. Further, this treatment does not assume that all coherent discourse units have a topic; 
other kinds of themes can serve as well. So in looking for a topic in a discourse unit, the addressee can’t 
simply go in asking “Which one is it?” 

Discourse topicality an impression on the part of the addressee of an intent, a conceptual construal, on 
the part of the speaker. Other properties of the discourse space, such as schemas and other kinds of 
themes, are also perceived construals. The perception of construal, of speaker intent to organize the 
discourse space in a certain way, lies at the heart of serious difficulties for both addressees and analysts. 
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To the extent that analysts experience the same difficulties as addressees, they can take assurance that 
they are on the right track. Many theoretical and analytical difficulties with topicality and other discourse-
conceptual phenomena are, and should be, consequences of the difficulties that addressees have in 
perceiving speaker intent. 

I will say that the connected text material whose space a topic or any kind of theme integrates is the 
theme’s TEXTUAL SPAN. This treatment hypothesizes that a topic’s textual span is ideally and most 
commonly a linguistic unit: a syntactic unit such as a sentence or an independent clause or a discourse 
unit. The linguistic construct of sentence has a role in the internal structure of micro-levels, hence is 
parallel to higher-level discourse units. But since the internal structure of micro-levels it is not assumed to 
persist into consolidated mental representation (§2.6.2), can only be considered a provisional type of 
conceptual discourse structure (§2.2.7), and sentence topics, as such, also have only provisional status in 
conceptual discourse structure. The textual span of a final discourse topic can be an entire text or a 
smaller discourse unit, such as a paragraph or a micro-level unit, which may in fact be a single sentence. 
In §3.3.2 we further consider sentence (utterance) topics from the perspective of a discourse topics.  

It is instructive to make a three-way comparison of the above definition of discourse topic with 
definitions found in Lambrecht and Langacker.  
• Although the above definition is framed in terms of spaces for discourse units and Lambrecht is 

concerned almost exclusively with sentence topics—“I will have little to say about the notion of 
discourse topic” (Lambrecht 1994:117)—the two definitions are nevertheless striking similar: “A 
referent is interpreted as the topic of a proposition if in a given situation the proposition is construed 
as being about this referent, i.e., as expressing information which is relevant to and which increases 
the addressee’s knowledge of this referent” (op. cit., p. 131). Two key aspects of Lambrecht’s 
definition coincide with the definition of topic we are using: first, perceived construal only makes 
sense “in a given situation,” so that even a sentence topic’s textual span is an utterance in a particular 
discourse setting and not an abstract proposition or a sentence as a grammatical object.75 Second, for 
Lambrecht the primary function of a sentence topic is to integrate a proposition: the proposition is 
construed in its relation to the topic, as being relevant to and increasing the addressee’s knowledge of 
the topic. Further, Lambrecht explicitly uses Strawson’s notion of “aboutness,” which appears to deal 
with intrinsic interest rather than mere instrumental interest and “thematic aboutness” rather than 
mere “semantic aboutness” (see discussion in §2.2.3). So implicit in Lambrecht’s definition of 
sentence are the elements which are used in the current treatment’s definition of discourse topic. We 
note that in his definition, Lambrecht does not mention topics as providing access to the proposition. 

• Langacker (2000:194), in defining topic, says the following: “a salient entity evoked for purposes of 
mentally accessing another can also be thought of as providing a mental ‘address’ to which some 
notion is ‘delivered’ (i.e. as being what an expression ‘is about’).” Langacker, like Lambrecht, makes 
it clear that he is dealing with a particular construal and a particular instance of language use. But in 
his definition of topic access is clearly primary, although “what an expression is about” can indicate 
integration as well, as the expression being viewed in its relation to the topic. Langacker’s definition 
as well as Lambrecht’s appears to primarily deal with sentence topic rather than discourse topic.  

This comparison, therefore, raises the question of whether integration or access should be taken as the 
primary topic function.  

For considering discourse topics and their functions, the following passage from Langacker 
(2000:194) furnishes a useful starting point: “A topic has a life history: it must first be established as 
such, often by a device that makes it salient as the explicit focus of attention. Once established, on the 
other hand, it may well remain implicit as subsequent expressions, themselves now in focus, are 
integrated into the context it provides.”76 At different stages in a discourse topic’s “life history,” it would 

                                                      
75 “A sentence is an abstract theoretical entity defined within a theory of grammar, while an utterance is the issuance 
of a sentence, a sentence-analogue, or a sentence fragment, in an actual context” (Levinson 1983:18). 
76 It is a topic’s “life history” that seems to be referred to by Goutsos (1997) as “sequential relations” of topicality. 
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be reasonable for it to exhibit different functions: an ACCESS FUNCTION as it is being established and an 
INTEGRATION FUNCTION once it is established. These two stages are similar to what happens on the 
sentence level in the case of new or replacive topics: “the speaker announces a topic and then says 
something about it” (Hockett 1958:201; see also Lambrecht 1994, §4.7).77 
• In the access function, a mention of the topic provides access to its dominion, thus identifying a space 

(§2.3.1) which is then available as a start for building the discourse space (Langacker 2001b).  
• As the topic’s textual span unfolds and the topic continues to be prominent in it, the component 

elements of its span come to be construed (and perceived) in their relation to the topic, as 
“information which is relevant with respect to this topic” (Lambrecht 1994:119).78 In this sense, 
“topic supplies a unifying thread running through the text as a whole” (Goutsos 1997:2). The 
integration function is what we see on the sentence level in the case of already-established topics 
(Lambrecht 1994, §4.4.3), during which, in Langacker’s (2000:194) words, the topic “may well 
remain implicit as subsequent expressions, themselves now in focus, are integrated into the context it 
provides.” 

Thus, in a discourse topic’s “life history,” its function commonly transitions from access to integration 
and its dominion transitions to a discourse space which is thematically integrated around the topic. 

Not all topics, however, start out their life in the access function; some have only the integration 
function. In narratives of Bantu languages of Mozambique, for example, the main participant is 
introduced first unless another participant’s introduction would provide easier access to text world. In the 
most common case the main participant is actually introduced first and goes on to serve as topic for the 
text, first providing access to the text world and then integrating it. Exceptions to the rule occur when 
participants or other concepts provide access to the text world without going on to integrate it. This is 
illustrated by a text in Meeto (Bantu, Mozambique), whose initial paragraph is as follows:  

Example text 18: Field text (Meeto), excerpt 
 

(1) ‘Ahimunrinnya having gone out, he laid out his field near the river Natase.  
(2) He planted the field and afterwards left it. 
(3) In this way many years passed without its being planted. 
(4) Then Ahimunrinnya gave the land to his daughter.  
(5) Muncakwani didn’t know that the land belonged to someone and laid out [his] in the same 

place.’ 
 
After this initial paragraph, the text proceeds to tell about a dispute between Ahimunrinnya’s daughter 
and Muncakwani over ownership of the field. The daughter (actually the narrator’s mother) is the heroine 
and global topic of the text; after the initial orientation paragraph Ahimunrinnya is no longer mentioned 
except as for identifying the heroine (‘Ahimunrinnya’s daughter’); this is again an access function, but on 
a lower level. So Ahimunrinnya, a well-known man, is cited at the beginning to give initial access to the 
text space, but the text does not turn out to be about him; he is probably not even the topic for the 
paragraph cited above (see discussion in §3.5.3). His daughter therefore serves as an example of a topic 
that integrates a text world without providing initial access to it.  

In the Book of Ruth mentioned above, it is not the discourse topic Ruth or even her mother-in-law 
Naomi who gives initial access to the discourse space, but rather Naomi’s husband Elimelech, who dies 
quite early in the story.79 This can be seen in the first three verses of the book:  

                                                      
77 Tomlin et al. (1997:84f.) mention these two functions as “starting point” and “aboutness,” but only in relation to 
sentence topics. Chafe (1976:50) also speaks of two kinds of (sentence) topics: those that “limit the applicability of 
the main predication to a certain restricted domain” and those that represent “what the sentence is about.”  
78 Cf. Givón (1995:98): “The clausal topic serves as the node label or filing address for the clause, insuring that it 
gets attached under its rightful chain-node.” Jacobs (2001:650) presents “aboutness” in a similar way, as 
“addressation,” that is, serving as the conceptual address for the incoming new information. 
79 According to Stephen Levinsohn (p. c.) “The Hebrew signals that Elimelech is not a VIP by NOT using ‘one’ in 
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Now it came about in the days when the judges governed, that there was a famine in the land. 
And a certain man of Bethlehem in Judah went to sojourn in the land of Moab with his wife and 
his two sons. The name of the man was Elimelech, and the name of his wife, Naomi; and the 
names of his two sons were Mahlon and Chilion, Ephrathites of Bethlehem in Judah. Now they 
entered the land of Moab and remained there. Then Elimelech, Naomi’s husband, died; and she 
was left with her two sons (New American Standard Bible 1995).  

Ruth is introduced later. Here again, the discourse topic does not provide access to the space. 
Since there are discourse topics that do not provide access to the text world but all discourse topics 

serve to integrate a discourse space, it seems reasonable to say that integration is the primary function of 
discourse topics, with access as a possible secondary function. This goes against a common perception 
mentioned by Blakemore (2001:104), “it is generally agreed that the function of a discourse topic is to 
provide access to contextual information required for comprehension”; similarly, Wilson 1998:68. This 
misconception could well be a result of trying to extrapolate discourse functions from prominent sentence 
topics (see §3.3.2).  

Let us examine these two functions in more detail: 
• In the secondary function of access, the topic activates and provides access to a body of information 

which is utilized in construction the discourse space for the topic’s textual span. It is when topics 
serve the access function that they are what Langacker (2000, ch. 6 and 2001b) calls “reference-point 
phenomena,” what Chafe (1976:50) calls “frame-of-reference topics” which “limit the applicability of 
the main predication to a certain restricted domain,” and what Jacobs (2001:656) calls “frame-setting” 
expressions which specify “a domain of (possible) reality” to which incoming information is 
restricted. In terms of mental space theory, topics in their access function are space builders.80 The 
point being made here is that access does not so much define a type of topic as it identifies a function 
that a topic may have, along with its integration function. And topics are not the only elements that 
can give access to a text world; other elements that have this function are points of departure (§3.3.4; 
Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:68–70). Conditional clauses and other space-builders have been called 
“topics” because they share with topics the access function: “a conditional clause…constitutes the 
framework which has been selected for the following discourse” (Haiman 1978:583), “they create a 
world in which beliefs and prior realities are suspended” (Schiffrin 1992:194). This can be seen in 
such examples as If you could go with me, I’d leave right now. In this function, they often share 
formal signals with topics in the access function. But postnuclear conditionals tend not to do this (I’d 
like to talk to him about the possibility of his getting a leave of absence from your bank to come with 
the Treasury, if that would be agreeable to you; Ford and Thompson 1986:368). And since, in 
discourse perspective, access is only a secondary topic function, the access function of prenuclear 
conditionals doesn’t make them topics. About the most that can be said is that conditionals are 
functionally and formally like sentence topics which provide access as well as integration. It is 
evidently for this reason that Lambrecht, whose definition of sentence topic is solidly on the side of 
integration, does not discuss Haiman 1978 or conditionals. 

• In its integration function, a topic conceptually unifies the discourse space that corresponds to its 
textual span. There is broad agreement that the key notion of topicality is “aboutness.” Besides 
Lambrecht’s definition of topic cited above, the following are representative: “we expect that the 
discourse be organized around a semantic ‘core’ that we intuitively call a theme or topic” (van Dijk 
1980:40f.); “the intuitive characterization of topic” is “what a sentence is about” (Gundel 1988:210); 
topic is “the element about which the predication is asserted” (Tomlin et al. 1997:83). But in order for 
topicality to be distinguished from mere reference, the topical criterion of “aboutness” needs to be 

                                                                                                                                                                           
connection with the introductory ‘man from Bethlehem’ expression.”  
80 According to Langacker (2001b), a sentence topic gives access to a proposition. Citing the example My car, the 
motor is just about shot, he says that my car is “a reference point with respect to the comment clause the motor is 
just about shot.” I understand this as meaning that my car accesses its dominion, which contains ‘the motor’ and to 
which the comment ‘is just about shot’can be added.  
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thematic aboutness and not mere semantic aboutness (§2.2.5), with intrinsic interest distinguishing the 
two. With a mere semantic notion of aboutness, or without considering discourse context, as Strawson 
(1950:183) rightly observed, “it would be natural to say that, in seriously using the sentence, ‘The 
whale struck the ship,’ I was saying something both about a certain whale and a certain ship.” 
Topicality requires intrinsic interest and thematic aboutness, with the topic construed as a thematic 
point of integration for the discourse schema. 
The way the present treatment defines topic and theme reflects three properties which, according to 

van Oosten (1984:378), characterize prototypical discourse topics:  
• “the focus of the speaker’s attention and of the hearer’s attention and thus in their consciousness,” 
• “something that the speaker is interested in and that is the point of view from which the speaker is 

viewing the event,” 
• “it is present in the immediate environment, concrete and visible.” 
While the first property—the continual activation of a topic as center of attention—relates especially to 
paragraph topics (§3.5.2), the other two relate to discourse topics of all kinds. The second property deals 
both with speaker interest and conceptual integration, while the third is mutual access or identifiability, a 
weaker form of “center of attention” (cf. the Givenness hierarchy in §2.4.2), a prerequisite of all 
established topics (§3.5.1).  

3.2 Elements that can serve as topics 
When a referent is first introduced as discourse topic it is often not identifiable, but it must soon 

become so if it is to serve the integration function which is characteristic of topic. Thus, “Stone soup” 
(Appendix D) begins: (01) A poor man came to a large house during a storm to beg for food. The man is 
global topic for the text as a whole, but only in line (02) does he begin to function as topic proper, in 
integration function: He was sent away with angry words.  

The requirement that topics be identifiable is a consensus in linguistic literature: “The addressee can 
identify the speaker’s intended referent on the basis of the nominal alone” (Gundel et al. 1993:277); 
“speakers treat a referent as identifiable if they judge that the words they use to express it will enable the 
listener to identify it” (Chafe 1996:38; see also Gundel 1988:214, Li and Thompson 1976:461, and 
§2.4.2).  
• This requirement includes GENERIC REFERENTS, because a generic is an identifiable class, no matter 

how it is expressed: a goalie can be expected to let a ball through from time to time.  
• The requirement also includes referents that are designated by their ROLE in some known frame 

(Fauconnier 1985[1994], §2.2) even if that is the extent of their identification. For example, if we 
hear something about “the goalie on Brazil’s soccer team,” we may not know who that is at a 
particular time or even at a particular point in a game, but for certain purposes the role itself can be 
adequate identification: The goalie on Brazil’s soccer team was the key in Thursday’s win over 
Argentina…. Established topics are always identifiable. 
Examples are sometimes cited of indefinite (nonidentifiable) referents occurring as sentence topics 

and as discourse topics as well. Langacker, for example, cites the sentence A boy in my class is tall. 
Although this example is not cited in a discourse context, it is possible to imagine a paragraph about this 
boy which begins with the given sentence. Since a boy is grammatical subject, it would be natural to 
attempt to parse the sentence as topic-comment, with a boy as an unmarked topic expression, even though 
the referent is inactive (brand-new). It appears that whenever this happens, the topic in question is in the 
access function and is being introduced, although in the remainder of the sentence it may also serve the 
integration function. Such a sentence would serve two or even three roles in regard to the topic: it 
introduces the topic, uses it to access a conceptional region (its domain), and begins to use it as topic 
proper, in the integration function.  

Lambrecht (loc. cit.) makes the point that the acceptability of the sentence a boy in my class is tall is 
due to the fact that a boy is ANCHORED by means of the phrase in my class. “Anchoring” is apparently 
“grounding” (Langacker 2000:22f.)—embedding the concept in a grounded space that is at least 
semiactive (see footnote 32). On the discourse level, anchoring often provides orientation for a discourse 
space (§2.3.1). Gundel (1988:215) cites the example An old preacher down there, they augured under the 
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grave where his father was buried, in which down there embeds the preacher in an active base space of 
location. Possibly, the topic expression is a reduced form of a formal introduction (§3.5.1): There’s an 
old preacher down there, they augured under the grave where his father was buried. Unanchored 
indefinite subjects are more difficult to process, as in the sentence a boy is tall (Lambrecht 1994:167, 
citing Perlmutter). This has an explanation in discourse terms: new discourse spaces require orientation 
(§2.3.1), and the introduction of an unachored discourse topic does not provide it. A boy is tall could 
occur as a micro-level in a grounded discourse space: In my class there are students of different shapes 
and sizes. A boy is tall. A girl is very short. Another boy is really thin, etc. This is because micro-level 
units inherit their orientation from their paragraph (§2.6.2).  

A further example of this type is a public notice furnished by Ivan Lowe (p. c.): Lost, on Saturday, 
16th May, one black and tan whippet/beagle cross male wearing a blue collar and a red choke chain. If 
you know of his whereabouts or have any information, please contact 01494-483259. A reward will be 
offered. In the last sentence, the indefinite subject a reward is acceptable even though it is formally 
unanchored, since it is a step in an recogizable schema or frame (identifying the lost item, notifying its 
owner, offering a reward). The paragraph itself has orientation as to time and, implicitly, to place. 

Not only are topics identifiable (as regards knowledge status), but it also appears that they are 
generally semiactive (accessible, as regards activation status). Once again, we must understand that when 
discourse topics are first introduced, they may not yet be serving the characteristic integration function, or 
it may be that they are being forced into it “from birth,” though still technically inactive (brand-new). We 
observe this in the first sentence of Heart of darkness by Joseph Conrad, which uses the literary technique 
of in medias res: The Nellie, a cruising yawl, swung to her anchor without a flutter of the sails, and was 
at rest. Commonly, however, there are constraints that require integrative topics to have a higher 
activation state. Once upon a time there were three little pigs. The first little pig built his house of straw. 
The second little pig built his house of sticks. The third little pig built his house of bricks. This story 
makes use of a SMALL CLOSED SET: {the first little pig, the second little pig, the third little pig}. In this 
story, this set is mentioned in the title and in the first sentence. This does not mean that it is necessarily 
used as a global topic; it could simply give access to a succession of topics for embedded discourse 
spaces. Each of the little pigs separately is semiactive as a result of the PARTICIPANT SET’s activation, 
hence can be used as a topic in its own discourse space. Certain specific types of discourse topics are 
predictably semiactive or even active even when they are first mentioned: 
• CONTRASTIVE TOPICS (and constrastive access elements in general) apparently need to belong to an 

active, or highly semiactive, small closed set of possibilities (Chafe 1976:34; but cf. Chafe 1994:77). 
This means that they are likely to be semiactive when they are first mentioned. In the example You 
may be going, but me, I’d never go, the set {you, me} is at least semiactive. We see a similar thing in 
a brief dialogue in which a car owner asks the mechanic, Can you see if my signal lights are working? 
and the mechanic answers: I saw the left one working, but the right one hasn’t come on yet. It may be 
burnt out. The set {left signal light, right signal light} is likewise at least semiactive. Similarly, when 
asked if a certain woman had seen a doctor, a speaker replied Well, she went yesterday, and the 
doctor wasn’t there, but the physician’s assistant … looked at her (Chafe 1994:77). The contrastive 
topic of the physician’s assistant (with secondary sentence accent) is analyzed by Chafe as inactive, 
but its identifiability indicates that it was part of the active frame of DOCTOR’S OFFICE, hence 
likely semiactive. 

• PARTITIVE TOPICS (and partitive access elements in general) need not be contrastive, but apparently 
they also need to belong to an active whole, so that they are semiactive when introduced. We can see 
this in the listing of the parts of the bow in Guarani Example text 9: For its string, I cut down a palm 
tree also, and so on for other parts of the bow, which is active.  

• ADOPTED TOPICS result when one interlocutor in a conversation adopts a topic from another one: A: 
I wonder where I can get some fleas for my biology experiment? B: Huh! Fleas, my dog has (Grimes 
1975:324). Here, there is both a secondary accent and fronting. This type of topic appears to be 
always active. 
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Having seen the importance of small closed sets in accessing future topics, we should note that in 
some cases, a small closed set can function as a discourse topic in its own right. This is the case in the 
following example. Indentation shows the paragraph structure: 

Example text 19: Contrived text: “My two children” (Langacker 2001a:178; last line added here) 
 

(01) My two children are very different. 
(02)  Alice is most impressive. 
(03)   She’s clearly extremely smart. 
(04)   She’s also energetic. 
(05)  Now Bill, he’s more ordinary. 
(06)   He’s not terribly active. 
(07)   He is however quite personable. 
(08) They’re good kids. 

 
Example text 19 is a paragraph about the small closed set MY TWO CHILDREN = {Alice, Bill}. It has a 
partitive schema. The set is not referred to as such throughout two steps, in lines (02–07), and this is long 
enough for a nontopical referent to lose its active status (§3.3.5). The fact that it can be referred to again 
in line (08) with minimal coding is a sign that it is in fact paragraph topic (§3.5.2).  

3.3 Sentence topics and discourse topics 
The coding weight of referring expressions relates closely to the way discourse topics develop in the 

text. If we limit our attention to referential expressions, anything with more than minimal coding needs to 
be considered carefully as possibly presenting a new (or sometimes contrastive) discourse topic or point 
of departure, hence serving an access function. In the barber interview (Appendix F), this would apply to 
(01) Most of your new barbers today, (02) these barber colleges, (06) the tuition, (09) Young barbers 
today, (10) So many of them, and (11a) I (because of a likely sentence accent). Conversely, anything with 
minimal coding needs to be considered as possibly continuing a discourse topic that has already been 
established on some level and is serving the integration function. This could apply to it in (07), (08), and 
(11b), and to they in (09) and (10). That is, topic expressions with more than minimal coding 
characteristically occur in the access function for some discourse unit, while expressions with minimal 
coding characteristically occur in the integration function of an established discourse topic. So the 
difference between the two conceptual functions for discourse topics, access and integration, makes a 
good start in conditioning the form of referring expressions, though it does not give a complete analysis. 
We take that observation as a starting point for considering sentence topics in the light from the 
perspective of discourse topics.  

3.3.1 Marked and unmarked topic expressions 
There are different kinds of sentence (utterance) topics. A MARKED TOPIC EXPRESSION is one by 

which the speaker indicates, by means of its internal or external morphosytactic or prosodic signals, that 
the topic is particularly informative; basically, marked topic expressions are those with more than 
minimal coding (considering all these kinds of signals; §2.4.3). The above examples of contrastive topics, 
partitive topics, and conversationally adopted topics in §3.5.2 all use marked topic expressions, most of 
them having a combination of fronting and secondary sentence accent. They are particularly informative 
because they signal the beginning of a topic’s textual span. Marked topic expressions commonly refer to a 
discourse topic in the access function, commonly on micro-levels, but occasionally on higher levels as 
well (§2.3.2).  

Formally, the higher informational salience of topics with marked expressions is reflected in formal 
signals that accompany salient expressions of demarcation (access-orientation) in general (§2.3.1). 
Commonly, these signals include heavier coding weight (§2.4.3), own intonation contour with a 
secondary sentence accent, and a syntactic structure that effects a clear linear separation between the 
expression and its associated “focus domain” (Lambrecht 1994:214). A marked topic expression is thus a 
stressed element, either an NP or a free stressed pronoun. When this degree of coding weight is actually 
not required for the identification of the referent, it is perceived as a signal of saliency on the discourse-
pragmatic level. There is not always an actual pause between a marked topic expression and its comment; 
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see the right one in the example of contrast in §3.2. Furthermore, between a marked topic expression and 
its comment there sometimes occur particles or other elements in a SPACER function, such as 
parenthetical comments or dependent clauses. The following sentence is translated from Guarani Mbyá 
(Tupi-Guarani, SVO, Brazil): ‘My house, when it rains, leaks completely’. The position of the 
subordinate clause ‘when it rains’ between main clause subject and predicate means that the subject ‘my 
house’ is a marked topic expression, indicating contrast in the original context. The fact that spacers 
separate components of information structure make that structure more salient (Dooley 1982:322; Dooley 
1990:477–483; Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, §11.5).  

An UNMARKED TOPIC EXPRESSION is an topic expression that has no particular salience in sentence 
form, that is, it has minimal coding (considering also syntax and prosody). Functionally, it refers to a 
topic that is not there being construed as particularly informative. In Portuguese, a “pro-drop” language, a 
sentence such as não vou (not 1sg-go) ‘I’m not going’ has the subject ‘I’ as an unmarked zero topic 
expression, whereas in eu não vou (I not 1sg-go) ‘I’m not going’, the free subject pronoun eu ‘I’ is a 
marked topic expression, its formal salience indicated both by its occurrence and by a secondary accent. 
For unmarked topic expressions, there is rarely a one-to-one, characteristic correspondence between the 
topic and a particular signal, that is, between “information structure and sentence form.”81 For example, it 
is not unusual for direct objects to be unmarked topic expressions. In Appendix E, the referent THEIR 
OWN LIQUOR is topical: (05) Back down there, they make their own liquor, you know. (06) So—we call 
it moonshine. (07) Today they call it white lightnin’; but at that time we call it moonshine. In lines (06) 
and (07), the direct object pronoun it is an unmarked topic expression. Unmarked topic expressions refer 
to established discourse topics and help maintain the topic in its integration function (§3.1). 

Lambrecht speaks of “unmarked topic” in a somewhat different sense. According to him, it is a 
universal default that grammatical subjects are taken as sentence topics when that is possible. It would be 
impossible, for example, if the subject is not an identifiable referent or if it is part of the focus domain 
(Lambrecht 1994, §4.2.1). I accept the analysis that grammatical subject is “unmarked topic” in a cross-
linguistic sense, but it is important to distinguish this from the construction-specific and context-specific 
unmarkedness that is referred to in this treatment and commonly elsewhere.  

The description of particularly salient discourse topics as having marked topic expressions and 
discourse topics having unmarked topic expressions sometimes requires refinement. In certain languages, 
especially subject-prominent languages, the association of topic with subject leads to subject-creating 
constructions, such as passive (he was sent away with angry words, line (02) of “Stone soup”) and 
possessive ‘have’ clauses (he had two patients, line (11) of Example text 30), which are often used to 
encode an established discourse topic (Li and Thompson 1976:471). These constructions are like marked 
topic expressions in that they utilize special morphosyntax, but are like unmarked topic expressions in 
that the topic is subject, it has no special intonational prominence, and it refers to an established discourse 
topic.82 Such constructions can be thought of as lying on a scale between marked and unmarked topic 
expressions. Functionally, they are closer to the unmarked end.  

In addition to marked topic expressions, there are marked focus expressions (Lambrecht 1994, §5.6), 
marked points of departure, etc. That is, in information structure, besides PRAGMATIC ROLES OR 
FUNCTIONS which are part of a syntagmatic configuration, there are often various DEGREES OF 
SALIENCY OR HIGHLIGHTING for their expressions. A marked expression in a particular role is one 
which the speaker presents as being especially informative and which occurs only in specifiable contexts 
(cf. Dryer 1996). 

                                                      
81 Cf. Zeevat 2004:203: “Unlike contrastive topics and sentence topics, [established] discourse topics are not tied to 
intonational or syntactic phenomena in natural language. They arise in thinking about connected larger chunks of 
text and dialogue.” 
82 Kehler (2004:233f.) demonstrates that the passive subject is perceived as topical. 
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3.3.2 Sentence topics and discourse topics 
One way to compare sentence topics and discourse topics is to draw a conceptual parallel between the 

two, as I have done thus far. In some sense, DISCOURSE TOPICS are what a particular discourse unit is 
about, just as SENTENCE TOPICS are what a sentence (or utterance) is about—if, indeed, either the 
discourse unit or the sentence is structured around a topic (Reinhart 1981, Lambrecht 1994:127; Tomlin et 
al. 1997:85). Both discourse topics and sentence topics thus serve to integrate the space of their respective 
textual spans (§3.1), and can provide access to it. In this treatment it is hypothesized that the textual spans 
of topics are linguistic units: sentences or discourse units which could range all the way from micro-levels 
up to an entire text. The textual span of a sentence topic is the utterance; its syntactic focus domain is 
commonly called the COMMENT. 

There are two basic possibilities for defining sentence topics: conceptual or formal. 
• Lambrecht’s definition of sentence topic is entirely conceptual, both in its short form and in its longer 

form, which we considered in §3.1: “The topic of a sentence is the thing which the proposition 
expressed by the sentence is about.… A referent is interpreted as the topic of a proposition if in a 
given discourse the proposition is construed as being about this referent, i.e., as expressing 
information which is relevant to and which increases the addressee’s knowledge of this referent” 
(1994:118, 127). These definitions furnish no formal criteria for sentence topics.  

• The formal signal which has most commonly served to define sentence topic—initial position in the 
sentence—comes mostly from the Prague School, from which Halliday adopted it (see discussion in 
Lambrecht 1994:117). The problem with this kind of definition, as Lambrecht and others note, is that 
it does not correlate well with any conceptual criterion. Lambrecht also points out that grammatical 
subject, though correlating with topic cross-linguistically, can in specific utterances fail to correspond 
to topic: there are subjects which are not topics and topics which are not subjects (1994, §4.2). There 
are, however, languages in which even unmarked topics are signalled grammatically; see Givón 1975 
and Watters 1979 for Bantu languages. 
In Lambrecht’s longer definition of sentence topic cited above, he invokes discourse context to 

provide evidence that the sentence is construed as being about the topic referent: “if in a given discourse 
the proposition is construed as being about this referent.” Strawson (1964:97) also invokes discourse or 
other context in his discussion of sentence topic: the topic needs to “add information about what is a 
matter of standing or current interest or concern” [emphasis mine; RAD]. Van Valin (2005:104) makes a 
similar comment: “in topic chains involving zero anaphora, the selection of the argument to be privileged 
syntactic argument is strongly influenced by discourse pragmatic factors: it must be the primary topic 
participant.” According to van Oosten (1985:21), “the actual identification of sentence topics as such 
cannot be made with absolute certainty without context”; again, “I consider it very bad form to talk of the 
topic of a single sentence. It seems to me impossible to determine the topic of any single sentence without 
knowing its place in the accompanying discourse” (van Oosten 1984:384). Sentence topic, then, is 
“discourse oriented” (Li 1976 Introduction, p. x). 

In general, it seems that for unmarked topic expressions, the referent can only be identified as a 
sentence topic if it is at the same time a discourse topic: “Sentences…do not have topics in isolation” 
(Schank 1977:425). Specifically, in English and many other languages, identifying a referent as an 
unmarked topic for a given utterance requires discourse evidence, not just sentence form; the only 
unmarked sentence topic expressions worth identifying are those that are “a local reflection” of an 
established discourse topic (Tomlin et al. 1997:89), the projection of discourse topicality onto sentence 
structure. Briefly, unmarked sentence topics are established discourse topics in the integration function. 
Their construal as topic depends on the discourse construal of topicality in that context and not merely on 
a construal of sentence form. The subject relation often does point to unmarked sentence topics, but in a 
given situation the discourse context needs to be consulted to see if the subject is actually an unmarked 
topic; conversely, unmarked topic expressions need not be subject (Lambrecht 1994, his §§4.2.2–4.2.3). 
For that reason, there seems to be little point in identifying unmarked topic expressions in utterances. 
They simply designate established discourse topics.  

Utterance topics with marked expressions commonly also designate discourse topics, but not 
generally already established topics in the integration function. The topics they refer to are either in the 
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access function or are contrastive. Further, the discourse topics that they realize are commonly not topics 
of a full discourse unit, but only belong to a micro-level, a step in a paragraph schema (§2.6.2).83 Such 
topics are often provisional and do not persist as topics in consolidated, macro-level discourse structure 
(§2.2.7).  

To summarize: Sentence topics are not simply parallel to discourse topics; they manifest discourse 
topics in some function and at some level.84  

3.3.3 Sentences without topics 
Certain sentences do not have the articulation topic-comment (or comment-topic). These are called 

THETIC SENTENCES in Lambrecht 1994, §4.2.2. Lowe (2005) lists four types (see Figure 13), for which a 
suitable context can be supplied (intonation nucleus is in ALL CAPS): 
 

Identificational sentences:  THE CHILDREN wrecked the henhouse. 
Event reporting sentences:  The children just wrecked the HENHOUSE! 
Weather sentences: It’s RAINING. 
Presentational sentences:  There’s a PENGUIN out there in the field. 

  
Figure 13: Thetic sentence types 

 
• Identificational sentences are a subtype of focus-presupposition (argument focus) sentences, in which 

the subject is the argument in focus. They are not to be confused with equative sentences of the type 
the car I saw in the accident was YOURS, which are of a topic-comment type. 

• Event reporting sentences are a subtype of sentences with sentence focus. As in the above example, 
they may have subject-predicate structure that is syntactically the same as unmarked topic-comment 
structure, but their subject is not a sentence topic (Lambrecht 1994:136–146). In the exchange A: 
What’s the matter (with you)? B: My NECK hurts, Lambrecht analyzes B’s reply as a thetic sentence 
whose subject is not a topic, but whose possessor my is a topic (apparently a discourse topic). In 
English, often the only formal difference between topic-comment and event reporting sentences is in 
their intonation. Languages such as Japanese have common morphosyntactic signals as well (op. cit., 
p. 137).  

• In certain languages, such as English, weather sentences may be a subtype of event reporting 
sentences, often with a dummy subject (Van Valin 2001:2f.). In other languages, such as Mbyá 
Guarani, they are a distinct type, with no subject at all (Dooley 2005, §9.7). 

• Presentational sentences often have, and in fact in some languages may require, an expression of time 
or location, that is, an expression of orientation (§2.3.1). This serves to anchor or ground the new 
referent (§2.4.2). In the example above there is a sentence-final orientation expression. In Luke 4:33 
there is a sentence-initial one, a point of departure: “And in the synagogue was a man having the 
spirit of an unclean demon….” Sentences that predicate absolute existence may constitute distinct 
type, with less need for anchoring.  

3.3.4 Sentence topics and points of departure 
When setting adverbials, conditionals (Haiman 1978, Schiffrin 1992) and other adverbial dependent 

clauses are fronted in a sentence, they are called POINTS OF DEPARTURE (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, 
§11.4.1): About halfway there, there was some nice couple that decided to let us sit… (line 59, “The train 

                                                      
83 Cf. Reinhart 1981[1982]:24: “Local entries corresponding to sentence-topics can be further organized under more 
global entries, thus constructing the discourse topics.” 
84 Van Oosten (1985:23) defines a sentence topic as “a constituent inside a sentence which most directly evokes the 
discourse topic which is relevant in the current sentence.” However, her definition of discourse topic is different 
from that used in the present treatment. 
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ride,” Appendix C). Their main conceptual function is to access or orient a new discourse space 
(§2.3.1).85 

Points of departure are commonly space builders which serve the access function (§3.1), signalling 
and providing access to a new discourse space. In Matthew 8:1, the point of departure signals and 
introduces a new section: When he came down from the mountainside, great crowds followed him. And 
behold a leper coming… In this example, as well as the preceding one, the point of departure serves both 
the orientation and the access function: about halfway there furnishes spatial orientation, while when he 
came down from the mountainside gives both temporal and spatial orientation. It is common for points 
of departure to serve both initialization functions—access and orientation—with respect to a new 
discourse space. They are thus demarcation elements (§2.3.1.) 

Sometimes the orientation provided by a point of departure comes to serve the integration function as 
well. One example of this is the poem “In Flanders fields” by John McCrae. The point of departure not 
only serves the access function as the title and as the poem begins, but is also used throughout, down to 
the last line. This expression is thus strongly integrative as well as having the initialization functions of 
access and orientation:  

Example text 20: “In Flanders fields” (McCrea 1919)  
In Flanders fields the poppies grow 
Between the crosses, row on row 
That mark our place; and in the sky 
The larks, still bravely singing, fly 
Scarce heard amid the guns below.  
We are the Dead. Short days ago 
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 
Loved and were loved, and now we lie 
In Flanders fields. 

 
Take up our quarrel with the foe: 
To you from failing hands we throw 
The torch; be yours to hold it high. 
If ye break faith with us who die 
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 
In Flanders fields.  

 
However, the occurrence of point of departure in the integration function is not common, even on an 
utterance level: “the point of departure, realized by the initial element, is not necessarily ‘what the clause 
is about’. In fact, unless the point of departure is a participant or a process, it almost certainly is not what 
the message is about” (Downing 1991:141). 

Points of departure do commonly share the access function with topic expressions, especially marked 
topic expressions (§3.3.1), in demarcating new discourse spaces. This fact is often reflected in shared 
formal signals: initial postition, their own intonation contour, a secondary sentence accent, a bipartite 
structure linearly, with particles and parenthetical comments possible between the two elements. In the 
example cited above, About halfway there, there was some nice couple…, the comma indicates a 
boundary between intonation contours. In Mbyá Guarani of Brazil, the same spacer elements (§3.3.1) 
occur after topics, adverbial setting elements, sentence-initial connectives, conditionals, and other 
prenuclear subordinate clauses (Dooley 1982:310f.). 

                                                      
85 In systemic approaches, point of departure is called “theme,” which Halliday (1985:38) defines as “the point of 
departure for the message.” See also Brown and Yule 1983, §4.2; Fries 1983; Downing 1991; Goutsos 1997:10–14. 
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When we compare the functions of discourse topics and points of departure in a discourse setting, we 
note that whereas for nominal topics the integration function is primary, for points of departure the access 
function is primary; as shown in Figure 14. 
  

 Integration function Access function 
Topics general, primary occasional 
Points of departure occasional general, primary 

 
Figure 14: Functions of topics and points of departure 

There is a type of expression which in some languages (as in subject-prominent English) comes out as 
an adverbial point of departure and in other languages (as in topic-prominent Mandarin) comes out as a 
nominal topic. Chafe (1976:51), citing the English example In Dwinelle Hall, people are always getting 
lost, comments that “Chinese would not require the in,” that is, there would be a left-detached topic 
expression as nominal point of departure where English has an adverbial point of departure. In an 
example from Korean cited by Li and Thompson (1976:492), the inner level, that is, the clause, is 
presentational: ‘[The present time, [there are many schools]’. In examples such as these, the left-detached 
topic serves both the access function and the integration function: integration, in the sense that the 
predication ‘people are always getting lost’ is inseparable from the place ‘Dwinelle Hall’, and ‘there are 
many schools’ is inseparable from ‘the present time’.86 Nevertheless, the left detachment is associated 
primarily with access, whether or not the expression is nominal or adverbial. 

3.3.5 Sentences with different levels of topic structure 
The sentence, or rather the utterance, is generally taken to be the minimum textual span for topics: 

dependent clauses can occur in information structure roles, but since they are generally presuppositional 
(already stored; §2.3.3), they often do not have their own information structure. Some languages do 
occasionally allow dependent clauses limited information structure options.  

In “topic-prominent” languages (Li and Thompson 1976), it is common for there to be a sentence 
topic outside of clause structure. If the grammatical subject within the clause is taken as default topic, 
then such a sentence could be said to have two topics, an outer one and an inner one, with the comment of 
the OUTER TOPIC being composed of the INNER TOPIC and its comment (Lambrecht 1994, ch. 4; Dooley 
and Levinsohn 2001:69). The following example in literal translation from Chinese is cited by Li and 
Thompson (1976:462): [‘Those tree(s), [trunk(s) big’]]. The outer, marked topic is ‘those tree(s)’, which 
gives access to a space within which the main clause ‘trunk(s) big’ can be processed. ‘Trunk(s)’, as 
grammatical subject, is an inner topic with unmarked expression. A similar thing can occur in English: 
[Beans, [I can’t stand them]]. In the related sentence [Beans, [I can’t stand]], beans remains within the 
clause as direct object, but fronting makes it into a marked topic expression (§3.3.1).87 Sometimes one 
finds sentences with two outer topics: 
• The following sentence from French has two outer topics, thus three levels of topic structure 

(Langacker 2001b): [Pierre, [sa soeur, [je la déteste]]] ‘Peter, his sister, I hate her.’ Pierre ‘Peter’ is 
an outer topic which gives access to his family relations. Sa soeur ‘his sister’, in turn, is an outer topic 
with respect to ‘I hate her’, whose grammatical subject ‘I’ can be taken as an inner topic.  

                                                      
86 Languages in which there is little syntactic distinction between adverbial and nominal points of departure may be 
“topic-prominent” in the sense of Li and Thompson 1976.  
87 When there are two topics as in the above examples, the comment of the outer one is composed of the inner topic 
with its comment. Since comment is predicate focus and there are distinct comments on two levels, how do we 
interpret Lambrecht’s (1994:133) statement that “a clause can have only one focus domain?” I interpret it as being 
about a single level of information structure. As such it requires that the focus domain for an inner level be 
contained within the focus domain of the next outer level. As in the examples being discussed, descending levels 
narrow down the focus. 
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• Another example is the following, which is from Yahoo News (Asia—AFP), Fri Apr 22, 1:32 PM 
ET: ‘Japan’s Koizumi apologizes for wartime aggression, confirms Hu meeting.’ The example, a 
Chinese official’s reaction to the Japanese apology, was apparently spoken in English, but shows 
influence from Chinese. “A Chinese foreign-ministry spokesman said both sides were still trying to 
arrange the meeting and gave China’s first official reaction to Koizumi’s apology. ‘[Regarding 60 
years ago, [the great damage it has caused in Asian countries, including China, [we welcome 
Koizumi’s attitude]]],’ he told journalists in Jakarta.” Here again there are three levels of topic 
structure: the two outer “reference point” topics and the grammatical subject we as inner topic.88 In 
this example, as with the preceding one, the inner topic is first person, hence the topic of the base 
space consisting of the encoding situation, and may well be a topic of the actual discourse. In general, 
the inner topic, being unmarked, is more likely than an outer topic to be an established discourse 
topic. 
In discussing the following example Lambrecht (1994:147–150) describes PRIMARY and 

SECONDARY TOPICS of utterances. From the examples he gives, it appears that this either involves two 
levels of discourse topics or a discourse topic plus a center of attention within a micro-level. He first 
example is as follows: 

Example text 21: Letter about thesis, excerpt (Lambrecht 1994:147)  
(01) Why am I in an up mood? 
(02) Mostly it's a sense of relief of having finished a first draft of my thesis 

and feeling OK at least about the time I spent writing this. 
(03) The product I feel less good about. 

 
Lambrecht says that in sentence (03), I is primary topic and the product as secondary topic. We note that 
both expressions have a claim to be sentence topics, I because it occurs as subject (an unmarked topic 
expression) and the product because it is fronted. Although the example text does not indicate whether the 
letter-writer continued talking about “the product,” it seems likely that these two topics are actually 
discourse topics on two levels: first, “the whole passage … is about the letter-writer and his feelings” (loc. 
cit.), so that I can be taken as a paragraph or episode topic here; then, the product seems likely to be 
topical in some subpart of that paragraph or episode. Incidentally, the product is in contrast to the work 
involved, finishing which left the writer “in an up mood.” 

Lambrecht’s second example is the following: 

Example text 22: Dialog about John and Rosa (Lambrecht 1994:148) 
 

Q: What ever became of John? 
A: He married Rosa, but he didn’t really love her.  

In discussing the answer, in particular its second clause, Lambrecht identifies John as primary topic and 
Rosa as secondary topic, their respective topic expressions being he and her. Once again, the primary 
topic is a discourse topic: “no doubt the answer…is intended primarily as information about John” (loc. 
cit.). The reason Lambrecht gives for describing Rosa as secondary topic is that the clause “has the effect 
of increasing our knowledge about Rosa, by informing us that she was not loved by her husband” (loc. 
cit.). That is, whereas the dialog as a whole is conceptually about John, the clause in question is about 
Rosa in the sense of semantic aboutness, adding to knowledge (§2.2.5). There is no apparent topic 
construal, either conceptually on the discourse level or formally on the clause level. This kind of 
“secondary topic” appears to be simply a minimal-coding reference to a recent-reference center of 
attention (§2.4.2).  

                                                      
88 Levinsohn (p.c.) gives the following example from a text in Muan (Mande, Ivory Coast) dealing with a field 
belonging to the narrator’s father: ‘We went and, [my father Zeiba, [the place, [we arrived there]]]’. 
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We consider three further examples of a paragraph topic with a recent-reference center of attention. 
The first is a text fragment from Cherryh 1988:24 which is discussed in Hewitt 1995:337: Vanye set his 
own foot in the stirrup, stepped up, and rested his leg across the low cantle and blanket roll till he could 
get hold of the man and haul him upright enough. Then he slid down behind him…. In this passage, 
Vanye is paragraph topic and “the man” is a recent-reference center of attention. It is possible to code 
both with minimal coding without ambiguity because selectional restrictions make the necessary 
distinctions. 

In the nonnarrative example below, the numbered lines correspond to graphical paragraphs in the 
original:  

Example text 23: “A moveable feast,” excerpt (Booth 2004) 
 
(01) The idea of building one’s own PC has long been popular. Most end-users would happily open up 

their desktop PC and install a new graphics card or CD writer, but for some reason laptops have 
long been sacrosanct. Nobody ever took a screwdriver to a laptop. 

(02) By the same token, nobody ever dared challenge the configuration choices that were given to them 
by Hewlett-Packard (HP) or IBM. Reassuringly expensive brand names tended to dominate. 

(03) This is all changing now. It is over a year since Ingram launched its Build Your Own Notebooks 
(BYON) campaign. It followed it up with a reseller seminar aimed at highlighting the ‘lucrative 
margin opportunities’ available to resellers. 

(04) If you are able to configure and build your own high-performance laptops, you can make a fortune, 
Ingram said. 

 
Preceding parts of this text had mentioned Ingram (a computer company) twice, once right before the 
portion that is cited. Graphical paragraphs (03) and (04) appear to make up a single discourse paragraph, 
in which Ingram could be considered a paragraph topic. In the sentence beginning It followed it up, then, 
the first it refers to the paragraph topic (Ingram) while the second one refers to the BYON campaign, a 
recent-reference center of attention. 

A final example from Chinese is presented in simplified orthography: 

Example text 24: “Lao Qian,” excerpt (Chen 1984, cited in Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:231–232) 
 

(01)  Lao Qiani  you  zheme ge  piqi, 
 Old  Qian   have  such   CL disposition 
‘Old Qiani has (just) such a disposition: 

(02)  proi  wen  pengyouj  yao  shenme      dongxik 
    ask  friend   want what/something  thing 
if (hei) asks for somethingk from (hisi) friends(s)j, 

(03)  proj  like    jiu   dei   gei   proi  prok 
    at.once  then  must give 
(he/she/theyj) must give (itk) (to himi). 

(04)  proj  bu  gei   proi  prok, 
    not give 
if (he/she/theyj) don’t give (itk) (to himi), 

(05)  proi  jiu   juede proj  shi   qiao-bu-qi    tai 
    then  feel     COP look-down-on 3sg 
(hei) feels that (he/she/theyj) don’t think much of himi 

(06)  proi  ji     tian  bu  gaoxing. 
    several   day  not pleased 
(and) (hei) would be displeased for a few days.’ 

 
Minimal coding in Chinese is zero, indicated here by pro. The paragraph topic is Lao Qian (Van Valin 
and LaPolla 1997:232), and there are two recent-reference centers of attention: his friend(s) and 
something he might want from them. For the subject of (02) Lao Qian is the only activated referent. 
According to selectional restrictions and the cultural schema (frame) of asking and giving, his friend(s) 
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must be the subject of (03). The same selectional restrictions hold for (04), and for (05) and (06) another 
frame predicts that Lao Qian is the subject and his friends are direct object. Thus, even though “massive 
nonspecification of arguments occurs in Chinese discourse,” this need not result in massive ambiguity, 
“being inferred on the basis of semantic and pragmatic knowledge and of information present in the 
discourse itself” (Li and Thompson 1979:317, 334). 

On Lambrecht’s analysis (which is followed by Van Valin and LaPolla 1997), Example text 24 has 
not only a secondary sentence topic but also a tertiary sentence topic. There are likely other texts that 
would require a quaternary sentence topic. Since the only topic that is construed in this passage, either 
conceptually or formally, is the paragraph topic, there seems to be no need to posit this type of secondary 
or tertiary sentence topics. Instead, one can simply make use of the commonly-noted fact that minimum 
coding can be used for recent-reference centers of attention as well as for paragraph topics (§2.4.2).  

A more interesting question is how speaker and addressees can be expected to keep so many referents 
at the center of their attention at once. What does “center of their attention” mean if so many referents can 
be there at once? How can addressees keep the references straight? By what rules can the same linguistic 
signal be used simultaneously for different and distinct kinds of referents? 

There are probably practical considerations that reduce potential confusion.  
• Minimal coding forms sometimes present distinctions, such as gender differences in English personal 

pronouns, which disambiguate reference.  
• There are usually not more than three participants active at any point in a narrative (Grimes 1975:261. 

269). 
• When the number of active referents is large, coding weight increases accordingly.  
Still a basic linguistic problem remains, of the multilevel use of minimum coding in a single context. 

This phenomenon already has a long history in linguistics. Two lines of research are mentioned here. 
Charlotte Linde (1979:351) found that, “in discourse, attention is actually focused on at least two levels 
simultaneously—the particular node of the discourse under construction and, also, the discourse as a 
whole. Thus, if the focus of attention indicates where we are, we are actually at two places at once. In 
fact, it is likely that the number is considerably greater than two, particularly in more complicated 
discourse types.” Grosz and her associates (Grosz and Sidner 1986, Grosz et al. 1995) have likewise 
devoted years of study to this. The following is quoted from a project summary (Grosz n.d.): “There are 
two levels of attentional state. The global level is concerned with the relations between discourse 
segments [possibly either macro-level or micro-level units; RAD] and the ways in which attention shifts 
between them; it depends on intentional structure. The local level is concerned with changes of attention 
within discourse segments.” The term “centering” is used for the local level. “Our current research 
addresses four central open problems that remain: (1) integration of centering with other processes for 
interpreting pronouns; (2) application of centering to additional context-dependent linguistic forms (e.g. 
ellipsis, accentuation); (3) the interaction between centering and discourse segmentation; (4) formulation 
of computationally tractable rules constraining center transitions. In addressing these issues we are also 
investigating how to incorporate centering into a general architecture for intra-segment discourse 
processing.” 

One way to think of multilevel uses of attention involves multitasking, possibly similar to what 
happens when people drive a car: they generally keep their attention on the road, but for brief periods 
switch it to something else such as the radio or a roadside sign. Language may present evidence that the 
multilevel use of attention is constrained by structural aspects of conceptual organization:  
• It seems possible that recent-reference centers of attention in use at a given time are always or 

commonly limited to the current micro-level unit, the current step in the paragraph schema (§2.6.2). 
This would limit the number of possible referents to what is in the current “viewing frame” 
(Langacker 2001:151). 

• It may be that only one level of discourse topic can be a center of attention at at given time. That may 
in every case be a paragraph topic. This would be indicated by the observation that active concepts 
tend to become semiactive as they cross paragraph boundaries (§§2.4.1, 2.6.3). 
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Thus, it may be that paragraph structure may be useful in explaining low-level options for directing 
attention.  

3.4 Discourse themes  

3.4.1 The role of discourse themes 
Coherent discourse units generally require a (reasonably consistent) schema that has a head, and the 

head of a schema is one type of theme (§2.2.5). A theme integrates a discourse space in a particular way: 
every step in the discourse schema bears a relation to the theme in a way that expresses the speaker’s 
intrinsic interest in that theme. Thus themes utilize both knowledge management and attention 
management in their realization, both conceptual structure (schemas) and speaker interest. In knowledge 
management, schema heads and themes constitute a primary way in which the speaker construes the 
relevance of the component parts of the schema, in addition to coherence relations (§2.2.4; Mann and 
Thompson 1988). 
• Global themes are sometimes used in speaking of a text holistically in a text-external setting. As we 

noted in §2.2.4, text worlds need to be manipulated as “well-integrated chunks” instead of in their full 
complexity. This is often reflected in reduced or abbreviated linguistic forms as expressing a kind of 
“conceptual handle” for the text. One kind of handle is a global theme. We see this in Matthew 13:18 
(“Listen then to what the parable of the sower means”) and 13:23 (“Explain to us the parable of the 
weeds in the field”). These conceptual handles can be analyzed as global topics (the sower, the 
weeds). Conceptual handles are not always global themes, however; they can also be some aspect of 
external conceptualization, such as the purpose of the text (“Then Jesus told his disciples a parable to 
show them that they should always pray and not give up,” Luke 18.1), the author (‘According to 
Matthew’ in the Greek title of the that gospel) or the addressees (‘To the Colossians’ in the Greek 
title of the epistle). The story “Stone soup” gets its title, not from a global theme, but from a striking 
concept that is accessed in the text. Often, however, it is a global theme that provides the conceptual 
handle: What’s this about? It’s about X, It gives directions for doing Y. 

• Themes aid in the processing and comprehension of a text. If an addressee recognizes something as a 
potential theme, she will attempt to relate other parts of the space to it. Consider, for example, the 
initial chapters of the gospel of Matthew. According to Levinsohn (2000, §8.3), “in the Gospels, Jesus 
is the global VIP.” In Matthew, his global topic status is initially established in two ways: a formal 
introduction (§3.5.1; ‘A record of the genealogy of Jesus Christ the son of David, the son of 
Abraham’, 1:1), an orientation section with continual activation of Jesus and many personal details 
about him (‘This is how the birth of Jesus Christ came about’, 1:18–2:23). By the end of chapter 2, 
Jesus is well established as a likely global topic (see §3.5.1). In 3:1–12, however, begins a discourse 
unit with another topic formally introduced (‘In those days John the Baptist came’). In this 
grouping, Jesus is not maintained in active status or referred to at all, except in quoted material. If 
addressees have recognized Jesus as at least a potential global topic in processing 3:1–12, they then 
know to ask the question, How does this unit about John the Baptist relate to Jesus in a way that 
involves Matthew’s intrinsic interest in Jesus? That question leads to fruitful comprehension, in fact, 
to coherence. And Matthew does not long leave the reader wondering: in 3:3, using an Old Testament 
quotation, he portrays John as preparing the way of the Lord, that is, as a true prophet announcing 
Jesus as the Messiah.  
Each macro-level discourse unit within a text is assumed to give rise to a subspace of the text world, 

and this space, like the text world itself, is coherent by virtue of having a schema with a point of thematic 
integration. Thus one expects to find themes on different levels of discourse, as well as globally.  

This view of discourse theme takes seriously the notion of “what the discourse is about” (cf. Tomlin 
et al. 1997:90). Since theme is defined with reference to a discourse unit’s schema, it is tied to knowledge 
management. And since it requires an expression of the speaker’s intrinsic interest, it is tied to attention 
management as well. All this means that the definition of theme is not particularly easy to satisfy. 
Thematic analysis of a discourse unit needs to start with segmenting the text into discourse units and 
analyzing their schemas, including the role of steps in the schema. This can tentatively be done using a 
combination of formal and logical cues (Mann and Thompson 1988, Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 7). 
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Then, the steps in the schema need to be compared to see what concepts they are all related to. If there is a 
concept that all the steps make use of in their role in the schema, and if in each role the speaker’s intrinsic 
interest in that concept is somehow expressed as well, then that concept is a theme. If no such concept 
exists, then the unit has no theme, at least not a prototypical theme. And if it has no theme, its schema has 
no head, and this treatment hypothesizes that it will be noncoherent for addressees (§2.2.5). So the 
definition of theme is both rigorous and has testable consequences. 

This definition indicates that certain things are not discourse themes. 
• Themes are not MOTIFS, which are ostensive repetitions which have no particular relation to the 

conceptual structure. This distinction is not commonly observed. We read such statements as the 
following: “the Greek word menô (often translated by expressions such as ‘stay’, ‘dwell’, ‘abide’) 
occurs forty times in the Gospel of John, as opposed to only twelve times in the other three gospels 
combined. Commentators point out its thematic significance” (Wilt 2003:63). The present treatment, 
however, would not do so, unless menô could be shown to indicate a point of thematic integration for 
the schema of a particular discourse unit. The evidence cited above only indicates it as a motif. The 
possibility remains, however, that what is a motif in relation to one discourse unit may turn out to be a 
theme in relation to another structure (see Figure 18 in §3.4.5).89  

• Nor is theme the “main idea of a story, or the message the author is conveying” (Wikipedia’s 
definition). In the present treatment, that is rather a macropredication, a particular kind of theme, but 
there are other kinds as well, such as discourse topics. Not all coherent texts have a macropredication, 
but all predictably have a theme of some kind (§2.2.6). 

3.4.2 Types of themes and types of schemas 
Different kinds of conceptual objects can serve as discourse themes. The following list is tentative 

and possibly incomplete. It is not clear what a typology of themes should be based on, except texts. It is 
possible that such a typology could be based on a typology of schemas, but that is not clear either. What 
does seem clear is that discourse themes are not all propositional nor are they all referential. The study of 
discourse themes has been severely hampered by assumptions such as that all themes (at a certain level) 
are propositions or that a discourse unit can have only one theme. 

Although all discourse themes are closely related to schemas, not all themes are related to schemas in 
the same way. In §2.2.5 a distinction was made between HEAD THEMES and NONHEAD THEMES. Head 
themes are highly expected because of their schema type; they are structurally construed by virtue of the 
schema type, whether or not they are construed in other ways. It is largely via the head theme that the 
schema guides discourse development (Chafe 2001:676f.). Nonhead themes, since they are not 
structurally construed as head of the schema, must be construed in other ways.  

In what follows, we begin to explore what kinds of conceptual objects can occur as themes (according 
to the definition in §2.2.5) and what kinds of themes can be expected to occur as the head of a particular 
schema type. SCHEMA TYPES can be considered as the conceptual counterpart of genres (discourse types, 
text types), which can be treated as a type of encyclopedic or cultural knowledge to which all members of 
a speech community typically have access (Unger 2001:296). Further, “discourses are classified into 
genres depending on the specific expectations of relevance…they raise” (Unger 2001:183), including 
thematic expectations. Genres and schema types thus have an important role in the “management of 
expectations of relevance” (Unger 2001:2). 

There are four kinds of discourse themes which are commonly found in natural texts. 
• DISCOURSE TOPICS: A discourse topic is a referential theme. It may be an individual referent or a 

group of referents that is being treated thematically as a small closed set, as initially in the story of 
“The three little pigs” (§3.2). According to van Oosten (1984:378s), discourse topics are the most 
prototypical themes: “human beings tend to focus on entities.” A topic can be a schema head, as in an 
encyclopedia article about England (a descriptive schema; see Figure 15), a section of participant 
information in narrative (as in Luke 2:36–37 about the prophetess Anna; Example text 11), a 

                                                      
89 On the distinction between theme and motif, see also Heimerdinger 1999:66 and Floor 2004:241. 
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biographical narrative, or an interview that gathers various kinds of personal data about the 
interviewee (Hinds 1979:138f.). Commonly, however, a topic is a nonhead theme. This is the most 
common way for a topic to be included in a narrative schema, as the “central participant” in a series 
of events, as in “Stone soup” (§2.2.5). (See also “false topics,” §3.5.1.) 

• SITUATIONS or SITUATIONAL THEMES: This type of theme is generally a state, although it could 
include actions which are in some sense secondary, not full narrative events. The speaker could 
present the situation in order to make an evaluative comment about it. In that case, the schema would 
be argumentational whose head would be the evaluative macropredication; the situation would be a 
nonhead theme. This is a common text type in Mbyá Guarani (Tupi-Guarani, Brazil) when leaders get 
the community together to talk about problematic situations, often concluding that the situation is 
bad. Hortatory also can have a situational nonhead theme. The notice cited in §3.2 appealing for 
information leading to the return of a lost dog is of this type: the situation is that the dog is lost, and 
the macropredication as head theme is an appeal for help in finding him (sweetened by a reward). 
Less commonly, situational themes can head a schema, such as the descriptive schema in the 
paragraph of Acts 5:12–16 (Example text 26 below), which seems to be a summary description of the 
situation with the early church at that particular point. This paragraph is embedded in a larger 
narrative, in which it serves both as a summary or consequence of what has gone and an introduction 
to what is about to be told. A conflict between participants can also be considered as a situational 
theme, common in narrative. The separate participants may be topical in different subparts of the text. 
The conflict is commonly only a provisional head theme (§2.2.7); its resolution, a macropredication, 
would be a final theme for the consolidated mental representation.  

• GOALS: If someone is trying to bring about a certain situational state, the discourse may have a goal 
theme. In this case, the situational state is presented as being intended rather than factual. Goals could 
include resolving a problematic situation in action narrative,90 reaching a desired destination in a 
journey narrative,91 or completing a procedure in a procedural text.92 For example, the narrative part 
of Churchill’s speech (lines 01–13 of Appendix A), has a goal theme of forming a new government 
and a macropredication that Churchill is doing it. “Winds of terror” (Appendix B) has a provisional 
goal theme: Pattie’s keeping the family safe in a tornado. Particularly if the goal is the intent of a one 
of the participants, questions of whether and how it could be reached are often experienced by 
addressees as part of their imaginative involvement in the text world (§3.6.1).93 In “Winds of terror,” 
for example, questions include: Will Pattie’s family survive? How? The goal serves as a provisional 
theme until its resolution—a standard name for this part of certain texts—when a final 
macropredication indicates whether and how the goal is reached. Goals are also common in 
procedural schemas, such as the Guarani bow text (Example text 9). Brown and Yule (1983:72f.) cite 
a (contrived) text about sorting clothes before they are washed and note the following “reasonable 
replies” to the question of what the text is about: “washing clothes,” “how to do the laundry,” “a 
guide to getting your clothes cleaner.” These replies indicate goals. Procedural texts typically have a 
macropredication stating that the goal can be reached in a particular way. Some schemas with goal 
themes also have obstacles. An OBSTACLE is anything that threatens achieving the goal: enemies, 
dangers and fears in narrative, difficulties in procedure and objections in argument structure. 

                                                      
90 In “story-grammars” as proposed by Rumelhart and Thorndyke (see discussion in Brown and Yule 1983:117–
121), a goal is obligatory. 
91 In a journey schema with a desired destination as goal, the destination is often the spatial deictic center, so that 
participants reach the goal with ‘coming’ verbs (Zubin and Hewitt 1995:154f.). Thus, we find in Numbers 13:22 
“When they had gone up into the Negev, they came to Hebron” and in 20:22 “Now when they set out from Kadesh, 
the sons of Israel, the whole congregation, they came to Mount Hor.” 
92 According to Dixon 1987, procedural discourse has the global goal of building a “mental plan” for performing a 
task. An example of such a text is Example text 9 from Mbyá Guarani in how to make a bow, which apparently has 
two global themes: the procedural goal and the global topic of generic bow. 
93 Grimes (1975:64–70) includes such questions under “collateral” information. 
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Overcoming an obstacle is commonly a goal theme for some subpart of the text which is construed 
with its own schema as a separate discourse unit. “The train ride” (Appendix C) has a provisional 
global goal, for the narrator and her family to get to Omaha by train. The text contains obstacles 
which are dealt with in separate episodes. In regard to its external conceptualization (§2.2.1), a text is 
commonly embedded in a goal structure having to do with the speaker’s goal in giving it. 

• PROPOSITIONAL THEMES and MACROPREDICATIONS: As explained in §2.2.6, a macropredication, 
as a summary of what the discourse unit says, is actually a type of discourse theme, apparently a head 
theme in each case. Argumentational schemas and consolidated narrative schemas commonly have 
macropredications. Commonly, a macropredication makes a statement about a nonhead theme. A 
macropredication about a discourse topic, found in an encyclopedia article that is discussed in §3.4.4, 
is that the climate of England (topic) is moderate. The barber interview (Appendix F) presents a 
macropredication (there isn’t too many taking it up) about the topic (new barbers today). A hortative 
text typically has a hortatory macropredication along with a nonhead topic (the person who is to carry 
it out), as in the final part (lines 14–35) of Churchill’s speech with its exhortation “Support the new 
government” that is directed first to Parliament but also to the nation. Wishes, on the other hand, 
commonly lack this agent-topic and typically contain very little support material; they tend to be 
short, as in line (31) of Churchill’s speech (Appendix A): Let that be realized. A macropredication 
about a situational theme, mentioned above, is that a certain situation is bad. A macropredication 
about a goal theme, common in narratives such as “Winds of terror” (see above) or “Stone soup” 
(Appendix D), is that the goal was achieved (in a particular way). A macropredication can even be 
about a nonhead propositional theme, as when the speaker seeks to establish that a certain prominent 
proposition is true (or false), as happened in the Jerusalem council of Acts 15 around the proposition 
“Circumcision is necessary for salvation.”  
In Paez (Macro-Chibchan, Colombia), certain paragraph themes are indicated by noun phrases as 

topics, while others, possibly macropredications, are indicated by entire sentences. Both kinds of themes 
are left-detached elements which occur paragraph-initially (and often elsewhere) and have the same 
enclitic which occurs with sentence topics in the access function (Gerdel and Slocum 1976:275). In 
Guarani Mbyá, titles of written stories are either noun phrases (‘the past life of an ancient hunter’) or 
nominalized propositions (‘what happened as I was going along the path’ or ‘my having been startled as I 
went along the path’). Nominalized propositions in titles seem to arise from reifying a situation or a 
macropredication in order to manipulate the text as a single chunk (§2.3.3).  

Figure 14 is a very tentative summary of certain schema types with common kinds of themes (head or 
nonhead, provisional or final).  
 
Schema type Common provisional head theme Common final head theme Common nonhead theme 
narrative goal or situation macropredication topic 
biography topic topic  
procedural goal macropredication  
hortatory goal macropredication topic or situation 
wish goal macropredication situation 
argumentation macropredication macropredication situation or proposition 
description  topic or situation  topic or situation  

Figure 15: Schema types and common kinds of themes 
Schemas are sometimes produced by blending two simpler schema types (Fauconnier 1997, ch. 6; 

Fauconnier and Turner 1998). For example, there may be a blend of hortatory and procedural schemas, as 
when Jesus tells his disciples to prepare the passover supper and how to find the place (Mark 14:13–15). 

3.4.3 Signalling themes 
Themes are established by the use of both formal and conceptual signals. Typical correspondences 

between schema types and themes, summarized above in Figure 14, furnish conceptual evidence for a 
particular theme. That is, once a genre and a schema type is recognized, a certain type of theme is 
indicated as well, as head. To take an obvious example, an obituary is a genre which has a characteristic 
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kind of narrative and descriptive schema with a topic as head. So then, rather than the output of 
knowledge management being “post-shaped” by thematic management, thematic management appears to 
be antecedent to knowledge management or simultaneous with it. Thus thematic choice is realized, at 
least in part, through choices in knowledge management. Consequences of this include the following: 
• Except when themes arise unintentionally, the planning of thematic structure logically precedes the 

planning of macro-level schemas. In planning a discourse unit, a theme is commonly a first step.  
• Paraphrase and translation that seek to preserve macro-level schemas also need to preserve themes 

(§4.1).  
• If a text’s macro-level schemas and concepts in which the speaker shows intrinsic interest are 

included in the consolidated mental representation that the addressee retains in memory, then 
thematic organization is included as well. Under these suppositions, themes should be retained in 
memory. Tomlin et al. (1997:83) say that themes do, in fact, “seem to be what is better remembered 
when a discourse is interpreted.” 
Themes are implied not only by schema types, but sometimes also by the occurrence of some other 

type of theme. In a narrative with a goal theme, if it is a human participant who has the goal, then that 
participant is commonly a topic. We see this in two narrative texts in the appendices. In the discussion of 
Example text 40 we will analyze the initial section of “Winds of terror” (Appendix B), concluding that 
Pattie is global topic from the first. Here we simply observe that this is predictable from the text’s strong 
goal theme of Pattie’s keeping the family safe. “The train ride” (Appendix C) also has a strong goal 
theme, for the narrator and her family to arrive in Omaha, hence a likely topic also: the narrator and her 
family. This topic does not have as many different kinds of formal signals that Pattie does in “Winds of 
terror,” but by repeated conceptual signals of text-internal viewpoint (to be discussed in §3.6.2), the 
narrator and her family are clearly indicated as global topic. The following examples show the pervasive 
occurrence of “reported private state” in this text: 

Example text 25: “The train ride,” lines illustrating reported private state (Olson 1992) 
  
(02) …we thought…that it might be safer and wiser if we took the train… 
(05) It was really nice, and we thought, “Oh, boy, this is going to be fun….” 
(10) We stood there, and stood there. 
(23) “Now what do we do?” 
(27) …we wanted to get to Omaha and not stay in Minneapolis all night in the train station. 
(37) And with four little children and two of them not even a year old yet, it was a little hectic. 
(39) So we could see off in the distance that there was a little town. 
(52) But it was an experience that we will not soon forget. 
(53) And, it really caused our desire to ride on trains to disappear once and for all. 
(54) To add to this dilemma and frustration…, 
(55) So we decided to switch to another railroad line… 
(61) Because with the little kids it was rather difficult to sit on the suitcases. 
(62) …we’re thinking, “Oh boy, now maybe we can get on the nice train from Minneapolis to Duluth.” 
(64) So once again we were disappointed… 
 
Even though these participant topics are predicted by the personal goal theme, they are not as strongly 
construed by the conceptual structure (schema type), hence the relevance of these reported private states 
as evidence of global topic status (§3.6.4). 

When a theme has formal as well as conceptual signals, as in “Winds of terror,” they make a strong 
case for a particular thematic organization. Chafe (2001:674) mentions certain prosodic signals of 
“topics” (our themes) in oral text: “sometimes, though certainly not always, a longer-than-normal pause 
before a new topic is introduced; sometimes heightened pitch, loudness, acceleration, or a new voice 
quality at the outset; sometimes a tapering off in these same prosodic features at the end.” That is, 
prosodic signals of themes are ostensive and serve to call attention to the fact of a major change of 
direction. While I will have little to say here about syntactic or morphemic signals of themes in general, it 
is to be expected that, as for prosodic signals, establishing themes predictably involves formal salience. 
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The formal introduction of discourse topics, for example, typically has them occurring in the information-
structure focus of the sentence (§3.5.1). 

Since addressees generally assume that the text is intended to be coherent and since theme is a 
primary coherence strategy (§2.2.5), one way to evaluate a potential theme is in its payoff for coherence: 
“Those inferences that produce the most coherent discourse for the least cognitive effort are the most 
likely to reveal the author’s theme” (Bruce 2003:176f.). Thus, if two potential themes produce the same 
degree of coherence but one requires less effort, it is more likely to be perceived as theme; or if two 
potential themes require the same effort but one produces more obvious coherence, it is more likely to be 
perceived as theme.  

In assessing cognitive effort, the addressee must take into account external as well as internal 
contextualization (§2.2.1). In particular, if a potential theme is implausible on text-external criteria the 
processing effort is high, even though text-internal criteria may point to it. Text-external knowledge and 
expectations—for example, what the addressee knows about the speaker, about the situation being 
described, about the world—will influence her perceptions of themes (§3.4.4). One example of this came 
out when a particular verse was being checked for comprehension in Mbyá Guarani, 2 Corinthians 10:4: 
“The weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful for the destruction of fortresses.” 
When the informant was asked what he understood of that verse, he replied that that the apostle Paul 
wasn't likely talking about tearing down physical fortresses. When asked why he thought that, he said that 
the Bible—and he didn’t know much about it at that point—isn’t about tearing things down. “Any 
conceptually represented information available to the addressee can be used as a premise in this 
inferential process” (Sperber and Wilson 1995:65). 

3.4.4 Conceptual inclusion between themes 
In §2.2.5, the head of a schema was defined as a concept which the schema and each of its steps “aim 

to establish.” We noted, for example, that an argumentational schema “argues for” a proposition: the steps 
in its schema support it in the role of reason, grounds, cause, etc. They support it in a more direct way 
than they could be said to support a topic or other nonpropositional theme. We see this in the interview 
with the barber (Appendix F), (line 01): Most of your new barbers today, actually there isn’t too many 
taking it up. Allowing for the fact that the speaker did not here make use of the notion expressed by most 
of, we still recognize NEW BARBERS TODAY as a topic for the excerpt. The different steps in the 
schema of Figure 8, however, do not support the topic as such, but the proposition there isn’t too many 
taking it up. Since the schema is argumentational, it supports a propositional head. But the schema has a 
topic as well.  

Since the coherence of a discourse space depends heavily on having a theme, multiple themes could 
put coherence at risk unless they are constrained in some way. One way to constrain multiple themes 
seems to involve CONCEPTUAL INCLUSION: one theme is conceptually included in another if it is a 
complement of the other, elaborating a “salient substructure” of it (Langacker 2001:21). In the texts we 
have examined, whenever a space has a topic and a goal, the topic is a complement of the goal (the topic 
is the participant who has the goal); and when there is a macropredication, it includes other themes as 
complements (a macropredication summarizes what the unit says about another theme). Thus we get the 
following inclusion chain: 

topic ⊂ goal ⊂ macropredication 
situation ⊂ macropredication 

Figure 16: Conceptual inclusion between themes of a discourse space 
Situational themes do not have a fixed order in relation to topics and goals. In general, they seem to 
include other themes that are presented before it in the discourse unit. However, they are always included 
in a macropredication.  

The conceptual inclusion relations of Figure 15 apparently are a common influence on the order in 
which discourse themes are presented in a text. We return to this idea in §3.4.6. 

Ignoring (until §3.4.5) the possibility of a space having multiple themes the same kind, it appears that, 
always or nearly always, a discourse space with multiple themes will have one maximally inclusive theme. 
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Moreover, it appears that for a discourse space with multiple themes, the maximally inclusive theme is the 
head of its schema. These are empirical observations. We now see how they work out in specific texts, 
noting what themes there are, whether heads of schemas are maximally inclusive, and in what ways they 
“head up” their schemas. They remain to be studied in a variety of other texts, genres, and languages. 

One example has already been mentioned, the interview with the barber (Appendix F). As noted 
above, there are two themes, a topic and a macropredication. The macropredication includes the topic and 
is head of the argumentational schema. 

A very different kind of text is an encyclopedia article on England (“England” 1998). It has the main 
sections and subsections, as shown in Figure 17:  
 
 Introduction 
 The land  
   Physiography and terrain 
   Climate 
   Natural resources 
   Plants and animals 
 Population  
   Ethnicity 
   Population characteristics 
   Political divisions 
   Principal cities 
   Religion 
   Education 
   Culture 
   English law 
   Economy and government 
 History  
   goes up to Union with Scotland in 1707; continues in another article, “Great Britain” 

Figure 17: Outline of encyclopedia article on England 
If we understand the steps in the global schema to be the bolded headings listed above, then the global 
schema is descriptive and partitive, simply a listing of aspects that are covered in the article. The only 
global theme is England, a topic.  

Those texts are two extremes, with heads on opposite ends of the scale of conceptual inclusion 
(Figure 16). Now we consider texts with situation and goal heads, neither of which is common; both 
situations and goals commonly occur as only provisional themes. 

Example text 26: Acts 5:12–16 (New American Standard Bible 1995) 
 

(12a) At the hands of the apostles many signs and wonders were taking place among the people;  
(12b) and they were all with one accord in Solomon’s portico.  
(13a) But none of the rest dared to associate with them;  
(13b) however, the people held them in high esteem. 
(14) And all the more believers in the Lord, multitudes of men and women, were constantly 

added to their number, 
(15) to such an extent that they even carried the sick out into the streets and laid them on cots 

and pallets, so that when Peter came by at least his shadow might fall on any one of them. 
(16a) Also the people from the cities in the vicinity of Jerusalem were coming together, bringing 

people who were sick or afflicted with unclean spirits,  
(16b) and they were all being healed. 

 
This paragraph is descriptive; in the Greek, all verbs in main clauses are imperfective. It appears to 
describe various aspects of the life of the early church in Jerusalem at a particular historical moment. 
According to one commentator, “We may fault [Luke] for crowding too much into his summary 
paragraph or for arranging it in a somewhat jumbled chronological sequence. But the course he plots…is 
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not too difficult to follow” (Longenecker 1981:316f.). The passage includes miracles being done by the 
apostles (12a), the disciples meeting together (12b), a respectful distancing by the general populace (13), 
numerical growth (14), sick being brought, from Jerusalem and outside, and being healed (15–16). There 
is no obvious macropredication or goal. The church itself could be a possible topic, being referred to by 
pronouns they and them in lines (12b–15), although there are references to other groups as well. The most 
obvious theme seems to be situational; it is difficult to summarize, but that seems to be common with 
situational themes. The situation heads the descriptive schema, which is partitive in the sense that 
different aspects of the situation are successively described.  

Texts with final goal themes may be rare (Figure 15 lists no such schema types), provisional goal 
themes are extremely common. One example is “Stone soup” (Appendix D), which has two global 
provisional themes: the poor man as topic and his goal of obtaining food (§2.2.7). The goal is the more 
inclusive theme and the head of its provisional schema for most of the text. 

In each of these examples, it turns out that the maximally inclusive theme of the discourse space is 
also the head of its schema. To the extent that this turns out to be true for texts in general, and assuming 
that multiple themes of the same kind make no problems for coherence (§3.4.5), this seems to provide an 
answer to the question about coherence: multiple themes do not make a discourse unit noncoherent 
because the head of the schema includes all other themes.  

It appears that heads of schemas are not only the maximally inclusive theme, but they tend to have 
cumulative content as a text is processed. For this reason, final heads perhaps in every case include 
intermediate heads. In Figure 15, where final heads differ from intermediate heads, the final head is in 
every case a macropredication and the intermediate head is a less inclusive goal or situation. In “Stone 
soup,” the intermediate goal head is replaced by a final macropredication, that the poor man obtained food 
by using his wits. 

3.4.5 Multiple themes of the same kind  
When a discourse schema has two different themes of the same kind, there is no reason to suppose 

that one will be semantically included in the other, as apparently happens with themes of different kinds 
(§3.4.4). Hence the questions arise: Would such a schema still have a single head? How can such a space 
be expected to be coherent? We will divide the situation into two cases: multiple themes of the same kind 
which are less inclusive than macropredications and multiple macropredications themselves. In neither 
case is there a logically airtight conclusion; we simply observe certain situations in which the two above 
questions answer themselves. Other problems could well arise in further data.  

We begin by noting that, at least for discourse topics, according to Givón (1995:102), the situation we 
are considering here—multiple themes of the same type for the same discourse unit—does not occur: 
“only one paragraph-node at a time is open for attaching chain-nodes”; this “probably applies at any given 
hierarchic level within the mental text structure.” In the present section the examples indicate a hypothesis 
that modifies Givón’s claim: the head of the schema is unitary at any point in discourse processing. 
Multiple themes are either semantically included in the head or exist in different spaces. 
• In Longacre’s (2003:6) analysis of The final diagnosis by Arthur Hailey (New York: Doubleday, 

1959), he gives the following as the novel’s global theme: “The struggle between progressives, 
headed up by Kent O’Donnell and conservatives, headed up by Joe Pearson, as to whether 
progressive medicine will prevail at Three Counties Hospital, or negligence and outdated procedures 
will force the hospital to shut down.” The initial chapter “does not seem to foreground any particular 
participant,” but subsequent chapters are about successive characters, in particular the two mentioned 
above. Longacre argues that the steps in the novel’s schema justify his global theme using criteria that 
seem to be roughly equivalent to those of the present treatment. Longacre’s global theme is 
situational and intermediate, involving two conflicting goals, each of which is associated with a major 
participant. The novel could be said to have two global topics and two opposing global goals, but the 
situational theme as intermediate head and a macropredication as final head (the resolution of the 
conflict) are more inclusive than the two topics, and the final head subsumes the two goals. 

• The traditional Mankanya text “Two wives” (Appendix G) has two participants as apparent global 
topics. The cruel wife had the intermediate global goal of turning her husband against the kind wife; 
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this produced a situation in which the kind wife was unhappy and so gets rid of the hump on her back 
for which she was being ridiculed. The final macropredication is that the cruel wife failed in her goal 
and came to grief. Once again, along with two global topics there are more inclusive themes at each 
point, either goals or situations as provisional heads and a resolving macropredication as final head. 
One other feature of this text is that its successive episodes have PARALLEL DEVELOPMENT, that is, 
they have developmental similarities. In the first of two narrative episodes, the kind wife got rid of 
her hump at a dance; in the second episode the cruel wife tries to do the same, but winds up with a 
second hump instead. In traditional narratives there are often distinctive patterns of parallel 
development (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, §15.2). 
Thus, multiple topics in the above two texts have a more inclusive theme, a goal or situation, which 

acts as a provisional theme up to the resolution, which makes available an even more inclusive final head, 
a macropredication. In other texts, multiple topics turn out to be local and are also included in a small 
closed set which is a global topic. This is the case, for example, in a children’s book which has a 
descriptive schema: one page is about horses, another is about chickens, another is about pigs, another is 
about cows, another is about sheep. These are not local topics, however; the global topic is the set of 
“farm animals.” That topic heads a partitive schema, similar to the encyclopedia article about England 
mentioned in §3.4.4. 

There are certain other texts which initially seem to have multiple topics but on closer inspection turn 
out to have only one. In a text in Ekoti (Bantu, Mozambique) whose title is ‘The story of Lion, his 
daughter, and Hare’ (Appendix H), all three of these participants are globally prominent. However, there 
are signals which point to Hare as the only global topic. He has the global goal of the story (to marry 
Lion’s daughter), and his mental states are reported by the narrator. He is the only participant who shows 
initiative. Lion’s role is to give access to the genre and to the text world, including the goal that Hare 
ultimately achieves: ‘One day Mr Lion had a daughter who was a virgin and whom he wanted to get 
married’ (line 03). Lion is also the authority figure who serves as a foil for Hare, who is ‘an 
inconsequential person’ (line 12). Lion’s daughter is merely an object of conquest; her behavior is 
manipulated by Hare. At any rate, the provisional head of the story schema is Hare’s goal to gain Lion’s 
daughter as wife; the final head is the macropredication that he succeeds, and how he does it. At any point 
there is only one head, the maximally inclusive theme. 

In §3.6.4 we consider discourse units which do have two topics, one of which is provides text-internal 
point of view. The two topics, however, belong to distinct spaces, on distinct levels of representation: an 
internal accessor space and an accessed space, both of which are necessary for the representation of the 
discourse unit. 

Thus, even though a given discourse unit may have multiple themes of the same type that are less 
than macropredications, they commonly, perhaps always, either belong to different spaces or are in a 
more inclusive theme that heads the schema.  

For a discourse unit with multiple macropredications, however, there would appear to be more danger 
of a maximally inclusive theme to head its schema. In examples that have come to light, however, the two 
macropredications belong to different spaces. 

One text which has been analyzed as having multiple macropredications is the Book of Daniel. It has 
a single global topic in the person of Daniel (§3.5.1), but Bruce (2003) presents substantial evidence that 
the book has two propositional themes which are presented together throughout the book:  

(a) God is sovereign in the affairs of men;  
(b) God honors those who honor him, even though they may initially suffer.  

Bruce’s evidence is outlined here. 
• The first historical episode (chapter 1 of Daniel), in which Daniel and his companions were brought 

to Babylon for training to enter royal service, is largely for scene-setting and participant introduction, 
but its events, preliminary as they are, instantiate theme (b): Daniel and his friends honored God by 
observing dietary restrictions and he gave them health and wisdom: “To these four young men God 
gave knowledge and understanding of all kinds of literature and learning. And Daniel could 
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understand visions and dreams of all kinds” (1:17), so that the king “found them ten times better than 
all the magicians and enchanters in his whole kingdom” (1:20). 

• In the second historical episode (chapter 2), Daniel and his friends besought “the God of heaven” 
(2:18) for the interpretation to Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. When it was given to them, theme (a) is 
shown in the dream’s content (“the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be 
destroyed,” 2:44), and both themes (a) and (b) are verbalized in praise and materialzed in rewards 
given by the king: “Then King Nebuchadnezzar fell prostrate before Daniel and paid him honor and 
ordered that an offering and incense be presented to him. The king said to Daniel, ‘Surely your God is 
the God of gods and the Lord of kings and a revealer of mysteries, for you were able to reveal this 
mystery.’ Then the king placed Daniel in a high position and lavished many gifts on him. He made 
him ruler over the entire province of Babylon and placed him in charge of all its wise men” (2:46–
48). 

• In the third historical episode (chapter 3), Daniel’s friends honored God by refusing to bow down to 
the king’s statue. When they survived the fiery furnace, the king honored God: “Praise be to the God 
of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, who has sent his angel and rescued his servants! They trusted 
in him and defied the king’s command and were willing to give up their lives rather than serve or 
worship any god except their own God. Therefore I decree that the people of any nation or language 
who say anything against the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego be cut into pieces and their 
houses be turned into piles of rubble, for no other god can save in this way” (3:28f.). He also 
promoted God’s servants (3:30). Thus, theme (b) is instantiated and (a) is verbalized. 

• The fourth historical episode (chapter 4) is in the words of King Nebuchadnezzar himself. In it, 
Daniel interpreted another dream of the king, which was then fulfilled. Theme (a), God’s sovereignty, 
is verbalized both in Daniel’s interpretation of the dream and in the king’s praise once he is restored 
to sanity: “You will be driven away from people and will live with the wild animals; you will eat 
grass like cattle and be drenched with the dew of heaven. Seven times will pass by for you until you 
acknowledge that the Most High is sovereign over the kingdoms of men and gives them to anyone he 
wishes” (4:25); “Then I praised the Most High; I honored and glorified him who lives forever. His 
dominion is an eternal dominion; his kingdom endures from generation to generation.… He does as 
he pleases with the powers of heaven and the peoples of the earth. No one can hold back his hand or 
say to him: ‘What have you done?’.… Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise and exalt and glorify the King 
of heaven, because everything he does is right and all his ways are just” (4:34b–35, 37). Daniel was 
honored because he was able to interpret the dream, instantiating theme (b), although this is not made 
explicit. 

• In the fifth historical episode (chapter 5), Daniel was brought to King Belshazzar to interpret the 
handwriting on the wall. When he did this, “at Belshazzar’s command, Daniel was clothed in purple, 
a gold chain was placed around his neck, and he was proclaimed the third highest ruler in the 
kingdom” (5:29); this instantiates theme (b). God’s sovereignty, theme (a), is verbalized both in 
Daniel’s words to the king and, by implication, in the terrible and immediate fulfilment of the 
message: “your father Nebuchadnezzar…acknowledged that the Most High God is sovereign over the 
kingdoms of men and sets over them anyone he wishes. But you his son, O Belshazzar, have not 
humbled yourself, though you knew all this. Instead, you have set yourself up against the Lord of 
heaven. …you did not honor the God who holds in his hand your life and all your ways” (5:18, 22f.); 
“That very night Belshazzar, king of the Babylonians, was slain, and Darius the Mede took over the 
kingdom, at the age of sixty-two” (5:30f.).  

• In the sixth historical episode (chapter 6), Daniel’s enemies maneuvered King Darius into punishing 
Daniel for his faithfulness to God by having him thrown into a den of lions. Daniel’s preservation 
“because he had trusted in his God” (6:23) and his subsequent prosperity (6:28) instantiate theme (b). 
God’s sovereignty, theme (a), besides being instantiated in Daniel’s rescue, was verbalized by the 
king: “I issue a decree that in every part of my kingdom people must fear and reverence the God of 
Daniel. For he is the living God and he endures forever; his kingdom will not be destroyed, his 
dominion will never end. He rescues and he saves; he performs signs and wonders in the heavens and 
on the earth. He has rescued Daniel from the power of the lions” (6:26f.). 
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macropred: God honors those who honor him 
ch. 1: D & friends obey, are promoted 
ch. 2: D prays, gets interpretation, is honored 
ch. 3: D's friends don't bow to idol, are saved 
ch. 4: D interprets dream, is vindicated 
ch. 5: D testifies to Belshazzar, is honored  
ch. 6: D is faithful, is saved in lion's den 

macropred: God is sovereign in the affairs of men

macroprop: God 
controls world 
rulers 
ch. 7-12  

• Although Bruce does not analize the subsequent prophetic passages (chapters 7–12) in detail, he 
comments that “this section was given to encourage God’s people to live within terrifying earthly 
kingdoms by remaining confident that only God’s kingdom will last forever, for only He is truly 
sovereign” (2003:182). Both themes (a) and (b) are verbalized explicitly in the beginning of this 
prophetic section: “His dominion is an everlasting dominion that will not pass away, and his kingdom 
is one that will never be destroyed” (7:14); “the saints of the Most High will receive the kingdom and 
will possess it forever—yes, for ever and ever” (7:18). God’s sovereignty, theme (a), is both 
instantiated and verbalized throughout the prophecy, and the rewards to his people, theme (b), are 
stated clearly at the end: “There will be a time of distress such as has not happened from the 
beginning of nations until then. But at that time your people—everyone whose name is found written 
in the book—will be delivered. Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the earth will awake: some to 
everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt. Those who are wise will shine like the 
brightness of the heavens, and those who lead many to righteousness, like the stars for ever and ever” 
(12:1–3). 
Thus there do seem to be two propositional themes throughout the book, but different spaces are 

involved. The narrative episodes in chapters 1–6 instantiate theme (b) “God honors those who honor him” 
with respect to Daniel and his companions, while the prophetic visions of chapters 7–12 have a 
macropredication something like (c) “God controls world rulers.” It is the book’s global macropredication 
that corresponds to (a) “God is sovereign in the affairs of men.” This is shown in Figure 18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18: Spaces in the Book of Daniel 
The heavy double arrow in Figure 18 represents the fact that the global macropredication, theme (a), 
occurs within the first part of the book. It is not a theme there, however, but a motif (§2.2.5). Thus a 
higher-level theme can occur as a motif. In other respects, however, Figure 18 turns out to be an 
oversimplification and is updated as Figure 29 in §3.6.4. 

3.4.6 Order of presentation 
If a text has themes of different types, they are typically not presented in an arbitrary order. Their 

order of presentation, in fact, appears to be influenced by two factors: the way they are related by 
conceptual inclusion and what genre they belong to.  

The following principle seems to constitute “easy comprehension practice” (§2.6.6) for the order of 
presenting themes: When a discourse unit has themes of different kinds, a theme is not presented after a 
theme which includes it. This principle is consistent with, but goest beyond, the order of conceptual 
inclusion indicated in Figure 16. We note examples from narratives. 
• In “Winds of terror” (Appendix B), line (01) introduces both the global topic (Pattie) and the situation 

of the storm. It is only after line (09) that we become aware of her goal of keeping the children safe.  
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• Similarly in “Stone soup” (Appendix D), both the poor man and his situation of needing food are 
introduced in line (01), whereas his goal of making his own food inside the house only develops as 
the story proceeds. 

• In “Two wives” in Mankanya (Appendix G) discussed in §3.4.5, lines (01–03) introduce the two 
women who are topics of different parts of the text. The husband gives access, but he is only a prop: 
‘There once was an old man, the head of the household, who had two wives. The eldest was called 
Dama, but she wasn’t beautiful; it was the second that was beautiful, and she was called Nala.’ The 
introduction of these participants and the explanation of their relationship constitutes the initial 
orientation section for the story, lines (01–10); it sets out a situational theme that Dama was 
maligning Nala because of her hump and had turned her husband against her. That situation motivates 
the first major episode (lines 11–20), with Nala’s goal to get rid of her hump. She succeeded in that 
and, implicitly, won back her husband’s love. That new situation then motivates Dama’s goal, to get 
rid of her own hump, which occupies the second major episode (lines 21–30); she was not successful 
and came to grief. The story as a whole and both episodes separately are consistent with the order of 
the conceptual inclusion relations indicated in Figure 16.  

A global topic is thus commonly introduced in a text-initial orientation section. Goals, however, are 
commonly developed later, as in “Winds of terror” (Appendix B) lines (13–15, 20–21, 22) and “The train 
ride” (Appendix C) lines (09–13, 15–17, 22–23, 31–35, 47–48). The resolving macropredication, as 
noted, is presented towards the close of the narrative. This follows the order of conceptual inclusion of 
Figure 16.  

Figure 16 does not completely determine the order in which themes are presented, and in fact there 
are sometimes two themes—situation and topic or situation and goal—which are not related by 
conceptual inclusion. Consider the opening of the Book of Ruth (NASB): “Now it came about in the days 
when the judges governed, that there was a famine in the land. And a certain man of Bethlehem in Judah 
went to sojourn in the land of Moab with his wife and his two sons. And the name of the man was 
Elimelech….” Here, a general situation—the famine—is presented before any participant (topic) is 
introduced. The story of Samson begins in a similar way (Judges 12:1–2): “Now the sons of Israel again 
did evil in the sight of the LORD, so that the LORD gave them into the hands of the Philistines forty 
years. And there was a certain man of Zorah, of the family of the Danites, whose name was Manoah; and 
his wife was barren and had borne no children.” The historical situation precedes participant introduction. 
But neither the situation nor the topic is included in the other, so that the above ordering principle is not 
violated. 

The initial paragraph of the Meeto text (Example text 18) is an interesting example of this. This 
paragraph is an orientation section (§2.3.1) that sets up a situational for the main body of the text. Its 
referents, in order of appearance, are Ahimunrinnya, the field, Ahimunrinnya’s daughter and 
Muncakwani. Two referents are active throughout the paragraph: Ahimunrinnya and the field; neither is 
formally introduced. This paragraph does not have a strong topic. In fact, its primary role in the global 
schema is to establish a situation, not a global topic, although the (future) global topic, Ahimunrinnya’s 
daughter, is introduced there. The main body of the text deals with her goal of retaining her right to the 
field. The macropredication tells how that happened, by her initiative in pressing her claims against 
Muncakwani before the community elders. The fact that she did that as a woman gives her, culturally, 
intrinsic interest. She is also the narrator’s mother.  

The first paragraph is a useful study in unclear themes. No participant is formally construed as 
topical. None is formally introduced. The only reported private state has to do with a participant, 
Muncakwani, who is mentioned only in the last line. Ahimunrinnya is mentioned first, but in a dependent 
construction; such constructions are generally presuppositional. He is favored as topic by being a human 
participant (§3.5.1), whereas the field is an inanimate prop, but on the other hand the field is introduced 
within a focus domain, it is referred to in all five sentences, and is named in the narrator’s title ‘Dispute 
over field’. So if the paragraph has a topic, it is the field, but it is rather weakly construed. The most 
inclusive theme seems to be the historical situation regarding rights to the field. This paragraph is an good 
example of choice and construal of themes. We note, however, that the situational theme is not presented 
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before the included global topic of Ahimunrinnya’s daughter, because she is never really presented. The 
text was produced in a village where she was known, so a presentation was not necessary. 

The claim here is not that texts always follow the order given in the above principle, but that it is an 
easy comprehension practice. Brewer (1985:184f.) observes that in written Western fiction since the late 
1800s, “it has become conventional to omit the initial setting [including participant orientation; RAD] and 
distribute the information throughout the discourse.” The modern literary strategy of starting a story in 
medias res ‘in the middle of the thing’ is striking precisely because it violates the above principle, 
presenting a situation before presenting the topical participants in that situation. This can be seen in the 
opening sentences of Heart of darkness by Joseph Conrad:  
 
Example text 27: Heart of darkness, initial sentences (Conrad 1979:38) 
 

The Nellie, a cruising yawl, swung to her anchor without a flutter of the sails, and was at rest. The 
flood had made, the wind was nearly calm, and being bound down the river, the only thing for it 
was to come to and wait for the turn of the tide. The sea-reach of the Thames stretched before us 
like the beginning of an interminable waterway. In the offing the sea and the sky were welded 
together without a joint, and in the luminous space the tanned sails of the barges drifting up with 
the tide seemed to stand still in red clusters of canvas sharply peaked, with gleams of varnished 
sprits. A haze rested on the low shores that ran out to sea in vanishing flatness. The air was dark 
above Gravesend, and farther back still seemed condensed into a mournful gloom, brooding 
motionless over the biggest, and the greatest, town on earth. The Director of Companies was our 
captain and our host. We four affectionately watched his back as he stood in the bow looking 
seaward.  

In these opening lines, Conrad presents a situation from the viewpoint of one participant before that 
participant himself has been presented; in fact, all of the participants are presented little by little. This 
literary strategy requires more work on the part of the addressees. By being more challenging, it is 
possibly more interesting. It is one way that one might violate “easy comprehension practices” (§2.6.6) in 
order to achieve a particular payoff.  

3.5 Establishing and maintaining discourse topics on different hierarchical levels 

3.5.1 Establishing discourse topics 
Since topic is a conceptual notion (§3.1), ESTABLISHING A DISCOURSE TOPIC commonly uses both 

formal and conceptual signals (§2.5). We first consider formal signals of topic establishment.94 
The most explicit formal signal in establishing a discourse topic is known as FORMAL 

INTRODUCTION: the referent—commonly indefinite—is generally referred to by means of a full NP in 
the syntactic focus domain of the sentence. The information structure of this sentence can be 
presentational, as in John 3:1: “Now there was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of 
the Jews.” Alternatively, it can be a nonactive, nonevent sentence with the referent in focus position, as 
in I used to have this hunting dog. The NP is often indicated with a special marker of indefiniteness, as 
the demonstrative this in the preceding example. Signals of formal introduction are often specific to a 
language or language family; in Bantu languages of Mozambique (Bantu Initiative 2005), the following 
are used:  
• title: ‘Story of lion with his daughter with rabbit’ in Koti (Bantu, Mozambique)  
• relative clause: ‘Mr. Lion had a daughter who was a virgin and whom he was wanting to get 

married’ from the same text in Koti95  

                                                      
94 In both van Kuppevelt 1995 and von Stutterheim 1997, topics are identified as being the answer to implicit 
questions. This approach is not adopted in the present treatment because there appears to be no evidence that 
addressees utilize questions systematically in text interpretation, as the exclusive means to recognize topics, themes, 
or schemas.  
95 The second relative clause in this example relates both to the participant dimension and to the goal dimension 
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• formula using copula: ‘Day one was lion with his daughter with rabbit’ from this same text  
• subject postposing: ‘…came man who wanted to marry her’ from this same text 
• noun with quantifier: ‘was-there man one’ in Nyungwe (Bantu, Mozambique).  

Non-narrative texts can have their own formal signals for introducing discourse topics, such as ‘now 
concerning’ (peri de in Koiné Greek) at various points in 1 Corinthians; e.g., in 8:1: ‘Now concerning 
things sacrificed to idols, we know that we all have knowledge.’  

Often, formal signals are used in combination: the Koti example cited above, ‘…came man who 
wanted to marry her’, uses both subject postposing and a relative clause.  

For well-known referents, such as ‘God’, ‘Lion’, the sun, etc., a formal introduction is not common. 
Especially for high-level topics, their establishment as topic commonly goes beyond the initial 

introduction per se. For some topics, the introduction sentence is followed by another sentence with an 
overcoded reference to the topic, often containing a demonstrative. After Nicodemos is introduced (see 
above), his establishment as topic continues in John 3:2: “This man came to him by night, and said to 
him, ‘Rabbi, we know that You have come from God as a teacher….’” Another example in Koiné Greek 
occurs in Luke 2:36–38 (Example text 11): ‘And there was a prophetess, Anna the daughter of Phanuel…. 
this [woman] was advanced in years…, who never leaving the temple….’ In Anna’s first mention, she is 
in focus in a presentational utterance; when referred to by the demonstrative, she is an incipient topic in 
access function; after that, when referred to by zero, the minimal coding in Greek, she is a fully 
established topic in the integration function. 

In the following Mbyá Guarani text, the demonstrative indicates familiar and active cognitive status 
(see Givenness hierarchy, Figure 11): ‘But for one bee there was no tree. And so that one was called 
“Ground bee,” because it stayed on the ground.’ The use of demonstratives in topic establishment appears 
to be related to an observation by Linde (1979:351), that the demonstrative pronoun that in English 
involves contrastive reference to an active referent, specifically to an active referent to which attention 
has just been switched. It seems to mean, “I am talking about the active referent that was just introduced, 
not a previous one.”96 In establishing discourse topics, therefore, demonstratives might indicate, or 
confirm, an actual topic switch. 

Hinds (1984:466) indicates a similar sequence for topic establishment in Japanese: “We see a three-
step progression in the identification of participants in a narrative: (1) the partipant is introduced; (2) the 
participant is referred to with a topical noun phrase; and (3) the participant is referred to by ellipsis.” The 
following is an excerpt from an oral telling of a traditional Japanese text: 

                                                                                                                                                                           
(§2.3.1). Stephen Levinsohn (p.c.) remarks that relative clauses are used widely in African languages for 
establishing thematicity, although little has been written about this. For example, in Bantu languages it is common to 
have the parable of the prodigal son begin ‘There was a man who had two sons’ to reflect the thematicity of the 
father. Relative clauses are also important for participant introduction in English: “In addition to tagging the newly-
introduced NP as an important topic in the subsequent discourse, the information in the REL-clause makes the 
referent salient, grounded to the current location in the discourse. So that the referent can now be attached at a 
relevant location in the mental representation of the incoming text” (Givón 1995:67f.). Relative clauses present 
propositional information about a nominal while continuing to refer to the nominal, hence are a natural in 
establishing topics. In certain Bantu languages, this property may have been conventionalized as a signal of topic 
establishment. 
96 Two observations on English that should be noted here. First, the new center of attention to which attention is 
being switched may turn out to be either a discourse topic or simply a recent-reference center of attention (§2.4.2). 
Second, explicit marking of this kind of contrast is not obligatory: “the speaker has the choice of using that to mark 
the fact of contrast, although there is no condition that requires contrast to be marked” (Linde 1979:348). 
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Example text 28: “Momotaro” (‘The peach boy’), excerpt (Hinds 1984:479) 
 
(45) kondo  wa kiji ga tonde- kimashita    

 next TM pheasant NOM fly- came    
 ‘Next a pheasant came flying down to them. 

 
(46) kiji  wa sannin eeto hitori to nihiki ga aruite-ru no o mite 
 pheasant TM 3-men uh 1-man and 2-animal SM walking one OM see-and 
 The pheasant saw the three people, uh, the one person and the two animals walking along, and 
 
(47) nan daroo to omotte      
 what COP QT think-and      
 thought, “What is this?” and 
 
(48) momotaroo (ha ha) um minasan de doko ni iku n desu ka? to kikimashita 
 Momotaro  um everyone by where to go NMZR COP Q QT asked 
 asked Momotaro (ha ha), um, where are you all going?”’ 
 
Hinds comments: “Kiji ‘the pheasant’ is marked on first appearance with ga, then by wa, and for the next 
two clauses is referred to by ellipsis.… This format in structured narrative is rarely violated,” although the 
second step with wa can be omitted in nontraditional or less structured narrative, if the discourse 
topicality of the participant is clear on other grounds (op. cit., pp. 467f.). That is: 
• On ‘pheasant’s’ first appearance in line (45), ga indicates that it is not yet in topic status.  
• With wa in line (46), ‘pheasant’ is first being indicated as topic in the initial access function, giving 

its own access to three other participants.  
• With zero coding in lines (47–48), the minimal coding in Japanese, ‘pheasant’ is an established topic 

in the full integration function. “Ellipsis is the neutral means of referring to a character once that 
character is established as the topic” (op. cit., p. 477).  
In (45) we also observe wa following the adverbial point of departure kondo ‘next’. Here, it is not 

associated with the topic of the discourse space, but with its temporal orientation. Generalizing its 
functions in (45) and (46) leads to the conclusion of Iwasaki (1987): “The particle wa sets a scope (or 
demarcates a domain) to which a predication or predications are supplied” (p. 130); “predications” in the 
plural refers to when a wa expression functions “to organize a bigger chunk of discourse” (p. 135). “The 
main function of wa is to ‘set the scope’ for predication. This function is present in every case of a wa 
phrase,…whether the phrase is a noun phrase or an adverbial phrase. All other functions such as marking 
of topic, of contrasting elements, and of negative scope can be seen as derivative functions of the ‘scope 
setting’ function” (p. 135f.). In the terms of the present treatment, wa is concerned with demarcating the 
discourse space (§2.3.1), giving access or setting parameters along orientation dimensions. This helps to 
explain why it occurs with topic expressions only in their access function, not in their integration 
function. 

Many so-called “TOPIC MARKERS” may turn out to indicate the access function instead. As Comrie 
(1988:271) notes, “It is extremely rare across languages to find a formal device that literally, in one-to-
one correspondence, encodes some pragmatic distinction.” If a “topic marker” occurs with other kinds of 
elements (§3.3.1), especially with points of departure (§3.3.4) and other kinds of space builders (§2.3.1), 
and if it does not occur with topics in their more characteristic integration function, but is obligatory with 
contrastive topics, then it may well indicate access to a space rather than topic per se. On the basis of such 
criteria, this appears to be the case with two putative topic markers: wa in Japanese (Hinds 1984:468) and 
the “raised eyebrows and slight backward head tilt” in American Sign Language (Janzen 1999:275). 

A longer English example of topic establishment is seem below in the oral retelling of a film:  
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Example text 29: Oral retelling of film, excerpt (Levy 1982:297) 
 

(01) 
(02) 
(03) 
(04) 

It starts out with an accountant named John whose car is having mechanical problems.  
The accountant drives to a local garage. 
He meets a mechanic there whose name is Sam. 
He explains to Sam the problems with the car. 

(05) Sam tells him to leave the car,  
(06) 
(07) 
(08) 
(09) 
(10) 

 and then the mechanic warns him it might take a few days to fix. 
He leaves the garage  
 and Ø sees a bus in the distance. 
The bus comes along, 
 and then he remembers that… 

 
Line (01) is a presentational sentence with personal information about the topic (he was an accountant) 
and a relative clause which presents a situation (his car was having problems). In line (02), the NP the 
accountant is the topic's first occurrence in a non-focus position; possibly, the NP in subject position 
corresponds to the second step in Japanese (and Greek) above, of an incipient topic still in the access 
function. It is not until line (03) when he is referred to with minimal coding as an established topic. In (7), 
he is referred to with a pronoun even though the preceding sentence has a different subject. This is not 
necessary for English—he could well have been referred to as John in (7), especially if the author had 
more clearly begun a new discourse unit there (At that point John leaves the garage …).97 The fact that he 
is referred to by a pronoun in (7), and repeatedly in this excerpt, reflects his status as a discourse topic.  

In the integration phase in the life of a paragraph topic, it has high REFERENTIAL FREQUENCY but 
generally minimal coding (subject of course to other tasks of reference mentioned in §2.4.3).98 For some 
languages, the subject position is the standard place for such topics to occur. This is somewhat true for 
English, but referential frequency in non-subject position “counts” as well (Levy 1982), as in Example 
text 29 above and lines (05–07) of Labov and Waletsky’s Oral narrative 4 (Appendix E). 

In considering the establishment of discourse topics, we need to be aware of what might be called 
FALSE TOPICS. A referent may be mentioned a the beginning of a discourse unit as if it could be a topic 
for the unit, but it turns out that the referent does not satisfy the definition of topic (§2.2.5) in relation to 
the schema. This is usually because the referent is a “reference point” (Langacker 1998 and 2000, ch. 6) 
that gives access to a true topic or some other kind of theme for the unit. Sometimes at the beginning of a 
discourse unit there is a succession of access steps, only the last of which actually getting to the schema 
and theme that the speaker wants to deal with. We noted an example of this in Lincoln’s Gettysburg 
address; see especially Figure 9. The establishment of a discourse topic or other kind of theme may 
occupy the initial segment of a discourse unit, much as “topic negotiation” often does in conversation. 
Line (02) in the barber interview (Appendix F), Take these barber colleges, has the purpose of 
establishing a topic for lines (02–08).  

Conceptual evidence for topic establishment reflects cognitive factors which have natural connections 
to topic prototypicality or topic-worthiness (Givón 1976, van Oosten 1985:23) and also to interest 
(§2.1.3).99 Such evidence disposes addressees to hypothesize that certain kinds of referents might be 
topics, and to try them out as such. 

                                                      
97 As Fox (1987:168) says: “many full NP’s in narratives which occur where one could have expected pronouns are 
functioning to signal the hierarchical structure of the text…to demarcate new narrative units.” 
98 Referential frequency can be calculated by dividing the total number references by any means (including zero) by 
the number of clauses in the material. This is different from “referential density” as that term is used in Bickel 2003, 
for which the number of NP or pronominal references is divided by the total number of references by any means. 
99 Reesink (1983) finds that several of these factors cause “false” switch reference marking; he attributes this to the 
fact that they inherently tend to be related to topicality rather than subjecthood per se. 
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The first conceptual or cognitive factor is “egocentricity and anthropocentricity” (Dahl and Fraurud 
1996:63; see also Croft 2003:137, van Oosten 1985:23).  
• Humans (or other entities, such as animals, to which human characteristics are ascribed) are easier to 

perceive as topics than nonhuman, nonpersonalized entities (Comrie 1989:198f., Wallace 1982:213). 
In Example text 29, for example, John is a more prototypical topic than his car. 

• First person is easier to perceived as topic than second person and second person is easier than third 
person. Not only are first and second person present in the encoding situation, but the first person is 
more active and in control (see below) and, after all, speakers like other people “tend to place 
themselves at the center of attention” (Wallace 1982:213). However, first person is often used simply 
to give access to a space, which might have a third person topic. This is what happens in a Lolo text 
(Bantu, Mozambique): the narrator begins by mentioning himself in order to give access to his 
grandfather, who is topic of the text: I was born here in Derre. I’ll tell the story of something I saw, 
which happened to my grandfather. 

• When addressees are encouraged to adopt a particular participant’s point of view, that participant is 
usually or always a discourse topic, likely because the speaker imaginatively identifies with that 
participant (Segal 1995b). That is, the topic status of such a participant has egocentric motivation; see 
further in §3.6.2. 
A second cognitive factor in topic-worthiness is the gestalt nature of perception, that is, of figure 

versus ground. Of these two, the figure tends to be the one that attracts attention. In a physical metaphor, 
“the Figure is a moving or conceptually movable entity whose path, site, or orientation is conceived as a 
variable, the particular value of which is the relevant issue. The Ground is a reference entity, one that has 
a stationary setting relative to a reference frame, with respect to which the Figure’s path, site, or 
orientation is characterized” (Talmy 2000a:312; see also Wallace 1982). In general, figure is easier to 
perceive as topic than either ground or reference frame. 
• Participants (entities that are presented as being active and volitional; Grimes 1975:43) are easier to 

be perceived as topics than props (entities, sometimes human, that are presented as passive) (Givón 
1976:152, van Oosten 1985:23).  

• “Individuated—especially concrete, definite, singular, countable—entities are more apt to attract 
attention than their opposites” (Wallace 1982:213). A highly individuated referent may be “more 
movable, smaller, geometrically simpler (often point-like) in its treatment, more recently on the 
scene/in awareness, of greater concern/relevance” (Talmy 2000a:315f.; see also Fraurud 1996:79f.).  

• The preceding point might explain the fact that referents are generally easier to be perceived as topics 
than either spaces or propositions.100 Spaces have more of the characteristics of Talmy’s “reference 
frame,” and referents, as nodes in spaces, are more highly individuated than propositions, which are 
relations in spaces.  
A third conceptual factor in topic-worthiness—actually, a combination of formal and conceptual 

signals—is that initial position in a unit is cognitively salient. “The first-mentioned character lays the 
mental foundation for the narrative and must be kept accessible to build a coherent text structure” 
(Gernsbacher et al. 2004:155), at least in many cases. This expectation makes initial position a powerful 
signal. Depending on the language and genre, it can generate a variety of primacy conditions, all of which 
seem to take the form: The first referent to do X in discourse unit Y is thereby identified as the topic of Y. 
Examples: 
• The global topic may be introduced in the first sentence of the text, as in Tamang (Kathmandu; 

Taylor 1978). 

                                                      
100 “With regard to nominal categories, the figure-ground distinction is particularly clear. …entities referred to by 
singular, concrete, definite, referential, or count noun phrases would tend to be perceived as figures” (Wallace 
1982:215). Givón (1995:98) cites four factors which make referents natural topics. In van Oosten’s scheme, 
“superordinate discourse topics” are spaces while “basic-level discourse topics” are referents, “similar to the 
(naturally-occurring) ‘basic-level objects’ discussed by Rosch et al. (1979)” (1985:21). 
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• The global topic may be identified as the first in a succession of lower-level discourse topics, as in 
Longuda (Niger-Congo, Nigeria; Newman 1978:96).  

• The paragraph topic may be identified as the first participant that initiates action within the paragraph 
(Longuda, Niger-Congo, Nigeria; Newman 1978:96).  

• The topic is an “early NP referent” which is mentioned throughout the discourse unit, particularly as 
subject (Vernacular English, U.S.A.; Wald 1983:104). 
A fourth conceptual factor is that certain schema types have a topic as head (§3.4.2). An obituary is 

one such, an encyclopedia article about England is another.  
A fifth conceptual factor is that certain themes imply others (§3.4.2). Example text 29 above is a 

narrative with a goal theme (to get one’s car fixed), hence can be expected to have a topic as well, the 
agent of the goal. 

The above factors indicate referents that are easy to perceive as topics, hence are natural candidates 
for discourse topics. They predispose addressees to consider certain kinds of referents as possible topics. 
Nevertheless, the speaker controls the construal of discourse topicality and can choose to construe as topic 
any of a variety of entities, which would then be nonhead themes (§3.4.2). Some of the conceptual 
possibilities for topic construal are the following: 
• In narrative, the speaker often creates INTEREST (§2.1.3) by selecting content that deals with a 

particular participant: “the more we know about an entity or—metaphorically speaking—the more 
‘weight’ it has in our memory, the more individuated it will be” (Fraurud 1996:78). Talking about a 
participant is one way of creating interest in him, thus also creating an expectation that he could be a 
topic, even if that expectation is not always fulfilled (Dahl and Fraurud 1996:63, Croft 2003:137). As 
Morley (1938:vii) said in regard to a minor character in a Sherlock Holmes story, “Young Stamford 
was so specifically outlined in those first pages of the Study in scarlet that I had always thought that 
he might reappear some day in one of the adventures. I don’t believe he did.” Often, however, this 
kind of expectation is fulfilled; the description of Jesus in the first two chapters of the gospel of 
Matthew is preparatory to his global topic status (§3.4.1). Even if such a description does not actually 
create interest in the referent—that, after all, is an addressee status which the speaker cannot 
completely control—the information about the referent which the speaker furnishes establishes that 
referent as a point of integration in the mental representation, hence creates structural conditions for 
topicality. In traditional Japanese narrative, “when a character is introduced into a story, there is a 
strong tendency to provide additional information about that character immediately” (Hinds 
1984:468).  

• The speaker can construe material from the point of view of a narrative participant (more in §3.6.2). 
• In any genre, the speaker can CONTINUALLY ACTIVATE a referent throughout a discourse unit, 

maintaining high referential frequency (Levy 1982:301; Givón 1995:72; de Beaugrande and Dressler 
1981:104, 189). The following section of an oral text, with interaction from the addressee, is about a 
periodontist with a dental assistant named Joan: 

Example text 30: Periodontist text, excerpt A (van Oosten 1985:27) 
 

(01) 
(02) 
(03) 
(04) 

A: […] he was—… quite attractive but— 
from what Joan tells me… 
You know from the stories she tells me about how he is as a boss 
he’s—he’s got his real creepy side too. 

(05) B: What’s creepy mean? 
(06) 
(07) 
(08) 
(09) 
(10) 
(11) 

A: Well I mean the way he treats he::r 
I mean I—you know I could— 
the last thing that happened for example 
he went out for lunch… 
and he was supposed to be back at one, 
and he had two patients […] 
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Although this text shows an obvious lack of planning and editing, the periodontist is an obvious topic. 
One of the things that establishes his status is his continued activation or referential frequency, basically 
in subject position. This is a factor that the speaker can control in large measure, so that it becomes 
evidence of topic construal.  

Besides the above-mentioned signals, we note general criteria such as the following, which support an 
interpretation that a particular referent is being construed as a discourse topic: 
• Diversity: If different kinds of signals occur, they are more convincing than signals of a single kind. 
• Convergence: If the occurring signals converge on a single referent, they are more convincing than 

signals that apply to various referents in the discourse unit. 
• Extra signalling: Signals which are not required by the conceptual structure or propositional content 

of the unit indicate that something is being signalled besides knowledge. Thematic structure is not the 
only possibility, but it is one. This especially important with nonhead themes (§3.4.2). We return to 
this subject in §3.5.3. 
Several of these ways of establishing discourse topics are illustrated in the Book of Daniel. Daniel 

himself is a good example of construal as a global topic. The introductory section (chapter 1) quickly 
turns out to be primarily about Daniel as a person: he and his three companions were given a formal 
introduction in a presentational construction (1:6), he is named first, he was the one who took initiative in 
resolving not to defile himself with the royal food and wine (a reported private state; §3.6.2), and he 
asked the chief official for permission not to defile himself in this way (1:8). In five of the six historical 
episodes (ch. 1–6) he is as a major participant; in the other one (chapter 3), the major participants are his 
companions. The prophetic chapters (ch. 7–12) were revealed to him and narrated by him in first person. 
Not only that, there is repeated interaction between Daniel and heavenly messengers in regard to these 
visions, as well as frequent reporting of Daniel’s private states: “As I was thinking about this, suddenly a 
goat with a prominent horn between his eyes came from the west” (8:5). The final chapter consists of 
words to Daniel personally in relation to the prophecy. In fact, the book is personal throughout. We 
observe here a diversity of signals, both formal and conceptual, which converge on Daniel repeatedly, 
although there are also local topics, as in chapter 3. The personal character of the book, especially the 
reporting of Daniel’s private states, is not required with respect to the development of the story line, and 
can therefore be taken as indicating an intrinsic interest of the author in Daniel himself. In sum, there is a 
strong case for taking Daniel as a global topic, provided that integrates the book’s schema. That is slightly 
problematic in view of the analysis that was presented in Figure 17, since none of the macropredications 
there make any reference to Daniel; if that analysis remains, Daniel cannot integrate the book’s schema in 
the sense of §2.2.3, hence cannot qualify as global topic. However, in the light of the later discussion, it is 
seen that Daniel does integrate the schema. That update is presented in §3.6.4 as Figure 29. 

3.5.2 Maintaining discourse topics on different levels 
Once discourse topics or any referents are established, their coding weight is (other things being 

equal) in inverse proportion to their discourse prominence, on the following scale (for narrative): 
 

Most prominent referents: VIPs—paragraph topics 
 major participants 
 minor participants 
Least prominent referents: props 

 
That is, props often continue to be referred to with full NPs, while VIPs and paragraph topics are 
generally referred to with minimum coding. It seems possible that this reverse iconicity is due to the role 
of the integration function in “degree of accessibility” (§2.4.2) and the way conceptual and formal signals 
cooperate in the referential task (§§2.3.2, 3.1). Specifically, the more the conceptual structure of a 
discourse unit “points to” an element and makes it conceptually accessible to the addressee, the less need 
there will be to “point to” it linguistically. Conversely, the less an element integrates the text so as to be 
conceptually accessible, the more need there will be to point to it formally and explicitly.  

As van Oosten (1984:381) observes, “the syntactic characteristics which have come up most 
frequently with topics have been subjecthood and initial position in the sentence.” However, neither these 
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global topic: Jesus

topic: Jesus' 
genealogy 
Mt 1:1-17

topic: Jesus' 
birth & sequel
Mt 1:18-2:23

topic: John 
the Baptist 
Mt 3:1-12 

or other syntactic characteristics should be taken as a “universal syntactic prototype” of topic, “because 
syntax is too language-specific.” For example, although subject is often associated with topic, there are 
languages such as Malagasy, in which subjects do have an association with topic but typically occur in 
sentence-final position (Keenan 1976). Conceptual evidence for topic maintenance appears to be more 
consistent than formal evidence. 

For instance, discourse topics are often maintained by being used as a “reference point” for accessing 
other concepts (Langacker 1998, 2001b, 2000, ch. 6). Thus, they are often the “possessor” of other 
participants or props: when there is reference to ‘her mother’ or ‘his house’, the possessor is often a 
discourse topic. Seen from another angle, this means that other concepts are construed in their relation to 
the topic (Langacker 2000:76f.), so that when they are designated the topic they also “point to” the topic. 
A concept is RELATIONAL with respect to a second one if the second one is a complement—elaborating 
an “intrinsic substructure”—of the first (cf. Langacker 2000:77). In another “reference point” role, a 
discourse topic is often the participant whose point of view provides access to a state of affairs (§3.6.2). 
This is often done without explicit reference to the topic participant, but it is sufficient to keep it active. A 
further type of “reference point” is deictic center, with respect to which deictic parameters such as place, 
time, and reference are relational (see further in §3.6.2). Such “reference point” roles, of course, fit 
exactly with the notion of discourse topic, as a referent with respect to which the relevance of other 
entities is construed (§3.1). 

When we look closely at how discourse topics are maintained, we observe two alternative 
possibilities: sometimes they are continually active throughout their textual span and sometimes there are 
parts of their textual span where they are referred to very little, if at all. We consider two examples. 

For the first example, we consider again the initial chapters of the gospel of Matthew. As we saw in 
§3.4.1, 3:1–12 is an embedded discourse unit with John the Baptist as topic, while Jesus remains the 
global topic of the book, though not at all prominent in this grouping. John is established as a paragraph 
topic by formal introduction (the presentational sentence of 3:1) and by an extended orientation section 
about him personally (vv. 1–4). He is maintained in this status by continual activation, or, as Werth 
(1995:66) calls it, “reference chaining.” Thus, in the grouping 3:1–12 both John and Jesus are discourse 
topics, but on different levels and with different kinds of maintenance. This is illustrated in Figure 19. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19: Spaces in Matthew 1:1–3:12 
Figure 19 thus shows a paragraph (Matthew 3:1–12) of which the higher-level topic (Jesus) is not 
paragraph topic, nor is he continuously activated. 

As a second example, consider the sequel to the periodontist text (Example text 30) that was 
previously cited as Example text 30: 
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Example text 31: Periodontist text, excerpt B (van Oosten 1985:27) 
 

(12) 
(13)  
(14)  
(15)  
(16)  
(17)  
(18)  
(19)  
(20)  
(21)  
(22)  
(23) 
 
(24)  
(25)  
(26)  
(27) 
 
(28)  
(29) 

A: So he was supposed to be in by one o’clock. 
– And she thought We::ll, they’d left a little late 
so he should be in by one-thirty. 
He came back … at … (0.7) 
And then he had a::: (1.0) 
Then he had a operation at two o’clock. 
And this guy was rea:::lly nervous. 
He wasn’t back at two. 
Two-twenty, this guy.. u:h, goes Well I’ve been waiting for twenty minutes and I’m 
leaving. 
And I’ll co- come back later … u:h to make another appointment. 
– But I think this is awful. 
A::nd—you know they were saying o::h ple- you know, the doctor will be in shortly, blah 
blah. 
And the reason Joan hadn’t put him in the chair was because—at two, 
was because he was really nervous 
and she was a- in there—sharpening instruments. hhhhhhhhh heh heh heh heh 
And .. she was sure that he would be less nervous in the waiting room … you know 
reading a magazine 
than—sitting in a chair with—you know all this—unfamiliar stuff 
and listening to her sharpening instruments.  

(30) B: mhm 
(31)  
(32)  
(33) 

A: So, .. that made a lot of sense. 
– So, … twenty:: … well after two-thirty. 
Her boss came back. 

 
The text continues to be about the periodontist as global topic and is told from his assistant Joan’s point of 
view (§3.6.2; see lines 13–14, 24, 27). It tells how he was upset with her and was “real creepy” for the 
rest of the afternoon. In the part given in Example text 31, there is an embedded paragraph about a patient 
(lines 20–31) in which the periodontist is not referred to in any way, except within a quotation in line 
(23). In this embedded paragraph, the periodontist lapses into semiactivation, hence needs to be referred 
to by a full NP (Her boss) when he reappears in line (33).  

Maintenance of discourse topics depends on the hierarchical structure of discourse. In the above two 
examples, the two different ways of maintaining discourse topics in topic status is correlated with the 
hierarchical level of their textual spans (§3.1): 
• PARAGRAPH TOPICS are maintained in topic status via continual activation (possibly even center of 

attention), being referred to throughout that paragraph at least with every step of the paragraph. This 
is predicted by the two requirements in the definition of theme (§2.2.5): integration and intrinsic 
interest. In some languages, this is realized by keeping the topic as the subject of most of the 
sentences, as is sometimes done in English as well (see Example text 30). In other languages, the 
reference is effected in a variety of arguments, adjuncts, possessors of NPs, the deictic center for 
categories such as space and time, a participant’s point of view, etc. All of these are “reference point 
phenomena” in the sense of Langacker (1998, 2000 ch. 6, 2001b): other concepts are accessed via the 
reference point, and are relational with respect to it.  

• It often happens that a HIGH-LEVEL (global or episodic) TOPIC is referred to very little in paragraphs 
or other macro-level discourse units that are embedded within its textual span. When that happens, the 
high-level topic is a REMOTE TOPIC for such units. Jesus is a remote topic for the unit of Matthew 
3:1–12 about John the Baptist, and the periodontist is a remote topic for the paragraph consisting of 
lines (20–31) within Example text 31. These topics are only one level removed from the paragraph, 
that is, they are SECOND-ORDER DISCOURSE TOPICS. For a high-level topic, the definition of topic 
does not imply that it will be continually activated, but once the topic is established, that fact in the 
addressee’s mental representation means that she knows when she is processing a discourse unit that 
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is within its textual span and something of how that unit relates to it. That is, a high-level topic seems 
to be maintained more through knowledge structure than through its activation status. That being so, 
the speaker can do two things to facilitate the continued recognition of a high-level topic: he can 
clearly establish it as topic previously on the higher level (as Matthew does for Jesus in 1:1–2:23), 
and he can clearly signal how the embedded space relates to it (as he does in 3:3, 11–12).  
Second-order discourse topics appear actually to remain at least semiactive, and this could be the case 

with other high-level topics depending on how the specific content being processed relates to them.101 
This semiactive status is reflected in formal signals of different kinds, particularly intermediate coding 
weight. First, in certain languages remote topics make use of distal demonstratives of the type ‘that N’ 
(see, for example, Bantu initiative 2005); since in the Givenness hierarchy proximal demonstratives (‘this 
N’) indicate active referents, there is a possibility that distal demonstratives can be associated with 
semiactive status. Second, the reintroduction or reactivation of a high-level topic after it has been allowed 
to fade from activation generally requires lighter coding than for brand-new (inactive) referents. Thus, in 
the periodontist text (Example text 31), the reactivation expression Her boss in line (33) is not in the 
syntactic focus domain of that sentence as is required in formal introductions (§3.5.1) of an inactive 
referent, but rather is rather grammatical subject in the unmarked topic-comment configuration. A similar 
thing is true in Koiné Greek when Jesus is reactivated after the embedded discourse unit with John the 
Baptist as topic, in Matthew 3:13: ‘Then arrived Jesus from Galilee at the Jordan coming to John, to be 
baptized by him.’ Since high-level topics tend to have intermediate coding weight when they are 
reactivated, this suggests that they remain at least semiactive throughout their textual span. 

As Givón (1995:105) points out, when a high-level topic is reactivated, components of its dominion 
are once more identifiable. This is in accordance with the general principle mentioned in §2.4.1, that the 
activation of a concept makes related concepts identifiable. 

3.5.3 Discourse topics and referential frequency 
In the present treatment, discourse topics are construed as points of thematic integration for a 

discourse space in relation to a particular structure, the schema; intrinsic rather than mere instrumental 
interest is also required (§2.2.4). Referential frequency, although sometimes equated with discourse 
topicality (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:189, Givón 1983), may be due simply to the content and 
may have little to do either with discourse structure or intrinsic interest (§3.5.1). A referent with high 
referential frequency may actually integrate the discourse space, but without intrinsic interest on the part 
of the speaker this is mere semantic integration rather than thematic integration (§2.2.3). It is in this 
semantic sense that the puck integrates a narration of a hockey game (see Example text 5 from Tomlin 
1997); it has instrumental interest, not intrinsic interest. Referential frequency, at least to the point of 
continual activation, is a property of paragraph topics, but it is not a sufficient condition for topicality on 
any level, and emphatically not for for higher-level discourse topics (§3.5.2).  

Discourse topicality and referential frequency are answers to different questions. If the question is 
whether the speaker has organized the discourse unit about a particular referent in which he has intrinsic 
interest, then the question is about discourse topicality. If the question is how to analyze the pattern of 
referring expressions in a text, as in Tomlin 1997 and Givón 1983, then referential frequency is quite 
relevant, and possibly topicality as well. Discourse topics (and other themes) address the question, “What 
is the text thematically about?,” whereas referential frequency is one way to investigate the question, 
“What is the text semantically about?” (§2.2.5). But since remote discourse topics can have major 
stretches with low referential frequency (§3.5.2) and, as in the case of the puck in Example text 5, non-
topic referents can have high referential frequency, discourse “topicality cannot be established 
quantitatively. Discourse topics can only be [recognized] by interpreting the text at hand” (Wolters 
2001:49).  

                                                      
101 Chafe (1994:121) uses the term “discourse topic” for “an aggregate of coherently related events, states, and 
referents that are held together in some form in the speaker’s semiactive consciousness.” 
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3.5.4 Sequential connectedness and just-in-time coherence 
Conversations, such as the following one, often have a rambling sequence of topics:102 

Example text 32: Conversational text, excerpt (Brown and Yule 1983:84) 
 

(01)  A: I went to Yosemite National Park 
(02)  B: did you 
(03)  A: yeah—it’s beautiful there right throughout the year + 
(04)  B: I have relations in California and that’s their favorite Park because they +enjoy camping a 

lot 
(05)  A: oh yeah 
(06)  B: they go round camping + 
(07)  A: I must admit I hate camping + 

 
In Example text 32, there is a transition from talking about Yosemite to talking about camping. Brown 
and Yule call this conversational style “speaking topically”: “a discourse participant is ‘speaking 
topically’ when he makes his contribution fit closely to the most recent elements,” whereas “speaking on 
a topic” means “the participants are concentrating their talk on one particular entity, individual or issue” 
(loc. cit.). In more general terms, we can contrast texts which have only SEQUENTIAL CONNECTEDNESS 
with those that have a consistent global topic or some other kind of global theme. Conversation is where 
one would typically look for examples of repeated negotiations of topic between interlocutors (see, for 
example, ch. 3 of Brown and Yule 1983).103 Extended monologue, with its greater hierarchical depth, is 
where one would look for more consistent high-level topics and hierarchical arrangements of topics.104  

There are, however, monologues with sequential connectedness and no clear and consistent global 
theme, hence no coherence in the sense defined in §2.2.1. Example text 8 is a contrived text with 
sequential connectedness but no overall coherence and no single situation. Perhaps few naturally 
occurring texts would show that kind of blatant disregard for coherence, but gray areas of coherence—
non-ideal coherence—seem to be common in natural texts, and not just in literary texts (§2.6.6). One such 
is a text in Aché (Tupi-Guarani, Paraguay), whose initial paragraph is as follows: 

Example text 33: Aché “Oranges” text, excerpt 
 

(01) Aché women went to where they saw oranges. 
(02) A lot of women bring oranges home for their husbands to eat. 
(03) They bring oranges for their hungry husbands to eat. 
(04) Grandmother said, “Bring oranges for your husbands to eat.” 
(05) A lot of women took baskets in order to bring oranges. 
(06) Their husbands are hungry. 
(07) Grandmother said, “Bring oranges for your husbands to eat. They will arrive very hungry.” 

 
In this initial paragraph, possible discourse topics are the Aché women and oranges, since both are active 
throughout the grouping. The women seem to be more likely as topic: not only are they human, they are 
mentioned initially in (01) and confirmed as topic in (02). The women are subject in (01), (02), (03) and 
(05), possessors in (02), (03), (04), (06), and (07), and implicit addressees of the quotations in (04) and 
(07). The women have a goal, of bringing oranges for their husbands to eat when they arrive hungry. It 
seems to be presuppposed that the husbands were off somewhere hunting. The macropredication of this 

                                                      
102 “A conversation can be viewed as a process of the continual negotiation of new topics” (Levy 1982:295). 
103 Tracy (1994) found that even in in conversational data, speakers most often “speak on a topic” rather than “speak 
topically.” See Chafe 2001 for an analysis of topic progression in conversation. 
104 It is sometimes claimed that “face-to-face conversation is the basic and primary use of language” (Fillmore 
1981:152; Hinds 1979:136), and even that other uses of language are mere extensions of it (Werth 1995:51). It 
appears, however, that no single language use is primary in this sense; each one potentially presents unique aspects. 
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paragraph seems to be that Aché women do, or did, or should, bring oranges to feed their hungry 
husbands for when they come back from hunting. (The tense and other grounding mechanisms in this text 
are not clear.)  

In the following 18 lines of the text, however, neither the women nor the oranges are mentioned 
again. The text proceeds to talk about the husbands who are off hunting; what kinds of game they found 
(principally armadillo, also tapir) and why they were delayed in getting home (they had to wait overnight 
for an armadillo to come out of his den). The fact that they had to be away overnight is why they would 
return hungry. At the end of the text the men do return, but they ate armadillo, not oranges. Possibly the 
oranges were gathered in case the men found no game. At any rate, the hunters turn out to be the closest 
thing to a global topic, and the fact that they arrived hungry and needed (and found) food on their return 
seems possible to take as a macropredication. In the initial paragraph, the men are presupposed and 
nontopical, but they subsequently displace the women as topic. There is thus a topic shift, and the global 
relevance of the first paragraph seems diminished. It is not known if this sequence was intentional or 
whether the narrator changed his mind or lost his train of thought. But the topic switch to the hunters may 
have made possible a broader theme and a broader coherence. However that may be, the switch itself 
illustrates sequential connectedness.  

Churchill’s speech (Appendix A) can be analyzed as having a global topic, “the new government I 
have been asked to form,” which is introduced (lines 01–02) and then developed in two main sections: a 
narrative section (lines 03–13) with the macropredication “I have been forming it” followed by a 
hortatory section (lines 14–35) with the macropredication “Support it!” The narrative section appears to 
have two main parts, the first dealing with “the most important part of this task” which “I have already 
completed” (lines 03–07) and the second dealing with the rest which should shortly be completed (lines 
08–10). Lines (11–13) appear to be an add-on to this narrative part dealing with essential details of 
scheduling meetings of the House. Line (10) is a possible transition to that add-on: “I trust when 
Parliament meets again this part of my task will be completed….” A second add-on occurs in line (20), 
where Churchill justifies his brevity and “lack of ceremony”—a relatively minor point—on the basis of 
the crisis that he is describing (lines 17–19).  

An outline and diagram of the schema of this speech is given as Figure 20: 
 
01–02: Initialization: establishes global topic (“the new government I have been asked to form”)  
03–13: Narrative schema with macropredication: “I have been forming it” 
  03–06: “the most important part” is “already completed” 
  07–10: the rest  
  Add-on: 11–13: scheduling meetings of the House 
14–35: Hortatory schema with macropredication: “Support it!” 
  14–20: invitation for House to formally declare its support 
    16–19: urgency of support  
    Add-on: 20: justifying brevity & “lack of ceremony” 
  21–35: personal appeal for support 
    21–22: challenge to fortitude 
    23–30: goal 
      23–26: policy: “wage war” 
      26–30: aim: “victory” 
      31: wish: that it be realized 
      32: reason: consequences of defeat 
    33–35: personal “bouyancy and hope” and final appeal for support 
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Solid lines indicate hierarchical developments in the schema. Plus signs and dashed ovals indicate add-ons. 

Figure 20: Schemas in Churchill’s speech (Appendix A) 
Possibly, then, the most common nemesis of ideal coherence with a clear global theme is not 

complete disconnectedness, but sequential connectedness. The add-ons that we have observed all seem to 
be based on sequential connectedness. That is, there is some semantic connection between the add-on step 
and what precedes it. This was noted twice in Churchill’s speech, lines (11–13) and (20). In the Aché text, 
the men who were off hunting—the new topic—were mentioned just before, in the initial paragraph.  

In these two texts, however, the sequential connectedness has different structural consequences. In 
Churchill’s speech, the new topics that were introduced by sequential connectedness were minor and 
parenthetical: after mentioning them, the speaker returned to the schema he was using before. In the Aché 
text, the new topic leads to a new schema with a level that is superordinate to the previous schema: the 
returning hunters could be taken as final topic that is superordinate to the topic of women gathering 
oranges. In the conversational Example text 32 we find a similar possibility: the topic switches from 
Yosemite to camping, but after all, camping could develop into a broader theme that includes Yosemite. 
So even though these two texts—the Aché text and the Yosemite text—may have not the ideal coherence 
that comes from a clear and constant global theme that is understood from the first, they show that it is 
sometimes possible to create a new coherence, JUST-IN-TIME COHERENCE, in a dynamic fashion. Just-in-
time coherence may be planned or unplanned; its essential characteristic is that the highest-level space of 
a discourse is not presented early on, only after the presentation of a lower-level unit or lower-level units 
which, when the higher-level space is manifest, are then seen to be embedded in it.105 Other examples 
include the Guarani bow text (Example text 9, discussed in §2.3.1), fables with morals, and “The train 
ride” (Appendix C) as discussed in (§3.4.4).  

                                                      
105 There is a Peanuts cartoon in which Snoopy is sitting on top of his doghouse typing a story. “It was a dark and 
stormy night. / Suddenly, a shot rang out. A door slammed. The maid screamed. / Suddenly, a pirate ship appeared 
on the horizon! / While millions of people were starving, the king lived in luxury. / Meanwhile, on a small farm in 
Kansas, a boy was growing up.” Snoopy looks over what he has written, puts another sheet of paper into the 
typewriter. He writes “Part II” and says to himself, “In Part Two, I tie all of this together” (Schultz, Charles. 
Peanuts. Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 13 Nov 2005).  
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forms of recreation 

Yosemite 
  → camping 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

surfing 

 
 
 
 

Yosemite  → camping  → surfing 

In the three texts we have been considering—one in Aché and two in English—there is only one 
switch from the initial topic. If a text were to remove itself two or more steps from an initial theme—for 
example, if the Aché text (Example text 33), which had the topic progression women → hunters, had 
ended up talking about how different kinds of game are hunted (women → hunters → game), the text 
could have lost its coherence altogether. Or if the Yosemite text (Example text 32) with the topic 
progression Yosemite → camping had ended up talking about surfing (Yosemite → camping → surfing), 
coherence could also have been lost. This is illustrated in Figure 21, where the final topic (surfing) is not 
related to the initial one, Yosemite, and there is no single space that includes everything: 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 21: Loss of coherence through sequential connectedness 
A text like this with three sequential topics could doubtless still perform a useful social function, but 
would not have the conceptual unity that we are calling coherence.  

However, because of just-in-time coherence, we cannot assume that even long strings of sequential 
connectedness necessarily destroy coherence. At some point it might be possible to express a theme that 
would integrate everything that had been said. Thus, for example, it might be possible for the extended 
Yosemite text (Yosemite → camping → surfing) to be perceived as dealing with a superordinate theme, 
forms of recreation, with Yosemite simply giving access to the first form, camping. If that were made 
clear to the addressees by means of some expression such as What I really like to do is… that creates the 
superordinate theme, then the text could achieve a just-in-time coherence even with the double succession 
of topics, as shown in Figure 22: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 22: Coherence preserved despite sequential connectedness 
 
Just-in-time coherence may still be defective, however, if the superordinate theme does not have the 
speaker’s (or speakers’, in the case of conversation) intrinsic interest in relation to all embedded units. 

A traditional oral narrative genre in Xhosa (Bantu, South Africa), called intsomi, is based on creative 
sequential connectedness (Gough 1990). These narratives are made up of a succession of “tale chunks,” 
short narratives from a traditional inventory, are linked together to make a continuing story. In the 
example that Gough presents, a tale chunk about a girl who forgets her skirt after collecting clay is 
followed by another about a dog who makes a request to the girl, and so forth. The connection between 
the first two tale chunks is that a girl—in the intsomi genre, it is interpreted as the same girl—is involved 
in each one. In terms of Graesser et al. (1997:296), adjacent tale chunks have “argument overlap” as 
discourse units. The intsomi achieves coherence, not simply by means of sequential connectedness, which 
in itself could be destructive of coherence, but through the creation of a just-in-time coherence.  

Yet another example of sequential connectedness and just-in-time coherence was presented earlier as 
Example text 2, an apparently contrived text presented by Unger (2001:41), in which a long sequence of 
apparently unconnected and even illogical pericopes turns out to be a person’s dream. Unger (p. 149) asks 
the question, “If addressees tolerate blatant irrelevance for some time, why do they stop processing at 
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some times and not at others?” His answer to this question (here paraphrased) is that if addressees 
recognize that the genre (text type, discourse type) of the text could eventually make use of initially 
noncoherent material, then because of these genre-related “expectations of relevance” they retain it “in a 
kind of memory buffer” (see also Sperber and Wilson 1995:138f.) and retrieve it when it is used. In the 
present treatment, what Unger says about the role of genre is stated in terms of discourse schemas 
(§2.2.4): If addressees recognize a larger discourse schema which could eventually make coherent use of 
initially noncoherent material, then they retain it and hopefully retrieve it at an appropriate point. If it is 
never utilized, then the text is (to that extent) noncoherent. If addressees are not able to recognize a genre 
or larger schema which would justify their retaining the noncoherent material in memory, then especially 
if it is in a genre which comes with the expectation of coherence, they may give the text up as 
noncoherent. 

3.6 Text-internal point of view 
This treatment of discourse topicality and thematicity is largely structural, especially with its 

emphasis on spaces and schemas. However, this is not traditional structuralism in discourse analysis. 
• Here, “structural” does not imply “static.” On the contrary, we are concerned to see how addressees 

go about building up conceptual structures at different points in the process of text comprehension; 
see, for example, provisional structures in §2.2.7.  

• Neither does “structural” imply a preoccupation with formal signals. This treatment parts company 
with a common tradition in attempting to recognize conceptual evidence that has no simple 
correspondence with linguistic form. 

• Nor is this treatment restricted to propositional content, whether in interpreting what is said 
(semantics) or in what is meant in a given context (pragmatics). There is no question that 
propositional content is a major part of discourse production and comprehension, but existing 
alongside content organization—what I call knowledge management—is attention management, 
involving various kinds of attention states of speaker and addressee that are to some degree 
independent of knowledge per se. In fact, there is evidence that high-level attention management 
constrains and construes knowledge management from its earliest stages, and so has a claim to 
priority with respect to it.  
In high-level attention management I now want to examine more closely a path which leads from 

interest (§2.1.3) to imagination to point of view. This line of inquiry presents challenges for a structural 
approach and for any kind of linguistic approach. As Mey says (a bit illiberally) in regard to point of 
view, “Despite its importance for the analysis and understanding of text, this contextual device has found 
no accepted place in the deliberations of those pragmatically oriented researchers who hail from various 
linguistic backgrounds: in most cases, their span of attention is limited by the purely grammatical, 
cotextual phenomena” (2001:793f.). The two approaches, linguistic and imaginative, seem to be 
essentially complementary; each one stands to be informed by the other. To preserve the benefits of this 
complementarity, for the present I will not try to reduce one approach to the other, yet I will try to point 
out points of possible contact. One area where the two approaches seem to come together is in discourse 
topicality.  

3.6.1 Imagination 
“An obvious but remarkable fact of human consciousness is that it need not be restricted to events and 

states that coincide with the time and place of the conscious experience itself. Much of it has its source in 
other times and places, even other selves, which enter it through processes of remembering, imagining, 
and that special kind of imagining we call empathy” (Chafe 1994:195) or, as it is called in the present 
treatment, text-internal point of view. IMAGINATION is one form of displaced attention. In real life we 
experience imagination in dreaming, daydreaming, role playing, imaginative games, etc. When people are 
asked how many windows are in their house, they often “walk around it” mentally, in imagination 
counting the windows (Shepard and Cooper 1982, cited in Clark and van der Wege 2001:782). Similar 
uses of imagination are found in discourse production and comprehension. A description of one’s 
apartment is often conceived either as if the person is looking down at it from above (“the map strategy”) 
or, more commonly, walking through it with the addressees (“the tour strategy”; Linde 1981:105). 
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Probably all of us are commonly aware of imagination as we process narrative. As Emmott (1997:58) 
says, “I regard readers as imagining situations in which the characters appear to be ‘present’ to the extent 
that the reader seems to ‘witness’ the actions occurring.” In narrative, addressees commonly “experience 
selective features of the narrative world as if they were actual, current experiences. These include visual 
appearances, spatial relations, points of view, movement and processes, voices, and emotions” (Clark and 
van der Wege 2001:780). Speakers encourage imagination by formal and conceptual signals such as 
direct speech, ideophones, reported privates states of participants, “painting” a setting, etc. As the novelist 
John Gardner put it, “The writer’s intent is that the reader fall through the printed page into the scene 
represented” (1983:132, cited in Clark and van der Wege 2001:784). The result can be described as “joint 
pretense” involving both speakers and addressees (Clark and van der Wege 2001:783). 

To take a specific example, narrative imagination seems to be largely behind the “historical present.” 
In modern Hebrew narrative the historical present, along with “highly emotional adjectives and ‘nearby 
deictics’ (this, these),…allows the author to relive the events of the past and forces his reader to (re)live or 
experience them as if they were actually taking place at the moment of narration or reading” (Tobin 
1987). In Koiné Greek, according to Blass and Debrunner (1961:167), “the historical present can replace 
the aorist indicative in a vivid narrative at the events of which the narrator imagines himself to be 
present.” This often occurs preceding key events in the story (Boos 1984, Levinsohn 2000:200), possibly 
to get the reader “there” in imagination to witness those events. Historical present is often thus a vivid 
“scene-setting” device with an initialization function (§2.3.1), either as the speech verb for a quotation or 
in highlighting narrative events. The historical present in accessing and initializing a discourse unit “often 
leads to its occurrence early in a paragraph” (Levinsohn 2000:202). The following examples have 
historical present bolded and underlined: 
 

Mark 2:21–22 (Young’s Literal Translation):  
And they go on to Capernaum, and immediately, on the sabbaths, having gone into the synagogue, 
he was teaching, and they were astonished at his teaching, for he was teaching them as having 
authority, and not as the scribes.  

 
Acts 10:9–11 (Young’s Literal Translation):  

And on the morrow, as these are proceeding on the way, and are drawing nigh to the city, Peter 
went up upon the house-top to pray, about the sixth hour, and he became very hungry, and wished 
to eat; and they making ready, there fell upon him a trance, and he doth behold the heaven opened, 
and descending unto him a certain vessel, as a great sheet, bound at the four corners, and let down 
upon the earth…. 

The above clauses with historical present access a discourse space. According to Levinsohn, what is being 
highlighted is not the fact of access, but the content of the discourse space itself.  

Addressees may commonly use imagination in processing other genres as well: in procedural 
discourse, the addressees may “see themselves” going through the steps being described; in hortatory, 
they may “see themselves” carrying out the prescribed action (or not); in descriptive discourse, they may 
“see” what is being described, and so forth.  

Imaginative elements can be part of mental representations. Johnson-Laird (1996:93) speaks of 
“visual images” as “representations of the perceptual aspects of a situation from the observer’s point of 
view.” According to Emmott (1997:44f.), “Johnson-Laird argues that even when drawing a conclusion 
from sentences such as ‘Mary is taller than Jane, Jane is taller than Ann’, the reader will produce and use 
a spatial model (of the three different heights) rather than relying on the abstract logical transitivity 
operation. …readers may imagine three figures representing three individuals or might just produce a 
schematic visual representation similar to plotting their heights on a graph. When reading fictional 
narrative, many readers seem to have visual images of the characters….”  

The imaginative and affective involvement of addressees, although commonly left out of text 
processing models in artificial intelligence (Emmott 1995:83), is important for both comprehension and 
retention. Models of comprehension that use propositional mental representations and schemas “have 
convincingly accounted for a range of cognitive features of comprehension in the case of simpler, non-
literary narratives,” but when addressees engage a text with their imagination and their emotions—a 
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hallmark of literary texts and other types as well—their comprehension and retention turns out to be 
richer than what simple models predict (Miall 1989).  
• As addressees project themselves into the text world, their depth of processing (§2.2.1) generally 

increases. “The reports of readers show that in response to narrative a reader often becomes self 
aware, conscious of entertaining hopes or fears for the characters; readers feel curiosity, and respond 
to the challenge to understand” (loc. cit.). 

• As addressees project themselves into the text world, their comprehension is shaped by “self-relevant 
issues” as well as by more objective, text-internal processes (loc. cit.). This kind of affective 
interpretation may not be foreseen by the speaker and may or may not be helpful in the addressee’s 
construction of the kind of mental representation the speaker intends. 

• If addressees project themselves into the text world, their retention will predictably increase (loc. cit.), 
but not necessarily in relation to the propositional content of the text—in fact, that kind of retention 
can decrease. What they retain is how the text has affected them, their personal application of it. 

Considerations such as these, which are further discussed in a recent special issue of Discourse Processes 
(2004, vol. 38(2)), have obvious importance for translation.  

As addressees project themselves imaginatively into the text world, they use many of the same 
conceptual strategies in discourse comprehension that they use in real-life situations:  
• Addressees’ need for spatio-temporal orientation in discourse can be expected to “be like” their need 

for spatio-temporal orientation in real-life situations (§2.3.1; Emmott 1995:83f.).  
• The sequencing of events or other temporal steps in discourse can be expected, in the default case, to 

“be like” what occurs in real life. 
• Causal relationships in discourse can be expected, in the default case, to “be like” what occurs in real 

life. 
• Cultural schemas which addressees depend on to “make sense” of real-life experiences can often be 

used in discourse comprehension as well, guiding the recognition of innovative discourse schemas 
(§2.6.6).  

• Topicality and thematicity in discourse can be expected to “be like” sustaining interest on elements in 
real life (Tomlin et al. 1997:458). 

• Deictic orientation in discourse can be expected to “be like” what is used in real life. 

3.6.2 Evidence of text-internal point of view 
As noted above, speakers and addressees often do not simply produce and process the text world; they 

take part in it. This can often be seen in relation to deictic elements. 

Example text 34: San Diego text, excerpt (Rubba 1996:227)  
(1) There’s a part of southeast San Diego where you do go down,  
(2) you see all these Vietnamese theaters and everything in Vietnamese 
(3) and when I see that I just kind of feel, well, I don’t belong in this place 
(4) this is where the Vietnamese people are, 
(5) I don’t belong here.  

In this material, there are elements of person and locational deixis (you, this, here) which are not based on 
the encoding situation, but on a text-internal observer and at a text-internal location. That is, there is a 
DEICTIC CENTER which is internal to the text world, in addition to the deictic center in the encoding 
situation that is external to the text world, comprising reference (speaker, addressees) as well as place and 
time of encoding. The pronoun I in Example text 34 designates the text-external speaker, although in a 
factual first-person text the speaker is a participant in the text world as well. When there is a text-internal 
deictic center, the narrator first gives SPEAKER ACCESS to it, and the text-internal center is then used to 
give additional TEXT-INTERNAL ACCESS to a range of concepts; other concepts may continue to have 
simple speaker access. Figure 23 will serve as a first approximation to these two kinds of access. 
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Figure 23: A text-internal deictic center and two types of access 
 

According to Zubin and Hewitt (1995:129f.),  
DEIXIS in its traditional linguistic sense…refers to the fact that certain linguistic forms have 
direct pragmatic interpretation dependent on parameters of the speech situation, rather than a 
stable semantic value. In particular, their interpretation is contextually anchored to the identity of 
the speaker and addressee, their locations, and the time of utterance. When A asks B on the 
phone, ‘Will you come here?’ the linguistic expressions you, here, and will are interpreted as 
‘addressee’, ‘location of the speaker’, and ‘after time of utterance’, respectively. …in its more 
general/abstract deployment, the spatial center of deixis is a location (either physical or 
psychological) with which the speaker identifies.  

“‘Classical’ deictic dimensions can be classified as local, temporal and personal and these are mentioned 
in all papers on deixis” (Rauh 1983:31). A “non-classical” deictic dimension, MODALITY, is nevertheless 
inherently deictic, with its center on the perceiver or “accessor” of information (Rauh 9183:32, Brisard 
2002:xvi–xvii, Chilton 2005). Here two types of modality are of interest: EVIDENTIAL and EPISTEMIC. 
“The essential difference between these two types is…that with epistemic modality speakers express their 
judgments about the factual status of the proposition, whereas with evidential modality they indicate the 
evidence they have for its factual status” (Palmer 2001:8). In discourse analysis, Palmer’s term “speakers” 
can be more generally understood to mean accessors of information, and “the proposition” can mean 
accessed information of any length. Perhaps related to modality is a further deictic dimension, interest.106 
NARRATIVE MODALITY, pertaining to the narrator, is generally characterized by “omniscience 
(specifically, knowledge of what goes on in the heads and inner sancta of the persons described), 
omnipresence, and so on” (Mey 2001:795). TEXT-INTERNAL MODALITY, that of characters in a story, is 
typically limited to the kind of knowledge and presence that persons in corresponding real-life situations 
are expected to have. 

As shown in Figure 23, not all access is deictic-based, whether narrative or text-internal. The essential 
thing about deictic access is that “Deictic terms and elements…relate to a ‘zero-point’…which is set by 
the encoder in relation to the spatial and temporal nature of the utterance. …we must not confuse deixis 
with mere context-dependency” (Green 1995:12). However, subtle differences between deictic and non-
deictic access, as well as different theoretical positions that have been taken on this subject (see Green 
1995 for survey), need not concern us here. What does concern us is that deixis is a type of access and 

                                                      
106 “Since the encoder within this dimension decides and expresses what is relevant to him, this dimension may be 
named the ‘dimension of relevance’” (Rauh 1983:39). In Rauh’s usage, “relevance” seems to designate interest. 
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that the deictic center is an obvious “reference point phenomenon” in Langacker’s sense (1998 and 2000, 
ch. 6): concepts are accessed “from” a deictic center, sometimes from more than one deictic center.  

An interdisciplinary group of researchers at the State University of New York at Buffalo, represented 
by contributions to Duchan et al. 1995, has been analyzing narrative by looking at deictic expressions:  
 

Readers and writers of narratives sometimes imagine themselves to be in a world that is not 
literally present. They interpret narrative text as if they were experiencing it from a position 
within the world of the narrative. This act of imagination was commented on over 2,000 years 
ago by Aristotle in his Poetics.… We think that much of the detail of text is only understandable 
from a position somewhere within the narrative world requiring a deictic shift…. The Deictic 
Shift Theory (DST) [or Deictic Center Theory; Zubin and Hewitt 1995] argues that the metaphor 
of the reader getting inside of a story is cognitively valid. …readers and authors shift their deictic 
center [DC] from their real-world situation to an image of themselves at a location within the 
story world.107 This location is represented as a cognitive structure often containing the elements 
of a particular time and place within the fictional world, or even within the subjective space of a 
fictional character.… The DC does not remain static within the story, but shifts as the story 
unfolds. Major research problems of the DST are to identify the properties of DCs and the 
principles by which a DC may be created, identified, and shifted. (Segal 1995b:14–16)  

According to Zubin and Hewitt (1995:141), initial steps toward Deictic Shift Theory were taken by 
Grimes (1975) and Longacre (1983/1996) in the field analysis of discourse. 

We get some idea how deictic centers function by examining locational deixis in narrative texts.  
• In “The train ride” (Appendix C), the narrator and her family decided to come to Omaha for 

Christmas (line 10), Omaha being apparently an important place for the family at Christmas. In fact, 
Omaha seems to serve as a goal them for much of the text. On the way to Omaha, there were local 
deictic centers where incidents occurred, providing text-internal access to concepts in their spaces. 
The initial incident was the lack of a train in Minneapolis, and the participants stood there, and stood 
there (line 10). A second incident occurred when they came into the middle of Iowa (line 30), being 
stuck there for the next 15 lines of text. That space gave further access to a small town where they 
found food, although all they had there was a bar (line 43). From there they came back to the train 
(line 45), which apparently served as a mobile deictic center between incidents. A further incident 
occurred when they came to a railroad crossing (line 46) and the train hit a car; they sat there until 
all that was taken care of and cleared away (line 49). At long last they arrived at Omaha, 24 hours 
after we were supposed to have been there (line 50), from where they had to go back on the train 
(line 54) to Minneapolis. Minneapolis is the last local deictic center: about halfway there (line 59) 
they got a seat. (The adverb there provides simple speaker access to the current locational deictic 
center and then provides speaker access to the current temporal deictic center, much as minimal 
coding does for reference (§2.4.2). In Figure 22, each there each then would correspond to an access 
arrow from the narrator to DC.) 

• In “Stone soup” (Appendix D), the poor man came to a large house during a storm to beg for food 
(line 01), from which he was sent away with angry words (line 02). The house is apparently a text-
internal deictic center since it is important to the story, but the man himself is seen to be prominent as 
well as he went back (line 03). The maid, belonging to the house, let him come in (line 04), and no 
one left again before having a nourishing meal. 

• In Labov and Waletsky’s Oral narrative 4 (Appendix E), the initial text-internal spatial deictic center 
is evidently Bill Hatfield’s house, from which he was told to go get a bushel of peaches (line 01), and 
from which he went down to Martin’s house (line 03). But there is a shift to Martin Cassidy’s house 

                                                      
107 Spatial deictic shift appears commonly to function as an honorific device. In Mbyá Guarani (Tupi-Guarani, 
Brazil), ‘here’, ‘come’, ‘go’ and similar items are based on the addressee’s location, especially if he is accorded 
higher social status (Dooley 1983). The author only discovered this when Guarani began to use media such as 
telephones and letter-writing, in which speaker and addressee were at different locations.  
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itself, as we suspect when we hear that Martin had some moonshine there (line 04) and which is 
confirmed when we hear the narrator and her friends was out there playin’ (line 09), and especially 
when Mrs. Hatfield came down (line 10) and retrieved her money. In that same place also, Mr. 
Cassidy was laying out there in the yard (line 11) when he made his unfortunate remark.  

• In the Ekoti text “Lion, his daughter, and Hare” (Appendix H), there came a man to Mr Lion (line 
05)—a nontopical man coming to an important personage. When the globally topic Hare made that 
trip, however, he went to Mr Lion’s house (line 10), apparently carrying the locational deictic center 
in himself, even though he did speak deferentially: “Honorable Mr Lion,…I in turn come to ask you” 
(line 11). 
Work within Deictic Shift Theory has largely concentrated on narrative, but deictic phenomena are 

found in non-narrative genres as well, as “discourse deixis” (Greenberg 1985, Green 1995). Fillmore 
(1997:103–105) cites the following English expressions as commonly used in discourse deixis: “earlier,” 
“later,” “the preceding,” “the following,” “the last,” “the next”, and “this” and “that” as in the following 
two examples: “I met a friend of yours last night. Well, this guy told me some pretty interesting things 
about you,” and “Remember the man who sold us those football tickets? Well, that guy told me….” In 
non-narrative material, however, there is not commonly a text-internal deictic center (Hosenfeld et al. 
1995:417).  

In narrative, it is commonly important to make a distinction “between SUBJECTIVE and OBJECTIVE 
sentences. Objective sentences are those whose narrative content is taken simply as true (in the fictional 
world). Subjective sentences are those whose content is mediated by the epistemology of a character, and 
is structured by the character’s perceptions, thoughts, knowledge, intentions, goals, and other 
psychological attributes. The propositional content of subjective sentences must be understood with 
respect to a character’s judgment and experience, and is thus open to question” (Bruder and Wiebe 
1995:342). The term SUBJECTIVE CHARACTER (Hewitt 1995:338) is used for a participant whose point 
of view the speaker uses to give text-internal access to SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION (a more useful term 
than “subjective sentence”). 108 In Figure 22, objective information is that to which the speaker gives 
direct access, while subjective information is what he accesses indirectly, using a text-internal deictic 
center, usually reflecting the perceptions of a subjective character. A subjective character may be in first 
person (an AUTHOR SURROGATE; “Literary technique” 2006) or in third person. Not only a subjective 
character’s perceptions, but his intentions can be extremely important as well, since they often prefigure 
future directions in the developments in the story (Zubin and Hewitt 1995:134f.). The subjective character 
often becomes the center for spatial deixis and sometimes for temporal deixis as well, although that is not 
always true (op. cit., pp. 136f.), as we shall see in §3.6.3. The orientation of narrative material to a 
subjective character is commonly called subjective or text-internal POINT OF VIEW: “people are able to 
imagine themselves seeing the world through the eyes of others as well as from their own point of view” 
(Chafe 1976:54). It is called “empathy” in Kuno 1987, “perspective” in Sanders and Redeker 1996, and 
“displaced immediacy” in Chafe 1994, ch. 18–19).109 As we will see, text-internal point of view involves 
a type of discourse topicality (§3.6.4). 

                                                      
108 According to Pit (2006:153), “In the literature on (linguistic) subjectivity, two different interpretations of 
subjectivity can be distinguished. Under the first interpretation, subjectivity arises if a speaker expresses himself or 
herself in the utterance; that is, if the hearer needs to invoke the speaker’s self as a reference point in the 
interpretation of the utterance. In the second conception of subjectivity, subjectivity is conceived as the 
perspectivization of third persons. The degree of subjectivity of these participants increases as the perspective is 
stronger. This conception of subjectivity will be referred to as the ‘perspective’ type of subjectivity.” The first type 
involves deictic categories and speaker evaluation, as in Langacker 2002. It is the second type, “perspective,” that is 
being discussed here. 
109 The term “point of view” uses a visual analogy which Langacker exploits in “Viewing in cognition and 
grammar” (2000, ch. 7), where spatial deixis models broader kinds of viewing. 
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Not all text-internal point of view is linked to a subjective character, but that is commonly the case. 
Less common is when a subjective character is a virtual narrator, “a narrator who is not the author” (Rauh 
1983:47), as is seen in Example text 27. 

Objective information has speaker access, hence reflects the narrator’s modality (omniscience and 
omnipresence), while subjective information with text-internal access reflects the much more limited 
modality of the subjective character. Speakers need to know how to signal or “cue” information as 
subjective so that addressees will be able to recognize it as such. This can be done explicitly, through the 
use of formal signals, or implicitly and conceptually: “in natural narrative, numerous cues converge to 
signal point of view” (Bruder and Wiebe 1995:356; also Zubin and Hewitt 1995:144,152). Signals of 
subjective information seem to make use of both universal cognitive principles and language- and genre-
specific norms. In English, implicit text-internal point of view is very common in modern fiction (Bruder 
and Wiebe 1995:342) but not in conversational texts (Chafe 1994:135). Other languages and genres may 
make very restricted use of subjective information and may mark it explicitly when it occurs.110 
Recognizing a text-internal point of view is like many other kinds of interpretation in that it often carries 
less than absolute certainty and is utilized in mental representation only as long as coherence is possible. 

Different kinds of formal signals are commonly used to explicitly signal subjective information.  
• In what Wiebe (1995:264) calls a REPORTED PRIVATE STATE, the narrator uses an objective sentence 

(speaker access) to describe a participant’s cognitive processes, as in John 2:24f.: “But Jesus would 
not entrust himself to them, for he knew all men. He did not need man’s testimony about man, for he 
knew what was in a man.” The reporting of private states therefore makes explicit use of both levels 
of Figure 22: speaker access which gives the report followed by text-internal access to the content of 
the participant’s private state itself, something “that is not open to objective observation or 
verification” (loc. cit.) and “can be known directly only by a represented consciousness” (Chafe 
1994:254). Example text 25 from “The train ride” (Appendix C) presents numerous examples of 
reported private state. Private states appear only to be reported for participants, not for props (cf. 
Grimes 1975:43–45). Reported private states are often a boundary phenomenon between speaker 
access and text-internal point of view. They can signal the beginning or sometimes the end of text-
internal point of view (see Example text 41). Some texts with reported private states never cross that 
boundary into text-internal point of view. In the New Testament and the Bible in general, reported 
private states often do not lead to text-internal point of view; see John 2:24f. cited above. 

• As a special case of reported private state, many languages portray a participant’s thought processes 
in a form identical with, or similar to, direct speech. This is seen in Example text 34, lines (03–05): I 
just kind of feel, well, I don’t belong in this place …. It is also seen in the following paragraph from a 
folk narrative in Mbyá Guarani (Tupi Guarani, Brazil), in which a wild man is stalking an indigene: 

Example text 35: Coati text (Mbyá Guarani), excerpt 
 

(01) ‘After that HSY when he [the indigene] had already gone a long way, he felt something 
pulling on the tails of the coatis [that he was carrying]. 

(02) ‘Then HSY he looked behind him. 
(03) ‘Then HSY surprisingly, there was something like a man pulling on the coatis’ tails. 
(04) ‘Then HSY the indigene looked at him. 
(05) ‘Then HSY the wild man bared his teeth at the indigene. 
(06) ‘Then HSY the indigene, saying “He’s smiling RT,” idly smiled back in reality.’ 

 
In line (06), the indigene’s thought is indicated by the direct speech-like citation “He’s smiling,” 
which also contains the particle po ‘reported thought’, glossed RT.  

                                                      
110 “Banfield (1982), one of the pioneers of subjectivity, argued that the depiction of individual experience is the 
reason-for-being of modern written narrative fiction. In fact, those who study subjective contexts are finding that 
much of the text of modern fiction, especially popular fiction, is constructed as a means of portraying the subjective 
experience of the characters…. One way of looking at modern fiction is as extended and elaborate linguistic 
invocations of individual subjectivity embedded in age-old plot and symbolic structures” (Hewitt 1995:325f.).  
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• Mbyá Guarani is one of many languages which signal subjectivity by modal particles, of both 
verification (evidential) and epistemic modality. A common verification particle across languages 
indicates “hearsay information,” glossed HSY in Example text 35, signalling that the speaker is only 
an intermediary in providing access to the information. On the basis of this kind of marker it is 
common to infer something of epistemic modality as well: for the narrator, the information may not 
be fully factual (see further Givón 1982, Barnes 1984, Chafe and Nichols 1986). In Mbyá Guarani, 
the hearsay particle generally has to do with speaker access, indicating evidential modality on the part 
of the speaker. In Example text 35, each line contains the hearsay particle je following the sentence-
initial connective. This text has also has signals of text-internal modality, including other modal 
particles. In line (02), ‘behind him’ indicates locational deixis that is based on the orientation of the 
indigene. In line (03), there are is a grouping of three modal particles, the last two of which are 
heavily epistemic: ri ‘in response’, ty ‘surprise’, ra’e ‘just discovered’. This is text-internal modality 
since it indicates the indigene’s surprise (not the narrator’s) upon discovering what was pulling on the 
coatis’ tails. In the same line, the presentational ‘there was’ also reflects the indigene’s perception, as 
well as the uncertain description ‘something like a man’. In languages such as English, sentence 
adverbials such as evidently and apparently have a similar epistemic function, as well as modal verbs 
such as might and would.  

• Other formal signals of text-internal access can be “tense, aspect, lexical items that potentially 
express subjectivity” (Bruder and Wiebe 1995:342). Usually a perfective tense/aspect is used in 
narrative for objective event-line information; non-past tenses or imperfective aspects often signal 
background information in general, and sometimes subjective information in particular. This can be 
observed in the present tense of the reported thought in line (06) of Example text 35. 

• Expressions such as ‘come’ and ‘here’ commonly indicate text-internal access. A verb like ‘go’, 
however, may be the unmarked choice and is not always used in a deictic sense.  

• Zubin and Hewitt (1995:144) claim that “D[eictic] C[enter]-devices will be located at the beginning 
or end of clause or sentence units to the extent that these dislocations are permitted by the grammar of 
the particular language. Initial DC-devices will establish the DC for the next sentences; final DC-
devices will signal a pending shift in the DC (e.g., relative clauses).” They furnish no examples. This 
claim would need to be tested for different languages. 

• Zubin and Hewitt (1995:145) also claim that “conjoined clauses signal that the DC remains stable 
within the conjunction…. This reflects the frequent observation that the members of a conjunction are 
conceptually bound close together.” The same could hold for clauses or sentences within a micro-
level discourse unit. 

• Zubin and Hewitt (1995:147) further claim that the DC for a complement or relative clause does not 
spread outside it. 

• Many of the formal signals of a text-internal point of view turn out to be the same signals that we 
noted for discourse topicality (§3.5.1): “presentative structure [presentational introduction]…, noun 
phrases with extended modifiers (e.g., adjectival phrases or relative clauses…, overall frequency of 
mention” (Zubin and Hewitt 1995:146). Similarly, Sanders and Redeker (1996:290) note that the 
subjective character is commonly given specific character description and occurs as possessor of 
possessed nouns and subject of clauses. Further, as we shall shortly observe, a subjective character 
generally remains active throughout the subjective material, very much in the same way that a 
paragraph topic remains active throughout the paragraph (§3.5.2), requiring only minimal coding. It is 
important to note that these are primarily signals of established topics, in their characteristic 
integration function, not of elements in the access function.  
Another way that subjective characters “act like” established topics is that they their subjective 

function often does not begin immediately in a paragraph; they need to be established in their subjective 
role. This seems to be responsible for the observation that subjective sentences are not often paragraph-
initial (Emmott 1997:127). We observe the following passage: 
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Example text 36: “A man and two women,” excerpt (Lessing 1963, cited in Emmott 1997:127) 
 

(01) She [Stella] left London at noon by train, armed with food unobtainable in Essex: salamis, 
cheeses, spices, wine.  

(02) The sun shone, but it wasn’t particularly warm.  
(03) She hoped there would be heating in the cottage, July or not. 

 
Line (02) is formally ambiguous as being from from Stella’s or the narrator’s point of view, but it can be 
plausibily interpreted as being from Stella’s point of view because it occurs in a context where Stella’s 
topicality has already been established in other ways (Chafe 1994:255). Line (01), for example, which is 
paragraph-initial here, establishes her as a likely discourse topic. Line (03), in the same paragraph, 
explicitly reports her thought. It seems likely that the observed general nonoccurrence of subjective 
sentences in paragraph-initial position is due to the need of using the initial sentence(s) of a paragraph to 
establish a topic and subjective character. 

As a final observation regarding formal signals of text-internal point of view, in regard to line (06) of 
Example text 35 we noted that direct quotation is often presented in a similar way as represented thought. 
Direct quotation can, in fact, be thought of as a limiting case of text-internal point of view (Chafe 
1994:256). Particularly when a narrative participant is talking about a situation which happened in 
another time or place, then the direct quotation with its speech margin represents two spaces: the space of 
the speech content is of text-internal access and is embedded in the space of the encoding situation, which 
is given by speaker access. 

In modern Western fiction, presentation of text-internal point of view is often formally implicit 
(Zubin and Hewitt 1995:142, Sanders and Redeker 1996:301f.); it signals are conceptual. These may be 
of different kinds, including “the types of states of affairs denoted, and the identities of the actors or 
experiencers of those states of affairs,” as well as “whether the previous sentence was subjective or 
objective, whether a paragraph break separates the current and previous sentences, and the identity of the 
subjective character of the previous subjective sentence” (Bruder and Wiebe 1995:342). A paragraph 
break is a likely place for a deictic shift, since normally the orientation dimensions of time, place and 
participant are maintained throughout a paragraph (§2.3.1; Zubin and Hewitt 1995:142f.).  

There are four very general kinds of conceptual evidence for text-internal point of view: 
• A shift in epistemic and evidential modality from the narrator to the subjective character: 

Text-internal point of view, after all, means text-internal modality. As noted above, this shift is a 
deictic shift, although it is commonly not spoken of as such. Access to information is reported as if 
from the subjective character, using sources of information (evidentiality) and catogories of 
categories of information (epistemics) that are appropriate to his situation rather than to the narrator’s. 
◊ Information that is accessed by a subjective character could be more limited than that which is 

presumably available to the narrator. In “Stone soup,” the cook (who presented a subjective 
evaluation at the end although she wasn’t a subjective character earlier) was unaware of the poor 
man’s strategem for getting food. 

◊ Information that is accessed by a subjective character could be difficult to fit into the current 
schema or could even factually contradict objective information (Bruder and Wiebe 1995:342). In 
Example text 35, speaker access indicates that the wild man was baring his teeth, whereas the 
subjective character thought he was smiling. 

◊ If a language has definite articles or other indicators of identifiability, their occurence with 
referents that have not yet been given speaker access may indicate that they are being accessed by 
a text-internal participant. Chafe (1994:250f.) discusses this in relation to a short story which 
begins, The train went on up the track out of sight, around one of the hills of burnt timber. Nick 
sat down on the bundle of canvas and bedding the baggage man had pitched out of the door of 
the baggage car (Hemingway, Ernest. 1987. “Big two-hearted river.” The complete short stories 
of Ernest Hemingway: the Finca Vigia edition. New York: Charles Scribner’s, 163–180). The 
underlined noun phrases indicate entities which have not been identified by speaker access or 
which are likely be inferred as indentifiable via ordinary pragmatic accomodation (§2.4.2). “The 
definiteness of these noun phrases pretends that their referents are identifiable. It is not that 
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knowledge of them is shared with a listener, as would be the case with identifiable referents in a 
conversation. Nick shares this knowledge with himself” (Chafe 1994:251). That is, the 
identifiability of these entities reflects text-internal modality, not narrative modality. 

• The “continuous, uninterrupted flow” of consciousness that is typical of immediate perception rather 
than direct speaker access (Chafe 1994:202): 
“The familiar metaphor of a stream of consciousness…captures this quality. In contrast, remembering 
and imagining yield isolated segments of experience whose antecedents and consequences are 
inaccessible. They produce experiential islands, disconnected from their surroundings, rising out of a 
dark sea of unawareness. It is because of this islandlike quality of the displaced mode that when 
people begin to verbalize topics they remember or imagine, they typically provide an orientation or 
setting” (loc. cit.). Speaker access is what imposes the islandlike, discrete hierarchical structure on a 
text. Passages with text-internal point of view are for this reason likely to be difficult to segment into 
familiar kinds of discourse units, such as paragraphs. We observed this difficulty in regard to 
Example text 43, the subjective description of the Karoo and Graaff-Reinet. 

• A level and kind of “realistic”perceptual detail that is likely to be noted only by an immediate 
observer: 
Direct sensory perception “has access to a wealth of detail, all of which is potentially available to 
focus on. When I look at the vase of irises on the table beside me, I believe I ‘see’ everything that is 
there: the exact number of stems, leaves, and blossoms; their precise shapes and colors; the small 
unique markings on each. I need only turn my head away to discover that what my consciousness 
retains is only a sparse interpretation of that richness” (Chafe 1994:202). Chafe (1994:252) makes this 
point in regard to the following passage from the Hemingway short story cited above: Nick put the 
frying pan on the grill over the flames. The beans and spaghetti warmed. Nick stirred them and mixed 
them together. They began to bubble, making little bubbles that rose with difficulty to the surface. 
This degree of detail suggests immediate perception, that is, by the participant “on the spot,” such as a 
text-internal participant but not the narrator could be expected to have. This seems to be related both 
to evidential and epistemic modality. Level of detail seems to be related to findings that “the 
perceived level of character-realism made substantial contribution to involvement” (Konijn and 
Hoorn 2004:239). 

• Mutual reinforcement between the notions of subjective character and discourse topic: 
The likelihood of addressees identifying with, and adopting the point of view of, a particular 
participant can be expected to increase in proportion to how much they are told about the participant, 
how prominent is the participant’s role in mental representation, particularly in thematic organization. 
Thus if a participant has been established as likely topic for the discourse unit, and if certain 
information could plausibly be interpreted as being from that participant’s point of view, then, at least 
in modern Western fiction, the addressee is probably justified in opting for a subjective interpretation 
(Bruder and Wiebe 1995:342). Conversely, a subjective character has the kind of intrinsic interest that 
is a defining feature of topic (§2.2.5). In fact, it seems that the speaker’s implicit interest in a narrative 
participant is a necessary condition for choosing that participant as his EPISTEMIC PROXY. Thus, on 
the basis of conceptual factors a subjective character often “feels like” as well as “acts like” a topic, 
even though he is not a topic in the space to which he gives access. We return to this fact in §3.6.4. 
Let us consider the following paragraph from a narrative in which Lord Jim is on board a ship when 

an accident occurs between two other nearby ships:  

Example text 37: Lord Jim, excerpt (Conrad 1920:12)  
(01) He was jostled. 
(02) ‘Man the cutter!’ 
(03) Boys rushed past him. 
(04) A coaster rushing in for shelter had crashed through a schooner at anchor, and one of the ship's 

instructors had seen the accident. 
(05) A mob of boys clambered on the rails, clustered round the davits. 
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(06) ‘Collision. Just ahead of us. Mr Symons saw it.’ 
(07) A push made him stagger against the mizzen-mast, and he caught hold of a rope.  
(08) The old training-ship chained to her moorings quivered all over, bowing gently head to wind, and 

with her scanty rigging humming in a deep bass the breathless song of her youth at sea.  
(09) ‘Lower away!’ 
(10) He saw the boat, manned, drop swiftly below the rail, and rushed after her. 
(11) He heard a splash. 
(12) ‘Let go; clear the falls!’ 
(13) He leaned over. 
(14) The river alongside seethed in frothy streaks. 
(15) The cutter could be seen in the falling darkness under the spell of tide and wind, that for a 

moment held her bound, and tossing abreast of the ship. 
(16) A yelling voice in her reached him faintly: ‘Keep stroke, you young whelps, if you want to save 

anybody! Keep stroke!’ 
(17) And suddenly she lifted high her bow, and, leaping with raised oars over a wave, broke the spell 

cast upon her by the wind and tide. 
 
We will examine this passage from several angles.  

First we note observe that certain information is objective, such as time (the past tenses) and the 
nominal references: he (01 etc.), the old training-ship (08), the breathless song of her youth at sea (08), 
etc. The pluperfects had crashed…had seen in line (04) are not different: as “past with respect to past,” 
they reflect speaker access to two times: the time of the paragraph and the time of the accident before that. 
Sentence (04) appears to be entirely objective (speaker access), furnishing a flashback explanation to 
which only the narrator would have timely access. In that line, the identification of one of the ship’s 
instructors as the first witness to the accident apparently reflects the narrator’s knowledge; Jim is 
apparently not able to identify the witness until in line (06) a shipmate gives a verbal identification: Mr 
Symons. Line (08) is possibly speaker access as well, but it could be meant to indicate Jim’s detachment 
from the action in the attention he gives to the ship at that point; this kind of indeterminacy is common in 
literary productions. 

There is much, however, that is clearly subjective, that is, to which Jim gives text-internal access:  
• shouts by unidentified speakers (02, 06, 09, 12), one of which (16) is said to have reached him faintly 

(the narrator would have been able to identify each speaker, just as he had identified the witness to the 
accident); 

• other sounds that Jim was in a position to hear (08, 11);  
• sights that Jim was in a position to see (05, 10, 14, 15); in the last of these examples, the expression 

could be seen is an oblique reference to Jim; 
• Jim’s physical contact with the ship (07, 13); 
• other tactile sensations which Jim experienced (01, 03, 07, 08); 
• Jim’s position serving as spatial deictic center in past him (03), below the rail (10), and alongside 

(11); the adverb faintly for the yell that reached him in (16) also indicates distance with respect to 
him; 

• the wealth of perceptual detail throughout the passage suggests an immediately present perceiver, not 
simply a narrator; 

• the run-on, relatively unstructured flow of information also suggests a “stream of consciousness” that 
is characteristic of immediate perception rather than narration; 

• the adverbs for a moment in (15) and suddenly in (17) are apparently with respect to Jim’s time frame 
in observing the cutter. 

In sum, this passage reflects a modality of immediate perception of someone who was present in the 
situation rather than a narrative kind of modality.  

Certain information could formally be interpreted either as speaker access or text-internal access, as 
in sentences (01, 03, 07, 08, 13, 14, 15, 17). But since Jim’s perception is clear in much of the paragraph, 
it is natural to interpret as being perceived by him all that is possible to do so. This solution seems 
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simplest in preserving the orientation of the discourse unit as a whole, except for obvious cases of speaker 
access: tense, reference, and the flashback explanation of line (04).  

The space which Jim accesses deals with the beginning of the rescue operation. A schema for that 
space appears to be headed first by a provisional goal (to send help to the stricken ships) and then by a 
final macropredication (that help was sent). The schema itself is narrative. Its steps include: 

head (goal → macropredication):  to send help to stricken ships → help was sent 
  Step 1: event:       news of the accident (06) 
  Step 2: event:       manning the cutter, including call (02) and response (03, 05, 07) 
  Step 3: event:       lowering the cutter, including call (09) and response (10, 11) 
  Step 4: event:       loosing the cutter, with call only (12) 
  Step 4: event:       the cutter’s departure (15–17) 

Figure 24: Schema for accessed space in excerpt from Lord Jim 
Jim is present in this space, but he is not topic because he does not integrate the steps of the schema. He 
does takes no part in the rescue except occasionally to get in the way of it, and also to observe it. He is 
marginal in that space. But there is another space in which he is central, a space composed of what 
happens to him and what he experiences. That space, the INTERNAL ACCESSOR SPACE, is illustrated in 
Figure 25. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 25: Text-internal access in the Lord Jim excerpt 
 
It is largely, but not entirely, through what Jim experiences in the internal accessor space that the reader is 
able to infer the steps in the rescue operation. 

Jim remains active throughout the paragraph. He is never named, but is always referred to with 
minimal coding (a pronoun in English), even in lines such as (07), (10), and (16), which follow two or 
more lines of subjective material in which he is not referred to. This is characteristic of paragraph topics 
(§3.5.2), but Jim is not topic of the space he accesses. We return to this issue in §3.6.4. 

Before considering Lord Jim further, we first examine other examples of subjective characters which 
are active throughout the discourse unit. The first is an excerpt from a text in Chinese:  
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Example text 38: Ye ye zhou, excerpt (Ke 1986:357f, cited in Li and Zubin 1995:290–292) 
 
(01) Ling Xiangnan got up very early, went out alone. 
(02) He wanted to feel the dynamic atmosphere of Beijing’s morning…. 
(03) Thin morning mist envelops the streets of the Hufangqiao area…. 
(04) Across the street,…a few early rising foreigners with blond hair—a pretty woman, a few males—

are strolling.… 
(05) Five or six old men are practicing Taichi beside the road, energetic and calm…. 
(06) A few racing bicycles sweep past in the street silently and swiftly…. 
(07) A group of girls—sixteen or seventeen years old—probably from the Institute of Physical 

Education—…run past by [his] side.  
(08) [He] can feel their youthful and vigorous breathing, their steaming perspiration. 

 
Lines (03–07), sandwiched between two reports of Ling Xiangnan’s private states (in lines 02 and 08), 
consist of subjective information that is presented implicitly from his point of view. The marks of ellipsis 
in these lines indicate that they represent still more material: actually, there are “21 intervening clauses 
containing reference to several competing participants,” but no references to Ling Xiangnan (Li and 
Zubin 1995:290–292). However, in line (08) he is referred to by zero, which as minimal coding normally 
only happens when a character is in continual activation (loc. cit.; see also in Example text 24). Once 
again we see that the subjective character remains active across subjective information. His active status 
does not end at the boundary of such material, as it commonly does for other referents.  

The following example from English is similar: 

Example text 39: Return of the Jedi, excerpt (Kahn 1983:61, cited in Fox 1987:163) 
 
(01) Luke had known the passing of old mentors before. 
(02) It was helplessly sad; and inexorably, a part of his own growing. 
(03) Is this what coming of age was, then? 
(04) Watching beloved friends grow old and die? 
(05) Gaining a new measure of strength or maturity from their powerful passages? 
(06) [New graphic paragraph] A great weight of hopelessness settled upon him… 

 
The pronominal reference him in line (06) shows Luke still active, even though sentences (03–05) of 
reported thought intervene since the last explicit reference to him.  

For another example, we consider the first paragraph of “Winds of terror” (Appendix B):  

Example text 40: “Winds of terror,” excerpt (Michelmore 1991) 
 
(01) The afternoon sky was darkening by the minute as Pattie Uridel, 36, drove home from her job as 

an insurance executive in Aurora, Ill. 
(02) Black clouds were sweeping in from the northwest, separated from the fields of ripening corn and 

beans by only a pale ribbon of light. 
(03) You could jump up and touch them, she thought. 
(04) Then came the downpour. 
(05) Hailstones as big as golfballs hammered her car as she pulled into her driveway in the 

Wheatland Plains subdivision, nine miles southeast of Aurora. 
(06) Birch trees bent horizontally in the wind. 
(07) She considered staying in the car, but the garage door opened and the husky figure of her 

husband, Jim, appeared. 
(08) Jim, who’d been stowing away patio furniture, liked to call his slightly built wife Toughie, 

because of her energy and determination. 
 
Pattie’s thought cited in line (03) suggests that lines (01–07) in their entirety be interpreted with her as 
subjective character; line (08) is an add-on step of explanatory information from the narrator’s point of 
view. We note that minimal reference to Pattie in lines (03), (05), and (07) occur after lines of subjective 
information in which which she is not referred to, but during which she apparently remains active. 
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Even though the above examples are from cultures with a long literary tradition, text-internal point of 
view by no means depends on such a tradition. In the following two excerpts from the free translation of a 
folk narrative in Mbyá Guarani (Tupi-Guarani, Brazil), representing a culture and language with a single 
generation of writers and readers, we see the same signals of text-internal point of view mentioned above: 

Example text 41: Oral text “The golden grandson” (Mbyá Guarani), two excerpts 
 

(133) ‘In the middle of the night his wife awoke. 
(134) She woke up and looked up above her. 
(135) When she looked, everything was bright, and when she investigated, she was inside of a 

radiantly brilliant house. 
(136) And so she was happy. 
(137) When it was nearly dawn, roosters crowed, sheep bleated, horses neighed. 
(138) Cows were mooing, and pigs could be heard making their racket as well. 
(139) So the woman was very happy indeed. 
(140) At daylight she went out and looked about all around. 
(141) There were beautiful horses. 
(142) There was a carriage too, in back of the house. 
(143) It was all shiny inside. 
(144) Even the horses’ bridles were all shiny, so the woman was very happy.’ 

       … 
(187) ‘It was late in the afternoon when he got back, but as he got close to his daughter’s house he 

couldn’t hear a thing. 
(188) When he got to where the house had been, there were only frogs croaking in the holes where 

the supports had been. 
(189) The old rancher just sat there and listened. 
(190) It seemed as if there were roosters crowing on the ridge, but when he went there he found 

nothing. 
(191) He listened again and thought he heard sheep bleating at the base of the ridge, so he ran down 

again. 
(192) But when he got there, again there was nothing. 
(193) This time when he listened again, he finally recognized what he was hearing. 
(194) It was in the sky that the sheep were bleating, the horses neighing, roosters crowing, that sort 

of thing.’ 
 
The pattern of subordination that occurs twice in line (135) is a common way in this language to report 
perception: it involves subordinate clauses with verbs of perception (‘when she looked’, ‘when she 
investigated’) followed by a description of what she perceived. The woman is portrayed as providing 
access to a range of information. Subjective material is also found in lines (137-138) and (141–144). The 
subjective nature of this information is confirmed by the following reported private states (‘she was 
happy’, lines 136, 139, 144), as a type of closure. Lines (187–194), dealing with the man, show similar 
patterns. Modal information in lines (190–194) will be mentioned later.  

Text-internal point of view is not always linked to a subjective character,  
These example texts show that more or less entire discourse schemas can be presented as subjective, 

minus rather obvious add-ons such as line (08) of Example text 40 and background explanations such as 
line (04) of Example text 37. This is apparently common: “Embedded perspective [subjective; RAD] 
spaces may span several sequentially narrative events; in fact, they may span major text parts” (Sanders 
and Redeker 1996:310). However, Graesser et al. (1997:312) state that “literary texts often have points of 
view … that fluctuate (for example, between a character and an omniscient narrator),” but they do not 
discuss this in relation to hierarchical structure. Sanders and Redeker (1996:310f.) present several 
examples of this kind of fluctuation, pointing out however that all of them involve comprehension 
difficulties. It is even possible to find discourse units with two subjective characters. This is illustrated in 
a short paragraph from Lord Jim which continues the material presented as Example text 37: 
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Example text 42: Lord Jim, excerpt two (Conrad 1920:13) 
 
(18) Jim felt his shoulder gripped firmly.  
(19) ‘Too late, youngster.’  
(20) The captain of the ship laid a restraining hand on that boy, who seemed on the point of leaping 

overboard, and Jim looked up with the pain of conscious defeat in his eyes.  
(21) The captain smiled sympathetically.  
(22) ‘Better luck next time. This will teach you to be smart.’ 

 
Lines (18) and (19) apparently continue Jim’s point of view from before, from the fact that he felt his 
shoulder gripped firmly and heard an unidentified speaker. Line (20), however, seems to contain elements 
from the captain’s point of view: the reference that boy, and the fact that Jim seemed on the point of 
leaping overboard. Such multiple internal points of view in a single paragraph may be rare, but the fact 
that it exists suggests that, in English fiction at least, maintaining a single internal point of view 
throughout a discourse space is not an actual requirement, simply an “easy comprehension practice” 
(§2.6.6).111 In other languages, however, or in other genres in English, it may be a more rigorous norm.  

3.6.3 Division of labor in text-internal deixis  
It seems common for the narrator and the subjective character to divide the deictic dimensions 

between them, each accessor serving as deictic center for only certain dimensions or certain types of 
elements. For Example text 37 from Lord Jim, reference (grammatical person) and verbal tense for text 
space 2 reflect speaker access, whereas spatial orientation, such as in below the rail (line 10), reflect text-
internal access. The same division of labor is found in the following example of “stream of 
consciousness” or “free indirect perspective” discussed by Sanders and Redeker (1996:301): He heard 
something and turned around. There were the three Englishmen again. Now, could they really be 
tourists? No, no way! They looked just too shabby. In the perceived space of the three Englishmen, “the 
referential center stays with the narrator,” as well as the tense (were, could, looked), whereas the spatial 
orientation (there were) is with the subjective character. Similarly, Chafe (1994, ch. 19) indicates that 
reference and tense remain with the narrator in general, with spatial orientation based on the subjective 
participant. It would be important to establish if this reflects a universal norm or one which is specific to a 
language or a genre. 

Tense and temporal adverbials can have different deictic centers, tense commonly having speaker 
access, but adverbial expressions having text-internal access. The following passage is discussed by 
Zubin and Hewitt (1995:137): Twelve more years passed. Each year the Bagginses had very lively 
combined birthday-parties at Bag End; but now it was understood that something quite exceptional was 
being planned for that autumn (Tolkien 1965:29). Here, the tense has speaker access, but the temporal 
adverbial now has a text-internal deictic center. (In the expression that autumn, the narrator uses that text-
internal deictic center as one reference point and his own external deictic center as another, similar to the 
use of the pluperfect tenses had crashed … had seen in line (04) in line (04) of Lord Jim.) Similar 
examples are discussed by Chafe (1994:251). In the following sentence (O’Connor, Frank. Guests of the 
nation. in Guests of the nation. 1931. New York: Macmillan. Reprinted in Pritchett, V. S., ed. 1981. The 
Oxford book of short stories. Oxford U. Press, 379), we find a less common division of labor, with tense 
having text-internal access and the adverbial then having speaker access: Then Belcher quietly takes out a 
handkerchief, and begins to tie it about his own eyes…. See Langacker 2002 for conceptual differences 
between tense and temporal adverbials. 

The reverse situation can occur with deictic verbs of motion and locational adverbials. We noted this 
above in regard to “The train ride”: the family came to a railroad crossing (line 46) where the train hit a 
car, and they sat there until all that was taken care of and cleared away (line 49). The verb came has a 

                                                      
111 For Polanyi (1982:169), when there is “a combination of several points of view peeking through in 

one single utterance,” there is “a problem of telling,” of performance.  
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text-internal deictic center, whereas the verb there reflects speaker access (to the text-internal deictic 
center). The division of labor among different deictic centers, therefore, can be quite complex. 

As noted with Example text 37, the text world has both text-external and internal modal access: the 
narrator but not Jim knew who had witnessed the accident and the source of the shouts, whereas all of the 
events in the accessed space of Figure 25 are presented as being perceived or experienced by Jim, through 
his modality. This is similar to the example of the three Englishmen cited above: the initial uncertainty as 
to whether they were tourists belongs to the subjective character, not to the narrator, and the facts 
presented—the presence of the Englishmen and their appearance—are from the subjective character’s 
perception at that time. The same is true in the two texts from Mbyá Guarani that were presented in 
§3.6.2. In the coati text (Example text 35), the epistemic particles ty ‘surprise’ and ra’e ‘just discovered’ 
reflect text-internal modality, as well as the reported thought “He’s smiling,” which would have been 
incorrect coming from the narrator’s point of view. In the “Golden grandson” text (Example text 41), in 
addition to verbs of perception that were already noted, three additional lines are formally based on the 
epistemic modality of the subjective character: ‘it seemed as if there were roosters crowing on the ridge’ 
(line 190), ‘he listened again and thought he heard sheep bleating’ (line 191), ‘it was in the sky that the 
sheep were bleating…’ (line 194). This last line has the epistemic particles ty ‘surprise’ and ra’e ‘just 
discovered’ mentioned above. What is subjective about a subjective character seems always, and 
necessarily, to involve that character’s epistemic and evidential modality in place of the narrator’s.  

Figure 26 shows a common division of labor for accessing deictic dimensions. 
 

Deictic dimensions Speaker access Text-internal access 
tense + (past) - Time 
adverbials - + (now) 
deictic verbs - + (come) Place 
adverbials + (here, there) + (here, there) 
1st & 2nd pr + (I, you) + (I) Reference 
3rd person + (he, she, it, NPs) - 

Modality epistemic - + (perception) 
 evidential - + (evidence) 

Figure 26: A common division of labor for accessing deictic dimensions 
The deictic dimensions in the right-hand column of text-internal access are closely associated with the 
person of the subjective character (especially place deixis) or reflect his mental processes (time adverbials 
and modality). The deictic dimensions that commonly occur with speaker access, on the other hand, have 
mostly to do with the action (tense) or with other referents. It is true that third-person references to a 
subjective character also reflect speaker access, but sometimes a subjective character is referred to in first 
person. Alternatively, the division of labor may derive from the common “remembering” mode of text-
internal access, in which the subjective character is coreferential with the narrator but is displaced in time 
and sometimes space, as the narrator “remembers what it was like” when he experienced certain things 
(see Chafe 1994, ch. 15). This division of labor requires much further study. 

“Easy comprehension practice” (§2.6.6) requires deictic shifts to be identified in a clear way, since in 
text comprehension, addressees need to know the locus of epistemic modality in defining their own 
evidential modality. “There are times when the boundaries between real world and storyworld discourse 
[are] not clearly marked, as there are times when the location of the deictic center is not clearly marked…. 
In these cases, the reader reaches a point of confusion…. One task for the writer or discourse presenter is 
to select boundary cues that can be identified by readers” (Segal 1995a:77). Existing data—
“performance”—establishes a zone of permissible variation, but it is also useful to identify central 
practices that contribute to easy comprehension. 

3.6.4 Subjective character as accessor and discourse topic 
We have noted certain properties that a subjective character seems commonly to share with an 

established discourse—especially paragraph—topic:  
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• he is active—possibly even center of attention (§2.4.2)—throughout the discourse unit, even across 
longish stretches of perceived phenomena during which he is not mentioned; 

• the subjective character has the speaker’s intrinsic interest as his “epistemic proxy”; 
• he integrates a space in which he experiences things, the internal accessor space of Figure 25; 
• he is often given a formal introduction (§3.5.1); 
• subjective material usually does not begin initial in a discourse unit, only after the subjective 

character has been established. 
The active or center-of-attention status of the subjective character is commonly noted: “the reader is… 
continually conscious of the character’s presence” (Emmott 1995:87); “the subjective character is the 
most psychologically activated for anaphor resolution” (Hewitt 1995:338).  

In these ways, a subjective character generally “feels like” and “acts like” a topic. However, in texts 
like the Lord Jim excerpt (Example text 37), the subjective character is not a topic in the space to which 
he gives access, the ACCESSED SPACE. These facts can be explained if we consider that the discourse unit 
in question is jointly represented by two spaces: the accessed space and the internal accessor space. 
These two spaces can be thought of as being superimposed on the discourse unit (though they need not be 
coextensive), in the sense that the discourse unit realizes the schemas and themes of both spaces. The 
internal accessor space has a discourse topic, the accessor; other components are the concepts he accesses 
and the experiences he has (Figure 25), narrated in temporal order as events. The accessor integrates this 
space via the relation of experience or access (this also happens with the dominion of a referent, Figure 
4), and in this relation the speaker has intrinsic interest in the accessor as his “epistemic proxy.” It is 
largely through this text-internal access that addressees learn of the content in the accessed space, 
although there are often certain kinds of information with speaker access. A composite illustration of this 
excerpt is shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 27: Superimposed spaces for the Lord Jim excerpt 
 
In Figure 27, one is to think of the internal accessor space, with Jim as its topic, as being superimposed or 
PROJECTED on the accessed space, similar to what Langacker (2000:270) calls multiple “planes of 
representation.” The discourse unit—the paragraph from Lord Jim in Example text 37—is simultaneously 
represented by both spaces, hence has two simultaneous schemas. The heavy dashed vertical arrows from 
the internal accessor space to the accessed space indicate internal access. There is a hole in the internal 
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access space, representing information that Jim does not access but which is supplied in the accessed 
space by speaker access; in this text, this information has to do with explanation and literary effects that 
are found principally in line (04) and in descriptive noun phrases. Dimensions of deictic orientation that 
have speaker access, such as tense and reference in Figure 27, proceed directly from the narrator to the 
accessed space. Dimensions with text-internal access, such as spatial orientation in Figure 27, go from the 
internal accessor space. 

A text-internal accessor space is not a mere base space for the accessed space, since it gives the 
discourse unit another schema and theme (topic). 

Superimposed spaces need not be coextensive. The essential thing is that the projections overlap. In 
the case of Lord Jim, in fact, the projection of the internal accessor space is both more and less extensive 
than the above accessed space: it is more extensive in the sense that the paragraph cited is just one of a 
sequence of paragraphs for which Jim is internal accessor; it is less extensive because part of the 
paragraph (line 04) has speaker access. It appears that the accessor is “paragraph topic” for whatever area 
its projection covers within the paragraph in question. However, this area needs further study. 

For factual first person narratives, the narrative process is one of remembering instead of imagining 
(Chafe 1994, ch. 15). The following example (also see Figure 28) is a travel narrative in which the author 
goes from Port Elizabeth on the Eastern Cape of South Africa westward into the Karoo and visits the city 
of Graaff-Reinet: 

Example text 43: Somewhere over the rainbow, excerpt (Bell 2000:262–264)  
It happened quickly. One minute I was peering through flickering wiper blades at an industrial 
suburb of Port Elizabeth, the next I was over a mountain pass and beholding a desolate plateau 
shimmering beneath a metallic blue sky.… After the noise and bustle of a city, driving alone 
through this primal landscape with hot, dry air flowing through the open windows was balm to 
the soul. Yet it was a hard and unforgiving place. It was said that to survive in the Karoo you had 
to be a good Christian or build good dams. The other thing you could do was find a grassy spot in 
a horseshoe bend of the Sundays River, build a neat town of Cape Dutch and Victorian cottages, 
and sell coffee and koeksisters to the sheep farmers. This is more or less what the founders of 
Graaff-Reinet did, thereby providing the Karoo with a ‘capital’ and the invaluable services of 
carpenters, blacksmiths, wagonwrights and saddlers. Through time their settlement in a cleft of 
the Sneeuberg range came to be known as the gem of the Karoo, and more pretensiously as the 
Athens of the Eastern Cape. When I arrived it was closed. Or at least it being Saturday afternoon, 
it had gone to sleep for the weekend. Its 220 listed buildings bearing national monument plaques 
were snoozing in the sun like an abandoned film set, a make-believe frontier town after the 
production crews had gone home. I stopped for a coffee in an old hotel, startling a receptionist 
who had nodded off with a House & Garden magazine open on her lap. When I sat on a creaky 
leather armchair, it cracked like a gunshot. After a while I got up and crept quietly out of this 
town of Rip van Winkles, careful not to disturb their slumber any further.  
This passage has a text-internal point of view, in the sense that readers imaginatively visit the 

locations primarily via the perceptions of the narrator as participant, not via the narrator as narrator. This 
is more difficult to see than for fictive point of view, but in fact certain signals of text-internal point of 
view described in §3.6.2 are common in this passage: immediate experiential access to sights, sounds; and 
other perceptions (a creaky leather armchair; it cracked like a gunshot); reported private states (a balm to 
the soul; careful not to disturb their slumber any further); rich detail (a House & Garden magazine open 
on her lap); spatial orientation (I was over a mountain pass and beholding; I crept quietly out); some 
temporal orientation (it being Saturday afternoon); internal modality with much the same syntax as in the 
Mbyá Guarani Example text 41 (When I arrived it was closed); a continuous flow of immediate 
perception that makes discourse units difficult to identify. This indicates that the discourse unit has 
superimposed spaces, an internal accessor space and an accessed space.  

The accessed space, as is typical for the travelogue genre, is a blend of narration and description. The 
basic schema is narrative, with its temporally ordered events, but those events are carefully chosen for 
what they describe, and in relating them the narrator passes on his perceptions of people and places. In 
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addition, within the framework of the schema the author inserts generous passages of explanation, 
comprising history or description. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 28: Superimposed spaces for Somewhere over the rainbow excerpt  
In the accessed space, the Graaff-Reinet visit is part of the Karoo schema; as mentioned above, both 
schemas are basically narrative. The schema of the internal accessor space, as for Lord Jim in Figure 27, 
is a blend of narrative and access, with the narrator integrating the space as topic. Once again, there is a 
hole in the internal accessor space, consisting of items of information and history that are supplied to the 
accessed space by speaker access. This material is primarily found in five sentences in the middle of the 
paragraph: Yet it was a hard and unforgiving place…the Athens of the Eastern Cape. 

Superimposed spaces are also found in the last part of the Book of Daniel, which has to do with 
prophetic messages which Daniel received: he is both narrator and, like the author of Somewhere over the 
rainbow, a first person subjective participant (see reasons in §3.5.1). Thus, this last part of the book has 
superimposed spaces, with Daniel as topic in the internal accessor space. In the first, narrative part of the 
book, there is a macropredication that “Daniel and his friends honored God and he honored them.” This is 
consolidated and used as a step (as in Figure 10) in arguing the more general point that “God honors those 
who honor him.” Figure 29 therefore updates Figure 17. 
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Figure 29: Updated spaces in the Book of Daniel  
Since Daniel is intrinsic to the role of both parts of the book in the global schema, which is headed by the 
macropredication “Daniel’s life shows that God is sovereign in the affairs of men.” Superimposed spaces, 
as well as consolidating a narrative unit to serve as a step in a further argument, make it possible to see 
Daniel as global topic for the book.  

If an accessed space has a referential theme, that is, a discourse topic, which is distinct from the 
accessor, then the paragraph will have two topics: an accessed topic and an accessor topic, in two distinct 
spaces. This happens in several places in the last part of the Book of Daniel. One is in Daniel 8:13–18, 
where the topic in the accessed space is apparently an angel: “Then I heard a holy one speaking.… So he 
came near to where I was standing, and when he came I was frightened and fell on my face; but he said to 
me, ‘Son of man, understand that the vision pertains to the time of the end.’ Now while he was talking 
with me, I sank into a deep sleep with my face to the ground; but he touched me and made me stand 
upright. And he said….” This discourse unit had two topics, Daniel and the angel, but they belong to 
different superimposed spaces (see §3.4.5). Discourse units with superimposed spaces of this kind 
therefore furnish one possible answer to the question, raised in §3.4.5, of how discourse units can have 
two topics and discourse schemas can still have a single head. With superimposed spaces, each space has 
its own schema which could have a topic, and nothing suggests that one or the other schema has more 
than one head. 

In “Somewhere over the rainbow” and the last part of Daniel, the narrator is also text-internal 
accessor, which entails being “present” in the accessed space. The narrator, by remembering, talks about 
himself, and “uses” the remembered self in accessing other information in the same way that Conrad, in 
Lord Jim, uses Jim for that kind of access. The question arises whether the narrator himself could in some 
sense have an accessor space. The answer is “Yes,” and if that kind of analysis remains implicit for some 
texts, there are others for which it is necessary and needs to be recognized explicitly. It is to that 
possibility which we now consider. 

3.6.5 Speaker as accessor and discourse topic 
The existence of discourse units with two superimposed spaces validates the fact of discourse spaces, 

since they can have “a life of their own” that is somewhat distinct from the discourse units with which 
they are associated. But it also raises a question about coherence: If the coherence of a discourse unit has 
to do with the ability of the addressee to represent it in a single, unified space, how can discourse units 
with two superimposed spaces be said to be coherent? 

In addressing this question, it helps see similarities between text-internal access and speaker access. 
Text-internal access can be considered a “virtual” form of speaker access. The external narrator also has 
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an accessor space—the encoding situation—which projects onto the text and can be realized within the 
text when the narrator wishes—in providing explanatory comments or evaluations, in relating something 
within the text to the current situation, etc. In the encoding situation, it may even make sense to think of 
the narrator as topic, just as a subjective character is topic in his internal accessor space, or an addressee 
in the encoding situation could also be topical. As evidence of that, we note that whenever elements of the 
encoding situation are realized in the text, they are coded as active, just as values for orientation 
dimensions for the accessed space are active (§2.3.1). In the Labov and Waletsky oral narrative 4 
(Appendix E), for example, the narrator’s explanation in lines (05–08) indicates various elements of the 
encoding situation as active: you know (05), we call it (06), today (07), I (08). None of these elements has 
more than minimal coding. It would be possible to say that deictic centers in accessor spaces, whether in 
text-internal access or in the encoding situation, remain active in their respective accessed spaces. This 
includes the person of the accessor as well as centers for temporal and locational deixis. So there are 
strong parallels between superimposed spaces for a discourse unit with the “top” space being an internal 
accessor space and what could be thought of as superimposed spaces for a discourse unit with the “top” 
space being the external accessor space, the encoding situation.  

For written material and long-distance conversations, the decoding situation is separated from the 
encoding situation, and sometimes the speaker treats the decoding situation as a virtual encoding 
situation. That is, the speaker virtually inserts himself into the decoding situation, as if he were encoding 
the message as the addressees decode it. This brings about a virtual reunification of the encoding and 
decoding situations, perhaps compensating for the separation of speaker and addressees in a physical 
sense. At any rate, the speaker, or the participant set made up of speaker and addressees, can function as a 
discourse topic either in face-to-face communication or in a virtually reunified encoding-decoding 
situation.  

A common text type for virtually reunified encoding-decoding is, interestingly enough, academic 
writing. One example of this is found in the following expository paragraph from Unger 1996, which 
Unger himself analyzes in a later passage (in a way that is different from the analysis presented here): 

Example text 44: Expository paragraph: “Hierarchical discourse structure” (Unger 1996:420f.) 
 

(01) The thrust of the last section was to argue that coherence relations are not part of the 
structure of discourse.  

(02) Rather, the perception of coherence relations results from the way relevance is optimized 
over the discourse.  

(03) Indeed, it sheds doubt on the assumption that discourse is hierarchically structured beyond 
the sentence level. 

(04) However, the claim that discourse segments are units because they are linked by coherence 
relations of the kind considered in the last section is only one argument in favor of 
hierarchical discourse structure. 

(05) Almost more prominent in discussions of discourse structure are views of coherence as 
linking the parts of a unit (for example, clauses/sentences) which talks about a common 
topic, understood as a set of topical participants, a topical concept, or a topic framework 
(Brown & Yule 1983:75, 94–95). 

(06) It is claimed that topic coherence is reflected in structure, especially in pronominalization 
structure. 

(07) It is also claimed that paragraph breaks (or, in more general terms, breaks between 
discourse segments) are reflected structurally in the discourse by various means. 

(08) It is to those issues that we now turn. 
 
This paragraph transitions between two sections of Unger’s article, from the preceding discussion of 
coherence relations to the question of whether discourse is hierarchically structured. It begins with the 
first issue and uses that to introduce the second one. It could therefore be analyzed with the second issue 
as a propositional theme (“discourse is hierarchically structured beyond the sentence level”). (My use of 
Unger’s wording here is a mere convenience; in general, a theme need not be formally stated in a 
discourse unit.) The paragraph makes various comments about this thematic proposition but stops short of 
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actually arguing for or against it. The schema for this paragraph is apparently something like the 
following:  

(a) doubt has been cast on the thematic proposition by the earlier discussion of coherence relations;  
(b) other arguments have been adduced in favor of it, namely  

(b1) arguments involving topic coherence and  
(b2) arguments involving structural signals of paragraph breaks;  

(c) these arguments in favor of the proposition are what we will now consider.  
The identity of the paragraph’s theme—the proposition that “discourse is hierarchically structured beyond 
the sentence level”—is not immediately apparent at the start, but only begins to be manifest in line (03). 
In lines (01)–(03) Unger accesses it in a stepwise fashion (see §2.3.1): mention of “the last section” (01) 
gives access to its “thrust” (01–02), which in turn accesses the propositional theme for the current 
paragraph (03). When this proposition is mentioned in line (03), it is still not obvious that it is actually the 
paragraph theme, nor is it obvious where the author is headed in the paragraph (his schema). The 
direction and theme only become clear as the paragraph proceeds. Its transitional function is realized 
primarily by using the theme of the previous section to access the theme of the new one.  

What is more relevant for the present discussion is the fact that this paragraph reflects a virtually 
reunified encoding-decoding situation: Unger joins the addressees in the decoding situation. This is made 
explicit in we now turn (line 08), although the deictic center for the last section (line 01) is ambiguous 
and could instead reflect Unger’s own deixis at time of writing.112 The topic status of the participant set 
‘we’ in this paragraph—indeed, throughout much of Unger 1996 as well as in the present treatment—can 
be seen not only in the occurrence of we in line (08) as already activated, but also in the possibility of 
referring to ‘we’ in other places. In line (01), for example, The thrust of the last section was to argue that 
… could have been stated In the last section we saw that …. There are doubtless good reasons for the 
existing wording, but the point is that ‘we’ would have been equally accessible there.113 

Example text 44 therefore can be represented with three discourse spaces as shown in Figure 30: 

                                                      
112 In either case, Unger is citing hierarchical discourse structure; see §2.6.6. 
113 Later on in the same article (Unger 1996:427), Unger cites the earlier paragraph (Example text 44 above) in 
order to show that the notion of discourse topicality is not viable: “the paragraph as it stands has two concepts which 
can be said to be topics: COHERENCE RELATIONS WITHIN DISCOURSE UNITS and COHERENCE WITH RESPECT TO A 
TOPIC WITHIN DISCOURSE UNITS. It is therefore not one topic-relevant unit.” His argument against topicality here is 
therefore seen to rest on the assumption that if discourse topicality is a viable notion, then every discourse unit will 
have exactly one topic, an assumption which the present treatment does not share.  
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Figure 30: Superimposed spaces for expository paragraph “hierarchical discourse structure” 
The encoding situation is represented in two forms: a “real” form (addressees know that the encoder 
wrote the text before they process it) and the virtual encoding-decoding accessor space. The mental 
representation corresponds to the addressees’ understanding, and could be different if addressees 
understand the encoding situation differently. The encoding situation in these diagrams is represented as a 
type of base space that includes all of the discourse spaces, but actually it would probably best be 
represented as a top-level accessor space. That being the case, all texts which are perceived as having a 
speaker or any kind of text producer would have at least two levels of spaces: the accessor space 
corresponding to the encoding situation and an accessed space. There could also be other intermediate 
accessor spaces, such as a text-internal accessor space that corresponds to a subjective character or a 
virtual encoding-decoding accessor space.  

This means that even “ordinary” texts commonly have superimposed spaces, which raises the 
question of how any text could be coherent under our definition of coherence (§2.2.1). I think that one 
answer is that coherence is principally about “internal contextualization” (what the speaker is talking 
about) rather than with “external contextualization” (under what circumstances the text comes about). 
That is, coherence applies primarily to the accessed space, and then also to any kind of access that is 
indicated via the text, such as text-internal access. In all examples we have examined, the accessed space 
is embedded in the lowest-level accessor space, and any multiple accessor spaces are related by 
embedding as well. Neither of these conditions need apply, however, in order for a text to be coherent. An 
accessed space could conceivably have two (or more) accessors, whose accessor spaces would not be 
related by embedding. In such a situation, however, coherence would simply require that both accessor 
spaces be in the same text world on some level, and that temporary incoherences be resolved at some 
point with just-in-time coherence. These requirements are the same as those for any other text. On this 
view, superimposed spaces need not, in principle, destroy coherence.  

This does not mean that superimposed spaces are simple. Their conceptual complexity is, I believe, 
one reason why narratives often have them. Text-internal point of view differs from “ordinary” texts in 
that a discourse unit has two spaces that are constructed within the narrative, whether the “top” space is 
presented as fictive (via imagining, as in Lord Jim) or factual (via remembering, as in “Somewhere over 
the rainbow”), or some mix of the two. The existence of two text-internal spaces in itself makes for more 
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complex processing. Further, there are two sources of access for information in the accessed space: 
speaker access and text-internal access. Keeping those sources of access straight involves higher 
processing cost; not only do addressees need to know “who did what to whom,” but whose epistemics is 
responsible for what information. The fact of two accessors can, of course, be exploited for literary effect: 
by presenting a subjective character in first person, the narrator encourages addressees to imagine him as 
the narrator. “Easy comprehension practices” ask that the distinction between accessors be made clear; 
literary techniques may have reasons to leave it vague.114 For such reasons, text-internal access is 
fundamentally more complex than pure speaker access. 

The complexity of a text can increase when the accessor space and the accessed space are both 
prominent, since a particular referent can be interpreted as being in either. Psalm 7 is a typical example of 
this, but it is not unusual or extreme: this kind of complexity is common in Old Testament material.  

Example text 45: Psalm 7 (New American Standard Bible. 1995) 
 

(1) ‘O LORD my God, in You I have taken refuge; 
Save me from all those who pursue me, and deliver me, 

(2) Or he will tear my soul like a lion, 
Dragging me away, while there is none to deliver. 

(3) ¶O LORD my God, if I have done this, 
If there is injustice in my hands, 

(4) If I have rewarded evil to my friend, 
Or have plundered him who without cause was my adversary, 

(5) Let the enemy pursue my soul and overtake it; 
And let him trample my life down to the ground, 
And lay my glory in the dust. Selah. 

(6) ¶Arise, O LORD, in Your anger; 
Lift up Yourself against the rage of my adversaries, 
And arouse Yourself for me; 
You have appointed judgment. 

(7) And let the assembly of the peoples encompass You; 
And over them return on high. 

(8) ¶The LORD judges the peoples; 
Vindicate me, O LORD, according to my righteousness and my integrity that is in me. 

(9) O let the evil of the wicked come to an end, but establish the righteous; 
For the righteous God tries the hearts and minds. 

(10) My shield is with God, 
Who saves the upright in heart. 

(11) God is a righteous judge, 
And a God who has indignation every day. 

(12) ¶If a man [this NP is not in the Hebrew] does not repent, He will sharpen His sword; 
He has bent His bow and made it ready. 

(13) He has also prepared for Himself deadly weapons; 
He makes His arrows fiery shafts. 

(14) Behold, he travails with wickedness, 
And he conceives mischief, and brings forth falsehood. 

(15) He has dug a pit and hollowed it out, 
And has fallen into the hole which he made. 

                                                      
114 In Piñon 1984, as discussed by Mey (2001:789–795), in the last sentence of the book the first person subjective 
character is fictionally represented as being the real narrator (…tomorrow I will start to write the story of Madruga). 
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(16) His mischief will return upon his own head, 
And his violence will descend upon his own pate. 

(17) ¶I will give thanks to the LORD according to His righteousness, 
And will sing praise to the name of the LORD Most High.’ 

 
In this text both levels are highly prominent: the “top” or access level, that is, the encoding situation, 
which is for much of the psalm a prayer to God; and the “lower” or accessed level, dealing with a 
particular situation the psalmist is describing, involving an enemy (sometimes plural enemies). The 
indicated paragraphs follow the NASB, which for present purposes I will follow. The first three 
paragraphs (vv 1–2, 3–5, 6–7) have prominent vocative and second person references to God, whereas in 
the remainder of the psalm references to God are in the third person, with the exception of a brief 
intercalated prayer (vv 8b–9a). Whereas in vv 1–7 the encoding situation (prayer) is highly prominent, in 
vv 8–17 it is much less so, but it still remains close. Since God is a participant in both the access space (as 
addressee) and in the accessed space (as the righteous judge), he is potentially a second or a third person 
referent at any point. This in itself is not remarkable, but the apparent ease with which the Hebrew writer 
switches between second and third person—which may seem strange to us—is a linguistic expression of 
the easy switching of attention and conceptual interpenetration between the encoding situation and the 
accessed situation.115 

The easy interpenetration between accessor and accessed spaces is itself just one manifestation of the 
more general phenomenon of seemingly unannounced changes involving the accessor space. 
• In Psalm 14 the topic of the accessed space is the wicked (except for the last verse of the psalm, v 7). 

In v 5, the psalmist invites his addressees to join him as virtual accessors in viewing the topic: ‘There 
they are in great dread….’ In the following verse (v 6), for a single time in the psalm, the psalmist 
addresses the wicked in the second person: ‘You would put to shame the counsel of the afflicted….’ 
This modifies the accessor space by “pulling up” into it the accessed topic, to function as addressee. 

• In the 9 verses of Psalm 20 the accessor space has three distinct configurations: vv 1–5 addressed to 
the king, vv 6–8 addressed neither to the king nor to God, v 9 addressed to God. 

• In Isaiah the first person singular is often used in a formally ambiguous way: it is not clear whether it 
refers to the prophet in the accessor space or to another speaker being cited as having his own 
accessor space within the prophet’s accessed space. In 61:1, for example: ‘The Spirit of the Lord 
GOD is upon me, because the LORD has anointed me to bring good news to the afflicted….’ That is, 
there are seemingly unannounced switches between accessor spaces on the two levels. 

Because of modern literary techniques, the Western reader is accustomed to unannounced changes in the 
accessed space, although he can still sympathize with the Ethiopian eunuch’s question in Acts 8:34: 
“Please tell me, of whom does the prophet say this? Of himself, or of someone else?” But unannounced 
changes in the accessor space are predictably more difficult, since that is the locus of the epistemics of the 
text. 

3.7 Universals of topicality 
The above sections mention various ways in which languages function similarly in regard to 

topicality. I know of no extensive typological studies of discourse topicality, although considerable work 
has been done in regard to topicality on the sentence (utterance) level.  

Gundel (1988:231f.) lists the following of putative universals of information structure of the sentence 
(utterance), including sentence topics. As the footnotes indicate, some of these may need to be qualified. 
• “In all languages, an expression which refers to the topic of a sentence is typically definite or generic. 
• “If a language has topic markers, then these will always be postpositional and basic word order in the 

language will almost always be SOV.116 

                                                      
115 A further complexity in this psalm is the subject reference in vv 12–13. The solution, which I will not go into 
here, seems to be related to discourse topicality and subsequent activation of participants. 
116 Topic markers may be limited to topics in access function, and may more generally be access markers (§3.5.1). 
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• “If a language has topic markers then it will be highly topic-prominent (according to the criteria 
established in Li and Thompson, 1976). 

• “Every language has syntactic topic constructions in which an expression which refers to the topic of 
the sentence is adjoined to the left of a full sentence comment [left-detached topics; RAD]. 

• “Every language has syntactic topic constructions in which an expression which refers to the topic of 
the sentence is adjoined to the right of a full sentence comment [right-detached topics; RAD].117 

• “Every language has cleft constructions, either wh-clefts or it-clefts or both.118 
• “Every language has ‘double-subject’ constructions.119 
• “All languages have constructions whose function it is to place topic, both old and new, before 

comment; all languages have constructions whose primary function is to place new or contrastive 
topics at the beginning of the sentence; and all languages have constructions whose function is place 
focus at the beginning of the sentence and old, already established topics at the end. 120 However, no 
language has constructions whose function is to place new topics at the end of the sentence. 

• “The more topic-prominent a language, the less restricted the distribution of zero anaphora in that 
language. 

• “The more topic-prominent a language, the fewer subject-creating constructions it will have.121 
• “If a language topic-comment structure is coded by intonation [as it is in almost every language, p. 

230; RAD], then primary stress always falls inside the focus. 
• “The most neutral position for focus in a language will be the position normally occupied by the 

direct object.”  
Lambrecht (1994) proposes further universals for sentence-level topicality: 
• “Subjects are UNMARKED TOPICS and … the topic-comment articulation is the UNMARKED 

PRAGMATIC SENTENCE ARTICULATION” (op. cit., p. 132).122  
• By far most languages utilize the topic-comment order for unmarked topic expression, for accented 

topic expressions (op. cit., p. 202).123  
• Across languages, marked topic expressions tend to have similar signals and occur in overlapping 

discourse functions; left-detached topics, for example, are often contrastive or partitive (see 
Lambrecht 1994 §4.4.4.2 for other functions in English).  

• Detached topics are generally at least semiactive (op. cit., p. 183). 

                                                      
117 Stephen Levinsohn (p.c.) states that in some Bantu languages this may only occur in oral material, if at all.  
118 Wh-clefts or pseudo-clefts “have the structure NP (BE) NP, where the first NP, which refers to the topic, is a 
(usually headless) relative clause construction and the second NP is the focus” (Gundel 1988:223f.), as in What I 
want is THIS ONE. In cleft or it-cleft constructions, “comment precedes topics” and “have the form [(it) (BE) NP] 
[NP], where the first NP is focus and the second NP is a headless relative clause that descrives the topic” (Gundel 
1988:226), as in It is THIS ONE that I want.  
119 A ‘double-subject’ construction has a topic which is “adjoined to a full sentence comment which lacks a co-
referring expression”: My work, I’m going crazy (Gundel 1988:224). 
120 The claim regarding sentence-initial focus apparently does not hold in certain Bantu languages, including 
Mambila (Perrin 1994:233).  
121 A ‘subject-creating’ construction has “a noun phrase that refers to the topic occurs as the surface subject of a 
clause, but is not the logical subject of that clause” (loc. cit.). Examples include This child was bitten by your dog, 
Your battery seems to be dead, George is difficult to talk to, My soup has a fly in it (Gundel 1988:223, 225). 
Stephen Levinsohn (p.c.) states that N.W. Austronesian languages of the Philippine type provide evidence against 
this claim. 
122 Lambrecht’s statement is a cross-linguistic generalization, not a claim about individual utterances in context. 
123 Givón (1989:223, 226) states that “the topic-before-comment generalization” holds only for “important topics.” 
Both Lambrecht’s accented topic expressions and Givón’s important topics—those that are topics in the sense of the 
present treatment—appear to be topic expressions that serve the access function.  
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• “In contrast with left-detachment, the lexical (or independent-pronominal) topic expression in right-
detached position cannot indicate a new topic or a topic shift” (op. cit., pp. 203f.). 

• The comment of a topic-comment or the assertion of a point of departure-assertion construction is 
often internally structured as a further type of information structure (op. cit., p. 126).  
There is a fundamental typological difference between subject-prominent and topic-prominent 

languages, based originally on Li andThompson 1976. Gundel (1988:221) summarizes the criteria for 
topic-prominent languages as follows: “They have no dummy subjects, passive constructions are marginal 
(if they exist at all), zero NP-anaphora are not syntactically restricted…and basic sentence structure is 
determined by topic-comment relations rather than by grammatical relations such as subject and object. In 
addition, all but one of these languages [in her sample; RAD] have basic SOV order.” 

Universals of discourse-level topicality might include the following: 
• Topicality is a common global and local theme. 
• Discourse topics can occur along with other themes. 
• Discourse topics are presented before more inclusive themes. 
• A paragraph-level topic is active throughout the paragraph and can be referred to with the language’s 

typical minimal coding expressions. 
• A higher-level (remote) topic is active or semiactive throughout its textual span, at least for macro-

levels one level above the paragraph. 
Languages differ in regard to topicality in at least the following ways: 

• Languages are at different points on the scale of subject- vs. topic- prominence (Li and Thompson 
1976).  

• Languages can differ radically in the conditions for and frequency of marked information structures 
(see indices of markedness, Dooley 2005). “For example, Lambrecht (1980) observes that while left 
dislocation receives a contrastive interpretation in Standard French, it is ‘neutral’ in non-standard 
French” (Gundel 1988:228). “Double-subject” constructions constitute a basic sentence type in some 
languages but not in others (loc. cit.). 

• Languages differ somewhat in regard to discourse functions for topics with marked expressions. In 
Wayampi (Tupi-Guarani, Brazil), resumptive topics tend to be clause-final rather than left-detached 
as in English.  

• Languages differ in ways of introducing discourse topics, especially global topics, and in the rigidity 
of their rules in doing so. In Bantu languages of Mozambique, the main participant is introduced first 
unless another participant would provide easier access to an appropriate base space. In English, the 
options are quite varied. 

• Languages differ in how much subjective information occurs in narrative and in how it is signalled 
(§3.6.2). 

4 Translation issues  
Although discourse topicality involves important translation issues, this treatment does not deal with 

them in a systematic way. In this section we discuss one such issue, followed by a brief listing of others. 

4.1 Changing thematic structure in translation  
Is it valid to change thematic structure in translation, so that the translation has different thematic 

structure from the source text? In order to answer questions of validity in translation, we need to know 
what things the translation’s “clients” feel is important for the translation to preserve, preferably in a 
prioritized list. Depending on the translation situation, clients can be translators, consultants, churches, 
translation agencies, publishers, members of the language group or outsiders (Vermeer 1989/2000). Here 
we consider two examples of translation in which macro-level thematic structures are preserved even 
though micro-level phenomena are changed. (I would also like to be able to present an example where 
macro-level thematic structures are modified, but I know of no documentation of this.124) 
                                                      
124 There is evidently a long-standing policy within SIL not to encourage “major displacement of material” in Bible 
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Prioritizing goals for a translation seems often to involve something that parallels depth of processing 
in discourse comprehension (§2.2.1); we might think of this as depth of translation. A translation may aim 
at greater or lesser depth in at least two areas: 
• in regard to content, that is, aspects of meaning that are found in, or reasonably inferred from, the 

source text, a translation can aim at different points on a scale between preserving a shallow level of 
content (simplifying the content) or a deep level (transmitting detail); 

• in regard to the conceptual structures for discourse units, a translation can aim at preserving a shallow 
level (preserving only high-level structures) or a deep level (preserving low-level structures as well).  
In the translation of the Bible into Mbyá Guarani (Tupi-Guarani, Brazil), the “clients” were most 

strongly represented by mother-tongue translators and church leaders. Their first priority was to preserve 
a fairly deep level of perceived content (basically, the information that they could recognize in the source 
text). Their second priority was to preserve higher-level structure: macro-level units, schemas and themes 
were to be transferred unchanged (again, to the extent that they could be recognized in the source text). In 
contrast, lower-level structures, which are typically information structure adjustments within the steps of 
a paragraph schema (§2.6.2), could be recast in natural target-language ways (Dooley 2005). Lower-level, 
essentially micro-level adjustments are largely due to differences between languages regarding conditions 
for information structure markedness. As Dryer (1995:127) says, “languages can vary widely in what 
discourse factors are associated with pragmatically marked word order. While one language may use a 
marked word order in certain situations, another language may use the unmarked word order in 
corresponding situations, and use a marked word order in situations in which the first language uses its 
unmarked word order.” When discourse conditions for information structure in Mbyá Guarani were 
different from those of the source text, the translation followed the target language, generally resulting in 
lower indices of information structure markedness but in higher indices for markedness of certain specific 
types (Dooley 2005).  

A similar thing has been found to occur in translation between English and German. Doherty (2005) 
studied over 1200 sentences of technical texts translated from English to German, systematically testing 
different possibilities for naturalness and discourse appropriateness of certain aspects of information 
structure. She found that whereas about 8 percent of the German sentences topicalized clausal arguments, 
less than 1 percent of the English sentences did so; and whereas about 23 percent of the German sentences 
topicalized adjuncts, only about 12 percent of English sentences did so (p. 192).125 When she examined 
language-specific discourse conditions behind these differences, she found that English has stricter 
discourse conditions for topicalization, requiring that a topicalized argument “participate in a contrastive 
or partitive relation with the preceding discourse.”126 Conditions for German are broader, including those 
of English along with a weaker processing condition which Doherty calls “balanced information 
distribution”; this “intersperses higher information with lower information, or lower with higher 

                                                                                                                                                                           
translation (Hollenbach 1975). Roberts (1997) states that in argumentation in Amele (Papuan, Papua New Guinea), 
the common and most easily comprehended order is inductive (support-thesis), which contrasts with the deductive 
(thesis-support) order found commonly in New Testament Greek. In translation, he advocates using the target 
language’s common order: “Wherever there was a section of extensive deductive reasoning in the NT Greek source 
text, we usually found that Amele readers could understand the material better and be better able to answer 
comprehension questions if we reordered the logical argumentation of the text to follow an inductive reasoning 
structure.” Only two discourse-level examples are furnished: 1 Corinthians 2:10–11 and Romans 8:1–8, both of 
which are internal to “sections” in the translation (the Amele translation of the second passage has thesis-support-
thesis in a “sandwich” arrangement, adding a second statement of the thesis instead of transposing the Greek thesis-
support order). For languages in general, one can generally depart from an “unmarked” order by adding material, as 
is done in “sandwiching.”  
125 Topicalization, in Doherty’s study, is the fronting of a non-focus element: an argument as (marked) topic or an 
adjunct as point of departure. 
126 In conversation, English also uses topic fronting to signal the adoption of a topic from one’s interlocutor. 
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information,” apparently using a scale like the Givenness hierarchy (Figure 11).127 Natural translation 
between English and German therefore results in significantly different information structure on micro-
levels, at least in regard to topicalization. The macro-level thematic structure, however, was apparently 
unaltered in the text that Doherty examined; the only differences she noted were in the information 
structure of sentences.  

These two examples—Bible translation into Mbyá Guarani and translation of scientific texts between 
English and German with a relatively deep level of content—show marked changes of information 
structure on lower levels, while higher-level knowledge structures are largely preserved. These latter 
structures—discourse schemas in the present treatment—account for much of the thematic organization. 
The head of a schema is the most inclusive theme, and is often the final macropredication for a discourse 
unit. There may be other nonhead themes, such as discourse topics, which are not implicit in the schema 
but must be construed by other means. If macro-level schemas are preserved in translation, a large part of 
thematic organization will automatically be preserved as well, although not all. If, however, consolidated 
mental representations are required to be preserved in translation, then all thematic structure is likely to be 
preserved as well, since themes are among the best-remembered elements in a consolidated mental 
representation (Tomlin et al. 1997:83). Therefore, for a translation whose goals include the preservation 
of the consolidated mental representation, to the extent that it can be known from the source text and 
expressed in the target language, macro-level schemas and thematic organizaton should be preserved, but 
micro-level structures need not be. 

This is not a “rule” for translation, but appears to be a common way to get it done (Dooley 2005). 

4.2 Other translation issues noted briefly  
We note in brief form the following translation issues and questions that are related to discourse 

topicality and thematicity. 
• What discourse schemas are recognizable in target language texts of various genres? How do these 

match up with schemas found in the source text? What is to be done when the source language uses a 
schema that would not be natural or expected in the target language? (§2.2.4) 

• What practices of less than easy comprehension should be used in translation? When and how should 
they be used? In what ways do other translation priorities put an limit on their use? (§2.6.6)  

• What kinds of global and local themes are found in different target language genres? What strategies 
are used for their initial establishment? How are they used in ongoing text processing—how are they 
reactivated, how used to integrate other information? How can this be put to use in translation? 
(§3.4.2) 

• How are high-level topics established, maintained, and reactivated in the target language? What 
formal and conceptual signals are used, and under what conditions? What kinds of signals are used in 
the target language, and under what conditions? When should this be done in translation? (§§3.5.1, 
3.5.2) 

• In the target language, how are paragraph topics maintained in activation or otherwise used to 
integrate the paragraph? To what degree is this done by casting them as grammatical subjects? What 
is done in translation? (§3.5.2) 

• In what ways does the source text foster imaginative projection of the readers into the text world? 
Subjective participants? In what genres and in what ways does the target language use imaginative 
projection? Subjective participants? What should be done when there is a mismatch between what the 
source text does and natural practices in the target language? (§3.6.2) 

• In what respects is the target language topic-prominent or subject-prominent? What mismatches are 
there with the source language? How are these dealt with in the translation? (§3.7)  

• Do the translation “clients” permit changes in macro-level thematic structure from the source text—
discourse themes and discourse schemas? Under what conditions or constraints? (§4.1)  

                                                      
127 Doherty apparently does not take into account the condition of accessing to a new space for fronted adjuncts 
(called “point of departure” in §3.3.4). 
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5 Summary lists 

5.1 Principal findings and hypotheses  
Some of the following observations can doubtless be made without using the conceptual approaches 

that this treatment uses, but these approaches help to bring them to the fore. All of the “findings” in the 
treatment are, of course, only hypotheses, but some hypotheses are more hypothetical than others. This 
listing serves another purpose as well, in identifying types conceptual evidence which have proved useful 
in this treatment. 
• Conceptual organization appears to have two major dimensions: knowledge management and 

attention management. Both have low-level, transitory, and sequential manifestations as well as high-
level, sustained, and unit-based manifestations (§2.1). 

• A discourse unit is coherent to the extent that it can be represented conceptually in a single, unified 
mental representation (§2.2.1). 

• For each coherent macro-level discourse unit (i.e., paragraph and above), the addressee constructs a 
mental representation in the form of a space (§2.2.1). 

• When a space is active, its base spaces are at least semiactive and their component elements are 
identifiable (§2.2.1). 

• Genres can come with the expectation of coherence, and when this happens the interpretation strategy 
is radically altered (§2.2.2). 

• The space of a discourse unit is organized around a schema (§2.2.4). 
• A common condition for the coherence of a discourse unit is that its schema have a head (§2.2.5). 
• A theme can be usefully defined as a point of integration for a discourse schema in which the 

integration relation involves the speaker’s intrinsic interest in the point of integration (§2.2.5). 
• A discourse space can have more than one theme (§2.2.5). 
• A discourse space with multiple themes will have one maximally inclusive theme, which is the head 

of the schema (§§2.2.5, 3.4.4). 
• If a schema has a head it has a theme, and vice versa (§2.2.5). 
• Discourse schemas, their heads and their themes reflect a particular construal of the content of a 

discourse unit (§2.2.5). 
• A head theme is construed by the conceptual structure of the discourse space and commonly has other 

signals as well, whereas nonhead themes require construal that goes beyond the schema (§2.2.5). 
• Since construal and the recognition of construal are matters of degree, the boundary between themes 

and nonthemes is often a fuzzy one in practice (§2.2.5). 
• Not all coherent discourse units have a macropredication. Discourse coherence depends on having a 

headed schema and one or more themes, rather than having a macropredication as such (§2.2.6). 
• Discourse comprehension in real time involves the construal and recognition of provisional schemas 

and themes (§2.2.7). 
• Some provisional themes are retained as final themes, others are not (§2.2.7). 
• The conceptual and formal upheaval that commonly accompany a narrative peak seem to involve the 

fact that there the schema changes heads, from a provisional head to a final one (§2.2.7). 
• A discourse unit’s space is grounded on appropriate orientation dimensions (§2.3.1). 
• The value of an orientation dimension appears to remain active throughout the discourse unit (§2.3.1). 
• Commonly, an apparently complete text, once consolidated, is used as a step in a higher-level schema 

(§2.3.3). 
• Minimally coded referents include paragraph topics and recent-reference centers of attention (§2.4.2). 
• Micro-level units (steps in a paragraph schema) are defective discourse units in regard to orientation, 

schema/genre, and structure retained in memory (§2.6.2). 
• Paragraphs are minimum complete discourse units topic in regard to orientation, schema and genre, 

and structure retained in memory (§2.6.3).  
• A paragraph topic, once established, is a center of attention throughout the paragraph and can have 

minimal coding there, but this status generally does not transfer across paragraph boundaries without 
updating (§§2.6.3, 3.5.2).  
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• Other referents, once mentioned in the step of a paragraph schema, can be centers of attention with 
minimal coding throughout the step, but this status does not transfer across step boundaries without 
updating (§2.6.2).  

• Except for high-level topics and certain other concepts in base spaces, a concept’s semiactive status 
does not easily transfer across paragraph boundaries without updating (§2.4.1). 

• Hierarchical structure largely reflects knowledge management, but it is sometimes manipulated in the 
interest of attention management (§2.6.5). 

• Easy comprehension practices are commonly violated in the interest of achieving particular effects 
(§2.6.6). 

• Discourse topics can have two conceptual functions: integration and access. Their characteristic 
function is integration; access is a secondary function which not all discourse topics have (§3.1). 

• The textual span of a topic is a linguistic unit: syntactic unit such as a sentence or independent clause 
or a discourse unit (§3.1). 

• An established discourse topic, in the integration function, is always semiactive, hence identifiable 
(§2.4.1). 

• Sentence topics which are inactive (brand-new) or nonidentifiable are in the access function (§3.1). 
• Contrastive, partitive, and conversationally adopted topics are at least semiactive (§2.4.1). 
• Sentence topic expressions with more than minimal coding (marked topic expressions) 

characteristically occur in the access function, while sentence topic expressions with minimal coding 
(unmarked topic expressions) are characteristically established discourse topics occurring in the 
integration function (§§3.3, 3.3.2). 

• Whereas for discourse topics the integration function is primary, for points of departure the access 
function is primary (§3.3.4). 

• Sentences (utterances) can have only a single unmarked topic expression, and it is a discourse topic 
(§3.3.5). 

• There are different kinds of discourse themes; these include topics, situations, goals, and propositions 
(§3.4.2). 

• The type of theme which is the head of a schema is largely predictable on the basis of the schema 
type. This is true for final themes and, in large part, for provisional themes as well (§3.4.2). 

• When a discourse space appears to have two themes of the same kind, either they are included in a 
more inclusive theme that heads the schema or they belong to different spaces (§3.4.5). 

• The head of a schema is unitary at any given point in the processing of a discourse space (§3.4.5). 
• As a widely-followed “easy comprehension practice,” when a discourse unit has themes of different 

kinds, a theme is not presented after a theme which includes it. The literary technique of in medias res 
violates this practice (§3.4.6). 

• Other things being equal, the more the conceptual structure of a discourse unit “points to” an element 
and makes it conceptually accessible to the addressee, the less need there is to “point to” it 
linguistically. The less an element integrates the text so as to be conceptually accessible, the more 
need there is to point to it formally and explicitly (§3.5.2). 

• Paragraph topics require continual activation (§3.5.2). 
• Once a high-level topic is established, it is maintained more by means of knowledge structure (in the 

addressee’s mental representation) than by means of activation status (§3.5.2). 
• Remote topics on a single level higher than paragraphs remain at least semiactive throughout their 

textual span (§3.5.2). 
• Discourse topics are not established or maintained through referential frequency alone (§3.5.3). 
• Sequential connectedness is commonly destructive of coherence, but “just-in-time” coherence can 

preserve or restore it (§3.5.4). 
• A subjective character generally remains active throughout material to which he gives access (§3.6.2). 
• Text-internal point of view is a conditioning factor in strategies of participant reference (§3.6.2). 
• A subjective character is a discourse topic in the internal accessor space, which is superimposed on 

the material to which he gives access (§§3.6.2, 3.6.4). 
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• Subjectivity (text-internal point of view) and discourse topicality are mutually reinforcing (§3.6.2). 
• There is a common division of labor, between narrative and text-internal access, for the purpose of 

deictic grounding (§3.6.3). 
• Text-internal point of view and its superimposed spaces do not make a discourse unit noncoherent 

(§3.6.5). 
• Deictic centers in access spaces, whether for text-internal access or the encoding situation, are active 

throughout the accessed space. This includes the person of the accessor as well as centers for 
temporal and locational deixis (§3.6.5). 

5.2 Other areas needing investigation 
The following areas need further investigation before they could justify a definite hypothesis. 

• Do all discourse schemas have a head? (§2.2.5) 
• Development markers signal parts of a text to which the speaker attaches special “importance” or 

“significance” in view of his communicative purposes. Is there a typology of conceptual 
“importance” or “significance”? What sameness or difference would languages show in this? (§2.3.2) 

• How are centers of attention and paragraph structure related in different languages? Can the scope of 
a recent-reference center of attention cross the boundaries of a paragraph step? (§2.6.2) 

• Schemas that we would expect to be realized as a paragraph are sometimes compressed into a single 
sentence. Under what conditions does this happen? (§2.6.5) 

• When a text has both a topic and a theme of some other kind, is the topic always included in the 
theme? (§3.4.5) 

• Can a single discourse space have multiple topics? Can it have multiple themes of any one kind? 
(§3.4.5) 

• Are all “topic markers” actually access markers? (§3.5.1) 
• Do all once-activated elements of a base space or the current discourse space remain semiactive as 

long as the space is being used? (§3.5.2) 
• How is text-internal point of view distributed in different languages and genres? (§3.6.2) 
• In which languages and genres, if any, is subjective information regularly coextensive with discourse 

units? What discourse norms exist in this area? (§§3.6.2, 3.6.4) 
• What divisions of labor occur between narrative and text-internal access in deictic grounding? What 

factors are responsible for each division of labor? (§3.6.3) 
• How are languages alike and how do they differ in regard to discourse topicality? (§3.7) 
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Appendix A: “Blood, toil, tears, and sweat” (Churchill 1940) 
 

01 On Friday evening last I received from His Majesty the mission to form a new administration.  
02 It was the evident will of Parliament and the nation that this should be conceived on the broadest 

possible basis and that it should include all parties. 
03 I have already completed the most important part of this task. 
04 A war cabinet has been formed of five members, representing, with the Labour, Opposition, and 

Liberals, the unity of the nation.128  
05 It was necessary that this should be done in one single day on account of the extreme urgency and 

rigor of events.  
06 Other key positions were filled yesterday.  
07 I am submitting a further list to the king tonight.  
08 I hope to complete the appointment of principal ministers during tomorrow. 
09 The appointment of other ministers usually takes a little longer.  
10 I trust when Parliament meets again this part of my task will be completed and that the 

administration will be complete in all respects.  
11 I considered it in the public interest to suggest to the Speaker that the House should be summoned 

today.  
12 At the end of today’s proceedings, the adjournment of the House will be proposed until May 21 with 

provision for earlier meeting if need be.  
13 Business for that will be notified to MPs at the earliest opportunity. 
14 I now invite the House by a resolution to record its approval of the steps taken and declare its 

confidence in the new government. 
15 The resolution: “That this House welcomes the formation of a government representing the united 

and inflexible resolve of the nation to prosecute the war with Germany to a victorious conclusion.” 
16 To form an administration of this scale and complexity is a serious undertaking in itself.  
17 But we are in the preliminary phase of one of the greatest battles in history.  
18 We are in action at many other points—in Norway and in Holland—and we have to be prepared in 

the Mediterranean.  
19 The air battle is continuing, and many preparations have to be made here at home. 
20 In this crisis I think I may be pardoned if I do not address the House at any length today, and I hope 

that any of my friends and colleagues or former colleagues who are affected by the political 
reconstruction will make all allowances for any lack of ceremony with which it has been necessary 
to act. 

21 I say to the House as I said to ministers who have joined this government, I have nothing to offer but 
blood, toil, tears, and sweat.  

22 We have before us an ordeal of the most grievous kind. We have before us many, many months of 
struggle and suffering. 

23 You ask, what is our policy?  
24 I say it is to wage war by land, sea, and air.  
25 War with all our might and with all the strength God has given us, and to wage war against a 

monstrous tyranny never surpassed in the dark and lamentable catalogue of human crime.  
26 That is our policy. 
27 You ask, what is our aim?  
28 I can answer in one word.  
29 It is victory.  
30 Victory at all costs - Victory in spite of all terrors - Victory, however long and hard the road may be, 

for without victory there is no survival. 

                                                      
128 Possibly the text should read “Labour opposition and Liberals.” This text of the speech may be one that was 
recorded after its presentation in the House, and may have been altered from the original. 
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31 Let that be realized.  
32 No survival for the British Empire, no survival for all that the British Empire has stood for, no 

survival for the urge, the impulse of the ages, that mankind shall move forward toward his goal. 
33 I take up my task in buoyancy and hope.  
34 I feel sure that our cause will not be suffered to fail among men.  
35 I feel entitled at this juncture, at this time, to claim the aid of all and to say, “Come then, let us go 

forward together with our united strength.” 
 

Appendix B: “Winds of terror,” written text (Michelmore 1991)  
 

01 The afternoon sky was darkening by the minute as Pattie Uridel, 36, drove home from her job as an 
insurance executive in Aurora, Ill. 

02 Black clouds were sweeping in from the northwest, separated from the fields of ripening corn and 
beans by only a pale ribbon of light. 

03 You could jump up and touch them, she thought. 
04 Then came the downpour. 
05 Hailstones as big as golfballs hammered her car as she pulled into her driveway in the Wheatland 

Plains subdivision, nine miles southeast of Aurora. 
06 Birch trees bent horizontally in the wind. 
07 She considered staying in the car, but the garage door opened and the husky figure of her husband, 

Jim, appeared. 
08 Jim, who’d been stowing away patio furniture, liked to call his slightly built wife Toughie, because 

of her energy and determination. 
09 Pattie parked the car and made for the kitchen door. 
10 Three of the four Uridel children — Kathryn, four, Alex, eight, and Gregory, nine — came running 

when Pattie entered the kitchen. 
11 Jimmy, ten, was visiting friends. 
12 “Let’s go downstairs,” she said urgently, leading them to the family room in the basement. 
13 Suddenly the room went black. 
14 Then came the sound of shattering glass and groaning timber. 
15 Pattie swept the children into her arms as the roof shot from the house and the walls blew down. 
16 Mother and children clung desperately to one another, pounded by rain and flying furniture. 
17 “What do you call this?” Kathryn cried out in terror. 
18 “Tornado!” Pattie screamed. 
19 Shards of glass cut her arms, and a piece of lumber glanced off the back of her head. 
20 “Mom!” cried Gregory. “I can’t hold on!”  
21 Pattie felt his body being pulled away and gripped with all her strength. 
22 I’m not giving up my kids, she vowed.  
 
(Several paragraphs of information about the tornado’s not being foreseen by the weather service, its 
power and trajectory.) 
 
23 For 30 seconds, Pattie and the children held fast. 
24 Then the tornado passed, and climbing from the basement, they saw twisted sheets of siding, roof 

sections and battered cars everywhere. 
25 A man stumbled toward them, blood pouring from a lacerated ear. 
26 “Dad!” the kids shouted. 
27 Tearfully, Pattie embraced Jim. 
28 “We thought you were dead,” she said. 
29 Belly-crawling clear of the garage before it disintegrated, Jim had hooked his muscular arms around 

the base of a pine tree. 
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Appendix C: “The train ride,” oral text (Olson 1992) 
(Pauses of greater than one second are indicated numerically; minor pauses are indicated by 
punctuation.) 

 

01 When the one year we were going to come to Omaha for Christmas. 
02 And we thought that since the roads are often very icy that it might be safer and wiser if we took the 

train, 
03 and then we wouldn’t have to worry about road conditions. 
04 So, we got on a lovely train in Duluth. 
05 It was really nice, and we thought, “Oh, boy, this is going to be fun. 
06 Fun for us and fun for the four kids.” (2.1) 
07 And then we got off in Minneapolis where we had to change trains. 
08 And when it was time to get on the next train, we got in line. (2.5) 
09 And then nothing happened. 
10 We stood there, and stood there. 
11 And finally, they told us, “The train is late.” 
12 “Well, when will the next train when will the train be leaving?” 
13 “Oh, maybe in a couple hours.” (1.2) 
14 So, in a couple hours we got back in line again, waiting to get on the train, with zillions of other 

people. 
15 But, again, they announced the train will be later. 
16 “Why is the train going to be later?” 
17 “The train is going to be later because they don’t have an engine. 
18 We have to find an engine before we can move this train out of here.” (1.4) 
19 So after waiting another two hours, it was finally announced, “Train for Omaha will be leaving in so 

many minutes.” 
20 So again we hustled everybody together and gathered all our packages and started for the train. 
21 Only, because we had all these little children trying to get to the train, was moving slower than other 

people. (1.2) 
22 And so by the time we got to the train, there were no seats left on the one and only coach. 
23 “Now what do we do?” 
24 They had a solution. 
25 They had an empty boxcar, or mail car I guess it was, that um didn’t have any seats in it. 
26 But if we wanted to go on the train, we could go on the train and sit on the floor. 
27 Which we decided we would do since we wanted to get to Omaha and not stay in Minneapolis all 

night in the train station. 
28 And that worked pretty well because sitting on the floor, the kids could lay down on the floor and go 

to sleep. 
29 And it was probably more comfortable than sitting in a seat for them. (1.7) 
30 But then as day broke, we came into the middle of Iowa. 
31 And uh-oh, the train stops. 
32 “What’s the problem?” 
33 “Oh, there’s been a train derailment up ahead. 
34 We can’t get through. 
35 We have to stop here for hours and hours.” (2.0) 
36 Well, since our little train was a little bit primitive by with one passenger car and the rest were 

boxcars, um there was nothing to eat of course. 
37 And with four little children and two of them not even a year old yet, it was a little hectic. 
38 And they were a little hungry. (1.3) 
39 So we could see off in the distance that there was a little town. 
40 But for some strange reason, I was the only one that had boots. 
41 So we plodded off across the field to this little town, to try and find some food for the people on the 

train. 
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42 There were a few other people that went with, but I led the way because I had my boots. 
43 So we found a little bit of grub, not too much in that little town because about all they had there was 

a bar. 
44 And they didn’t have too much on hand that we could eat. (2.7) 
45 So then we came back to the train, and after about six hours, we finally got moving again. 
46 We had gone a short distance, maybe less than a hundred miles, and we came to a railroad crossing. 
47 And guess what — the train hit a car. (1.0) 
48 Another slight delay happened. 
49 And so we sat there until all that was taken care of and cleared away. 
50 And we arrived into Omaha, finally 24 hours after we were supposed to have been there, spending 

all this time on the train. 
51 Which we could have driven and probably been a lot safer and a lot more comfortable. (1.0) 
52 But it was an experience that we will not soon forget. 
53 And, it really caused our desire to ride on trains to disappear once and for all. (2.8) 
54 To add to this dilemma and frustration, we had to go back on the train since we didn’t have a car. 
55 So we decided to switch to another railroad line which maybe would be a little bit more…up to date. 
56 Well, the train was up to date. 
57 But again they didn’t have enough room. 
58 So instead of sitting in a boxcar, we got to sit on our suitcases on the way home, from Omaha to 

Minneapolis. 
59 About halfway there, there was some nice couple that decided to let us sit in the, or share their seat. 
60 And so we took turns sitting on suitcases and sitting on the seat. 
61 Because with the little kids it was rather difficult to sit on the suitcases. (1.7) 
62 And then when we finally got to Minneapolis, and we’re thinking, “Oh boy, now maybe we can get 

on the nice train from Minneapolis to Duluth.” 
63 We got on one that probably went back to the 1880s that looked like an old street car. (1.8) 
64 So once again we were disappointed and had a very reluctant — oh, reluctant isn’t the right word — 

we had a very disappointing ride on a train. 
65 And to say the least, we never rode the train in the United States again. 

 

Appendix D: “Stone soup” by Aesop (Adams and Collins 1979:9) 
Paragraph signals (¶) indicate graphic paragraphs in the source cited. 

 

01 ¶A poor man came to a large house during a storm to beg for food. 
02 He was sent away with angry words, 
03 but he went back and asked, “May I at least dry my clothes by the fire, because I am wet from the 
rain?” 
04 The maid thought this would not cost anything, so she let him come in. 
05 ¶Inside he told the cook that if she would give him a pan, and let him fill it with water, he would 
make some stone soup. 
06 This was a new dish to the cook, so she agreed to let him make it. 
07 The man then got a stone from the road and put it in the pan. 
08 The cook gave him some salt, peas, mint, and all the scraps of meat that she could spare to throw in. 
09 Thus the poor man made a delicious stone soup 
10 and the cook said, “Well done! You have made a wonderful soup out of practically nothing.” 
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Appendix E: Oral narrative 4 (Labov and Waletsky 1967:16) 
 

01 Well, there’s a fellow, his name was Martin Cassidy ‘n’ Bill Hatfield. 
02 Mr. Cassidy’s [Mr. Hatfield’s? RAD] mother give him some money an’ tell him to go get a bushel of 

peaches. 
03 An’ he went down to Martin’s house. 
04 An’ Martin had some moonshine there. 
05 Back down there, they make their own liquor, you know. 
06 So—we call it moonshine. 
07 Today they call it white lightnin’; but at that time we call it moonshine. 
08 An’ I remember real well what happened.  
09 Bunch of us kids was out there playin’; an’ no one meanin’ any harm about it. 
10 But anyway, Mrs. Hatfield came down an’ took away her money from Mr. Hatfield, you know, for 

the peaches, ’cause she know he was gonna buy drinks with it. 
11 ’Nd Mr. Cassidy was laying out there in the yard. 
12 And Mr. Cassidy just looked up, and he said to Bill, just—just jokin’, just in a kiddin’ way, he said 

“Uh huh,” he says, “that’s—another dollar bill you won’t get to spend for drink, hunh.” 
13 ’Nd Bill says, “I’ll fix you, ya so-and-so.” 
14 So he walked in Martin Cassidy’s house, his own house, came out with a double-bitted axe, hit him 

down ’crost the head once, turned over and hit him again, then throwed the axe down and run down 
through the woods. 

15 Just over two dollars that he was sent for peaches with. 

 

Appendix F: Interview with a barber, excerpt (Terkel 1972:315) 
Paragraph signals (¶) indicate graphic paragraphs in the source cited. 
 
The speaker had just been talking about experiences he had cutting women’s hair in decades past. 

 
(01) ¶Most of your new barbers today, actually there isn’t too many taking it up.  
(02) Take these barber colleges. 
(03) It used to be three, four hundred students. 
(04) Not any more. 
(05) You maybe get five or six there. 
(06) Not only that, the tuition has gone up so high. 
(07) It cost me $160. 
(08) Now it would run you about six hundred dollars or better. 
(09) ¶Young barbers today, unless they go in for hair styling, it isn’t enough money in it. 
(10) So many of them, they get disgusted for the simple reason that it takes so long to be a barber.
(11) When I took up barberin’, it took six months. 
(12) Today you have to apprentice for almost three years before you can get your license. 
(13) You work for a lot less—about thirty dollars less a week than a regular barber would get. 
 

He then went on to talk about things that barbers talk about while cutting hair. 

 

Appendix G: “Two wives,” traditional oral story in Mankanya (Niger-Congo, Senegal) 
 
(01) ‘There once was an old man, the head of the household, who had two wives.  
(02) The eldest was called Dama, but she wasn’t beautiful;  
(03) it was the second that was beautiful, and she was called Nala.  
(04) And these two women had humps in their backs.  
(05) It was the eldest who had the small hump.  
(06) Nala’s hump was big, but she was very beautiful. 
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(07) It was her that the man loved (lit., ‘put in his soul’). 
(08) Now Dama saw that her husband loved Nala more than her. 
(09) Now because of this Dama began to hate Nala, to insult her, to lie about her, and to say to her 

husband, “How can you love someone with such a big hump?” 
(10) So then, this is what she began to do all the time to Nala, up to the point that she was getting her 

husband on her side, and the woman (Nala) was unhappy all the time. 
(11) Then an old lady saw that Nala was unhappy. 
(12) She said to her : “If you want to have your husband’s love, go at night to the edge of your garden. 

You will find spirits there, dancing in the middle. If you think to go up to them, stop, join in, clap 
your hands a lot. When it is your turn to dance say to the one standing next to you, ‘Take my child, 
I’m going to dance.’ This child is that hump. When you enter the middle of the dance, leave the 
other side, and run as fast as possible to get home.” 

(13) So then Naala went at night, she found the spirits, who were dancing, she went up to them, stood 
and clapped with them. 

(14) When it was her turn to dance she said to the one next to her, “Hold my child, I’m going to dance.” 
(15) So the spirit took her hump, held it and Nala entered the dance. 
(16) She entered, left the other side and ran home. 
(17) She got there, went in and went to sleep. 
(18) The spirits stayed, dancing there until dawn, when they started to separate. 
(19) The one who had taken Nala’s hump was still looking for the person who had give him the baby. 
(20) When he could not find her, he left with it. 
(21) Dama got up the next morning, and saw how Nala no longer had a hump. 
(22) She said “Our husband will think of leaving me,” and she got so angry that she fainted. 
(23) Now Nala, who was kind, told her what she had done so that her hump had gone. 
(24) So then Dama also went at night and found the spirits that were dancing.  
(25) She approached them, and went to where the spirit that Nala had given hump to stood, and clapped. 
(26) When the dancing reached her, she asked him to take her child, so that she could dance. 
(27) But the spirit said to her “Hey, someone asked me to take her child yesterday, and then ran off 

leaving it with me. You look like her. Here it is.” 
(28) So Dama took the hump and it mixed with hers, and became big. She was ashamed to go back to 

the house with it, so she decided to run and throw herself in the sea, to kill herself. 
(29) When she arrived, she threw herself in the water. 
(30) But the water threw her back again and said to her, “I don’t take people who do bad things.”’ 
 
 

Appendix H: “Lion, his daughter, and hare,” traditional oral story in Ekoti (Bantu, Mozambique) 
Major units are indicated by heavy lines, minor units by light lines. 

 
(01) ‘The story of Lion, his daughter, and Hare. 
(02) One time there was Mr Lion with his daughter and Hare. 
(03) One day Mr Lion had a daughter who was a virgin and whom he wanted to get married. 
(04) This daughter of his wasn’t getting married because she didn’t want to speak to other people, out 

of rudeness.  
(05) Until a certain day, there came a man who wanted to marry her, and asked Mr Lion saying, “Mr 

Lion, I want to marry your daughter.” 
(06) Then Mr Lion answering said, “I will only marry my daughter to one who can speak to her and 

get her to respond.”  
(07) That man went to speak with the virgin, but he didn’t get her, and not a man who came got her. 
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(08) When Hare heard those words, he said in his heart, “I am Hare, owner of cleverness. I want to see 
if that virgin won’t speak and marry me.” 

(09) Having said that, Hare rapidly arose and dressed up nicely; 
(10) he went to Mr Lion’s house. 
(11) Having found Mr Lion, he asked him saying, “Honorable Mr Lion, I heard tell that you have a 

virgin daughter, who doesn’t get married because of not wanting to speak to people. Now I in turn 
come to ask you, I want to marry your daughter.”  

(12) “Many intelligent people have come here and returned without getting her to speak. So then, 
could it be that an inconsequential person like you will get her to?” 

(13) It was Mr Lion that asked Hare. “I give you permission to marry my daughter, as long as you get 
her to respond to you when you speak to her, she shall be yours.” 

(14) Hare went to the virgin to speak with her, but she didn’t respond a thing.  
(15) Until another day, Mr Lion went out with members of his family and with the virgin to plant rice. 
(16) After hearing tell of work in the field, Hare asked Mr Lion saying, “I also would like to follow 

you (pl.) there in the field, to help you.” 
(17) Then, in fact, Hare followed Mr Lion to the field. 
(18) Immediately he arrived in the field, he began to plant rice with all the other people; 
(19) he was making conversation, but the virgin still wasn’t speaking. 
(20) While all the other people were planting the rice in the correct position, Hare was turning the 

leaves downward and the roots upward. 
(21) The virgin passed by where Hare had passed, saw the rice upside down, took it out and replanted 

it. 
(22) But Hare kept on planting it upside down. 
(23) Until the virgin began to get irritated and began to talk low. 
(24) Finally Hare heard the virgin talking low; 
(25) and he kept right on planting the rice upside down, he pretended that he didn’t hear anything. 
(26) Completely exasperated by what Hare was doing, 
(27) then the virgin called to Hare saying, “You Mr Hare, this rice is not planted that way, you are 

turning the bottom part up and the top part down. The roots are what point down, and the leaves 
are what go up, do you hear?”  

(28) The father and his family were hearing that virgin speaking with Hare. 
(29) At that moment everyone was astonished to hear how Hare had gotten the virgin to speak. 
(30a) Mr Lion arising called Hare with the virgin and his family. 
(30b) He spoke thus: “Now I trust you with all my heart, because your intelligence is greater than mine. 

That being so, at this moment my daughter is in your hands. I deliver her to you, marry her.” 
(31a) Hare arose and went home; he went and got ready. 
(31b) Having finished, he went and got married. 
(32) That is the way the story of Mr Lion with his daughter and Hare ended.’ 

 

Appendix I: Methodologies for analyzing discourse topics and other themes 
According to the present treatment, discourse topics and other themes are associated with discourse 

schemas, which are generally associated with discourse units. If the text lacks a single conceptual goal or 
direction, segment it into the largest parts which do have a single conceptual goal or direction. For each of 
these parts, three major methodologies may be used, singly or in combination: bottom-up structure-based 
analysis, bottom-up processual analysis, top-down theme-based analysis.  
BOTTOM-UP STRUCTURE-BASED ANALYSIS 
• Identify discourse units in the text. This can initially be done on the basis of continuities and 

discontinuities among the orientation dimensions, with linguistic signals serving to confirm or refine 
one’s initial guesses (see Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, ch. 7, where discourse units are called 
“thematic units” and orientation dimensions are called “dimensions of thematic continuity”). 
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• Beginning with the lowest-level full discourse units (paragraphs), for each discourse unit identify the 
schema, its head, and its steps. Verify that the head is a theme (a point of integration for the schema 
for which each step’s relation to the schema expresses the speaker’s intrinsic interest in the point of 
integration). On the basis of the schema, identify other themes for the discourse unit.  

• Considering paragraphs as steps in higher-level schemas, identify those schemas and the 
corresponding higher-level discourse units. Do this all the way up to the global level.  

• For each schema so identified, verify that its head is a theme and identify further themes.  
BOTTOM-UP PROCESSUAL ANALYSIS 
• Analyze signals and cues, both conceptual and formal, as they occur in sequence, for indications of 

themes and boundaries of discourse units.  
• For the themes and discourse units so indicated, identify associated schemas and additional themes. 
• Verify that the discourse units and their associated schemas constitute a hierarchical structure.. 
TOP-DOWN THEME-BASED ANALYSIS 
• Identify the most obvious theme that the addressee would be likely to recognize or hypothesize as the 

text gets started. Identify the textual span of this theme. Utilize both conceptual and formal signals. 
This will generally be a global theme or at least the theme of the first major subpart.  

• Within the textual span of the first-identified theme, identify lower-level themes and their textual 
spans. Proceed down to the paragraph level. Utilize both conceptual and formal signals.  

• For each theme so identified, identify the schema of its textual span. Identify the head of the schema 
and other themes. Utilize both conceptual and formal signals.  
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